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Abstract 
Text-messaging or Short Message Service (SMS) concerns the asynchronous, instant, 
and two-party exchange of digitally composed texts in an environment of mobile 
communication. Unlike previous sociolinguistic studies of SMS, this thesis sets out to 
explore text-messaging not only as individual texts but also as contributions to SMS- 
sequences, embedded in the participants' everyday interaction. The empirical data 
collected for this purpose concern primarily everyday exchanges of text-messages 
among participants who belong to the age group of `youth' (15-25 years old, as 
defined in marketing campaigns of SMS) and live in urban centres (e. g. Athens, 
Greece). 
Rather than presupposing a `new SMS language', this study focuses on how users of 
text-messaging manipulate verbal and graphemic choices as resources in order to suit 
the interactional needs of the environment at hand. The graphemic representation of 
Greek SMS is explored in terms of the participants' use of alphabetical encoding, 
capitalization, and punctuation. The norm of Greek-alphabeted upper-case script in 
my data is discussed in relation to the medium's technological affordances and the 
participants' stance towards new media. At the same time, my findings indicate that 
unconventional graphemic choices, such as letter-shape alternation and multiple 
punctuation, operate as contextualization cues, compensating for the paucity of 
paralinguistic signals in SMS and indexing the participants' emotive stances. 
Moreover, the exploration of sequential patterns in Greek text-messaging reveals that 
the prototypical structure of `opening-body-closing' orients to and co-varies with 
specific interactional issues, related to establishing contact, participants' relationships 
and SMS communicative purposes. Last, but not least, the focus of analysis shifts to 
the inter-relations between text-messaging and other social activities. The practice of 
topicalizing current location and ongoing activities is linked with social theory's 
concept of `perpetual contact' and is demonstrated to foster a sense of `co-presence at- 
a-distance' which sustains and reinforces social relationships between co-participants. 
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Note on transliteration 
The transliteration of places and names follows the scheme introduced by the Library 
of Congress and employed in bibliographical coding. However, it is applied in this 
thesis with the following adaptations: 
(a) no indication of macron in il and co; they are transliterated as i and o respectively; 
(b) the diphthongs µn, vi and yx/yy are transliterated as b, nd and ng respectively. 
At the same time, the corresponding IPA symbols are included in the following table, 
because they will be used when acoustic/phonetic properties of written words are 
discussed. The words transliterated according to IPA conventions will appear in / /. 
Library of Congress transliteration scheme' IPA symbols2 
Upper-case Lower-case 
A A aa /a/ 
B V ßv /v/ 
r G yg /j/ before /e/, /i/ 
/y/ before /a/, /o/, /u/ 
A D Sd /o/ 
E E ce /e/ 
Z Z z /7l 
H 1 11 i /i/ 
O TH 0 th /0/ 
I I ti /i/ 
K K xk /c/ before /e/, /i/ 
/I: / before /a/, /o/, /u/ 
A L xI /I/ 
M M it m /m/ 
N N vn /n/ 
X 4x /ks/ 
0 0 oo /o/ 
fI P 7V p It 
P R pr /r/ 
E S a (-S) s /s/ 
T T Tt 
Y Y vy 
(D PH cp ph /f/ 
X CH Ch /g/ before /e/, /i/ 
/x/ before /a/, /o/, /u/ 
' PS yr ps /ps/ 
92 0 CO o /o/ 
1 cf. http: //www. loc. gov/catdir/cpso/romanization/greek. pdf Accessed on 25 September 2006 
2 cf. the International Phonetic Alphabet table (revised to 1989) in Ladefoged (1993). 
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Introduction 
The use of media enabling verbal contact among people who are not physically co- 
present is not a recent phenomenon in the history of human communication. Long 
before the late developments in personal communication technologies, the invention 
of writing involved the processing of different materials for the creation of 
appropriate writing surfaces and inscribing instruments. By virtue of these means, 
speech utterances could be recorded and communicated among people in different 
spatio-temporal settings. By the end of the nineteenth century, the invention of a new 
electronic device, i. e. the telephone, had revolutionised communication at a distance. 
More specifically, human voice could travel instantly to places miles away and in 
different time zones. Furthermore, while the telephone in the nineteenth century had 
changed `traditional' perceptions of spoken interaction between physically co-present 
individuals, the use of computers and Internet in the twentieth century seem to have 
created new environments for social interaction. In such mediated environments, 
existing modes of communication have been found to be creatively employed and 
manipulated by participants in their attempt to interact among themselves. 
This thesis focuses on text-messaging which has recently appeared as a new form of 
mediated communication within the area of mobile telephony. In particular, text- 
messaging (or Short Message Service, henceforth SMS) allows for instant, text-based, 
interaction among physically non co-present individuals. In other words, users of the 
particular technology compose small digital texts which can immediately reach the 
intended addressee. In fact, this channel of contact can be established, even when one 
party cannot anticipate the other's whereabouts and activities. In sum, text-messaging 
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concerns the asynchronous, but instant, exchange of digitally composed texts between 
two, or more, persons in an environment of mobile communication. 
Mobile telephony - and text-messaging, in particular - is a multi-faceted phenomenon 
and has been the focus of interest by a diversity of disciplines, including marketing 
and economics, electronic engineering, cultural and social studies (e. g. Katz & 
Aakhus, 2002a; Ling & Pendersen, 2005; Rheingold, 2002), social geography (e. g. 
Laurier, 2001), medicine, etc. Although financial and technological issues may be 
invoked in the discussion, this thesis is primarily a language-focused study which sets 
out to explore text-messages both as individual texts and as contributions to longer 
interactional sequences (i. e. as `texts-in-interaction'). The thesis' preoccupation with 
issues of language and social interaction in text-messaging places the present study 
within the broader area of discourse analysis. Discourse analysts have widely 
embraced the idea that humans communicate through genres; that is, through 
recognizable text types or speech styles which exhibit distinctive constellations of 
inter-related and co-occurrent forms and structures. Within the context of my thesis, 
`genre' is employed as a meta-concept which can bring together and reveal systematic 
co-patternings of formal, functional and contextual properties. In fact, the 
identification of a piece of discourse as text-messaging depends to a great extent on 
the participants' ability to recognize - consciously or unconsciously - such systematic 
co-patternings. However, it should be noted that this thesis is not about `the language 
of text-messaging', in the sense employed by folk linguistics and popular press. More 
specifically, the linguistic forms and norms discussed in the following chapters are not 
treated as fixed characteristics of the `SMS language' but as resources that users of 
text-messaging creatively and strategically (re-)appropriate to suit the local 
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environment. In line with current advances in Computer-Mediated Communication 
(henceforth, CMC) research (cf. Androutsopoulos, 2006; Danet, 2001; 
Georgakopoulou, 2006; Herring, 2004), the local environment does not only refer to 
technological aspects of the medium but also to a host of other contextual parameters, 
including the participants' relationships, their interactional history, national language 
ideologies, etc. 
The developments of scientific research on telecommunications technologies and 
economic affluence facilitated the genesis of mobile telephony and its services, like 
text-messaging, in western societies such as the United States of America and the 
Scandinavian countries in Europe. However, mobile communication soon was spread 
to the rest of the globe in surprising and unpredicted ways. As reported in Katz & 
Aakhus's book (2002a) Perpetual Contact: mobile communication, private talk 
public performance, the new mobile device has also been popular in post-communist 
East European countries (for instance, Bulgaria; cf. Varbanov, 2002) and widely 
employed in the Philippines, an Asian country where traditional landline telephony is 
still not a common commodity (cf. Strom, 2002). Furthermore, this thesis attempts to 
investigate text-messaging in a different socio-cultural context: in Greece. Mobile 
phones appeared in this area in 1993 and soon became a fixture of everyday life. 
According to a survey of the National Committee for Telephony, in 2003 there were 
9.8 million users of mobile telephony among the approximately 11 million inhabitants 
of Greece. These figures are indicative of the widespread use of mobile phones in a 
society which, at the same time, appears reluctant to embrace other new technologies, 
such as the Internet. 
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Moreover, the high penetration rate of mobile telephony in Greece (78%)1 suggests 
that the new medium has become accessible to various social groups of different 
social or geographical background, age, and financial status. Nonetheless, both mobile 
phone operator companies and popular press have identified `youth' as the most 
affected social group by mobile phones and text-messaging, in particular. Relating 
young people with new or non-standard linguistic and social behaviours has been a 
common theme both in popular and academic literature alike. However, current 
sociolinguistic research (cf. Androutsopoulos & Georgakopoulou, 2003) has stressed 
the need for more contextualized studies which will allow for heterogeneity within 
what is biologically defined as `youth'. In other words, age is only one among an 
array of parameters that might be relevant to the analysis of speech events among 
young participants. This thesis will attempt to explore language use in text-messaging 
by drawing upon everyday exchanges of messages among participants who belong to 
the age group defined as `youth' and live in urban centres - in this case, in Athens. 
Popular representations of text-messaging, as occurring in Greek newspaper articles, 
serve as the point of departure of this thesis. Acknowledging the socio-ideological 
load of folk views on language and interaction, chapter 1 explores newspaper 
representations of text-messaging in Greece and sets the stage for the culture-specific 
issues and concerns, voiced in local popular discourses. In turn, this chapter attempts 
to re-frame some of the issues invoked above in the context of relevant academic 
literature and, at the same time, to address the specific concepts and themes which 
will be discussed later in the thesis. The literature review extends beyond language- 
' According to statistics of the International Telecommunication Union, http: //www. itu. int/ITU- 
D/ict/statistics/at_glance/Cellular03. pdf (accessed on 25 September 2006), this percentage (78%) 
represents the penetration rate of mobile telephony in 2003. Considering that this rate increased to 90% 
in 2005, cf. http: //www. itu. int/ITU-D/ict/statistics/atglance/cellularO5. pdf (accessed on 25 September 
2006), it becomes apparent that we are dealing with a `mobile-saturated' culture. 
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focused studies of text-messaging and the relevant area of CMC research by taking 
into account comparable sociolinguistic research on other forms of mediated 
communication, as well as drawing links with relevant concepts suggested by 
sociological and cultural studies of mobile telephony. 
Chapter 2 is devoted to the presentation of the material collected for the purposes of 
this thesis and of the analytical framework employed in the data analysis. Before the 
description of the specific data sets and data collection techniques, methodological 
concerns regarding the collection of private, personal, and digitized messages are 
discussed. The data collection techniques employed in this study concern an 
anonymous questionnaire survey and three case-studies. Each technique, along with 
its relevant strengths and weaknesses, is presented and discussed separately. In 
addition, this chapter depicts formal properties of text-messaging, such as the 
technological specificities of the medium, the length and type of text-messages. 
Part I of the thesis explores the graphemic representation of text-messages vis-a-vis 
writing norms. In particular chapter 3 will address the issue of alphabetical encoding 
in Greek SMS. The aim of this chapter is to investigate the choice of alphabet for 
encoding text-messages. The technological system allows for three types of encoding: 
(a) Greek script, (b) Roman script, and (c) mixed script, including both Greek and 
Roman characters. My findings reveal that the norm in Greek text-messaging 
corresponds to the standard practice of writing with Greek characters. This script 
norm is intimately linked to the technology affording such graphemic choices. 
However, the discussion of script in Greek text-messaging is not restricted to 
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technological issues, but it also takes into account the participants' stance towards 
new media and global youth cultures. 
In a similar vein, chapter 4 focuses on the participants' use of typographic resources, 
such as upper- or lower-case letters, punctuation marks, and other printing symbols, in 
text-messaging. Considering that the graphemic representation of a written text is 
regulated by grammar books, this chapter investigates the extent to which writing 
practices in text-messaging differ from the conventions of standard writing in Modern 
Greek. Furthermore, it explores the purposes that these practices serve for in the local 
environment and it attempts to draw connections, where relevant, to emergent 
practices in digital writing, as suggested in CMC research. The data analysis reveals 
that unconventional graphemic choices operate as contextualization cues, 
compensating for the paucity of paralinguistic cues in SMS, resonating with topic 
boundaries and indexing the participants' gender and emotive stances. 
Furthermore, part II shifts the focus of analysis towards issues of organization and 
social interaction in text-messaging. Chapter 5 sets out to look at how text-messages 
are organized in terms of sequential patterns. The investigation of the internal 
organization of individual text-messages demonstrates that SMS orients to the 
prototypical tripartite pattern of `opening-body-closing', documented in other 
mediated genres as well. However, text-messages are explored not only as 
asynchronous, individual, texts, but also as contributions (turns) in quasi- 
synchronous, interactional sequences. As a result, the variation in the realization of 
the above tripartite structure is discussed in relation to the text's position in the 
sequence. In fact, the discussion reveals that the internal structure of a message orients 
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to specific interactional issues related to the establishment of contact, the maintenance 
of social relationships, and the topic of the text-exchange. 
Finally, chapter 6 brings to the fore the issue of how text-messaging interacts with 
other social activities. More specifically, the analysis focuses on the participants' 
practice of topicalizing their current location and ongoing activities in which they 
engage at the time of texting each other. In terms of linguistic markers, this chapter is 
preoccupied with the participants' use of the formulaic expressions «iroü sicai» 
('where are you') and «it xävclS» ('what's up'), and the use of place and time 
deictics. Furthermore, these references to the immediate setting are discussed in 
relation to the lived experience and interactional practices that my participants have 
accumulated through close and prolonged, face-to-face and mediated, interaction. 
This chapter concludes that the practice of topicalizing current location and ongoing 
activities fosters a mutual sense of `co-presence at a distance', which is paramount for 
the close and intimate type of relationship that holds between the participants in my 
case-studies. 
This thesis attempts to move away from technologically-determined explanations of 
language use in text-messaging. For this purpose, the discussion of generic norms in 
SMS takes into account different aspects of the local environment, including not only 
the medium's technological affordances but also the participants' relationships, their 
histories of friendship, the temporal ordering of activities, and the factor of mobility in 
interaction. The main contribution of the thesis is its parallel focus on text-messaging 
as individual texts with recognizable micro-linguistic features and structures and as 
`texts-in/as-interaction' where the forms and norms identified above are tailored to 
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issues of social interaction and praxis. Although text-messaging, as also implied by its 
name, lends itself for looking at the inter-relations between `text' and `text-ing', 
previous studies of SMS have mainly focused on the former and overlooked the latter. 
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Chapter 1: Popular and academic literature 
Chapter 1 
Popular and academic literature: framing the issues 
1.1. Introduction 
The recent appearance of mobile communication as a social phenomenon, along with 
its extensive impact on everyday life, has resulted in the production of abundant folk 
views on the subject. In contrast, academic discourse seems to be lagging behind in 
observations and explanations of the specific phenomenon. This contrast in the 
production of folk versus academic discourse on mobile communication does not only 
apply to the case of Greece: a similar picture appears worldwide (cf. Katz & Aakhus, 
2002b: 6; Thurlow, 2003b: 3). The aim of this chapter is to explore how popular and 
academic literature alike frames the issues which will be discussed in the thesis. 
Although popular views on language are often dismissed by academics, recent 
approaches to language are not reluctant to take into account `commonsense ideas that 
speakers have about language and the social world of which it is a part' (Hanks, 2005: 
191). The preliminary examination of newspaper representations of text-messaging in 
Greece will provide insights into the culture-specific issues and concerns that popular 
discourses voice regarding the use of mobile telephony and text-messaging in 
particular. More specifically, it will be shown that the metalinguistic comments in 
newspaper publications converge into constructing and perpetuating the stereotype of 
a `new SMS language'. 
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Chapter 1: Popular and academic literature 
Furthermore, the critical review of the relevant academic literature will argue that 
early language-focused studies of text-messaging (in Greek and other languages) have 
not always succeeded to depart from the above stereotype. Similar to early CMC 
research, these studies have been primarily preoccupied with the communicative 
functions that the new mode aims at fulfilling and the micro-linguistic features which 
have already been part and parcel of popular debates on SMS. Finally, the issues of 
genre, writing norms, sequential organization of interaction, sociability, and 
globalization will be addressed. More specifically, I will attempt to discuss these 
issues not only with regard to other studies of text-messaging and the relevant area of 
CMC studies but also in relation to comparable sociolinguistic research on other 
mediated' communication (e. g. telephone calls and letter-writing). In line with current 
developments in CMC studies, this thesis is aimed at providing a more contextualized 
account of text-messages in social interaction and, thus, will also take into account 
interactional approaches to language, as well as theoretical concepts developed in 
sociologically-oriented and cultural studies of mobile telephony. 
1.2. Popular representations of text-messaging in Greece 
Although popular representations cannot compensate for the lack of a body of 
academic study, we should not discount the possibility that they might provide a 
window into issues which are important and relevant to the specific culture and 
society. As mentioned by Yung (2005: 352), `the discourse of mobile phones in 
everyday life reveals our sociocultural knowledge, assumptions, perceptions and 
1 The use of the term `mediated' here refers to technologically-mediated communication (cf. Scollon, 
1998: 5-6). 
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attitudes toward technology'. In the field of linguistics, academics have been 
traditionally dismissive of folk views on language matters. However, Cameron (1995: 
xiii) insists on the significance of exploring metalinguistic popular views, `for in order 
to displace the most powerful ideology there is, namely common sense, it is necessary 
to grasp its hidden principles and to understand the reasons for its enduring popular 
appeal'. Within the context of my thesis, the critical discussion of popular 
representations sets the stage in relation to which the analytical preoccupations of 
academic literature (see § 1.3) and my own research interests will be discussed. In 
other words, the following discussion aims to reveal on the one hand the issues 
presented as relevant to the Greek culture and society and on the other the ways in 
which the specific issues are framed in public debates about language in new media. 
In the following sections (1.2.1-5), I will attempt to provide a critical discussion of 
popular representations of text-messaging occurring in a corpus of articles collected 
from Greek newspapers. More specifically, I will argue that newspaper publications 
primarily focus on the non-standard properties of `SMS language', which is assumed 
to have been created and developed among the `default' users of the new medium, i. e. 
the youth. The following discussion will draw on metalinguistic views of language 
use in text-messaging as expressed in the relevant publications. In addition, I will 
examine popular assumptions regarding other social and cultural aspects of text- 
messaging and mobile phone culture which are relevant to such meta-linguistic 
comments. 
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1.2.1. Popular representations and newspaper discourse 
Media material (press, broadcast media, internet, etc) is a rich source of popular 
discourse on text-messaging. As Bell (1995: 23) points out, the mass media play an 
important role in shaping, representing and reproducing people's views and attitudes 
towards language. Although it is not the case that media representations can always be 
identified with popular representations and concerns2, the investigation of such 
material may, indeed, indicate patterns of social meanings and stereotypes of text- 
messaging use, which are projected through the media in the Greek culture and 
society. 
More specifically, the material employed in the following analysis concerns articles 
from the Greek press. The proliferation of comments on language issues in the press is 
striking and seems to arise from the common assumption - underlying folk linguistics 
- that everyone who speaks is entitled to comment on language (Aitchison, 2001: 
614). However, in the case of Greece, there is a long-standing tradition of press 
publications on language matters. As argued by Moschonas (2001: 85), comments on 
language issues appear regularly in the Greek press. Such publications are part of a 
`prolonged press routine' and may occur in the form of language-focused columns, 
e. g. columns regarding the `correct' use of Greek language (cf. `8topOcw'n, c i 
wny, AXI&L'; Moschonas, 2001: 94) or `accidental comments' (cf. `aup twJ a'rucrj 
avacpopä'; Moschonas, 2001: 98) in other regular columns on current affairs. Apart 
from these `routine' publications, a specific event related to language matters (for 
2 Hobsbawm (1990) argues that views expressed in the media do not represent popular beliefs and 
attitudes, since they come from people who belong to particular elite groups (journalists, academics, 
writers, etc. ) and thus represent particular ideological standpoints. 
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instance, `Lamassoure's3 project') can trigger a series of articles on the particular 
issue, creating thus a public debate which often has the character of a `crusade' or a 
`national dispute'. 
This intense preoccupation of the Greek press with language per se should be 
considered within the local socio-historical context. Public debates over language 
issues are not a recent phenomenon in the history of Greece. The need for establishing 
a national language for the newly born Modern Greek state in the mid nineteenth 
century resulted in a situation of `diglossia'. Ferguson (1972: 232) introduces the term 
`diglossia' in order to describe in broad terms `one particular kind of standardization 
where two varieties of a language exist side by side throughout the community, with 
each having a definite role to play'. For more than a century (until 1976) the linguistic 
situation in Greece was marked by the parallel use of `Katharevousa', the official 
language which was closer to ancient Greek and employed in institutional settings 
(administration, education, etc. ), and `Demotic Greek', spoken by Greeks in their 
everyday life. However, as early as the late nineteenth century, this linguistic divide 
was transformed into a political and ideological split. Thus, the language conflict was 
related (Frangoudaki, 2001: 120-124) to ideological confrontations between 
supporters of `Katharevousa', considered as more conservative, and supporters of 
`Demotike', regarded as more liberal and progressive. This conflict over the `language 
question' was brought to an end in 1976 with the official establishment of a standard 
(`koine') Modern Greek language, which was primarily based on the spoken variety 
of `Demotike'. However, language issues have not ceased to preoccupy public debates 
in the Greek press and media, in general. 
3 Alain Lamassoure, French former minister for European Affairs (1993-1995), suggested that the 
European Union should consider decreasing the number of working languages from eleven to five. This 
suggestion has spurred many reactions in Greece. 
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The significance of the local socio-cultural context in the construction of meaning in 
popular representations has been pointed out by studies4 in the area of Critical 
Discourse Analysis (CDA). This critical approach to the analysis of language and 
ideology has been extensively employed in the study of media and, particularly, 
newspaper discourse (Garrett & Bell, 1998: 5; van Dijk, 1998; Androutsopoulos, 
2001: 176). CDA approaches newspaper discourse as social practice; that is, it 
assumes that there is a dialectical relationship between discourse and society in the 
sense that discourse is shaped by society and, at the same time, partly constitutes 
society. Within this framework, the grammatical choices and discursive practices used 
in the articles under consideration are meaningful and may have ideological effects, as 
they construct culture-specific social meanings of mobile communication and 
articulate together particular representations of text-messaging use. Thus language in 
newspaper discourse works ideologically in ways often unclear and opaque to the 
readers. Another important premise of CDA is that discourse is historical; that is, it is 
situated historically within a particular sociocultural context and at the same time 
invokes and evokes the production of other discourses. As Fairclough & Wodak 
(1997: 276) argue, 
Discourse is not produced without context and cannot be understood without taking the 
context into consideration [... ] Discourses are always connected to other discourses 
which were produced earlier, as well as those which are produced synchronically and 
subsequently. 
As a result, metalinguistic comments on language use in text-messaging cannot be 
discussed in isolation to the Greek `tradition' of routine publications on language 
matters in newspaper discourse. In line with a critical discourse analytic perspective, 
4 For a summary of the main assumptions underlying Critical Discourse Analysis, see Titcher et al. 
(2000: 146) and Fairclough & Wodak (1997: 271-280). 
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the following discussion draws on the assumption that the production of such 
discourses is intimately linked to the local socio-historical context outlined above. 
As shown in appendix I, the material collected concerns 31 articles published, from 
2001 to 2003, in four Greek newspapers, namely To Vima (7 articles), Ta Nea (8 
articles), Eleftherotipia (8 articles), and Kathimerini (8 articles). The relevant material 
has been recovered through the search engines of the newspapers' online editions. The 
specific newspapers are published daily and circulate all over Greece; Ta Nea and 
Eleftherotipia are evening newspapers, whereas Kathimerini is a morning paper. 
Although the traditionally Sunday's paper, To Vima, has been circulated daily since 
1999, constraints on data collections forced me to take into account only the online 
Sunday edition of the paper. There are two main reasons for selecting the particular 
journals6 as representative of newspaper representations on text-messaging use, and 
language use in particular; first, their wide circulation and second, the high frequency 
of publications on language matters. According to Moschonas' survey (2001: 91), 
over a three-month period (01/11/1999-31/01/2000), 41% of the 364 coded 
publications on language matters came from the above four newspapers. 
The popular representations of text-messaging explored below have been found in 
articles dealing with issues of popular culture (2 articles); in particular mobile phone 
culture (14 articles), digital culture (1 article), and youth culture (2 articles) or a 
combination of the above (5 articles). Language and its relationship with the above 
One can have access and search online only the Sunday issues of To Vima. 
6 In terms of their political orientation, Chatzisavidis (2001: 145) argues that these four newspapers are 
not (at least explicitly) identified with either right or left wing ideologies. However, there is variation in 
the socio-economic profile of each paper's expected readership: Kathimerini and To Vima have been 
associated with a readership of middle class, well-educated, background, whereas Ta Nea and 
Eleftherotipia have a more popular appeal, attracting people from lower socio-economic status as well. 
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instances of popular culture appear as the main topic? in the other, seven, articles. The 
publications under consideration cover a variety of newspaper genres, such as news 
reports, opinion articles, interviews, etc. As shown in appendix I, the material 
collected has been further categorised into two broad genre categories: news-oriented 
articles and opinion-oriented articles (see Moschonas, 2001: 99-100, for a similar 
classification). Although the boundaries between these two categories are not clear- 
cut or definite, and news-oriented articles may include opinion and vice versa, the 
relevant distinction will be kept for analytical purposes. More specifically, drawing on 
the articles' classification by the newspapers online, we identify as news-oriented (22 
articles) any articles which appear as news or surveys' reports within the sections 
covering current affairs in Greece and abroad. On the other hand, interviews and 
regular columns from regular collaborators (usually the editors or non journalists, 
such as academics, politicians or writers) commenting on current issues are classified 
as opinion-oriented articles (9 articles). 
1.2.2. SMS as `the youth tool'8 
Mobile phones and text-messaging are very popular in Greece. According to 
published national surveys, in June 2003 there were 9,800,000 mobile phones in use. 
Considering the total population of Greece at the time (c. 11 million), this figure 
suggests that mobile telephony has penetrated almost every social group, regardless of 
For an overview of the main topic that each article discusses, see appendix I. 
8 The expression `the youth tool' is borrowed from a brochure (November 2002) by Cosmote (Greek 
mobile phone operator company) advertising a new price plan, called `what's up' (see appendix II). 
The specific plan offers low cost SMS service and explicitly targets young people, as portrayed in the 
logo KAPTOKINHTH THAE'PQNIA FM NEOYE `pay-as-you-go mobile telephony for young people' 
employed in Cosmote's previous brochure for the same plan (June 2001 in appendix II). 
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age, gender, socio-economic or geographical background. However, it is not the case 
that all social groups are equally portrayed as keen users of mobile telephony and 
text-messaging in the relevant newspaper publications. 
In fact, despite the widespread use of mobile phones, the articles under consideration 
seem to consistently associate mobile phones and text-messaging with a particular 
social group: young people and, more specifically, adolescents. The mobile phone is 
presented as a 'fetish9' and a `youth symbol' (Eleftherotipia, 20/07/2001). Young 
people appear to have played a pivotal role in the expansion of mobile phone to the 
rest of the society (Ta Nea, 11/05/2002). However, what differentiates them from the 
other social groups is supposed to be their unique use of mobile phones; contrary to 
older people who are represented as `using their mobile primarily for business and 
family purposes', the young prefer more personal and `less mundane' uses 
(Eleftherotipia, 31/01/2001). 
As for text-messaging in particular, `it is a rapidly developing means of 
communication, particularly amongst the youth' (Kathimerini, 29/06/2003e). 
Adolescents are assumed to be the first who discovered and developed the affordances 
of the new service, i. e. Short Message Service or SMS (Ta Nea, 11/05/2002). Such 
representations are constructed in the newspaper articles through the use of cultural 
images depicting young people constantly sending text-messages to each other (To 
Vima, 07/01/2001). For instance, the picture of young people checking their incoming 
text-messages and their phone's reception in a leisure setting, before even addressing 
9 Quotation marks indicate that the specific words are translations of the original quote in the article. 
Exact, i. e. not translated, quotes from the data are indicated in the text with italics. 
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a word to each other, is supposed `to be extremely common in Greece' 
(Eleftherotipia, 20/07/2001). 
The employment of cultural images like the one cited above seems to play an 
important role in the rhetoric of articles concerning text-messaging use amongst the 
youth. Such images are employed as if `we are all familiar with the picture of young 
people keying in their texts on their mobiles at an extreme speed' (Eleftherotipia, 
22/01/2003). In such instances, the use of the first plural pronoun ('we') seems to 
create a sense of familiarity between the producers and readers of the specific articles 
and, thus, to naturalize these cultural images as common sense observations. At the 
same time, other social groups, such as young people's parents, are also presented to 
`get annoyed watching their sons and daughters over the keypad of a mobile phone' 
(Eleftherotipia, 29/03/2001). 
Apart from the above lay views on young people's use of text-messaging, popular 
representations in the newspapers are reinforced by the use of expert discourse. 
Reporting statistics and results from academic (To Vima, 22/12/2002) or commercial 
surveys on youth and/or mobile phone culture is a common practice, particularly 
among the news-oriented articles under consideration. At the same time, the voice of 
the experts is not absent from opinion-oriented articles. The voice of professionals 
from the area of mobile telephony is prevalent in the data in the form of interviews or 
quotes within the articles (To Vima, 22/12/2002). Academics are also identified as 
legitimate contributors to the debate over mobile phone culture. For instance, in 
Kathimerini's (29/06/2003a, b, e) extended report on mobile phones, M. Cheretakis, 
M. Santorineos, and T. Stalikas are presented with their professional identity as 
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`reader in the department of mass media and communication at the University of 
Athens', `lecturer in the school of fine arts', and `reader in clinical psychology' 
respectively, in their contributions (short opinion-articles) on different aspects of 
mobile phone culture. 
On the other hand, it is striking that young people - the protagonists in contemporary 
mobile phone culture, according to the representations above - seldom have the 
opportunity to speak directly in the articles discussed. Out of the total corpus, their 
actual voice is heard only twice in direct speech (Kathimerini, 29/06/2003d; Ta Nea, 
03/10/2002). Thus, newspaper representations of young people using text-messaging 
are primarily based on folk views from the perspective of other social groups, such as 
parents, academics, professionals in the area of mobile telephony, etc. The latter seem 
to construct a `text generation' (ycvia r(wv KElpEv, ov, Eleftherotipia, 29/03/2001) - 
young people between 15 and 25 years old1° - which is assumed to be fascinated by 
new technologies and, in particular, mobile phones. 
`Text generation' appears under different names in the data; such as `thumb 
generation' (ycvzd rov avrixeipa; Ta Nea, 27/05/2002), `the children of the digital era' 
(ra irazöid rqc yrrlcpza1cýc Enox, c; To Vima, 09/11/2003), `the message generation' (rl 
ygvid rawv 1w vvpärcov; 
Eleftherotipia, 29/03/2001), `the new people of the... new era' 
(ot veoi ävOp(onoi rrls... vkas vno%i c; Eleftherotipia, 22/01/2003), `the children of the 
digital revolution' (ra 7ratözä rrlc Vq(praxrjs eicavduratrls; Ta Nea, 03/10/2002). The 
use of such generic terms in newspaper discourse seems to contribute to the 
10 Here, newspaper discourse seems to follow the marketing classification of target groups. According 
to Panafon's marketing brochure (November 2001, see appendix II), people between 15 and 25 years 
old form a distinct target group which corresponds to the notion of `youth'. 
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establishment and reproduction of the representations of youth as a distinct and 
homogeneous social group. 
The idea that young people and mobile phones are inherently associated is so 
prevalent that those who are young but do not have a mobile are presented as 
exceptional cases. For example, Kathimerini (29/06/2003d) dedicates one page to 
quote the words of four young persons on aspects of mobile phone culture. However, 
there is variation in the presentation of each person. More specifically, the three users 
of mobile telephony appear in a picture (which covers half the page) and are 
introduced by their names (Alexandros, Irini, and Vasilis). In contrast, the fourth 
young person is not shown in any picture and is introduced by the phrase `Jannis 
doesn't have a mobile! ', ending with an exclamation mark and, thus, underlining the 
peculiarity of the case (see appendix II). 
The above representations enhanced by the use of cultural images contribute to the 
establishment of the popular view that young Greeks are obsessed with the 
phenomenon of mobile telephony and text-messaging, in particular. This 
generalization, which views young people as a distinct and homogeneous social 
group, is supported in newspaper discourse both by laypeople and experts alike. 
However, such popular views are not only a Greek phenomenon. Thurlow (2003b: 1- 
3), in his paper on older" teenagers' use of text-messaging, points out similar 
representations in British popular discourse. Although he does not attempt a 
systematic investigation of newspaper discourse, we can infer from the cited extracts 
the use of parallel strategies, such as generic terms; cf. for instance `Generation text' 
" The participants in Thurlow's (2003b) study concern first-year students of a Language and 
Communication class at Cardiff University (mean age: 19-yr-old). 
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(Thurlow, 2003b: 3) to `text generation' (ysvid r wv xetpevwv; Eleftherotipia, 
29/03/2001). A similar picture is also drawn by Kasesniemi & Rautiainen (2002) in 
their discussion of mobile culture among children and teenagers in Finland. In the 
latter's case, however, statements like `Text-messaging, like TV and the Internet, has 
established itself as part of the adolescents' everyday life as a teenager' (Kasesniemi 
& Rautiainen, 2002: 171) appear as the researchers' assumption. In contrast, the 
above discussion of popular representations in Greece aims, in line with Thurlow's 
view, at presenting and problematizing the `naturalness' of such generalisations 
concerning the youth's text-messaging use. 
1.2.3. SMS as an emergent non-standard variety 
In this section the focus will turn to popular representations of language use in text- 
messaging as evidenced in the articles under consideration. Although seven articles 
have a topic directly linked to language matters, the following analysis will not be 
limited to the specific articles. In fact, metalinguistic comments on language use in 
text-messaging from any of the collected publications will be taken into account. 
Overall, language use in text-messaging is represented as a `new language' 
(Eleftherotipia, 29/03/2001). According to newspaper representations, this `language 
of text-messaging' (' y2chaca T(ov urlvvuäzrvv; Eleftherotipia, 29/03/2001) exhibits 
certain characteristics. In the following paragraphs, I will present the specific 
linguistic features attributed to this new language variety in the particular articles. 
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First, language use in text-messaging is assumed to be delivered in the written mode, 
as evident in phrases like `written discourse of SMS' (ypairrös 16yoc rcvv SMS; 
Eleftherotipia, 31/01/2001) and `mobile written discourse' (ypa7rroc xivqr6q 2l yoc; 
Eleftherotipia, 31/01/2001). It is, thus, presented as an emergent written variety of 
Modern Greek. Such representations seem to invoke folk linguistic views which draw 
a clear-cut distinction between spoken and written discourse. This view, which goes 
back thousand of years12, seems to be oblivious to recent developments in the field of 
linguistics which move beyond dichotomies between modes of interaction and suggest 
a continuum of spoken and written discourse, incorporating other electronic media, 
such as text-messaging, in this continuum (Georgakopoulou, 2001: 304; Tannen, 
1982: 1-16). 
On the other hand, newspaper representations claim that technological media tend to 
introduce the use of English into Greek language. In particular, they argue that there is 
a preference for the use of Roman, rather than Greek, characters in text-messaging (Ta 
Nea, 16/01/2001). `Greeklish' (Eleftherotipia, 31/01/2001), i. e. the Roman-alphabeted 
Greek, is presented as a common practice among young `text-messagers'. At the same 
time, `anglicisms' (ayyAtßuoI; Eleftherotipia, 31/01/2001) in terms of loan words or 
abbreviations and acronyms13 are supposed to abound in Greek text-messaging. 
Furthermore, `the language of text-messaging' is represented as a non-standard 
variety of Modem Greek, which does not follow the rules of conventional writing. 
More specifically, `punctuation marks, lower-case letters and traditional/historical 
12 In Plato's dialogue Phaedrus (ch. 274-277) Socrates presents the relationship between spoken and 
written discourse as a dichotomy with separate features attributed to each mode. 
13 As will be mentioned below, IDN('I don't know'), GR8 ('great'), cul ('see you later'), etc. are 
among the English abbreviations young people in Greece are supposed to use in text-messaging. 
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orthography' appear as `obsolete' phenomena, no longer in use in text-messaging 
(Kathimerini, 29/06/2003c; Eleftherotipia, 31/01/2001). At the level of syntax and 
morphology, language use in text-messaging appears to deviate from the rules of 
standard language in omitting prepositions and grammatical endings (Eleftherotipia, 
31/01/2001). At the same time, a popular assumption in the newspaper articles is the 
elimination of vowels in text-messaging. To employ a title of one of the articles in 
question, young people send text-messages `wtt vwls14', i. e. `without vowels' (Xps 
gpvvn, i. e. `Xwpig cpavi via'; Ta Nea, 21/05/2002). 
As denoted by the name of the mobile service (Short Message Service), limitations of 
the system itself (see § 2.2.1, for systemic specificities of text-messaging) result in the 
production of short messages. Therefore, users are supposed to `turn to coded 
expressions' (Eleftherotipia, 20/07/2001,31/01/2001; Ta Nea, 21/05/2002), in order 
to compensate for the system's shortcomings. Apart from the systemic limitations, 
psychological and inherent characteristics of youth are assumed as playing a role in 
their preference for shortenings in text-messaging (Eleftherotipia, 29/03/2001). At the 
same time, texts are represented as `laconic' (Eleftherotipia, 31/01/2001). 
The use of a new medium also appears to call for the creation of new words and 
phrases by its users. Thus, the invented, `new terminology' (vaa opo), oyia; 
Eleftherotipia, 29/03/2001) includes phrases, such as `he/she made (him/her/it/them) 
delete', `I'll get deleted', and `I texted you' («eitave delete, «Oa 8peOcv oza 
14 Cf. Fromkin & Rodman's cartoon (1983: 47), where two cavemen in their attempt to communicate 
produce the following string of sounds `f w wnt t tlk rlly gd, w'll by t nvnt vwls' (meaning `if we want 
to talk really good, we'll have to invent vowels'). This joke about phonetics, written at least a decade 
before the invention of SMS, can easily target the `cavemen' of today, since young people are also 
represented as dropping their vowels in their text-messages. 
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5iaypa pu va»f s, and aaov 'o'EiAa utlvvua ypalccö»; Eleftherotipia, 20/07/2001). 
Among the new words and phrases, quoted in the articles, appear also neologisms, 
like 0 'uvi th, cias, i. e. `mobile-aholic', or ou vvuarä1ctac, i. e. `SMS-aholic' (To Vima, 
15/06/2003). 
Moreover, verbal expression in text-messaging appears to draw on the use of 
abbreviations (To Vima, 09/11/2003; Kathimerini, 29/0612003c; Eleftherotipia, 
31/01/2001). For example, abbreviations like xo xo xo xo (meaning `hugs and kisses'), 
IDN16 (`I don't know'), and GR8 ('great') are quoted in the articles (Eleftherotipia, 
20/07/2001). Acronyms like cul ('see you later') and f2t (`free to talk') are also used, 
according to popular representations, in Greek text-messaging (Eleftherotipia, 
31/01/2001). From the above examples it becomes evident that the formation of such 
abbreviations is based on combining symbols with numbers. Little icons or emoticons 
also appear as an important non-verbal source in the production of text-messages 
(Eleftherotipia, 31/01/2001,29/03/2001). For instance, smileys such as : -) are used `to 
end a joke written in SMS' (Kathimerini, 09/03/2003). 
Language use in text-messaging is represented as a `new language variety' (To Vima, 
09/11/2003), created by young people partly due to the limitations of the system, but 
mainly as a means of asserting their autonomy and differentiation from other social 
groups. In the newspapers, young people appear to have exclusive access either to 
technical knowledge regarding the use of new media or to communicative knowledge 
concerning the meaning of invented abbreviations (To Vima, 09/11/2003). The 
is Meaning, literally, `I will be found among the deleted messages' and, metaphorically, `I will be 
forgotten and/or neglected'. 
16 As mentioned before, italics show that the specific words are exact (not translated) quotes from the 
data. 
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properties attributed to the `language of text-messaging' and, particularly, the 
innovations in terms of vocabulary and morphology, support the popular view of text- 
messaging as another type of `youth slang' (Eleftherotipia, 31/01/2001). The focus of 
such representations on language formal and structural characteristics is reminiscent 
of the rhetoric employed in the previous decades about youth language in Greece. 
According to Iordanidou & Androutsopoulos (1999: 593-594), newspaper 
publications between 1987 and 1994 also preferred to provide tokens of vocabulary 
choices from youth language, while other aspects of language were underrepresented. 
In the same vein, the above representations of language use in text-messaging draw 
attention to aspects of vocabulary, like the creation of new words or the incorporation 
of loans. In addition to vocabulary choices, however, we have documented that 
popular discourse on text-messaging focuses on the use of punctuation, spelling, and 
emoticons, i. e. to linguistic choices which appear only in the written medium. In 
contrast, the public debate on youth language, as evidenced in Iordanidou & 
Androutsopoulos' study (1999), did not seem to attend to the use of such written 
features. Rather, the popular discourse about youth slang at the time was mainly 
preoccupied with the issue of `how young people speak' or rather `cannot speak' 
(`a7, a?, ia Twv v&ov'). 
Another theme arising from the consideration of the representations above is the 
popular view that mobile phones and text-messaging, in particular, are positioned 
among new technologies. We can infer that the linguistic features of text-messaging 
resemble considerably what is argued about the language of the Internet. Emoticons, 
non-conventional spelling and Greeklish, abbreviations and acronyms are typical 
characteristics of `jargon', i. e. hackers' slang (Kathimerini, 09/03/2003). Such 
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linguistic phenomena have also preoccupied research on computer-mediated 
communication (see § 1.3.2). 
Another argument correlating with the claim that newspaper representations seem to 
frame text-messaging within the context of new media and technologies can be drawn 
from the previous section (1.2.2) concerning representations of youth as the `default 
text-messagers'. `Thumb generation' -a term quoted in the articles (To Vima, 
09/11/2003; Ta Nea, 27/05/2002) from `an international survey of the British 
University of Warwick' - is represented as particularly keen in text-messaging and 
digital technologies, in general. More specifically, the uptake of text-messaging 
among the younger generations is associated with the youth's `inherent' 
characteristics of being more technologically adept and, thus, `addicted' to new media 
(To Vima, 09/11/2003). In the articles, young people are represented as more prone to 
welcome and embrace new technologies and, thus, mobile telephony (To Vima, 
22/12/2002). 
Such an argument stems from the assumption that text-messaging is akin to other 
electronic media, such as computers and the Internet. Although one cannot deny the 
fact that SMS resembles other computer media in terms of systemic characteristics 
(typing on a keypad, screen, digital form), the a priori assumption that text-messaging 
is perceived by its users as a new mode of computer-mediated communication 
remains to be empirically tested. Problematizing this a priori assumption seems 
necessary considering that computer media in Greece are far less popular compared to 
text-messaging. According to published national surveys, in June 2003 only 19,1% of 
the population makes use of the Internet, whereas 78% own and use mobile phones. 
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1.2.4. Positive and negative representations 
In the previous section, the focus has been on the representations of language use in 
text-messaging (among young people). I have argued that the `language of text- 
messaging' is represented in the articles under consideration as a distinct, non- 
standard, written variety of Modern Greek with particular linguistic characteristics 
(such as Greeklish, vowel-dropping, abbreviations, emoticons, etc. ) In turn, the 
present section will focus on how text-messaging is evaluated in the relevant 
publications. In particular, I will look at positive and negative representations of text- 
messaging as an emergent, non-standard language variety and as a mode of 
communication and sociability. At the same time, I will consider the position text- 
messaging is supposed to hold with regard to standard Greek and the language 
ideologies invoked in the particular debate. 
Starting on a positive note, the prevailing metaphor is that `text-messages may 
represent the modem haiku' (Kathimerini, 29/06/2003; Eleftherotipia, 31/01/2001). 
The constraints imposed on the production of both genres (i. e. text-messages and 
haiku'7) result in brevity of form and `laconic' expression. However, the use of such a 
metaphor attributes to text-messaging qualities of artistic skill, `purity' of expression, 
and `compressed' meanings (Kathimerini, 29/06/2003). Furthermore, the written 
mode of delivery in text-messaging is supposed to make young people's messages 
more `powerful' and `fascinating' (To Vima, 07/01/2001). 
17 The term `haiku' refers to a three-line, seventeen-syllable poetic form which was invented and 
developed over hundreds of years in Japan (cf. Kerouac, 2004). 
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Positive representations of text-messaging argue in favour of the `greatest revolution 
in correspondence since (the invention of) the stamp' (Eleftherotipia, 31/01/2001). 
With mobile telephony communication is supposed to become `easier' (Eleftherotipia, 
20/07/2001) and `direct' / `immediate' (Eleftherotipia, 31/01/2001). At the same time, 
newspaper discourse celebrates the new modes of sociability enabled by mobile 
communication. Social relationships among young people are re-established in the 
mobile world, where friendship and intimacy can be sustained even at a distance (To 
Vima, 09/11/2003). 
On the other hand, negative representations argue against the `poor' language of text- 
messaging (Eleftherotipia, 31/02/2001) which includes `unintelligible Anglicisms' 
(aAap1rovpv6CiKovc ayy2zopo6s; Eleftherotipia, 31/02/2001) and `new abbreviations 
reminiscent of hieroglyphics' (Eleftherotipia, 20/07/2001). Mobile phones are 
represented in the articles to have deteriorating effects on human communication. 
Young people's fascination with mobile communication is popularly assumed to 
endanger their face-to-face interaction (To Vima, 09/11/2003). Although there are 
more opportunities for social contact, `the content of communication is impoverished' 
(Eleftherotipia, 20/07/2001). 
Quoting academics' comments on mobile phone culture (e. g. George Myerson, 
`reader at King's College London'; Eleftherotipia, 31/08/2001), journalists insist on 
the `transactional', rather than `interactional', nature of mobile communication and 
`exchanges' appear more important than `dialogue' in interpersonal relationships. 
Within this new era, `the human voice has been replaced by data' (Eleftherotipia, 
31/08/2001) and `real communication' (a4Oiv, cmKoivwvfa; Eleftherotipia, 
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31/08/2001) is substituted by `the exchange of 20 or 30 messages per hour'. In other 
words, mobile communication is represented as oriented to the achievement of 
specific goals. Popular representations regarding the reduction of linguistic forms and 
structures in text-messaging (see § 1.2.3) seem to contribute in creating a picture of 
poor, goal-oriented, communication, where `you say the least in order to achieve your 
goal as soon as possible' (Eleftherotipia, 31/08/2001). Furthermore, immediacy in 
text-messaging - in terms of minimum time lapse between two exchanged messages - 
is also assumed to impoverish communication, since it encourages responses `without 
thinking' (Eleftherotipia, 31/08/2001). Therefore, mobile communication and text- 
messaging, in particular, create among young people a `pretence' of being engaged in 
multiple social contacts (Eleftherotipia, 20/07/2001). 
The relationship between `emergent, nonstandard [... ] varieties' and `mainstream 
standards' has been described, in the literature (Johnson, 2002: 552-553), as tense, 
thus offering unique opportunities `for observing the production of ideologies'. In the 
articles under investigation we have observed instances where text-messaging is 
presented within a context of being at odds with standard Modern Greek. At the level 
of vocabulary, the new words and phrases, mentioned in § 1.2.3, are integrated into 
our everyday language (Eleftherotipia, 20/07/2001). On the other hand, the use of 
abbreviations and acronyms is represented as a symptom of a regression of written 
language which appears to compete with the literacy of `cavemen' (Eleftherotipia, 
20/07/2001). In the same vein, written language is assumed to suffer `losses' from the 
use of text-messaging (Ta Nea, 21/06/2003). 
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The latter polemical representations seem to contribute to the creation of a `moral 
panic' 18 setting regarding text-messaging use in Greece. Young people are presented 
as the protagonists in this setting. As argued above (see § 1.2.2), popular 
representations identify the particular social group as the default users of text- 
messaging and, thus, construct them as the `scapegoat' which will `bear the brunt of 
hostility and blame' (Cameron, 1995: 83) for the decay of Greek language. Within the 
context of `moral panic' discourse, the articles in question include suggestions (To 
Vima, 09/11/2003) regarding the appropriate future course of action which may 
prevent imminent catastrophe, `a future where anyone claims that he/she 
communicates without, though, truly communicating with the others' (Eleftherotipia, 
31/08/2001). In particular, academic research is expected to offer useful insights into 
the phenomenon of mobile telephony and, thus, help to minimize losses in the area of 
human communication (Eleftherotipia, 31/08/2001). 
However, the presentation of language issues in the context of `moral panic' is 
certainly not a recent phenomenon in the history of Greece. As mentioned above (see 
§ 1.2.1), the language issue of diglossia (Katharevousa vs. Demotic) with its 
ideological and political implications had been the cause for a long and heated public 
debate which exhibited properties of moral panic discourse, as defined by Cameron 
(1995). On the other hand, the debate over language use in text-messaging is produced 
under socio-historical circumstances which differ significantly from those of the past. 
What is at stake now is not the official language of the state, and thus the 
18 Cohen (1987) introduced the term `moral panic'. According to Cameron (1995: 82) who employs the 
specific term for language matters, `a moral panic can be said to occur when some social phenomenon 
or problem is suddenly foregrounded in public discourse and discussed in an obsessive, moralistic and 
alarmist manner, as of it betokened some imminent catastrophe'. 
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consolidation of the national identity of a newly emerged state, but rather the position 
of an assumed non-standard variety in relation to standard Modem Greek. 
Nonetheless, the competing relationship between these two varieties, as represented in 
the above representations, seems to be refrained within the context of the language 
issue of diglossia'9. Technology is represented as allowing external, non-Greek, 
elements to infiltrate the national language. Thus, the verbal use in text-messaging is 
refrained as endangering the purity of the Greek language and the national integrity of 
Modem Greece. This argument becomes appealing within a discourse of globalization 
which forces local cultures to revisit their national identity and their position in the 
newly-formed world. Text-messaging seems to pose a challenge to this attempt for re- 
definition of `Greekness'. It is, thus, not in the least surprising that newspaper 
discourse resorts to arguments employed earlier in the debate over the use of 
Katharevousa and Demotic Greek in order to redefine their `Greekness'. 
1.2.5. The `new SMS language' myth 
According to newspaper articles (published in the Greek press between 2001 and 
2003), popular views have been found to converge in presenting language use in text- 
messaging within a `new language' rhetoric. More specifically, the `new SMS 
language' is popularly conceived as having distinct linguistic features and structures. 
The relevant articles focus primarily on non-standard properties of SMS language 
such as the use of Greeklish, Anglicisms, upper-case script, erratic punctuation, 
19 Similar findings can be found in the articles of Moschonas (2001) and Koutsogiannis & 
Mitsikopoulou (2003) regarding other language issues debated in the Greek press. 
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emoticons, truncated syntactic structures and ungrammatical forms, etc. This popular 
fascination with the distinct and non-standard features of the new language is linked 
with relevant conceptions regarding the default users of the new medium. 
It is by no means accidental that young people, as an entire homogenised group, 
represent the default users of text-messaging in the specific publications. Youth 
studies in social psychology (cf. Thurlow, 2003a: 51) have already suggested that 
adolescence - the `scapegoat generation' in Males' terms (1996) - has been 
recurrently portrayed as a distinct, technology-wise, social group mastering a 
language indecipherable to others. As pointed out by Thurlow (2003b: 2), media 
representations of text-messaging are generated by `the coming together of popular 
discourses about young people and about new technologies'. Indeed, the stereotype of 
a new `SMS language' (see table 1.1), foregrounded in the Greek press, is placed in 
the intersection of existing popular representations regarding youth language 
('teenage slang') and Internet language use (`webslang'/ `netspeak') 
Popular representations SMS Popular representations 
of youth language language of Internet language 
('teenage slang') ( webslang/netspeak ) 
Table 1.1. The stereotype of `SMS language' 
`New language myths' (Androutsopoulos, 2006: 420), such as the `new SMS 
language', are constructed by the media in their attempt to address and interpret socio- 
cultural phenomena related to human interaction via new technologies. Such popular 
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conceptions, however, have a limited contribution to our understanding of diversity 
among young people and result in perpetuating stereotypical conceptions of language 
and communication in new media. As mentioned in § 1.2.4, the attitudes toward `the 
new language' span from positive evaluations, which focus on the creative and artistic 
aspects offered by the new medium, to negative stances, which insist on the poor 
quality of a language produced within the setting of an impoverished, goal-oriented 
communication. The current thesis will attempt to draw on empirically collected data 
in order to put under scrutiny such popular views on Greek text-messaging. Despite 
the recent appearance of new technologies, empirical and contextualised studies can 
put such phenomena into perspective and, eventually, help to demystify the role of 
new media in our everyday social interaction. 
1.3. Academic literature: re-framing the issues 
Having explored the popular frame of text-messaging - and, in particular, SMS 
language use - in Greek newspaper publications, I will attempt to reframe some of the 
issues invoked in the previous discussion in terms of the relevant sociolinguistic 
literature. More specifically, the few sociolinguistic studies of text-messaging will 
serve as a point of departure for the following review. I will demonstrate that these 
first attempts to explore text-messaging in Greece and abroad have remained rather 
close to the popular concerns outlined above. However, this rather single-minded 
focus on micro-linguistic features, attributed primarily to characteristics of the 
medium, has also been evident in early CMC research. 
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In line with current advances in CMC studies, it will be argued that expressions like 
`SMS language' or `Internet language' imply a rather technological deterministic 
approach to language use according to which the medium is equated with the genre: 
what makes us recognize a text as an SMS are its formal characteristics that can be 
uni-directionally mapped into the new mode of communication, i. e. text-messaging. 
However, as will be argued below, the equation of genres with technologies for 
communication results in clear-cut and neat categorizations which do not reflect the 
fluidity and transferability of norms across genres. As a result, popular representations 
- and, to some extent, early work on text-messaging - have focused on the `deviant' 
and `non-standard' features of text-messaging. Following new literacy studies, it will 
be demonstrated that this `deviant' approach to language use in new media is socio- 
ideologically loaded and implicitly privileges the norms of `school literacies' over 
`vernacular literacies'. Furthermore, it will be made apparent that previous research 
on SMS has primarily analyzed text-messages as individual texts and overlooked their 
sequential positions as contributions (turns) to longer interactional episodes. This 
observation will bring to the fore the need for more interactionally-oriented analyses 
of text-messaging, which can be more attuned to issues of sociability, as framed by 
socially-minded and cultural studies of mobile telephony. Last, but not least, the issue 
of globalization, already invoked in popular representations of text-messaging, will be 
discussed in the context of current sociolinguistic research. 
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1.3.1. Sociolinguistic studies 
Considering the relatively recent appearance (c. mid-1990s) and uptake of SMS as a 
mobile service, academic research on language use in text-messaging is limited to a 
small number of, rather exploratory and preliminary, studies. The titles of the relevant 
published articles, such as `Generation Txt? The sociolinguistics of young people's 
text-messaging' (Thurlow, 2003b), `The sociolinguistics of SMS: an analysis of SMS 
use by a random sample of Norwegians' (Ling, 2005), and `Language use in Swedish 
mobile text-messaging' (HArd of Segerstad, 2005), convey the broad scope of these 
initial explorations of text-messaging from a sociolinguistic perspective. The lack of a 
clear focus of inquiry in the above sociolinguistic studies of text-messaging cannot be 
interpreted without reference to the absence of previous literature on a medium which 
did not exist fifteen years ago. In other words, this new mode of communication has 
opened up a new area for research which still remains largely unexplored and awaits 
to be tamed. 
Parallel to the boom of text-messaging in the mobile market at the dawn of the new 
millennium, the first language-focused studies of SMS (Doering, 2002; Kasesniemi & 
Rautiainen, 2002; Thurlow, 2003b; Ling, 2004: ch. 7,2005; Hard of Segerstad, 2005) 
appear within the field of sociolinguistics. Considering the novelty of this mode of 
communication, a number of the above studies, first and foremost, have explored and 
categorized the `content-themes' (cf. Thurlow, 2003b: 8; Ling, 2004: 156; 2005: 340) 
of text-messages in an attempt to chart the communicative `orientations' (Thurlow, 
2003b: 7) and `purposes/functions' (Doering, 2002) which the new medium is 
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employed to fulfil. Despite redundancy and lack of consistency in such typologies, 20 a 
relative consensus exists among the available studies emphasizing, on the one hand, 
the messages' relational/'phatic' orientation and, on the other, the more practically- 
oriented purposes of `arrangement'/ `coordination' in text-messaging. 
Another preoccupation of these studies has been the identification of (micro- 
)linguistic features that are characteristic of text-messaging. As shown in table 1.2, the 
focus of inquiry primarily concerns features related with the written form21 of the 
specific messages, such as spelling, abbreviations, punctuation, capitalization, 
emoticons and other typographic symbols. At the same time, the brevity in language 
use has been explored not only in terms of lexical choices (e. g. acronyms and 
abbreviations) but also at the level of grammatico-syntactic structures which can be 
omitted (ellipsis) in the specific messages. 
FOCI of INQUIRY: (micro-)linguistic features SOCIOLINGUISTIC STUDIES 
abbreviations (shortenings, contractions), emoticons, accent 
stylisations, punctuation 
Thurlow, 2003b 
vocabulary, abbreviations, emoticons, capitalization, 
punctuation 
Ling, 2004 
abbreviations, capitalization, punctuation Ling, 2005 
punctuation, spelling (consonant writing, abbreviations, 
capitalization), ellipsis, emoticons (and other symbols) 
Hard of Segerstad, 2005 
Table 1.2. (Micro-)linguistic features of text-messaging in sociolinguistic studies 
In the light of the above, we note that the linguistic features discussed in academic 
literature coincide with the language forms depicted in popular representations of text- 
messaging (see § 1.2.3). As a result - and in the absence of previous literature on the 
specific mode, academic studies have been found to cross-talk with popular 
20 For a more detailed account and critique of the available typologies in the literature, see §5.4.2. 
21 Cf. Ling's (2004: 157-162) section on `Mechanics of SMS Writing'. 
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conceptions of text-messaging and, at the same time, to expose findings which either 
confirm (e. g. Kasesniemi & Rautiainen, 2002: 183; Taylor & Vincent, 2005: 82) or 
refute (e. g. Thurlow, 2003b; Ling, 2005) (stereo)typical characteristics of the `new 
SMS language'. However, the convergence in the type of features put forth by both 
academic and popular literature can be attributed to the initial fascination by scholars 
and laypeople alike with the systemic specificities of the new medium. In particular, 
the process of typing a text on a small keypad and the limitations in the overall 
character input (i. e. no more than 160 characters) readily put to the forth linguistic 
issues related to typography (e. g. capitalization, punctuation, spelling) and brevity in 
verbal expression (e. g. abbreviations and ellipsis). It is not, thus, surprising that the 
above studies privilege medium-related interpretations of language use in text- 
messaging. Although they acknowledge the interplay of other parameters in the users' 
language choices, their analyses mainly draw on large corpora of randomly selected 
messages which do not lend themselves to contextualized and particularistic accounts 
of micro-linguistic phenomena. 
The discussion of the above micro-linguistic features in the relevant studies is often 
associated with the longstanding debate over `Written vs. Spoken Language'. More 
specifically, presupposing speech and writing as two rather distinct modes of 
communication, Ling (2004: 162-164,2005: 347-348) identifies spoken, written, and 
`ambiguous' features of SMS and refers `to texting as a translinguistic drag queen'. 
As for the element of `ambiguity', pointed out by Ling (2004: 162-164), it 
corresponds to aspects of text-messaging which allow the examination of an 
individual text both as an asynchronous message and as a contribution (turn) to a 
synchronous conversation. Although the conversational quality of text-messaging has 
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been noted by a number of the above studies (cf. `dialogue-style text-messaging' in 
Kasesniemi & Rautiainen, 2002: 187), the issue of sequential organization in SMS has 
been largely unexplored. 
In addition to the above studies of German (Doering, 2002), English (Thurlow, 
2003b), Finnish (Kasesniemi & Rautiainen, 2002), Norwegian (Ling, 2004,2005), 
and Swedish (HArd of Segerstad, 2005) SMS, sociolinguistic research on Greek text- 
messaging concerns a few pilot studies which have been undertaken by students as 
part of their undergraduate/BA (Vrouzi & Panzari, 2002; Lambrinidi & Depasta, 
2004) or graduate/MA (Mavreas, 2004) programme of study. They primarily focus on 
text-messages exchanged among young people. More specifically, the age of the 
participants in the studies span from 18 to 28 years old; namely, 18-24 in Vrouzi & 
Panzari (2002), 18-22 in Lambrinidi & Despasta (2004), and 23-28 in Mavreas 
(2004). They are mainly preoccupied with identifying the generic properties of text- 
messaging or the main characteristics of the `Greek SMS language', as argued by 
Vrouzi & Panzari (2002) and Lambrinidi & Depasta (2004). In line with the afore- 
mentioned (non-Greek) studies, research on Greek text-messaging is, first and 
foremost, preoccupied with categorizing the corpus of text-messages in terms of their 
`communicative purpose' (Mavreas, 2004: 465) or their `subject22' (Lambrinidi & 
Depasta, 2004: 2). According to their findings, text-messaging is found to be used 
primarily for reasons of co-ordination and arrangement. 
22 Lambrinidi & Depasta (2004: 2) do not offer any explanation regarding their use of `subject' as a 
criterion for categorisation. Looking at the categories they employ (e. g. romantic, salutary, 
practical/social arrangement, etc. ), we can infer that the `subject' here refers, to some extent, to the 
topic or content of the messages. 
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Furthermore, Vrouzi & Panzari (2002: 15-16) and Labrinidi & Depasta (2004: 5) 
attend to micro-linguistic features of script in text-messaging, like punctuation, 
acronyms, capitalisation, and emoticons (cf. table 1.2). Similar to the above studies on 
non-Greek text-messaging, their analysis of the specific features also attends to the 
limitations of the medium, which arguably create a need for brevity and speed. At the 
same time, both studies (Vrouzi & Panzari, 2002; Lambrinidi & Depasta, 2004) 
assume a priori that young people are the `default' users of text-messaging, a view 
which has been popular among the newspaper articles discussed in § 1.2.2. On the 
other hand, Mavreas (2004: 467-469) focuses on how interpersonal relationships are 
signalled in openings and closings of text-messages. Although he admits that generic 
features, such as the presence or absence of interpersonal signals in openings and 
closings, are affected not only by the systemic specificities of the medium per se but 
also by other contextual factors, such as the relationships of the participants, we find 
insufficient contextual information regarding the people who actually sent the 
messages in his sample. 
In sum, the research interests of the above language-focused studies concern primarily 
the examination of text-messaging as a new communicative genre. The focus has been 
mainly drawn on typologies of the functions that the new medium arguably fulfils and 
of the micro-linguistic features which are typical of the specific messages. At the 
same time, their analyses privilege medium-related interpretations of the phenomena 
under scrutiny and are rather dismissive of other contextual parameters, such as the 
participant roles/relationships and the interactional episodes which text-messages 
refer to, invoke or are embedded in. This medium-biased view of language use in text- 
messaging often results in perpetuating and constructing (instead of de-constructing) 
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the `new SMS language' myth. Nevertheless, the contribution of these early studies of 
text-messaging is undeniable, since they constitute the first attempts to analyze 
empirically collected language-data in order to tap into the complicated and volatile 
territory of mobile telephony and text-messaging in particular. However, there is still 
ample scope for research on text-messaging which can revisit some of the issues 
mentioned above through more fine-grained and contextualized analyses, shift the 
focus of attention in order to address at the same time issues of social interaction in 
SMS, invite cross-fertilizations with more interactionally-oriented sociolinguistic 
approaches and social theory, and, last but not least, enrich the variety of local 
cultures in which the use of text-messaging has already been the focus of analysis. 
1.3.2. Text-messaging in the context of CMC research 
Having discussed the main preoccupations of language-focused studies on text- 
messaging, this section will attempt to situate the above discussion in broader areas of 
sociolinguistic research. The theoretical underpinnings of early research on SMS can 
be traced in the references cited in the above articles23 which reveal, first and 
foremost, their affiliation to Computer-Mediated Communication studies. As defined 
in one of the first and, at the time, cutting-edge books in the area (Herring, 1996a: 1), 
the term `computer-mediated communication' refers to `communication that takes 
place between human beings via the instrumentality of computers'. As a result, CMC 
studies explore language use and interaction in various computer-facilitated modes of 
communication, such as e-chat, email, web home pages, blogs, Internet mailing lists 
23 For example, Baron (1998,2000,2003) is quoted in Ling (2005), Herring (1996c) in Ling (2005) and 
Thurlow (2003b), Turkle (1995) in HArd of Segerstad (2005), Werry (1996) in Thurlow (2003b) and 
Ling (2005), and Yates (1996) in Thurlow (2003b). 
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or newsgroups, and instant messaging. Considering the research interests of the 
analysts focusing on text-messaging, we notice that the study of SMS is placed in the 
context of and/or juxtaposed with their own relevant work on new technologies in 
general (cf. Doering, 2002; Hard of Segerstad, 2002; Ling, 2000; Thurlow & McKay, 
2003; Thurlow et at., 2004). Although the medium enabling interaction via SMS is a 
mobile phone and not a computer, text-messaging has attracted the attention of CMC 
scholars by means of its technological characteristics affording the digital 
composition of a text and, at the same time, establishing personal communication at a 
distance. As a result, in an attempt to contextualize current research on text- 
messaging, I will provide a review of linguistically focused CMC studies24 which will 
allow us to probe more into the shortcomings of the study of SMS and to shed light 
into further avenues for research. 
Early work on CMC has mostly been preoccupied with identifying computer- 
mediated language as an emergent register (Baron, 1984) and positioning CMC in the 
intersection of spoken and written communication. According to Foertsch (1995: 
301), language use in CMC - in other terms, `interactive written discourse' (Ferrara, 
Whittemore & Bruner, 1991) or `netspeak' (Crystal, 2001) - `exists on a continuum 
between the context-dependent interaction of oral conversation and the contextually 
abstracted composition of written text'. As mentioned in Georgakopoulou (2003), 
early CMC studies have often claimed that online communication exhibits, on the one 
hand, properties of face-to-face interaction, like informal style, transience of message, 
reduced planning and editing, and rapid or immediate feedback, and, on the other, 
24 The areas covered by published studies on CMC are diverse, representing a variety of disciplines, 
such as computer science, cognitive psychology, information science, sociolinguistics, etc. (cf. 
Georgakopoulou, 2001). Considering the goals of the present thesis, this review concerns primarily 
CMC studies which are linguistically- or socioculturally-oriented. 
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aspects related to written communication, such as absence of visual and paralinguistic 
cues, written mode of delivery and lack of participants' co-presence. This hybrid 
combination of written and spoken features in digitally composed texts has been the 
focus of inquiry in a number of studies (e. g. Yates, 1996; Collot & Belmore, 1996; 
Werry, 1996). The examination of micro-linguistic features in various computer 
modes has documented the use of numerous colloquial and spoken expressions, 
elliptical constructions and erratic punctuation that suggest informality of style and 
reduced planning and editing conditions. On the other hand, the absence of false 
starts, repairs, hesitations and paralinguistic cues corroborates with more written-like 
communicative styles of reduced immediacy and interactivity. 
The analysis of such linguistic and textual features has mainly relied on quantitative 
methods. For example, Collot & Belmore (1996) have employed Biber's (1988) 
multidimensional-multi-feature analysis in order to explore CMC across the 
speaking/writing continuum. In a similar vein, Yates (1996) has compared CMC with 
spoken and written corpora across a number of factors drawn from a Hallidayan 
model of language use. In early CMC studies, factor analysis has been the main 
technique for analyzing computer-mediated data. The purpose of factor analysis, 
within a variationist paradigm, is to derive a small number of derived variables, i. e. 
factors, from a large set of variant linguistic features. In particular, quoting from 
Schiffrin (1994: 332), 
Quantitative analyses require definitions of the variants (the different possible 
realizations of an underlying type), a classification of factors in the environment with 
which those variants may be associated, and a comparison of the frequencies with which 
different variants co-occur with different factors. 
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Although the quantitative thrust of variationist approaches to CMC has the advantage 
of looking at large corpora and comparing different text types across a number of 
parameters, it is limited with regard to its validity for analyzing particular cases: it can 
only account for general trends and patterns. In addition, the correlation of the 
linguistic variants with their relevant social and contextual parameters may sometimes 
prove arbitrary. As Gumperz (1982: 26) aptly says with regard to variationist methods 
in analyzing discourse, `such measures [... ] rely on a priori assumptions of what is 
shared, how it is distributed and how significant and generalizable it is'. A number of 
quantitative comparative analyses of CMC and FtF interaction draw on the premise 
that the differences observed between the two modes of communication derive from a 
single dimension of variability; that is, the medium (e. g. Yates, 1996; Werry, 1996). 
However, even in studies where a high degree of comparability between CMC and 
FtF corpora is attempted, it has proved highly problematic to account for the observed 
linguistic choices in terms of the medium alone. In fact, it has been argued that there 
is a continuum of discourse practices which cuts across the three modes of 
communication - spoken, written and electronic - and, thus, unidirectional, one-to- 
one mappings from linguistic choices to each of the three media should be avoided 
(Georgakopoulou, 2003). 
In the light of the above, early CMC research seems to have relied mainly on a rather 
one-sided interpretation of the notion of `context'. In other words, it has 
overemphasized the medium's role as a contextual factor affecting linguistic choice at 
the expense of other parameters, such as the role and relationships of the participants, 
the purpose of communication, etc. In particular, previous studies have focused on the 
distinction between synchronous and asynchronous modes of CMC and overlooked 
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other aspects of the medium such as message granularity, possibility of message 
storage, multimodal-interface characteristics, and temporal structure (cf. Cherny 1999; 
Georgakopoulou, 2003). In sum, the focus on micro-linguistic features, the medium- 
related interpretations of language use, and the descriptive linguistic approaches 
employed in the analysis of computer-mediated data are characteristics of this `first 
wave' of language-focused CMC studies (cf. Androutsopoulos, 2006: 421). 
Considering the first attempts to explore text-messaging (see § 1.3.1), the similarities 
between those studies and early CMC research with regard to their themes and tools 
of analysis are striking. Therefore, the study of text-messaging at the beginning of the 
new millennium appears to follow mainly the first wave of CMC studies in the 1990s. 
In favour of the delay of current work on SMS to keep up with recent advances in 
sociolinguistics, we can argue that initial approaches to a new area of study - be it the 
more specific text-messaging or the more encompassing CMC - may have `to go 
through a process of delimitating boundaries, categorizing and typologizing before 
problematizing' (Georgakopoulou, 2006: 549). Like previous studies of SMS, this 
thesis will also dwell upon micro-linguistic features (such as punctuation and 
capitalization) but, at the same time, it will bring to the fore issues which have been 
overlooked in existing bibliography (e. g. sequential organization of SMS-interaction) 
or have not been explored with a focus on their local realizations in actual exchanges 
of text-messages (e. g. perpetual contact). In the following sections I will attempt to 
(re-)frame the concepts and issues discussed in this thesis in line with current CMC 
research. At the same time, the discussion will open to `new' sociolinguistic 
approaches and macro-accounts of mediated phenomena originating in social and/or 
cultural theory. 
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1.3.3. The concept of `genre' 
The concept of `genre' has not been exclusively associated with a specific discipline. 
The widespread use of the term has been at the same time its strength and its 
weakness. Its weakness lies in that the resistance of the concept of genre to 
disciplinary divisions of academic fields `makes it difficult to domesticate to 
increasingly specialized scholarly theory and practice' (Bauman, 2001: 57). On the 
other hand, its pervasiveness through diverse academic fields is indicative of the 
term's irreducibility. 
Within discourse studies, `the genre is essentially a classificatory concept, referring to 
a class of communicative events, the participants in which share a certain set of 
conventions defined in terms of formal, functional and contextual properties' 
(Georgakopoulou & Goutsos, 1997: 32-33). In other words, genre is defined not only 
according to linguistic criteria of form, content or function but also in terms of socio- 
cultural and cognitive criteria. Moreover, the above definition focuses on genre as `a 
classificatory concept' which allows for differentiating among different, 
`conventionalized', co-patternings between the form, the function and the context of 
communicative events. Such systematic co-patternings create among the members of 
a speech community certain expectations and norms on the basis of which they can 
recognize a string of talk as belonging to a particular genre and, at the same time, 
indicate their awareness of being `in' the specific genre by means of verbal and non- 
verbal signals (Giltrow & Stein, in prep.: 5). 
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The opportunities for classification offered by the concept of genre, as defined above, 
have made the term appealing to language-variation studies, especially to the study of 
computerized language corpora (e. g. Biber, 1988). More specifically, Ferguson (1994: 
21) formulates the basic working assumption implicit in the study of genre variation 
as follows: 
A message type that recurs regularly in a community (in terms of semantic content, 
participants, occasions of use, and so on) will tend over time to develop an identifying 
internal structure, differentiated from other message types in the repertoire of the 
community. 
As evident in the quotation above, the concept of genre is employed within a 
framework that assumes conventionalized `message types' which can be distinguished 
on the basis of differentially identifiable internal structures. Moreover, the above 
formulation implies that the boundaries between different genres, as conventionalized 
message types, are clear-cut and easily identifiable. 
However, even researchers working within the same framework (e. g. Biber, 1988; 
1994) acknowledge that distinctions between genres are problematic, since such 
categories may appear at different levels of generality, allowing, for instance, for the 
existence of sub-genres within specific genres. As a result, while genre is offered as a 
classificatory concept, it cannot at the same time rise above ambiguities emerging in 
the process of classifying. On the other hand, the ways in which genre is conceived 
within the specific framework reveals a view of discourse as an end-product which 
exhibits immanent formal properties or internal structures (cf. Bauman, 2001: 58). On 
the basis of the above review of early CMC research and studies on text-messaging, 
we infer that this static framework of genre has been popular among some 
researchers. In particular, terms like `interactive written discourse' (Ferrara et al., 
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1991), `Netspeak' (Crystal, 2001), and `Electronic Language' (Collot & Belmore, 
1996) have been employed to refer to Internet language use as a monolithic genre 
with inherent linguistic and textual features. The same assumption underlies 
sociolinguistic studies on Greek text-messaging (see § 1.3.1), which explore the 
generic formal features and the textual structures of the `Greek SMS language'. As a 
result, such studies seem to identify new modes of communication as genres (cf. 
Androutsopoulos, 2006: 421), instead of treating them as `candidates for being a 
genre' (Giltrow & Stein, in prep.: 9). However, this `equation of CMC modes with 
genres' (Androutsopoulos, 2006: 431) does not only place fixed boundaries between 
technologically-mediated25 genres but it also implies a static conceptualization of 
rapidly developing and highly volatile media. 
Giltrow & Stein (in prep. ), in their introduction to the edited volume Genres in the 
Internet, have pointed out that computer-mediated genres are more `fluid', less 
`focused', and more `amenable to pragmatic-functional than linguistic description' 
compared to traditional spoken and written genres. To take each characteristic 
separately, fluidity refers to the fuzziness of boundaries in online environments where 
the transferability of the bracketings employed in typologies of traditional genres may 
prove problematic. Moreover, CMC genres are less `focused' in the sense that norms 
and expectations are not clearly established among the users of new media, as 
suggested by the need for an increasing number of Netiquette guides and informal 
policing in Internet chat rooms for instance. In other words, `normative ambiguity' - 
to echo Danet (2001: 363) - evidenced in the participants' juggling act of combining 
norms and expectations from traditional genres with the exigencies of a new 
2S I employ the term `technologically-mediated communication' (Georgakopoulou, 2006: 550) in order 
to refer both to computer-mediated and other forms of mediated communication (such as text- 
messaging, mobile, and landline telephone calls). 
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communication setting, is much more prevalent in technologically-mediated 
environments. Last, but not least, considering the low level of expectation and 
conventionalization of linguistic norms, the definition of CMC genres becomes more 
`pragmatic-functional'. The medium, as an external, pragmatic condition of the genre, 
is undoubtedly important but it needs to be taken into account in conjunction with a 
host of other parameters constituting the `new communication setting' (Giltrow & 
Stein, in prep.: 9) or, in Scollon & Scollon's terms (2004: 12,28), with a range of 
other practices which come together to form a `mediated action' in a `site of 
engagement'. On the other hand, a one-sided focus on the medium per se would result 
in a technological-deterministic definition of mediated genres. 
The above concerns, voiced by current sociolinguistic work on CMC, call for a more 
fluid/dynamic, less linguistically-defined, and more user- and/or functionally-oriented 
approach to the concept of genre. However, similar views on approaching genre have 
been formulated by practice-based theories of genre originating in the field of 
anthropological linguistics (e. g. Bauman, 2001,2004; Hanks, 1996,2000). In 
Bauman's (2001: 58) ethnographic study of buying and selling in a Mexican market, 
genre is conceived as 
one order of speech style, a constellation of systemically related, co-occurrent formal 
features and structures that contrasts with other constellations (Ervin-Tripp 1972, Hymes 
1989 [1974]) and provides a conventionalized orienting framework for the production 
and reception of discourse (cf. Hanks 1987). 
The conceptualization of genre as an orienting framework, rather than a 
conventionalized message type, allows for the fluidity and fuzziness which Giltrow & 
Stein (in prep. ) have noticed in the boundaries of CMC genres. At the same time, 
these generic frameworks interplay with other pragmatic and metapragmatic 
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frameworks in the production and reception of discourse. In other words, the notion of 
genre is intimately linked with emergent contextual elements which `inevitably enter 
into the process, forging links to the surrounding discourse, the ongoing social 
interaction, broader social relations, instrumental or strategic agendas, and other 
factors' (Bauman, 2001: 59). The `intertextual gap' which can be created by the misfit 
between the users' generic expectations and their utterances' local orientations to 
emergent contextual factors, seems to echo current approaches in CMC which have 
put forth the users' creative and strategic re-appropriations, recastings and 
conglomerations of linguistic forms and norms `as resources that suit and are shaped 
by the environment at hand' (Georgakopoulou, 2006: 553). Thus, genres, in Hanks' 
words (1996: 246), `are neither rigid formal types that can be repeated indefinitely as 
tokens, nor are they formless, purely momentary conjectures'. In other words, generic 
norms and expectations are not conceived as `rules of use' but as `schemes for 
practice' (Hanks, 1996: 246), a set of dispositions which, through routine use and 
habituation, become so naturalized as to be taken for granted (cf. `habitus', Bourdieu, 
1990). 
The `second wave' of CMC research26 (cf. Georgakopoulou, 2006), which shifts 
towards the study of `computer-mediated discourse' (cf. Herring, 2004) rather than 
`the language of CMC, has already begun to align to the above considerations. More 
specifically, this line of research moves beyond the (pseudo-)question of whether a 
new medium introduces a new mediated genre and focuses on how users manipulate 
verbal and non-verbal choices - whether norms borrowed from pre-existing genres or 
created anew - as resources in order to manage interaction in the environment at hand 
26 Such studies - Baym (1995,1998), Cherny (1999), Danet (2001), Danet at al. (1997), 
Georgakopoulou (2001,2004), Panyametheekul & Herring (2003), to name just a few - are more 
attuned to contextual linguistic research on social interaction. 
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(cf. Androutsopoulos, 2006: 421; Georgakopoulou, 2003: 3-9,2006: 553-554). In a 
similar vein, this thesis will attempt to avoid presupposing a `new genre of text- 
messaging' and will discuss the specific participants' language choices by taking into 
account specific contextual parameters, such as (a)synchronicity, mobility, the 
participants' relationships and their interactional history. 
1.3.4. Writing norms and literacy practices 
As mentioned before, early CMC research, together with studies on text-messaging, 
has been preoccupied with positioning language use in technologically-mediated 
environments along the speech-writing continuum. The underlying assumption about 
speech and writing in this line of research is that they represent two distinct modes of 
communication occupying the two ends of the continuum respectively. However, the 
concept of an orality-literacy continuum implies that there are forms of speech and/or 
writing which may exhibit both spoken- and written-like elements at the same time 
(cf. Biber, 1988; Tannen, 1982). With the introduction of digital media as alternative 
modes of communication, sociolinguistic research (i. e. the `first wave' of CMC 
studies) has focused on how spoken- and/or written-like features are incorporated into 
CMC and on whether (and how) digital-like features emerge in new computer- 
mediated environments. Although the emergence of another, digital, mode could have 
been a cause for challenging the, old and long-lasting, spoken vs. written divide, early 
studies of CMC - and text-messaging in particular - have continued to treat literacy 
as a decontextualized ability occupying one end of the orality-literacy continuum. 
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On the other hand, new literacy studies, a field encompassing both linguistically- and 
anthropologically-oriented research (e. g. Barton, 1994; Baynham, 1995,2004; 
Besnier, 1993; Street, 1984,1993), have attempted to depart from the above spoken- 
written divide and have brought to the fore a more socio-ideological approach to 
literacy. More specifically, orality and literacy are viewed as social practices whose 
forms and functions vary for different social groups and communicative purposes. 
Literacy practices, in particular, are ideologically determined by the social and 
material conditions of particular cultures (cf. Street, 1984). In other words, this strand 
of research has pointed out the need to view situated literacy activity in relation to the 
local interactional and wider cultural context. Furthermore, approaching literacy as a 
socio-culturally embedded phenomenon draws on the assumption that there are 
multiple literacies and not just one mode of writing/literacy, as implied in earlier 
sociolinguistic work. This multiplicity of literacies allows for an important distinction 
between `the literacies of schooling' (Baynham, 2004: 289), highly regulated and 
legitimized by the educated `elite', and `vernacular literacies', i. e. `closely associated 
with culture which is neither elite nor institutional, which is traditional and indigenous 
to the diverse cultural processes of communities as distinguished from the uniform, 
inflexible standards of institutions' (Camitta, 1993: 228-229). Considering the power 
asymmetries involved in the production of institutional and non-institutional 
discourse, the underlying tension between school and vernacular literacies has often 
been couched in the form of treating vernacular writing as `incorrect', `deviant', and 
`non-standard'. As argued in § 1.2.3-4, such evaluations, implying a more positive 
stance towards the `correct' and `standard' literacies of schooling, have been 
employed in newspaper representations of text-messaging in Greece and abroad. 
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Literacy in new media could not have escaped the attention of new literacy studies 
(e. g. Abbott, 2002; Kress, 2003) which have been particularly preoccupied with the 
issue of how the ordered space of a computer screen affects literacy practices. For 
example, Abbott (2002) argues that the traditional literacy practices of the `printing' 
era are currently undergoing a significant change. More specifically, young people 
today are much more acquainted with the `mores', `circumlocutions', and practices of 
digital `hypertexts' than with the sense of completeness and finality implied by the 
fixed limits of a book's page. 
However, this thesis will not discuss the visual representation of a text on a digital 
(mobile) screen in terms of its organization on the screen space but in terms of its 
graphemic (mainly typographic) representation. Considering that users of text- 
messaging can visually access and manipulate27 only the short text displayed on their 
handset, the graphemic means employed in the text's production become paramount 
in this medium. As argued for CMC, the digital text is `bi-stable', because `we are 
always looking first at it and then through it' (Lanham, 1993: 5). In other words, the 
persistence of words on a phone's screen (cf. Danet, 2001: 362) invites us to give 
equal attention to the text's linguistic form and meaning. At the same time, the bi- 
stability of text becomes all the more prevalent in new, technologically-mediated, 
environments where the conventional boundaries between marked and unmarked texts 
- in terms of both form and content- have been blurred (Danet, 2001.: 7). 
Nevertheless, the graphemic aspects of digital texts have mainly been explored in 
early CMC literature as written-like features/norms migrated to digital from 
traditional writing. On the other hand, graphemic resources, such as spelling, 
Z' The users `manipulate a message' in the sense that they can perform a number of actions, such as 
`create', `send', `edit', `save', `clear', `delete', `reply to' etc. a text. 
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punctuation, and capitalization, have been approached as writing practices in an 
increasing volume of studies of more traditional media, such as informal letter-writing 
(Kataoka, 1997,2003a, 2003b), novels (Sebba, 2003), graffiti (Sebba, 2003) and 
music fanzines (Androutsopoulos, 2000). This thesis will attempt to follow this line of 
research in the investigation of such graphemic resources in Greek text-messaging. In 
other words, the graphemic choices of alphabetic script, capitalization, and 
punctuation, explored in chapters 3 and 4, will be assumed to invoke the values that 
the specific speech community attributes to such choices and, at the same time, to 
index the participants' stances towards each other, the message per se and wider 
socio-cultural discourses. 
1.3.5. `Texts-in-interaction' 
As mentioned in § 1.3.2, the `first wave' of CMC studies has worked on the 
presupposition of a `synchronous-asynchronous' divide in terms of the medium's 
technological specificities. Like face-to-face or telephone conversations, the 
synchronous CMC modes (e. g. two-way e-chat) allow co-participants to engage 
simultaneously in interaction and to have immediate access to the text at the time of 
its editing on a computer. On the other hand, asynchronous modes, such as email, 
reminiscent of traditional letter-writing, do not facilitate simultaneous feedback 
between the interactants, since the message can be sent only after the completion of its 
editing. However, sociolinguistic studies on text-messaging (see § 1.3.1) have noticed 
the `ambiguous' (Ling, 2004: 162-164,2005: 347-348) nature of a text which may 
represent both an asynchronous message and a contribution to a quasi-synchronous 
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conversation. Although the conversational-like quality of such messages has been 
observed relatively early in the study of text-messaging, actual sequences of texts 
have not been put under scrutiny in the available literature, with the exception of some 
anecdotal examples found in Kasesniemi & Rautiainen (2002: 187). On the other 
hand, text-messages have mainly been treated as asynchronous texts in the rest of the 
available sociolinguistic studies. 
The relative bias towards an asynchronous view of text-messaging in these early 
studies reflects the uneasiness of early CMC research vis-ä-vis blurring the boundaries 
between synchronicity and asynchronicity by extending their definition beyond the 
medium's technological characteristics. At the same time, the analytical frameworks 
employed for the examination of sequential organization in new media follow this 
dichotomy: that is, textual approaches, e. g. Genre Analysis (Swales, 1990), are used 
for asynchronous modes, like email (see Herring, 1996b), and interactional 
approaches, e. g. Conversation Analysis (Schegloff & Sacks, 1973; Hutchby & 
Wooffitt, 1998), for the analysis of (quasi-)synchronous modes, such as e-chat (see 
Garcia & Jacobs, 1999). Nevertheless, the use of Conversation Analysis (henceforth, 
CA) for the study of, even, synchronous CMC media has been underrepresented in the 
relevant literature. 
Before looking at how the specific framework has been applied to the relatively few, 
CA-informed, CMC studies, I will provide a brief summary of the theoretical 
assumptions underlying this approach to language and social interaction. Put at its 
most basic, CA assumes that the analysis of language requires detailed attention to the 
local realisations of discourse on a case-by-case basis. Quoting Sacks's (1984: 24) 
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words, `it is possible that detailed study of small phenomena may give an enormous 
understanding of the way humans do things and the kinds of objects they use to 
construct and order their affairs'. Important premises in CA research are that human 
interaction is constructed in an orderly manner and analysts can uncover this `order at 
all points' by looking at interactions as products of machinery (Sacks, 1984). In 
particular, conversation analysts focus on turn-taking as an instance of interaction 
management in talk. They have found that conversational turns alternate in ways that 
are orderly and to a large extent predictable by participants, i. e. certain utterances 
trigger a limited set of relevant responses in next position (Hutchby, 2001). The 
significance of this is that participants display to each other a mutual understanding 
regarding the sequential organisation of talk-in-interaction ('intersubjectivity'). As a 
result, the researcher can have access to the interpretive resources that participants use 
in the construction and negotiation of discourse. In the light of the above, it becomes 
obvious that CA places great emphasis on the immediate sequential context28 in which 
talk is produced. Moving away from a `bucket' theory of context (Heritage, 1997), in 
which interaction is seen as enclosed in pre-existing and predetermined structures, CA 
assumes that context both shapes and is invoked locally in the details of verbal 
interaction. However, CA does not deny the existence of wider social contexts of 
interaction. Instead, it acknowledges that 
a lively sense of context routinely informs our actions in the various social scenes of 
everyday life. ... But for CA, this 
intuitive view is inadequate. By relying on the private 
realm of individual awareness, it fails to account for the essentially public means by 
which participants display for one another their orientation to context and their 
understanding of each other's actions. (Hutchby & Wooffitt, 1998: 147-148) 
28 A more detailed discussion of the notion of `context', as conceived in different paradigms, is 
provided in §6.4. 
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It is not, thus, surprising that CA studies have avoided the essentialist, technological 
deterministic, approach to technology of early CMC studies. Instead, language and 
social interaction have been explored `in the context of what the technology does and 
does not make possible, or "afford"' (Hutchby & Barnett, 2005: 148). The notion of 
`technological affordance', introduced by Hutchby (2001: 13-33), allows the analyst 
to take into account both the materiality of the media and the users' observable 
appropriations of technology. In other words, it moves beyond the two polarized 
conceptions of technology: technological determinism, on the one hand, which 
privileges the medium and overlooks the actual uses of technology, and social 
constructivism, on the other, which foregrounds the agent/user's manipulation of the 
medium and downplays the artefact's materiality. In line with Hutchby's (2001) 
suggestions, the technological characteristics of SMS will not be taken into account as 
contextual aspects determining language choices but affording language use and 
interaction. 
As mentioned before, CA has rarely been used as an analytical tool in the study of 
computer-mediated interaction. One of the first CMC studies, applying CA primarily 
to the analysis of synchronous modes, is Herring's (1999) article on interactional 
coherence, where it is argued that CMC is incoherent, i. e. fragmented, agrammatical 
and interactionally disjointed. This claim seems to emanate from the limitations of the 
computer system. In particular, Herring (1999: 3) suggests that two properties of the 
medium are often considered as impediments to interaction management in CMC 
(]) lack of simultaneous feedback, caused by reduced audio-visual cues and the fact that 
messages cannot overlap; 
(2) disrupted turn adjacency, caused by the fact that messages are posted in the order 
received by the system, without regard for what they are responding to. 
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According to Herring's (1999) findings, turn adjacency is frequently disrupted, 
exchanges overlap and topics tend to decay rapidly. At a more micro-level, significant 
gaps have been observed in the transition from one speaker's turn to the next. 
Although these gaps may be typically shorter than those occurring in the exchange of 
traditional letters, they are longer than the time-gap between two successive turns on 
spoken conversation. Furthermore, turn-taking in CMC does not follow the ideal 
dyadic, one-to-one mapping, message schema. In contrast, `multiple responses are 
often directed at a single initiating message, and single messages may respond to 
more than one initiating message' (Herring, 1999: 7). Moreover, adjacency pairs are 
not easy to be identified in CMC because physically adjacent conversational moves 
are rarely functionally adjacent as well. In fact, it is more often than not the case that 
adjacent conversational turns in CMC seem pragmatically irrelevant. A very telling 
example of weak local relevance in CMC is described by Turkle (1995). In the 
interaction between a male participant and a robot programme, named Julia, on a 
social MUD, the juxtaposition of irrelevant or marginally relevant turns does not 
surprise the male participant. In fact, for a period of several weeks he did believe that 
he had been interacting with a human female, and not a robot. 
However, the conceptual leap of treating technologically asynchronous messages as 
turns in interaction is relatively recent in CMC studies. Although Herring (1999) has 
implied such a leap in her article on interactional coherence, the application of CA to 
the analysis of asynchronous CMC modes, such as Internet newsgroups, has been 
attempted by few studies (e. g. Antaki et al., 2005). The focus in such interactionally- 
oriented studies shifts to `the ways in which users perform recognisable social actions 
by exploiting those aspects of the medium that correspond to, or are variants of, the 
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turn-taking and turn-design rules that obtain in face-to-face interaction' (Antaki et al., 
2005: 2). In a similar vein, this thesis will attempt to explore how users of text- 
messaging achieve specific interactional tasks, such as self-identification, availability 
checks, closing, and establishing locational relevance in a mobile medium. Despite 
the fact that such issues have been largely overlooked in linguistically-focused studies 
of text-messaging and asynchronous CMC, they have been explored in other types of 
mediated interaction, such as landline and mobile telephone calls. 
Research on telephone conversations originates in Sacks's (1992) Lectures on 
Conversation, and has been mainly preoccupied with three topics: openings, closings, 
and topic management (cf. Luke & Pavlidou, 2002: 9). The clearly defined boundaries 
of a telephone cal129 allow the analyst to focus on how the two participants, i. e. the 
caller and the callee, negotiate and mutually accomplish openings and closings in a 
conversation. More specifically, Schegloff (1972,1979) has suggested that the 
opening section of a phone call consists of four sequences: summons/answer, 
identification/recognition, greetings, and initial inquiries. This `canonical opening' 
allows co-participants to establish their mutually ratified participation in the telephone 
call. Considering that the co-participants do not share the same setting (location) and 
cannot establish visual contact, issues like identification/recognition and availability 
for interaction need to be negotiated and established by means of non-visual cues (cf. 
Schegloff, 2002b). On the other hand, the closing section of a telephone conversation 
brings to the fore other interactional issues, such as the establishment of a mutually 
ratified parting between the interactants without causing feelings of rejection (cf. 
29 In contrast, certain interactional circumstances (e. g. seatmates on an airplane or a train) may create a 
`continuing state of incipient talk' (Schegloff & Sacks, 1973), where `gaps of silence at topic or 
sequence boundaries are not [sic] taken to occasion the launching of the closing of the conversation' 
(Schegloff, 2002a: 284). 
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Pavlidou, 1997). Drawing on the aforementioned assumption that individual messages 
can operate as turns in an interactional sequence ('texts-in-interaction'), this thesis 
will attempt to discuss how users of text-messaging manage the opening and closing 
(or, rather, the lack of opening and closing) in sequences of messages and to show 
how interactional issues invoked in these phases are related to aspects of the specific 
communicative setting (see chapters 5 and 6). 
1.3.6. Interpersonal relationships and sociability 
The study of interpersonal relationships in computer-mediated environments has been 
primarily oriented toward the issue of online communities. In contrast to early popular 
conceptions30 of Internet as an asocial medium, Rheingold (1993) has argued that 
communities do exist and thrive online. In other words31, participants in computer- 
mediated interactions need to conform to and sustain a sociable behaviour just as they 
do in real life. In spite of the initial controversy that the term `online community' has 
spurred (cf. Androutsopoulos, 2006: 422), CMC studies (e. g. Baym, 1995,1998; 
Paolillo, 1996,1999; Rafaeli & Sudweeks, 1997) have turned their focus on how 
participants in CMC construct a sense of belonging to an online community. For 
example, Baym (1998) has claimed that this feeling emanates from an emergent set of 
systematic, in-group, social meanings which are created through a process of 
appropriating and, in turn, reshaping preexisting resources, e. g. purposes of 
30 Such popular views were often supported by psychological experiments, conducted in laboratory 
environments, which suggested that computers are inhospitable to social relationships. 
31 In Rheingold's (1993: 3) words, `people in virtual communities use words on screens to exchange 
pleasantries and argue, engage in intellectual discourse, conduct commerce, exchange knowledge, 
share emotional support, make plans, brainstorm, gossip, feud, fall in love, find friends and lose them, 
play games, flirt, create a little high art and a lot if idle talk'. 
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communication, system infrastructure, (a)synchronicity in interaction. Moreover, 
Rafaeli & Sudweeks (1997) have explored the formation of interpersonal relations 
online with regard to the notion of interactivity', a variable quality of communication 
settings. Their findings suggest that `interactivity indices', like humour, first-person 
plural pronouns and self-disclosure, enhance a sense of personal involvement and 
belonging among participants. 
Furthermore, assuming that online groups form a kind of social networks, Paolillo 
(1999) has illustrated how language contact and language change in computer- 
mediated settings are closely related to the complexity of emerging social 
relationships on the Internet. Based on an IRC discussion of bilingual speakers, he 
concludes that the relations between social networks and language variation online do 
not match exactly the patterns found in research on face-to-face communication. In 
sum, the discussion in CMC research has gradually moved from debating the very 
existence of online communities to drawing connections between online and offline 
communities. This shift of focus reflects the, widely held by now, assumption that 
online or `virtual' communities exist and can be identified on the basis of the 
following six sets of criteria (Herring, 2004: 19-20): 
1) active, self-sustaining participation; a core of regular participants 
2) shared history, purpose, culture, norms and values 
3) solidarity, support, reciprocity 
4) criticism, conflict, means of conflict resolution 
5) self-awareness of group as an entity distinct from other groups 
6) emergence of roles, hierarchy, governance, rituals 
Despite the fact that the issues of online communities and social relationships have 
been at the heart of CMC research since the very beginning, not many studies have 
focused precisely on the linguistic and communicative devices used by the 
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participants to enact intimate relationships. One such exception is Baym's paper 
(1995) on the performance of humour in r. a. t. s (Usenet newsgroup). Indeed, through a 
close analysis of specific messages she has shown how linguistic features, used at first 
sight for playful purposes, perform a higher-level function of creating and sustaining 
group solidarity, along with ensuring individuality in discourse. Furthermore, 
Georgakopoulou (2001) demonstrates how style- and code-switches in Greek email 
messages function as the main contextualisation cues that not only frame humorous 
performances but also `underlie the creation of symmetrical participant alignments' 
(Georgakopoulou, 2001: 323). In other words, the focus of analysis, here, shifts 
towards how the participants employ their language choices in order to manage self- 
presentation and interpersonal relationships in an environment facilitated by one 
among the existing alternative technologies for communication (cf. Hutchby, 2001: 
2). 
Such contextualized studies have also revealed that the boundaries between online and 
offline interaction are not clear-cut in the communities under investigation. For 
example, Baym's (1995) ethnographic study of an Internet newsgroup has shown that 
members of the specific online community often choose to transfer their interaction 
offline and organize meetings face-to-face. On the other hand, Georgakopoulou 
(2001,2004) has explored the online interaction (email exchanges) of intimate 
participants with previous history of online and offline interactions. Her findings 
suggest that online activities (such as narratives in private email) are embedded and 
anchor in the participants' previous and future interactions, both online and offline 
(Georgakopoulou, 2004: 21). As a result, the `second wave' of CMC research has 
made slow but steady steps towards opening up to the investigation of `groups that 
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sustain blended on- and offline interaction' (Androutsopoulos, 2006: 422). In contrast, 
the language-focused studies of text-messaging have been reluctant to discuss the 
issue of sociability in SMS by taking into account the interrelations between SMS- 
communication and the participants' sustaining interactions in other mediated and 
face-to-face environments. This thesis will attempt to fill this gap by exploring how 
users of text-messaging invoke previous and upcoming interactions in order to 
achieve specific interactional tasks and, at the same time, to sustain and reinforce their 
intimate friendship (see chapter 6). 
While language-focused studies of text-messaging are still oblivious to issues like the 
discursive construction of social relationships in SMS, sociologically-oriented and 
cultural studies have already attempted to tackle such issues and have suggested a 
conceptual apparatus in order to discuss new forms of sociability in mobile telephony 
and text-messaging in particular. The notion of `perpetual contact' - or Schegloff's 
(2002a: 284) similar idea of `incipiency in talk'32 - has been introduced by Katz & 
Aakhus (2002a) in their collection of early studies on mobile telephony. It should be 
noted that perpetuity in contact concerns more the perpetual `possibility of making 
contact' (Schegloff, 2002a: 285) through a variety of personal communication devices 
than the actual status of contact itself. More specifically, perpetual contact, as 
employed by Katz & Aakhus (2002c: 307), represents the reasoning ('socio-logic'; 
Goodwin & Wenzel, 1979) which informs not only the technological evolution of new 
media but also our uses of and attitudes towards technologies for communication. 
32 `Familiar venues in which one finds continuing states of incipient talk are members of a family or 
other living arrangement sitting together in a common room; members of a car pool en route to or from 
their destination; [... ] Unlike many other conversational circumstances, gaps of silence at topic or 
sequence boundaries are not [sic] taken to occasion the launching of the closing of the conversation' 
(Schegloff, 2002a: 284). 
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Furthermore, the notion of `perpetual contact' is intimately linked with two other 
concepts, which have been popular among social and cultural studies of mobile 
telephony: namely, the de- and/or re-localization of interaction and the micro- 
coordination of everyday life. To start with the latter, Ling (2004: 70) defines 'micro- 
coordination' as `the nuanced management of social interaction'. The need for 
coordination has always been part and parcel of everyday life and interaction. 
However, the drive for `perpetual contact' has changed the ways in which users of 
mobile telephony manage the `when and where' of parallel ongoing and future 
activities. According to Ling (2004: 69), mobile telephony `challenges mechanical 
timekeeping', as it allows for real-time coordination of movements. In other words, 
coordination in the mobile era does not presuppose a fixed reference to a specific 
point in time. Instead, it is the assumption of perpetual, real-time, contact and, thus, 
interaction between the interactants that opens up the possibility for (re-)negotiation 
of time scheduling. At the same time, the drive for `perpetual contact' is facilitated by 
the inherently mobile medium, which can follow its user around. As a result, users of 
mobile telephony cannot a priori assign a fixed location to the other party (`de- 
localization'). This sense of de-localization, however, fosters the need among 
interactants to specify their location - or, put it in Licoppe & Heurtin's (2002: 101) 
words, `calls for re-localization'. 
In sum, the socio-logic of `perpetual contact' encapsulates the challenges that the 
mobile medium poses to traditional conceptions of time and space. As mentioned 
before, such issues have been primarily discussed in sociologically-oriented and 
cultural studies of mobile telephony that draw their analysis on interviews, 
questionnaire surveys and the researchers' fieldnotes. Although these methods can 
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shed light on how the participants perceive their use of the new medium, they miss 
out on how such perceptions are invoked in the details of interaction. In contrast, this 
thesis will attempt to pin down the much celebrated notion of `perpetual contact' by 
analyzing the participants' micro-organization of SMS sequences and their references 
to location and parallel activities in actual text-messages. 
1.3.7. Glocalization: global processes and local appropriations 
As mentioned in § 1.2.4, newspaper representations of text-messaging have been 
found to invoke popular discourses of globalization. On a positive note, the `global- 
village' narrative, as summarized by Hawisher & Selfe (2000: 1-2), portrays the 
contribution of globally diffused media, such as Internet, to the globalized world as 
follows: 
sophisticated computer networks - manufactured by far-sighted scientists and engineers 
educated within democratic and highly technological cultures - will serve to connect the 
world's people in a vast global community that transcends current geopolitical borders. 
However, negative attitudes towards globalization, assuming cultural standardization 
as an intrinsic part of this process (cf. Giddens, 2002), are also prevalent in newspaper 
representations of text-messaging use in Greece. Although globalization has served as 
a contextualization frame for the discussion of Internet and text-messaging in popular 
discourses, as well as in academic research from a social theory or cultural studies 
perspective, the interplay between global processes and local appropriations of new 
media has been added to the agenda of sociolinguistics and, in particular, language- 
focused CMC studies rather late (cf. Coupland, 2003: 465). According to Coupland's 
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(2003) introduction to a `globalization-sensitive sociolinguistics', this `late' 
(compared to social theory) sociolinguistic turn to global processes should be viewed 
in the context of a discipline which does not a priori attend to wider issues but only 
when the latter are invoked in particular locales. 
It is not, thus, surprising that the first attempts in CMC research to discuss Internet in 
relation to globalizing forces have been made by literacy studies that have always 
been more open to cross-fertilizations from sociologically- and/or anthropologically- 
oriented studies. The articles contributed to Hawisher & Selfe's (2000) book on 
Global literacies and the world-wide web have pointed to the web as a culturally 
diverse space where people and groups around the globe are differentially represented 
both in their literacy and values. For example, Dragona and Handa (2000) have 
claimed that the local Greek literacy resists the intrusion of new, western-oriented and 
computer-mediated, literacy practices through the process of `Hellenization'. More 
specifically, this process `notes the ways they [i. e. the users] are beginning to employ 
the Web as an economic tool and a mask offering the world the "Greek face" it 
expects while manipulating the Web in a way that preserves Greek privacy' (Dragona 
& Handa, 2000: 67). In sum, the articles in Hawisher & Selfe's (2000) book 
acknowledge a dynamic interplay between the global and the local. In other words, 
instead of assuming that global forces strip off local cultures from the particularities 
constituting their national identities, they have shown how the local can appropriate 
the global in order to suit culture-specific values and identities (cf. `glocalization', 
Robertson, 1995). 
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On the other hand, early language-oriented CMC studies `have focused almost 
exclusively on emergent practices in English, neglecting developments within 
populations communicating online in other languages' (Danet & Herring, 2003: 1; cf. 
Giltrow & Stein, in prep.: 12). As evident in the title of Danet & Herring's (2003) 
special issue The multilingual Internet, it was not until 2003 that CMC studies began 
to depart from their mono-lingual focus on English CMC and to explore linguistic 
diversity online. This English-'bias' in early CMC research is, in part, justified 
considering the fact that the ASCII code (see § 3.3), employed in most computer- 
mediated environments of the 1990s, facilitated the use of Roman characters and 
initially accelerated the domination of English on the Internet (cf. Androutsopoulos, 
2006: 428). In this respect, though, sociolinguistic studies of text-messaging differ 
from early, `English-biased', CMC studies. 
As mentioned in § 1.3.1, the study of text-messaging ranges across a variety of 
languages and cultures33, including German (Doering, 2002), English (Thurlow, 
2003b), Finnish (Kasesniemi & Rautiainen, 2002), Norwegian (Ling, 2004,2005), 
Swedish (Hard of Segerstad, 2005), and Greek (Vrouzi & Panzari, 2002; Lambrinidi 
& Depasta, 2004; Mavreas, 2004). Therefore, in contrast to Internet, non-English 
SMS has right from the start attracted equal attention to English text-messaging. This 
early preoccupation with local instantiations of a global technology like SMS is 
intimately linked with the available technological possibilities for localized software 
in association with the arising needs of the local market. In other words, the marketing 
of mobile telephony, together with SMS technology, has targeted the local consumers 
by putting emphasis on the perpetual possibilities for contact at an affordable rate and 
33 If we also take into account sociological and cultural studies of mobile telephony, then the list of 
cultures extends beyond the boundaries of Europe to more `exotic' places, such as Japan (Ito et al., 
2005), the Philippines (Strom, 2002), Korea (Kim, 2002), etc. 
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by equipping local handsets with menus and fonts of the national language. In the 
context of this technological and marketing `glocalization' of mobile telephony, this 
thesis will investigate how such phenomena are invoked in my participants' choices 
of linguistic code and/or alphabetical encoding, as well as in other culture-specific 
communicative practices. 
1.4. Conclusion 
This chapter has discussed language use in text-messaging as represented in Greek 
popular discourses and approached by research in the area of sociolinguistics. It has 
been demonstrated that popular representations and preliminary sociolinguistic studies 
have focused on micro-linguistic features of SMS. This single-minded focus on the 
formal properties of the `new SMS language' is indicative of the hype and uneasiness 
that popular and academic literature have experienced in their attempts to understand 
text-messaging. In other words, emphasis has been placed on the `new', `deviant', and 
`non-standard' linguistic forms that readily stand out in individual text-messages. 
However, both popular and academic concerns regarding language use in text- 
messaging have been found to invoke and, at the same time, be shaped by popular 
discourses and sociolinguistic research on computer-mediated communication. In 
particular, early CMC research and the first studies of SMS share in common 
technological deterministic accounts of language use, quantitative analyses of large 
corpora, and a focus on micro-linguistic generic features. 
On the other hand, this study will benefit from current advances in CMC research and 
explore text-messaging not only as individual texts but also as contributions to 
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sequences of social interaction between specific participants. Rather than 
presupposing a `new genre of text-messaging', this thesis will focus on verbal and 
graphemic resources that users of SMS manipulate in order to manage interaction in 
the environment at hand. However, the local environment is not limited to the 
technological characteristics of the medium, but it includes both parameters afforded 
by the medium, such as (a)synchronicity and mobility, and other contextual aspects, 
like the participants' relationships and interactional history. The micro-linguistic 
features of alphabetic script, capitalization, and punctuation will be explored as 
graphemic resources which are employed vis-ä-vis the writing norms of standard 
Modern Greek and index the participants' stance towards each other, the text, and 
wider socio-cultural discourses. 
The second part of the thesis focuses on issues of sequential organization and social 
interaction which have been under-researched topics in sociolinguistic studies of text- 
messaging. More specifically, the investigation of the participants' management of 
openings and closings in SMS will draw on interactional approaches of language 
which have been employed in the study of other types of mediated interaction (e. g. 
mobile and landline telephone calls). At the same time, the discussion of sociability in 
SMS will benefit from concepts, like `perpetual contact' and `de-/re-localization', 
which have been suggested by socially-minded and cultural studies of mobile 
telephony but have not yet been scrutinized in the micro-details of everyday SMS 
interaction. Last, but not least, this thesis will attempt to relate its findings with the 
aforementioned processes of `glocalization' by exploring the participants' choices of 
linguistic code and alphabetical encoding, as well as other culture-specific 
communicative practices. 
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Chapter 2 
Data and Methodology 
2.1. Introduction 
According to Baszanger & Dodier (1997), the point of view of the researched rather 
than the researcher can be brought to the fore only if the latter accepts and is clear 
about her initial theoretical assumptions and, at the same time, commits herself to 
remaining open to any elements or issues that might arise during the data collection. 
This discrepancy between the point of view of the researcher and the researched has 
been addressed in the literature as the `emic/etic' distinction. Quoting Duranti (1997: 
172), 
The emic perspective is one that favors the point of view of the members of the 
community under study and hence tries to describe how members assign meaning to a 
given act or to the difference between two different acts. [In contrast] The etic 
perspective is one which is instead culture-independent and simply provides a 
classification of behaviors on the basis of a set of features devised by the 
observer/researcher. 
This study is aimed at following an emic perspective on empirical observation. 
Although my study is not ethnographic, in the strict sense of the term, the collection 
of the linguistic data, i. e. text-messages, has been supplemented by additional 
background information regarding the participants in the research, their relationships 
and their interactional history. Such information has been gathered through the use of 
ethnographic tools, such as (participant-)observation' and interviews with the 
' By (participant-) observation, I mean that not only did I have the opportunity to observe my 
participants exchanging messages by going out with them, but also I exchanged text-messages with 
them during the data collection. 
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participants. The reason for conducting this kind of research is my methodological 
commitment to understanding better the participants' meanings of mobile phone 
culture and the ways in which they make sense of the activity of text-messaging. This 
chapter concerns the presentation of the material collected for the purposes of my 
thesis. First of all, I will attempt to discuss any methodological concerns regarding the 
collection of text-messages that had arisen before my actual data collection. In turn, I 
will present my data sets, along with the collection techniques employed. At the same 
time, I will provide a critical discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of each 
technique separately. Finally, I will provide an overview of the analytical framework 
developed in the thesis and I will attend to issues regarding the nature of text- 
messaging, such as the number of participants involved, the type and length of the 
actual messages collected. 
2.2. Collecting text-messages as linguistic data: preliminary concerns 
Venturing into data collection is not an easy or straightforward process in itself. It 
becomes even more challenging, when the material that needs to be collected did not 
exist a decade ago. In addition, as mentioned in §1.3.1, there are few academic studies 
on the previous experience of which a researcher can draw. This section is aimed at 
discussing the issues which arise when designing the collection of text-messages as 
linguistic data. In particular, I will first provide a brief overview of the technological 
characteristics of SMS and, then, move to the discussion of specific issues which can 
impede or assist data collection. 
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2.2.1. Issues of technology 
In order to present the specificities of the particular technology, I will first attend to 
some key developments in `SMS history' (cf. Taylor & Vincent, 2005). The 
possibility of sending instant short data messages via the `signaling channel' or `layer' 
of a digital network (Taylor & Vincent, 2005: 77) was made apparent as early as in 
the 1980s and it was initially implemented by telecommunications companies in order 
to monitor and check on the network. However, the development of GSM (acronym 
for `Global System for Mobile Communications')2 technology made redundant the 
earlier need for checking on the network via the `signaling channel' and, thus, enabled 
the specific channel to be employed for the exchange of other, non-voice, text-based 
data. Therefore, text-messaging has arisen as a by-product of general developments in 
the technological infrastructure of telecommunications networks. 
Among the earlier technologies, paging is the most likely predecessor of text- 
messaging. Both paging and SMS employ radio transmissions in order to alert the 
user via an auditory signal for an incoming message to the control/call center. 
However, unlike paging, text-messaging does not only alert the user but also instantly 
displays the original message as a text on the recipient's phone. The display of the 
text is followed by the contact details of the sender (i. e. the phone number) and the 
day and time that the message is sent. Moreover, SMS is a store and forward device; 
meaning that messages are not sent directly from sender to recipient but via an SMS 
center, supported by the mobile telephone network3. As a result, text-messages can be 
2 This is the commercial name for the digital cellular system enabling the same mobile phone to be 
used on any network supporting this system. The original GSM acronym refers to the group, Groupe 
Speciale Mobile, who designed this technological system (Taylor & Vincent, 2005: 77). 
3 Source: http: //www. mobilecomms-technology. com/projects/sms/ 
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exchanged between users, even when the mobile phones are not active and within 
range. This is due to the fact that the sent texts can be held for a number of days in the 
mobile operator's SMS center until the recipient's phone is reactivated. 
As for the storage capacity of mobile phones, unless text-messages are deliberately 
deleted by the user, they appear and remain saved in the SIM4 card's or the phone's 
memory; sent messages in the mobile's folder of sent items and received messages in 
the inbox. At the same time, users are able to store and classify their messages in the 
archive folder or, even, create and name additional folders for that reason. The 
number of messages which can be saved in a mobile is not fixed. It varies according 
to the phone's memory from minimum 6 to maximum up to 150 messages. 5 Text- 
messages are saved for an unlimited time period so far as there is space in the 
memory. When the latter reaches its full potential, the system either automatically 
deletes existing messages or is unable to receive new ones, unless the user creates 
some space in the memory by deleting old text-messages. However, it should be noted 
that the data stored in a mobile phone (e. g. text-messages, phone book, pictures) can 
be transferred to another electronic device by means of other types of connectivity. 
For example, infrared and bluetooth technologies enable the transferring of data from 
a mobile phone to other devices (e. g. portable computer), provided that the latter is 
compliant to such technologies. 
In addition, the transmission of messages is one-way. In other words, messages are 
sent as a whole - and not as one keystroke at a time -, when the user selects `send' on 
I SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) card is the removable chip of a mobile phone carrying data, such as 
the user's phone number, phone book and other information related to the subscriber (source: 
http: //www. celihire. com/content/glossary. htm). 
S Technological developments have enhanced the storage capacity of mobile phones and late generation 
mobiles can save more than 150 SMS. 
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the menu. In turn, the other party responds only after the complete message has been 
received. However, supposing that the mobile phones are within network coverage 
and oriented to by their users, this one way, asynchronous mode of text-exchange can 
be performed within a few seconds, simulating quasi-synchronous modes of 
interaction (e. g. e-chat). Still, the paucity of feedback persists in this type of 
computer-mediated interaction, i. e. the user can never be certain whether his message 
has reached its destination. The message may have never been sent due to technical 
problems or it may have been `buried' among other messages and thus escaped the 
addressee's attention. This systemic weakness can be compensated with the sound- 
alert noise activated in the event of an incoming message. At the same time, users can 
select on their mobile's menu the `report' function which confirms message delivery. 
In other words, the sender receives a return message back notifying him whether his 
SMS has been delivered or not6. Moreover, the system is set up by default to send 
messages to individual persons allowing, thus, one-to-one exchange of texts. 
However, users of text-messaging can also activate the sending option `send to many' 
and send the same text to multiple contacts on their phone book (one-to-many 
exchange). 
Furthermore, the medium's systemic specificities, such as the limited bandwidth, `set 
the well-known limit of 160 characters per message' (Taylor & Vincent, 2005: 78). 
As SMS was becoming more popular, the possibility of typing up to 450 characters 
has been made possible in certain mobile handsets. However, longer messages are 
still chunked by the system and each string of 160 characters is sent separately. The 
characters used in SMS are mainly letters, numbers, punctuation marks or other 
6 Nowadays, this system is becoming more and more sophisticated. At the moment, users usually 
receive two messages regarding the status of their sent SMS. They are informed not only about the time 
that their message has been delivered but also if their SMS is still `pending' somewhere in the network! 
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symbols. However, the composition of SMS on a mobile does not follow the single- 
tap character entry used in computers, where each key represents one character. 
Considering that users key in their messages on a mobile phone numerical (1 to 9) 
keypad (see figure 2.1), they need to press the same key a number of times in order to 
enter one character (multi-tap text entry; cf. Taylor & Vincent. 2005: 78). 
Figure 2.1. Standard mobile phone keypad (from \1 tchcniic et al.. 2001) 
As a result, the user has to press three times the key `2' in order to enter the letter V. 
If the letter `a', which belongs to the same key-sequence [2abc], is to follow (as in the 
word `cat'), a pause is required for the system to recognize the input of a new 
character. For example, the process of entering the word `feet' in SMS is illustrated 
by Taylor & Vincent (2005: 78) as follows: 
First, the "3" key must be pressed three times to enter the 'f' character. A short pause is 
then necessary before the "3" key can be used to input the first "e" (rather than change 
the already typed "f' character). [... ]A further pause is then needed before the "3" key 
can be pressed again to input the second "e". Finally, the "8" key is pressed once to input 
the "t". 
Current developments in mobile technology have resulted in the introduction of an 
alternative method for entering SMS characters: predictive text entry. In an attempt to 
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compensate for the laborious and time consuming multi-tap method, predictive text 
allows users to press one key at a time for entering each letter. Predictive text input 
(also known as T9, i. e. `Text on 9 keys') employs a dictionary which can predict 
words likely to be written according to the sequence of the user's taps on the relevant 
keys. Put briefly, the user is provided by the system with a set of word-options and, in 
turn, she selects the option that suits her text. At the same time, predictive text input 
allows the user to enrich the dictionary installed by adding new words to the default 
word list. 
In sum, the above discussion has presented the `store-and-forward' exchange of text- 
messages through SMS centers, the SMS storage capacity of mobile phones, the 
possibilities for establishing connectivity between a mobile phone and other electronic 
devices, the one-way transmission of texts, the types of participation provided (one- 
to-one or one-to-many), and the alternative methods of text input (multi-tap or 
predictive). Considering that mobile telephony evolves rapidly within brief lapses of 
time, the above specificities cannot be held to be stable or uniform. Nevertheless, the 
technological aspects referred to above apply to most mobile handsets circulating at 
the time of data collection (2003) and to a large extent underlie the use of SMS today. 
2.2.2. Issues of methodology 
The `personal' aspect of mobile telephony has captured the interest of academic 
studies, as evident in the title Personal, portable, pedestrian of Ito et al. 's (2005) book 
on mobile phone use in Japan and as suggested by Schegloff s (2002a: 287) 
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association of mobiles with other personal gadgets, such as Walkman. Mobile phones 
have secured a position among the personal communication devices which are carried 
close to the user's body? and belong to a single person. Unlike traditional, landline, 
phones, mobiles are rarely shared by two or more persons on a regular basis. 
Therefore, the nature of the communication device per se does not facilitate access to 
this type of private data. In the same vein, Thurlow, in one of the few sociolinguistic 
studies on text-messaging, points out that `it is not always easy to access data like 
text-messages which are almost always private and personal, and sometimes very 
intimate' (2003b: 15). The discreetness and privacy for which the specific medium 
has been popularly praised prohibit third parties, including the researcher, from 
accessing this kind of data. In fact, early CMC research (e. g. Yates, 1996: 30) has 
mentioned the difficulties in collecting messages sent directly from individual to 
individual, e. g. private emails. For that reason, early studies in the particular area have 
been oriented more towards public computer-mediated communication, like `listserve' 
interactions and bulletin boards (Yates, 1996; Collot & Belmore, 1996), Internet mail 
lists (Herring, 1996b), etc. 
The private nature of text-messaging does not only impede access to actual data but it 
also raises ethical issues. To what extent can one use and publicize highly personal 
and, at times, sensitive material for research purposes? In an era of highly contested 
boundaries between the public and the private sphere, the researcher should be careful 
with handling such material. Research in computer-mediated environments has 
generated discussion regarding the treatment of such data (see Danet, 2002b). The 
assumption that whatever can be accessed online is considered public does not seem 
7 Cf. the Japanese term for mobile phone `keitai', meaning `something you carry with you' (Ito, 2005: 
1). 
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to suffice any more. Issues of privacy are increasingly being given serious 
consideration and decisions are being made on whether it would be ethically more 
appropriate to conceal the identities of the persons involved in the online activities in 
question. Moreover, participants in research studies are expected to be asked whether 
they are willing to give their `informed consent' (Danet, 2002b: 4) regarding the use 
of the material collected. In the case of text-messaging, ethical considerations should 
be taken carefully into account, especially since the data may concern private and 
intimate messages between participants who may not have even reached adulthood. 
As will be discussed in §2.3, the data collection techniques employed in this study 
have been sensitive to such ethical issues and aimed at ensuring the privacy and 
anonymity of the participants. 
Furthermore, one should take into consideration the ephemerality imposed by the 
technological system, when planning research on text-messaging. As mentioned in 
§2.2.1, although a text-message can be saved in the SIM card's or phone's memory 
for an unlimited time, the storage capacity of a card/phone is restricted (from min. 6 to 
max. roughly 150 SMS). As a result, users tend to delete texts shortly after reading 
them and choose to save a few - perhaps the most personally important ones. As in 
similar types of data (e. g. spoken conversations), the researcher faces the danger of 
missing interesting, naturally occurring, data, unless the latter are otherwise recorded. 
As Kasesniemi & Rautiainen (2002: 178) aptly note, `like the oral tradition, text- 
messages are difficult to capture: today's message will not exist tomorrow'. Another 
issue which one needs to attend to at the beginning of data collection is the actual 
form in which text-messages are encoded. In particular, a text-message appears in an 
electronic, digital, form: characters are typed on the mobile phone's keypad and the 
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message is read as text on the phone's screen. Similar to the case of other electronic 
data, for instance emails, e-chat, etc., the data collection of text-messages needs to 
retain, if possible, the digital form of the original messages. 
Previous research on computer-mediated communication (Yates, 1996: 30; Herring, 
2004: 14) has shown that the collection of computer-mediated verbal data is 
facilitated by the system itself. In most cases of electronic communication, including 
text-messaging, a textual trace of interaction is left by default. As Georgakopoulou 
(2006: 550) testifies, the CMC scholar can benefit from `an unprecedented access to 
large sets of data that are already digitised'. Despite the fact that the user decides 
whether an SMS will actually remain in the phone's memory for a couple of seconds 
or years, the researcher can take advantage of the system's capacity to store and 
archive messages. Considering that these texts are saved along with the contact details 
of the other party and the date/time of the sent text (see §2.2.1), the data gathered can 
readily provide the analyst with important contextual information. Another 
technological aspect of mobile telephony which can assist the data collection process 
is the aforementioned possibility for connecting with other electronic devices. For 
example, a mobile phone can send or receive data through its infrared port. 
Employing such a method eliminates the possibility of error in the transcription. 
Furthermore, the form of the data under scrutiny is as faithful as possible to the 
original digital messages. 8 
8 That said, the difference in the size of the screen between a mobile phone and a computer results in 
the following discrepancy: on a computer's screen any message is always available to be read as a 
whole, while the small size of a mobile's screen allows only for parts of the message to be read at a 
time. 
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To sum up, I have argued that the data collection of text-messages involves, to a 
greater or lesser extent, intruding from the part of the researcher into the realm of the 
private life of the researched. As a result, on the one hand access to such data may be 
resisted and, on the other, ethical aspects should be carefully taken into consideration. 
Moreover, the ephemeral nature of the particular messages resists their recording for 
research purposes. In addition, data collection should not overlook the importance of 
retaining the messages' digital form. Last, but not least, I have mentioned the 
opportunities provided by the technological system itself for archiving and saving 
messages, along with their recording into other electronic media. The discussion 
which follows will allow me to return to the above issues and relate them, when 
relevant, to my data collection techniques. 
2.3. Data collection techniques 
The aim of this section is to present the techniques employed in this study for the 
collection of empirical data which will be analyzed in the following chapters. 
Considering the language-focused orientation of this thesis, the material gathered 
involves primarily the collection of actual text-messages exchanged between specific 
participants. As shown in table 2.1, I have gathered 447 text-messages in total, using 
two basic methods: a) a questionnaire survey and b) three case-studies. In the 
following sub-sections, the data sets that this study focuses on will be described and 
critically discussed. 
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DATA SETS TEXT-MESSAGES 
n (447) % 
Questionnaires 159 35.6 
Case-studies case-study (group 1) 200 44.7 
case-study (group 2) 45 10.1 
case-study (group 3) 43 9.6 
Table 2.1. Text-messages across data sets 
2.3.1. Questionnaire sample 
At the initial stage of my data collection (September 2003), 1 decided to draw on the 
techniques employed by previous studies on text-messaging and, more specifically, by 
Thurlow (2003b). 9 Similar methodology would enable me to create a comparable data 
set with such studies. In terms of data collection techniques, Thurlow (2003b) 
managed to create a corpus of text-messages by asking his students at the University 
of Cardiff to fill in a questionnaire and to transcribe text-messages saved on their 
phones. In similar vein, I asked the participants in a questionnaire survey to retrieve 
from their mobile phones a saved text (either sent or received) and to transcribe it as 
accurately as possible. As I pointed out both orally to the participants and in the 
relevant section of the questionnaire (see appendix III), accuracy in the transcription 
refers not only to the content but also to the form of the messages, particularly the use 
of spelling, upper or lower case letters, Greek or Latin fonts, etc. At the same time, 
participants were also asked to specify the sender's gender and age. As a result, 
message 1 illustrates the type of linguistic data gathered from the survey: the text 
transcribed by the participant, along with the gender (e. g. male) and age (e. g. 17-yr- 
old) of the person who sent the message, as reported in the questionnaire. The 
9 Doering (2002), Lambrinidi & Depasta (2004), Hard of Segerstad (2005), and Ling (2004,2005) have 
also employed (web-based or paper) questionnaires for data collection. 
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questionnaire sample includes 159 text-messages in total, of which the texts serving as 
examples for my analysis can be found in appendix IV. In order to discuss further the 
specific data-set, I will divide it into two sub-sets according to the setting in which the 
questionnaire survey took place. 
Message 1 [18]1° 
TI ErINE NYETAEEE H ME 
BAPEOHKEE; KAI EI1 PATIO AKOYS2. 
WHAT'S UP ARE YOU SLEEPY OR BORED 
OF ME? I'M LISTENING TO THE RADIO 
TOO. 1 
Questionnaire sample, male, 17-yr-old 
(a) School setting 
For the purposes of this thesis, I have collected a sample of 83 messages by 130 
students12 from five classes of an Athenian high school, situated in a central area of 
Athens (Ambelokipi). Despite being a state school, it is one of the few (three) 
`Experimental' (Ilstpaµattxä) High Schools in Athens. These schools achieve their 
status, and thus, called `experimental' (irsipaµatuth) or `model schools' (irpbiuira), 
due to the quality of staff which is regarded as more qualified (compared to other state 
schools) and the opportunities it offers to students to be involved in extra-curriculum 
activities, such as theatre, literature, environmental activities, etc. In other words, the 
school environment is rather welcoming to research not directly relevant to the 
official curriculum programme. With respect to this study, the teachers were willing 
to facilitate data collection. They allowed for the distribution and completion of the 
10 In the square brackets I note the number of the specific message, as coded in the appendix. 
All translations to English are mine. 
ýZ The remaining 47 participants who did not provide any messages either did not have a mobile phone 
at all (only 3 out of the 130 students) or they did not have their phones with them (in class). Of course, 
we cannot discount the possibility that some of them may have deliberately refused to transcribe their 
messages, but we cannot have any evidence if and for what reasons this was indeed a deliberate choice. 
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questionnaires to take place within the official hour of teaching. In some cases, they 
managed to incorporate the whole process into the subject taught on the specific day. 
In addition, students were also helpful and familiarized to the task of participating in 
research surveys. As some teachers mentioned, `experimental' high schools had 
always been keen to participate in academic research of educational or language 
interest. 
Anyone is eligible to apply to this school. However, priority is given to those living in 
the neighbourhoods around the school and the rest of the applicants are selected by 
ballot. As a result, the students, participating in the questionnaire survey, came from 
different areas of Athens (see table 2.2). Moreover, it is not at all straightforward to 
associate the particular students with a specific socio-economic status. The absence of 
fees or other academic assessment and the selection of students by ballot or 
geographical proximity open up the possibilities for people from different socio- 
economic backgrounds to enrol to the particular high school. However, in terms of 
ethnic cultural background, it can be argued that the students were mainly of a Greek 
origin; there were very few immigrants or other students of a non-Greek descent in 
the specific classes. 
AREAS STUDENTS 
n (130) % 
SCHOOL'S AREA: Ambelokipi 56 43.1 
AREAS CLOSE TO SCHOOL: 
Gizi, Likavitos, Ilisia, Neapoli, Goudi 
49 37.7 
AREAS DISTANT FROM SCHOOL: 
Exarchia, Poligono, Patisia, Zographou, Kypseli, Gerakas, Ag.. Artemios 
19 14.6 
NO ANSWER 6 4.6 
Table 2.2. Distribution of students in residential areas 
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Given that the particular high school is mixed, of the total number of students, 71 
(54.6%) of them were female and 55 (42.3%) male (there were 4 who did not fill in 
the box about their gender). In terms of age, the students of five classes participated in 
the survey, three from the first grade, from 14 to 15 years old, and two from the 
second grade of High School, from 16 to 18 years old (see table 2.3). 
AGE STUDENTS 
n (130) % 
14 yr-old 5 3.8 
15 yr-old 69 53.1 
16 yr-old 49 37.7 
17 yr-old 6 4.6 
18 yr-old 1 0.8 
Table 2.3. Age of (school) participants 
(b) Leisure settings 
The above sub-set, collected in an institutional setting, is comparable to Thurlow's 
(2003b) corpus of text-messages, which has also been created by means of a 
questionnaire survey at a university setting. However, it should be noted that the 
participants in my survey were younger than the persons whose text-messages 
Thurlow (2003b) analyzes. In order to have access to messages from older users of 
text-messaging (beyond 18 years old), I used a network of 10 former students of 
mine13 as the driving force in the data collection. I managed to widen the scope of my 
sample through the `snowball technique' (i. e. young people telling their friends about 
the research) and by going to the places where they usually hang out (university 
cafeterias and bars). Thus, the distribution and completion of questionnaires took 
13 I used to be their private tutor in language subjects, when these students were still in secondary 
education: that is, over the years 1998-2000. 
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place in informal settings. It should be noted that the initial ten university students 
acted as mediators between the researcher and their friends, explaining to the latter the 
research purpose and being actively involved in the process of distributing and 
collecting the questionnaires. A sample of 76 text-messages from 111 participants was 
collected in young people's leisurely settings. The majority of the messages collected 
in this sample are from people who had finished secondary education and were in 
their twenty's. In terms of the specific participants' demographics, 70 (63.1%) female 
and 41 (36.9%) male persons participated in the survey. As mentioned before, the 
majority (n: 89,80.2%) had finished school and were over 18 years old (see table 2.4). 
AGE PARTICIPANTS 
n (Ill) % 
14-18 yr-old 22 19.8 
18-22 yr-old 76 68.5 
23-25 yr-old 13 11.7 
Table 2.4. Distribution of participants in terms of age 
In addition, it should be mentioned that this sample is notable for the great variety of 
areas of the participants' permanent residence. Out of the total participants, 67 
reported as their place of residence areas in Athens which are not represented in the 
school sample (see table 2.5 below). In addition, a small number of participants (14) 
did not live permanently in Athens. 
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Place of residence Participants 
n (111) % 
areas represented in the school sample: 28 25.2 
Illsia, Goudi, Exarchia, Patisia, Gizi, Poligono 
areas not represented in the school sample: 67 60.4 
Chalandri, Ag. Paraskevi, Pireas, N. Erithrea, Pangrati, Marous!, 
Glyka Nera, Vyronas, Kalithea, Glyphada, Perister!, N. Smyrni 
her cities / areas: 14 12.6 
Chalkidiki, Patra, Chalkida, Kalamata, Veroia, Thesaloniki, 
Agrinio, Irakleio 
no answer 2 1.8 
Table 2.5: Participants and place of residence 
2.3.2. Discussion 
The main strength of a questionnaire survey - even a convenience sample such as the 
one presented above and in Thurlow (2003b) - is the fact that the text-messages 
collected provide tokens of the medium's use from a wider sample of participants (cf. 
Ling, 2005: 338). The age range of my participants spans between 15 and 25 years 
old: that is, they fall into the SMS target group, as defined in the marketing campaigns 
of mobile phone operator companies. As for their place of residence, they reported 
areas from all over Athens (with the exception of fourteen informants who lived 
permanently in other Greek cities). Another advantage of questionnaire surveys is the 
fact that the informants can remain anonymous, since they are only asked to provide 
demographic details regarding their age, gender, and place of residence. Moreover, 
their privacy can be further ensured considering that they have control over what (and 
whether) they wish to disclose for research purposes. It is, thus, not surprising that this 
method of data collection has been particularly popular among the first studies of text- 
messaging (e. g. Hard of Segerstad, 2005; Ling, op. cit.; Thurlow, op. cit.; Vrouzi & 
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Panzari, 2002), since it can readily provide the researcher with a fairly diverse and 
large corpus and, at the same time, ensure the anonymity and privacy of the 
informants. 
Furthermore, this sampling technique can indicate the kind of text-messages that 
participants choose to save in their phones. As mentioned above (§2.2.2), the 
technological system, which has a limited storage capacity, makes the nature of these 
messages rather ephemeral. The fact that the participants choose the messages to be 
transcribed among those already saved in their phone may provide the analyst with 
insights as to which text-messages are worthy of being kept for a longer period of 
time. 
At the same time, the data gathered from a questionnaire survey can indicate the type 
of messages that the participants themselves consider reportable. In fact, the selection 
process, as it was actually undertaken by the participants, was not entirely random. On 
the basis of my field notes - taken while I was observing the whole process in the 
school setting -I report that there was a lot of discussion among fellow students 
(usually in teams of four or five) as to which message they should choose to 
transcribe 14. Furthermore, one participant, i. e. Nana (see §2.3.4 for her profile), who 
acted as mediator in distributing and gathering questionnaires, offered evaluative 
comments regarding some text-messages reported by her network of friends and 
relatives. In fact, while returning the questionnaires to me, she mentioned that some of 
14 In contrast, when filling in the multiple choice section of the questionnaire, the same students were 
quieter and there was not much discussion with other classmates. Rather, the talking, involved in this 
phase, concerned mainly clarification questions addressed to the researcher (fieldnotes, 09/09/03). 
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the participants transcribed `silly' (zacä's, ßeldnotes, 28/09/03) messages. When I 
asked her which messages she meant as `silly', she pointed to message 2 which 
consists of only two words (r: xc vciq), meaning `how are you? '. The particular 
episode allows us to assume that the trivial nature of this everyday inquiry makes the 
specific message not highly reportable from the point of view of Nana. 
Message 2 (2j 
Tt Kl vct? I low arc you? 
Qucstionnairc samplc, fcmalc, 14-yr-old 
Moreover, on the basis of my observation during the survey, I noted that choosing the 
message to be copied was not an individualized process. There was a tendency for my 
participants to collectively select the text-message which would be quoted. This may 
be linked to wider collective practices of text-messaging reported in the literature. 
One such practice is collective reading and composing of text-messages. As 
Kasesniemi & Rautiainen argue, Finnish teenagers `read messages to each other in 
bars and cafis, at parties and at school' and this collective reading may happen `as a 
sign of confidence, out of curiosity, and simply to pass the time' (2002: 181). 
Therefore, despite its private and personal nature, a text-message may not be read 
only by its intended recipient. In fact, during the data collection my participants were 
far from reluctant to show and share their messages with friends and classmates 
(ficldnotes, 09/09/03; 11/09/03). 
As for the participants' response to the survey, out of the students who participated in 
the study (130 in total), 83 (approximately 64%) of them responded to the request for 
's I quote extracts from my ficldnotes, interviews, or actual messages in italics and their translation in 
inverted commas. 
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their messages. The main reason for leaving the relevant section of the questionnaire 
blank has been the fact that some students do not carry their mobile phone at school. It 
should be noted, here, that using mobiles at school is typically forbidden. As for the 
specific school, there are signs posted in prominent places all around the school 
(school yard and corridors) reminding students that mobile phone use is banned 
(fieldnotes, 09/09/03). Although the distribution of questionnaires took place towards 
the end of a teaching hour with the teacher present and supporting the whole process, 
some students were still reluctant to switch their phone on and place it prominently on 
their school desk (fieldnotes, 11/09/03). However, there were cases where students 
enthusiastically responded to the whole process, experiencing it as an enjoyable break 
from class or as a way of challenging established school regulations (ficldnotes, 
11/09/03). This latter consideration was nicely expressed in the words of a smiling, 
16-yr-old, female student, who turning to her teacher said `Oh! Mrs! Just think of the 
headmaster coming in now! He would have had a heart-attack! ' (Ooo! Kvpia! 
Kc9rcire va' prranvc o btcuüvvr)S Tcbpal ea zrdOazvc auyxomi! ) (fieldnotes, 11/09/03). 
Summing up, the use of questionnaires for gathering data such as text-messages has 
the advantage of collecting instantly a large amount of data from different 
demographic groups. At the same time, the mobile nature of the technological device 
enables the distribution of questionnaires in different settings. However, as Ling 
(2005: 337) points out, the specific data collection technique yields de-contextualized 
corpora of text-messages. In other words, the collection of random single messages 
through questionnaires extracts text-messages from their natural context. The 
messages appear as autonomous texts produced by faceless persons about whom the 
researcher knows no more than their age and gender. The texts cannot be embedded in 
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a real context of interaction where other text-messages, strings of interaction, events 
or activities may take place before, after or in parallel to the production or reception 
of a single message. Furthermore, the transcription of text-messages in such a way 
(i. e. asking the participants to copy the message on a questionnaire)16 has the 
disadvantage that the data do not occur in their original digital form. In fact, the 
analyst focuses on paper copies, the non-digital variants, of text-messages (see 
§2.2.2). Therefore, the digital nature of the phenomenon remains difficult to be 
explored empirically. Finally, this method of data collection is difficult to ensure that 
messages have been transcribed fully and faithfully, enhancing the possibility of error 
(cf. l I3rd of Scgerstad, 2005: 319). 
2.3.3. Case-studies 
In order to compensate for the lack of background information regarding the 
participants involved in the activity of text-messaging, I decided to focus on the 
interaction of three specific groups. Here, the data collection technique differs from 
the one described above. The participants were asked to store in their phone's 
memory the messages exchanged among them for a sustained period of time (several 
weeks). In turn, taking advantage of infrared technology, which enables data 
communication between digital devices (see §2.2.1), I transferred the saved messages 
to a portable computer through infrared ports. The collection of messages was 
accompanied by interviews with the participants regarding their practices of text- 
messaging. 
16 In the case of Ling's telephone survey (2005: 336), the respondents were asked `to read (and, where 
necessary, to spell out) the content' of the text, which was transcribed by the researcher. 
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The data gathered from the case-studies, including fieldnotes from observation, 
interviews with the participants, and records of their in-group SMS interactions, 
provide a more contcxtualized approach to the analysis of text-messaging. One of the 
main advantages of this sampling technique is that the technological equipment used 
is provided by the mobile phone. Unlike most sociolinguistic studies of text- 
messaging (cf. Ling, 2004,2005; Mavreas, 2004; Vrouzi & Panzari, 2002), this study 
takes advantage of the medium's systemic characteristics and, in particular, the 
technological possibilities for archiving and connectivity with other devices. The 
absence of other external technological equipment at the time of interaction makes the 
presence of the researcher more discreet and less intrusive in the setting. Thus, the 
data collected occur naturally, i. e. the participants exchange messages for their own 
purposes. At the same time, the risks of error in transcription, unavoidable in a 
questionnaire survey, are minimized by the immediate transfer of data from one port 
to another and the digital form of the original messages is retained. 
Furthermore, the advantage of establishing a sustained interaction and long contact 
between the researcher and the researched provides for a deeper understanding of the 
participants' life and everyday practices. It creates an environment of mutual trust; 
further reinforced by assuring participants for their anonymity and treating them as 
experts and not as passive subjects or respondents. More specifically, the participants 
in my case-studies have given their `informed consent' (Johnstone, 2000: 43) for their 
messages to be gathered and analyzed in this study. In other words, I have not 
surreptitiously collected my corpus of text-messages, but I have asked each 
participant individually for their permission to keep a record of their text-exchanges 
prior to the actual data collection. 
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Another advantage of this sampling technique is the collection of temporally ordered 
text-sequences, exchanged between the specific participants. As mentioned in §1.3.5, 
although previous studies have noted the occurrence of SMS as contributions to 
longer interactional sequences, their analyses have primarily focused on corpora of 
individual texts. The examination of texts as they appear in temporal sequences 
minimizes the risk of misinterpreting single messages. In particular, knowledge of 
previous and upcoming messages and interactions provides useful insights into the 
analysis of micro-phenomena. Moreover, data collection for a long and sustained 
period of time allows for parallel types of sampling. For instance, if a long enough 
continuous time period is captured, coherent threads around a single topic can be 
established. This becomes very useful in the analysis of text-messaging. It is observed 
that the data under investigation form groups of messages (sequences) which are more 
related than others in terms of topic and time proximity. 17 
Over two periods of data collection (28/08-15/10/2003 and 10/01-07/03/2004), I 
managed to collect 288 text-messages from the three groups in total (see table 2.1). As 
shown in sequence 1, the type of linguistic data gathered from the case-studies place 
individual texts in the context of longer exchanges of messages between specific 
participants. At the same time, together with the textual trace of SMS, information 
about the day and time that each message is sent is provided. In the following section 
17 140%VCver, a range of factors, external to research design, may create problems in predicting and 
controlling the number of messages collected. For example, participants run out of credit and, thus, do 
not exchange texts for a couple of days or delete messages that they find trivial. Therefore, it is a 
challenge for the researcher to convince the informants to save all messages, an act which runs counter 
to their everyday practices. In particular, at the beginning of the project a lot of messages seem to have 
been missed because of that reason. 
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(2.3.4), 1 will provide profiles for all participants from each group and their 
relationships, on the basis of my fieldnotes and interviews. 
Sequence 1 [1] case-study 1, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 28/08/2003 
Message 3 [38] leJier: Fay; lime: 13.50 
KAAIIMEPI712 AYTO TO NILPO 
EPI1TEYMENOYAIKO NANOYKI nOY 
EINAI KOAAIITII Mv10YITI KANEII:? KAAA 
TI KAIPO:. ' EINAI AYTO? I1OTE OA AEI:: TO 
IIAIAI? 4ºIAAKIA 
Message 4 [391 
NANOYKI AOY[sicj TI EIIAOE!:? CIAT1 AEN 
AIIANTA!:? 
Message 5 [401 
KAAIIMEPAIAX 4IºAIOYAI MOY EYTYXa-r 
OA ME ANEBA:: E111 MAMA STUIN Ar. 
fAPAEKEYIIIMOY EETEIAE KAI ENA MNM 
XIIMEPA TO fPf21 170Y EAIQ A... I1OAAA 
QºIAAKIA 
Messai, c 6 [411 
ANTE TYXEPOYAIKOWIA NA AEI? '. TI 
TEAEIA MAMA 17OY EXEIElNA IIAE NA 
[I say] GOOD MORNING TO THIS LOVE- 
STRICKEN NANA OF MINE WHO IS MY 
BEST FRIENDIHOW ARE YOU? WELL WHAT 
SORT OF WEATHER IS THIS? WHEN ARE 
YOU SEEING THE BOY? [Iittic] KISSES 
tarter. - Fay, Hine: 14.10 
MY [little] NANA WHAT'S WRONG WITH 
YOU? WHY AREN'T YOU RESPONDING? 
z r1er: Nana, time: 14.16 
GOOD MORNINGIAH MY [little] FAY 
LUCKILY MUM IS DROPPING ME OFF AT 
ST PARASKEI?! IIE SENT ME A TEXT THIS 
MORNING THAT MADE ME MELT... MANY 
[little] KISSES 
tcxter: Fa}; time: 14.20 
ADE[-particle] LUCKY [little] YOU! SEE WHAT 
A GREAT MUM YOU'VE GOT! GO AND 
THE hfl EIS AYO TEPA: 'TIA VIAIA! ENA 
ATIO EENA+ENA AIIO b1ENA! KAAA NA 
IIEPAI: EIE! IlPOEEKTIKA! (IIAAKIA 
I1OAA[sic] 
2.3.4. Profiles of participants 
GIVE HER TWO HUGE KISSESIONE FROM 
YOU+ONE FROM ME IHAVE FUNITAKE 
CAREIMANY [little] KISSES 
(a) Case-study I: Fay. Nana, Melina, Anna, and Dimitra 
Over the two periods of data collection (28/08-15/10/2003 and 10/01-07/03/2004) 1 
gathered 200 text-messages from the first group which consists of five female friends, 
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Fay, Nana, Molina, Anna and Dimitra (see table 2.6). They had all finished secondary 
education and at the time studied at the University of Athens (apart from Fay who was 
a student at the Technological Educational Insititute of Patras). They neither lived nor 
had ever lived in the same neighbourhood. Nana, Melina, Anna and Dimitra met each 
other when still in primary school. They used to spend their summer holidays together 
at a camping site (KazacKIjvwwi/, ßeldnotes, 05/09/03) at the outskirts of Attiki. Since 
then they became good friends and for the last ten years they used to see each other 
once or twice per month. They went to the movies, the theatre, or exhibitions in 
museums, they organized parties, dinners, or gatherings at each other's place, they 
went shopping etc. Their parents were also friends and there were social gatherings 
which they all attended together. 
CASE-STUDY I TEXT-MESSAGES 
(GROUP I) n (200) % 
Fay 83 41.5 
Nana 57 28.5 
Molina 5 2.5 
Anna 29 14.5 
Dirnitra 26 13 
Table 2.6. Case-study I 
During the period of the data collection, Fay was 20 years old. She was from Athens 
and was studying electrical engineering at the Technological Educational Institute 
(TEI) of Patras. During term-time, she lived on her own at a rented apartment in 
Patras. In Athens she lived with her parents in an area close to the centre of Athens 
called Pangrati (IlayKp&n). She spended half of the year in Athens and half in Patras. 
When I first approached some other members of the group (i. e. Nana and Melina) and 
talked to them about my research, they both advised me to collect Fay's messages, 
because she was the `texty' person. Indeed, I have collected 83 text-messages only 
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from Fay. In her interview (18/09/03) Fay said that she really liked text-messaging 
and, in general, she was fond of new gadgets. As for her performance at school, Nana 
informed me that Fay had never been a very good student but she preferred going out 
with friends, shopping, etc. 
Nana was also 20 years old. She lived with her parents in a neighbourhood near the 
centre of Athens (Ilisia, IXirna). She was studying civil engineering at the National 
Technical University of Athens. During my fieldwork, she was keen on helping me 
with my research. She distributed questionnaires to a number of her friends and 
brought me in contact with the rest of the group. Her friends, especially Fay 
(interview, 18/09/03), reported that she was as a hard-working and reliable person. I 
collected 57 text-messages from her. 
Melina was 18 years old, the youngest in the group. She lived with her parents in a 
northern suburb of Athens (Ag. Paraskevi). She had recently passed the national 
exams and was a student of Law School at the University of Athens. She had a lot of 
hobbies (fieldnotes, 23/01/04): she was playing the guitar, she was a member of a 
choir and a theatrical team, she did private tutoring in English language to small 
children, etc. Being the youngest in the group, she did not enjoy freedom from home 
as the rest of the group. With regard to text-messaging, she didn't like it at all. In fact, 
she was the least keen to send text-messages. Only 5 text-messages of my sample 
come from Melina. 
Anna was 19 years old. She lived in another northern suburb of Athens (Melisia) and 
was studying Architecture at the National Technical University of Athens. She was 
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playing chess and participated in national and international championships. Her 
friends admired her for being successful with boys and sharp-witted. She liked flirting 
and was the first to be consulted in boys-girls matters. I have collected 29 messages in 
total from Anna. 
Dimitra was 19 years old. She was studying Law at the University of Athens and also 
lived. in a northern Athenian suburb (Marousi). She liked teasing people and with 
Anna they made an unbeatable team. Her friends thought she was confident, smart 
and funny. At the same time, she was the leading figure of the group, offering advice 
to her friends and organizing outings. In my sample there are 26 messages sent by 
Dimitra. 
(b) Case-study II: Elisavet and Maria 
Over the same periods of data collection, a sample of 45 messages has been collected 
from the second group which consists of two female participants, Elisavet and Maria 
(see table 2.7). Elisavet was my main informant; she was the one who undertook the 
task to save her own and Maria's text-messages in her mobile phone. They had been 
best friends for the last three years, since Maria had moved to Elisavet's school. They 
were also going to the same tutoring school (cppovrtazrjpro) that prepared students for 
the final exams on the basis of which entrance to Greek universities was assessed. 
They saw each other regularly, at least every day at school on weekdays, and they also 
went out together in cafeterias, bars, etc once or twice per week (fieldnotes, 30/08/03). 
They lived in the same neighbourhood; their houses were just a block away. They 
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spended a lot of time together everyday and Elisavet frequently referred to Maria as 
`my very best friend' (q KoýUgrr pov) (fieldnotes). 
CASE-STUDY II TEXT-MESSAGES 
(GROUP 2) 
n (45) % 
Elisavet 21 46.7 
Maria 24 53.3 
Table 2.7. Case-study 11 
Elisavet was 17 years old and in her final year in High School. She lived in Peiraias 
(the port of Athens, 9km southwest). She went to a state school which was only a few 
blocks away from her house. She was taking the national exams in order to enter Law 
School. She enjoyed going shopping and going out with her friends to the local cafes 
and bars. In terms of her performance at school, she was regarded as a good student. I 
have collected 21 text-messages in total from Elisavet. 
Maria was also 17 years old and in her final year of High School. She also lived in 
Peiraias, in the same neighborhood as Elisavet. She wanted to study marketing and 
economics. She too frequented the local cafeterias and bars. Compared to Elisavet, 
she seemed to be enjoying more freedom from home about going out late. She did not 
like studying and was not doing extremely well at school. She preferred going 
shopping or going out late with friends. There are 24 messages sent by Maria in the 
sample. 
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(c) Case-study III: Kostas, Nikos, and Manos 
The third group, from which 43 messages have been gathered, consists of three male 
participants, Kostas, Nikos and Manos (see table 2.8). The relatively small amount of 
texts gathered from the specific participants is due to the fact that, although they had 
been cooperative over the first period of data collection (28/08-15/10/2003), they 
were rather evasive and reluctant to repeat the same process over the second period 
(10/01-07/03/2004). As a result, this data set is employed as supplementary material 
in the thesis. Over the period of data collection, Kostas was the main informant, as he 
was the one who saved in his mobile the text-messages that he exchanged with either 
Nikos or Manos. All three participants knew each other. However, they were not all 
friends with each other. Kostas was a common friend of Nikos and Manos, but the 
latter two were mere acquaintances. They all share an interest in music. 
CASE-STUDY III TEXT-MESSAGES 
(GROUP 3) n (43) % 
Kostas 21 48.8 
Nikos 12 27.9 
Manos 10 23.3 
Table 2.8. Case-study III 
Kostas was 19 years old, born and raised in Larisa (a city in central Greece with 
approx. 95000 inhabitants). At the time of data collection, he lived in a western 
suburb of Athens (Petralona) close to the Technological Educational Institute (TEI) 
where he studied computer electronics. He liked playing the guitar; he attended guitar 
seminars and occasionally performed in a small musical scene, a bar frequented by 
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students at the centre of Athens (Asklipiou rd). There are 21 messages from Kostas in 
the sample. 
Nikos was 19 years old, also born and raised in Larisa. He moved to Athens at the age 
of 18 because of his studies. He studied engineering at the National Technical 
University of Athens (NTUA, EOvtxö Mgi66ßtio IloXurcxvcio). He lived in a very 
central area of Athens (Eksarcia), near the University. He liked music; he played the 
guitar, attended guitar seminars with his friend, Kostas, and frequented at the bar 
where Kostas worked (fieldnotes, 04/09/03). However, he was not as involved as 
Kostas in the musical scene. I have collected 12 messages from Nikos 
Manos was 20 years old, born and raised in Athens. He was in a two-year programme 
studying sound and music at a Private Educational Centre (IEK). At the same time, he 
attended guitar seminars and had his own band playing acoustic rock. They were not 
professional musicians, but enjoyed getting and playing together at least once per 
week in a small recording studio. Manos also frequented at the bar where Kostas 
works (fieldnotes, 15/09/03). He aspired to be a professional musician. 10 messages 
have been gathered from him. 
On the basis of the description of the three groups above, it becomes evident that the 
first group, consisting of the five female friends, is the primary one in terms of the 
number of messages collected. The data gathered from the other two groups will 
operate as supplementary material. The second group has been chosen to consist of 
participants of the same gender but different age group and socialization patterns. 
Elisavet and Maria are still in secondary education - as the participants in the 
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questionnaires distributed in the school setting - and see each other frequently, since 
they live in the same residential area. On the other hand, participants in the first case- 
study have finished secondary education and have never inhabited in the same area. 
As for the third group, there is differentiation in terms of gender, but age is a constant 
variable between this case-study and the primary data collected from case-study I. In 
other words, the male participants in the third case-study have finished High School 
and live in different neighbourhoods of Athens. 
A first look at the data indicates that there are no group-directed messages in the 
specific sample. In fact, the text-messages gathered from my case-studies represent 
text-exchanges between specific pairs of participants. As shown in table 2.9, it is not 
the case that each participant exchanges messages with every other member of the 
same group or that the density of interaction via text-messaging is the same among all 
participants. In fact, although there have been previous face-to-face or mediated 
interactions among all members of the same group, the messages gathered during the 
period of my data collection concern texts exchanged among eight - out of the 
potential fourteen - participant-pairs. The following table (2.9) provides information 
regarding the messages collected from each participant-pair and some keynotes on 
their histories of friendship. 
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case-studies Participant-pairs text-message exchanged 
n 288 % 
Fay and Nana: 136 47.2 
best friends, ex-classmates at school, studying in 
different cities (Fay in Patras, Nana in Athens), see 
each other at term breaks 
case-study I Fay and Melina: 0 0 
friends, introduced to each other by Nana, see each 
other in outings organized by Nana 
Nana and Anna: 0 0 
friends, met at the camping site while still in primary 
school, see each other together with the other 
members of the group 
Nana and Melina: 2 0.7 
friends, met at the camping site while still in primary 
school, close ties between their families 
Nana and Dimitra: 4 1.4 
friends, met at the camping site while still in primary 
school, see each other together with the other 
members of the group 
Fay and Dimitra: 0 0 
friends, introduced to each other by Nana, see each 
other in outings organized by Nana 
Fay and Anna: 0 0 
friends, introduced to each other by Nana, see each 
other in outings organized by Nana 
Dimitra and Anna: 52 18.1 
best friends, met at the camping site while still in 
primary school, living close to each other, see each 
other together with (and independently from) the 
other members of the group 
Dimitra and Melina: 6 2.1 
friends, met at the camping site while still in primary 
school, see each other together with (and 
independently from) the other members of the group 
Melina and Anna: 0 0 
friends, met at the camping site while still in primary 
school, see each other together with the other 
members of the group 
case-study II Maria and Elisavet: 45 15.6 
best friends, classmates, living in the same 
neighbourhood, see each other every day 
Kostas and Nikos: 23 8 
case-study III best friends since childhood, moved from Larisa to 
Athens for their studies, see each other almost every 
day 
Kostas and Manos: 20 6.9 
friends, met at guitar seminars, see each other at the 
seminars and music-related places (bars, concerts) 
Nikos and Manos: 0 0 
acquaintances/friends, introduced to each other by 
Kostas, see each other at guitar seminars 
Table 2.9. Participant-pairs in the case-studies 
As shown in table 2.9, certain participant-pairs - for example, Fay and Nana, Dimitra 
and Anna, Maria and Elisavet, and Kostas and Nikos - exchange relatively more text- 
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messages compared to the rest of the participants. At the same time, the quantitative 
prevalence of their text-exchanges in my data is related to a difference in their 
relationship type, as manifested in their interactional history of mediated and face-to- 
face encounters. In particular, the members of each of the above, four, pairs sustain a 
more intimate relationship. In other - or, rather, their own - words, they are xo. Ueth / 
xo22 iroi; meaning that they are best friends (`mates' or `best buddies'). The 
significance of this term lies, in part, in the fact that my participants employ xo iqr 
(or the male equivalent xo ii gr6q) to distinguish the relevant pair-member from the 
rest of their friends belonging to the same group. 
The literal meaning of the term invokes, first and foremost, the notion of contact 
between two entities; that is, the words KoAAr7TEs and/or KoRgrof denote two or 
more entities (here, two female or male friends) that are fastened or connected 
together with glue. In the metaphorical use of the term, the adhesive quality of 
this uniting substance foregrounds the strong ties established between the 
relevant members of the participant-pairs above. As evident in the participants' 
profiles, the close contact among the specific participants coincides with other 
contextual parameters, such as residential proximity (cf. Anna and Dimitra), 
being members of a shared institutional community (cf. Maria and Elisavet 
attending the same high school), and similar background (cf. Kostas and Nikos 
moving from Larisa to Athens to pursue their studies). As a result, the term of 
address Ko. UW/r/ / xo. Uirrös, which recurs both in the participants' text-messages 
and interviews, emerges as an important `emic' category for referring to the 
relationship-type of the specific participant-pairs (see §2.1). 
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2.4. Analytical framework 
This study has set out to explore SMS both as individual texts and as contributions to 
longer interactional sequences, embedded in the participants' everyday life. The data 
collection techniques outlined in §2.3 have been attuned to the aforementioned dual 
approach of text-messaging. More specifically, the data analyzed in this thesis 
concern a corpus of 447 individual messages, of which 288 (64.4%) texts are 
embedded in sequences of SMS-interaction among the participants in my case-studies, 
along with fieldnotes from participant-observation and interviews with the specific 
participants. This commitment to explore text-messaging both as individual texts and 
as `texts-in-interaction' has informed not only my data collection but also the 
analytical framework developed in the following chapters. 
The variety of data-sets under study, together with the novel nature of text-messaging, 
calls for an eclectic approach which combines analytical tools from different research 
paradigms. As pointed out by Androutsopoulos & Georgakopoulou (2003: 9), `it is 
the novel or hybrid nature of the material itself that dictates an integrative empirical 
approach'. On a similar note, Herring (2004: 16) has argued that the study of language 
and interaction in new, computer-mediated, environments does not a priori subscribe 
to a single analytical framework. Rather, it follows an inductive process whereby 
analytical methods are borrowed from different language-related paradigms and 
creatively adapted to the exploration of linguistic and interactional patterns observed 
in computer-mediated discourse. However, early CMC research and current 
sociolinguistic studies of SMS have primarily employed tools and methodologies 
originating in a single paradigm, namely descriptive linguistics (cf. Androutsopoulos, 
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2006: 421). As shown in §1.3.1-1.3.2, typological analyses of `content-themes' (e. g. 
Thurlow, 2003b; Ling, 2004) and variationist methodologies, such as factor analysis 
and Biber's multi-dimensional approach (e. g. Collot & Belmore, 1996), have been 
widely used among early studies of CMC and text-messaging, in particular. 
As mentioned in chapter 1 (see § 1.4), the present study of Greek SMS combines an 
examination of graphemic patterns in text-messages with a sequential analysis of the 
texts' organisation and the participants' management of specific interactional tasks in 
the new, mobile medium. Part I of the thesis (see chapters 3 and 4) provides a 
linguistic analysis of graphemic patterns in which I will reveal how alphabetical 
encoding, capitalisation and punctuation in Greek text-messaging are employed as 
resources in order to suit the participants' needs in the local environment. The 
analysis first identifies the various types of graphemic representation in the data 
which are then discussed in relation to the graphemic resources afforded by the 
medium and to the orthographic norms of standard writing in Modem Greek. 
However, the participants' choices of alphabet, letter-shape and punctuation are not 
viewed as determined by the technological system or as deviant from standard writing 
norms, but they are approached as a socio-cultural practice; that is, they are not void 
of socio-ideological meanings (cf. Baynham, 1995; Kress, 2003; Street, 1984) and are 
employed as means of indexing participants' stances and identities in writing (cf. 
Androutsopoulos, 2000; Kataoka, 2003b). 
Furthermore, the analysis of usage patterns in my data draws on a distinction between 
`marked' and `unmarked' choices (cf. `exceptional' vs. `regular' in Androutsopoulos, 
2000: 517). This distinction originates in the Prague School of Linguistic (e. g. 
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Jakobson, 1957) and has been particularly applied to formal linguistic description, 
where the `unmarked' represents the most frequent, simplest, more basic and 
universal choice (cf. Greenberg, 1966). Within the context of this thesis, though, the 
above distinction is invoked only in the initial typological analysis of my data and the 
sole criterion for distinguishing between marked and unmarked use is frequency of 
occurrence (cf. Myers-Scotton, 1993), in conjunction with the participants' 
perceptions of regularities in the specific medium. In turn, the descriptive findings, 
yielded by the quantitative analysis of my sample, are qualitatively analysed. More 
specifically, marked, graphemic and other, choices are further examined in their local 
context-of-occurrence in order to uncover stances and identities that the specific 
participants potentially associate with their use (cf. Androutsopoulos, 2000: 517; 
Georgakopoulou, 2001: 312-313; Kataoka, 2003a: 13-14). This analytical 
preoccupation is informed by Gumperz's (1992) idea of `contextualisation cues', 
according to which meaning in interaction is construed through a synergy of verbal 
and non-verbal signals. These signals index attitudes, stances and other sociocultural 
expectations, relevant to the local discourse environment, and invoke certain frames 
of interpretation. 
In part II of the thesis (see chapters 5 and 6), the analytical focus shifts towards the 
examination of text-messages as contributions to longer interactional sequences. The 
study of openings and closings in Greek SMS will combine a textual analysis that 
focuses on the structural parts of individual messages with a sequential analysis which 
takes into account the position of texts in the relevant sequence and wider issues of 
interactional order. The sequential analysis of text-messaging draws on the framework 
of Conversation Analysis (e. g. Sacks, 1992; Schegloff, 1972,1979) which provides 
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the analytical tools to explore the participants' management of specific interactional 
tasks, such as self-identification, availability checks, and the establishment of 
locational relevance in a mobile medium. As mentioned in §1.3.5, sociolinguistic 
studies have been reluctant to employ methodologies associated with synchronous, 
face-to-face, interaction in the analysis of technologically asynchronous modes of 
communication (cf. Antaki et al., 2005). However, the increasing variety of new 
technologies for communication has cast doubt on the idea of fixed boundaries 
between synchronous and asynchronous media. In the light of the above, the current 
study is aimed at sketching a comprehensive framework for the analysis of text- 
messaging both as asynchronous, individual, texts and as quasi-synchronous 
contributions to longer sequences, which appear interrelated with and deeply 
embedded into the participants' web of everyday interactions. 
In sum, this section has provided an outline of the analytical framework which will be 
employed in the following chapters and has been aligned with the thesis' commitment 
to explore Greek SMS both as individual texts and as texts-in-interaction. This 
commitment resulted in the development of an eclectic approach, informed by a range 
of methodologies and frameworks ranging from text analysis, interactional 
sociolinguistics and conversation analysis to a combination of qualitative with 
quantitative analytical tools. The current study follows the current turn in CMC 
research towards more contextualised and particularistic analyses of mediated 
interaction (cf. Androutsopoulos, 2006; Georgakopoulou, 2006; Herring, 2004). The 
analytical focus on the details of interaction benefits from the participants' (`emit') 
insights, gained through ethnography, and avoids the pitfall of technological 
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determinism for which early CMC research and studies of SMS have been severely 
criticised (cf. § 1.3). 
2.5. Two-party interaction: texter and textee 
With respect to the number of participants, text-messaging does not fall under the 
multi-party schema of interaction evidenced in face-to-face conversations and 
computer-mediated environments (e. g. e-chat, online email forums, etc). This dyadic 
pattern of interaction, reminiscent of telephone calls (cf. Schegloff, 2002b) and 
personal letter-writing, is related to the fact that a text-message can be read only by 
the persons who have access to the handsets from and to which the text has been sent. 
Considering that each participant in my case-studies has her personal handset and 
mobile phone number, other people are more likely to be restrained from having 
access to one's phone and messages, unless granted permission by the owner of the 
handset. This personalized trait of text-messaging is also enhanced by the handy and 
mobile medium which affords the maximum physical proximity between the phone 
and its user at all times. Therefore, there are two basic categories of identity involved 
in text-messaging: the `texter' and the `textee'. The terms `texter' and `textee', coined 
in this study, are reminiscent of the corresponding categories `caller' and `callee' in 
telephone calls and `transcend the characteristics of their individual incumbents on 
any particular situation' (Hutchby, 2001: 103). 
Furthermore, the highly personalized nature of mobile telephony allows to assume 
that the category of `texter' also encompasses the roles of the `sender', i. e. the owner 
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of the phone number from which the text is sent, as identified by the system, the 
`animator', i. e. the person who keys in the message, the `author', i. e. the person who 
has formulated the wordings of the text, and the `principal', i. e. the person responsible 
for the message's content (cf. Goffman, 1981). At the same time, it also creates the 
expectation among users of text-messaging that the `textee' is at the same time the 
`recipient', i. e. the owner of the mobile phone which receives the message, the 
`reader', i. e. the person who actually reads the text displayed, and the `addressee', i. e. 
the person to whom the texter originally intends to send the message. The analysis of 
sequential patterns in text-messaging (see chapter 5) will demonstrate how the above 
considerations are invoked in the actual practices of organizing interaction in SMS. 18 
2.6. Chain messages 
Chain messages concern texts which are exchanged among users of text-messaging 
without any alteration in their form or content. As Kasesniemi & Rautiainen (2002: 
179) point out, chain messages are `the successors of chain letters'. In computer- 
mediated communication, we could also trace their ancestors in the type of forward 
emails sent to multiple recipients. More specifically, these messages are not tailored 
to the specific context of their occurrence. It has been argued (idem) that chain 
messages are an expression of a collective text-messaging culture, where the role of 
the author does not coincide with the sender of the specific text. As for their content, 
these texts concern lyrics, jokes (see message 7), wishes, etc. 19 
18 For example, users of text-messaging can dispense with elaborate openings, because they do not face 
the `identification problem' (cf. Schegloff, 1979) imposed by less personal communication devices, 
such as landline telephones. 
19 Cf messages 3-5,8,10,12,14,17,20,21,22 and 27 in appendix IV. 
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Message 7 [22] 
This cat, is cat, a cat, good cat, way cat, to cat, keep 
cat, an cat, idiot cat, busy cat, for cat, 20 cat, second 
cat!!!!! Noy [sic] read it all without the word 
cat. 
Questionnaire sample, male, 19-yr-old 
Furthermore, chain messages appear only in my questionnaire sample. Indeed, 44.7% 
(n: 71 messages) of the questionnaire sample are chain messages. This observation 
suggests that mundane and personal messages aiming at the organization of everyday 
life are less likely to be chosen for transcription in a questionnaire survey. In other 
words, it seems that a method that requires the transcription of text-messages outside 
their natural context encourages participants to disclose de-contextualised and less 
personal messages. At the same time, the setting appears to be an important parameter 
as to the kind of data one gathers. In particular, chain messages represent the majority 
(62.7%/ n: 52) of the sample gathered in the school setting, whereas there are far less 
(25%/ n: 19) among the text-messages collected in informal / leisurely settings. 
Therefore, we could argue that the latter setting creates a more relaxed, friendly, 
atmosphere which makes participants feel less detached and, thus, more prone to 
transcribe personal messages. 
2.7. Message length in the data 
As their technological name (Short Message Service) implies, text-messages are short 
texts. In terms of the total number of words, the length of the text-messages collected 
has been found to span from 1 to 66 words. With regard to the calculation method, I 
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have employed the standard Microsoft Word `word count' which, in turn, has been 
cross-checked with a manual word-count. As mentioned by Thurlow (2003b: 5), the 
Microsoft `word count' system provides a `crude calculation' of the message length, 
since the word identification is based on typographic criteria. In other words, every 
character or string of characters separated by typographic spaces from the rest of the 
text counts as a word. However, this criterion runs counter to my participants' use of 
typography, which, as will be argued in chapter 4, does not always follow the 
grammatical rules for writing. As a result, the manual cross-checking of word count 
allows us to identify a string of text such as `today. what' as two words (and not as 
one, according to Microsoft `word count') and a sequence of characters like `t oda y' 
as one word (and not as five words, in terms of Microsoft calculations). Moreover, 
any typographic symbol used for representing a word, e. g. the mathematical `plus' [+] 
sign denoting the conjunction `and', counts as a word in my analysis. 
To start with the lengthier messages in my sample, there is only one text-message in 
the whole data set which consists of 66 words in total (see message 7). The specific 
text has been collected from the questionnaire survey. 
Message 7 [34] 
KouiX{tva µou Ka%r! µtpa! Koiµäaat Tlipa s; As 
aou'arE?. va µuvr! µata Tdao xalpß ytat{ Twpa 
tpot a Kf pta! OE voµ{ýw va vnaraAäg tr! axhyrr! 
aou as äzoµa avät ta... Ttrota oµop(ptä nou tXstg 
u tgw x µhaa ypf yopa Aa elctt ä16c K Aa 
ayanriOsi! EM ci ig KaX&! IlpoanaO6 va 
gsayxluvw -rov a6Epcpo1XTI aou! Na Ta X tc x ato 
TilM Oa ae 7taipvw an'ro anin µou. DIXäxia 
7roW µwpäKt µou! 
Questionnaire sample, female, 22-yr-old 
Good morning [my little] doll! Are you sleeping 
now eh[-particle]? I didn't text you for so long 
because I've just bought a card! I hope you don't 
waste any of your thoughts on unworthy people... 
Your inside and outside beauty will soon be 
appreciated and loved! We're fine here! I try to de- 
stress your little brother! We should talk on the 
phone as well! I'll call you from home. Many 
[little] kisses my [little] baby! 
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In terms of the number of characters, it exceeds the limit of 160 characters. Although 
it has been transcribed as one message in the questionnaire, it is impossible to have 
been received as a whole due to technological limitations. Further evidence from the 
case studies shows that participants do write text-messages longer than 160 characters 
which, in turn, appear as multiple messages in the recipient's phone (see messages 70- 
71 and 74-75 in appendix IV). Despite the fact that it should have been divided by the 
system as two distinct messages, the participant chose to transcribe it as a whole in 
order to provide the complete message. This indicates that the participants' 
understanding of a text-message does not correspond to what is technologically 
defined as a text-message. Instead, a text-message from a participant's point of view 
represents a message with thematic unity, intended to be sent as a whole by the user. 
On the other end of the spectrum, we find extremely short text-messages consisting of 
no more than one word. These telegraphic messages appear in the data set collected 
from the case studies (see messages 104 and 106 in appendix IV). Considering that 
one-word messages are always part of specific interactional sequences, it is not 
surprising that they do not appear among the decontextualised messages collected 
from the questionnaire survey. As shown in the following sequence (2), these texts are 
minimal responses, such as `yes' (see message 11) or `ok' (see message 104 in 
appendix IV), to previous messages which open the specific interactional sequence20. 
Sequence 2 [17] case-study I, participants: Anna and Dimitra, day: 16/01/04 
Message 8 [93] texter: Dimitra, time: 18.25 
KANONIZOYME KAMIA EKrIAHEH I'IA TH [Why don't we] ARRANGE A SURPRISE FOR 
MATA? MTA? 
20 Such interactional sequences will be further explored in chapters 5 and 6. 
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Message 9 [94] 
NAIAIAIAI! 
Message 10 [95] 
OKEIKE! TEAEIfNS2 KAI EE IIAIPNS2? 
texter: Anna, time: 18.31 
YEEEES! 
texter: Dimitra, time: 18.32 
OK[-/eiks/]! I'M FINISHING OFF AND I'M 
CALLING YOU BACK? 
Apart from the above cases of message length, table 2.8 provides an overview of how 
the total sample of text-messages is distributed across the different data sets in terms 
of word length. More specifically, we notice that the majority of the text-messages 
collected (61.5%, n: 275) include between 6 and 25 words in total. 
NUMBER of WORDS TOTAL 
DATA SETS 5< 6-15 16-25 25> 
n % n % n % n % N % 
Questionnaires 10 2.2 38 8.5 54 12.1 57 12.8 159 35.6 
Case-studies case-study 
(group 1) 
35 7.8 50 11.2 69 15.4 46 10.3 200 44.7 
case-study 
(group 2) 
8 1.8 23 5.1 6 1.3 8 1.8 45 10.1 
case-study 
(group 3) 
3 0.7 18 4 17 3.8 5 1.1 43 9.6 
TOTAL 56 12.5 129 28.8 146 32.7 116 26 447 100 
Table 2.10. Message length in the data 
As mentioned in §1.3.1, previous studies of text-messaging have also examined 
message length in SMS: an average text-message is approximately 14 words in 
Thurlow's (2003b: 6) study of English SMS, no more than 15 words in Mavreas's 
(2004: 465) sample of Greek text-messaging, and 5 to 7 words in Ling's (2005: 342) 
research on Norwegian SMS. Compared to these studies, my sample appears to fall 
towards the lengthier end of the continuum: the majority of texts being over (58.6%, 
n: 262) - rather than under (41.4%, n: 185) - 15 words. However, it is not easy to 
draw comparisons with previous studies, since the latter either do not describe their 
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method of word count (cf. Mavreas, 2004; Ling, 2005) or follow the Microsoft Word 
`word count' function (cf. Thurlow, 2003b), which identifies two words conjoined 
with a punctuation mark as one and, thus, counts less words in total, compared to 
manual calculation. Nonetheless, putting aside the lack of samples' comparability in 
terms of method, we could argue that the lengthier nature of my sample is related to 
the social demographics of the groups under investigation. More specifically, the 
majority of the messages collected are exchanged among female participants between 
16 and 20 years old, who have also been found by Ling (2005: 343) to be `particularly 
prolific at writing complex SMS messages' and, thus, longer texts. 
2.8. Conclusion 
This chapter has presented the data sets on which the following analysis will be based. 
I have employed two methodological tools in my data collection. First of all, 
following the techniques of previous studies in text-messaging, I have gathered 159 
text-messages from questionnaires distributed to young people from 15 to 25 years 
old, as defined in popular representations (see chapter 1). Then, I have focused on the 
use of text-messaging by ten participants of three specific groups. The innovation of 
my technique in gathering the relevant material concerns the use of mobile technology 
(i. e. infrared communication) for recording text-messages. As a result, the specific 
technique does not distort the digital form of the original messages. Furthermore, I 
have managed to create a record of the interactions among the participants in the case- 
studies for specific time periods. Such a record provides me with sequences of 
exchanged text-messages. These sequences will enable my analysis to focus on the 
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texts not only as individual messages but also as parts of a longer interactional 
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Writing was initially invented as another mode of linguistic representation in order to 
provide a durable record of speech. However, the invention of typography has given 
to the written (and printed) word a greater degree of independence from oral 
production (cf. Baron, 2001: 16). According to Baron's (ibid.: 25-54) historical 
overview of writing and punctuation in the English-speaking world, printing houses 
were instrumental in developing a conventional system regarding the text's layout and 
the use of punctuation and capitalisation. As a result, eighteenth- and nineteenth- 
century grammarians drew on these conventions in order to create their own 
grammatical-(ortho)graphic agenda prescribing the composition of written texts. As 
for the current Modern Greek school grammar of Manolis Triantafyllidis, it was 
initially composed in early twentieth century reflecting the writing standards of the 
era and has been employed with minor amendments since then. This brief summary of 
the evolution of writing in the western world indicates that graph(em)ic choices 
concerning the visual presentation of a text on paper or screen are not opaque in 
meaning. At the same time, the socio-ideological meaning of literacy has been 
brought to the fore by new literacy studies (e. g. Street, 1984; Kress, 2003; Baynham, 
2004) that have pointed out the need to view situated literacy activity in relation to the 
local interactional and wider cultural context. The study of literacy activity in a new 
and volatile medium, such as text-messaging, provides a unique domain for exploring 
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the tension between `the literacies of schooling' (Baynham, 2004: 289), predominant 
in public language debates, and `embedded, situated, local literacy practices' (idem), 
occurring in the actual text-messages exchanged among my participants. 
In the case of text-messaging, the public debate regarding the position of mobile 
phones in Greek culture and society has mostly focused on issues of language in 
particular. It is by now a truism that the identities and ideologies of a nation are 
intimately linked with its language. As will be argued in § 3.2, the alphabet in which a 
particular language is encoded does not only function as a transcription system but 
also as `ideological sign' (Koutsogiannis & Mitsikopoulou, 2003: 4-5). According to 
popular representations, the incorporation of global new media into the Greek culture 
has resulted in the adoption of the Roman alphabet in the writing of Greek (see § 
1.2.4). In other words, the Roman alphabet and, thus, the `global' language encoded in 
Roman, i. e. English, are assumed to displace the use of the Greek alphabet and 
language in text-messaging. 
The aim of this chapter is to examine empirical evidence that would support or refute 
the above stereotype. In particular, I will investigate the choice of alphabet for 
encoding text-messages, i. e. whether the text-messages collected are written with 
Greek, Roman or both characters. In terms of the medium's technological 
affordances, alphabet-choice can happen at two levels in text-messaging: first, an 
alphabet may be selected as the default option of encoding text and, then, users may 
choose to shift between alphabets in the process of writing a message. The discussion 
will show that the standard practice of writing with Greek characters represents the 
norm in Greek text-messaging. I will argue that this script norm is facilitated by the 
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technological medium, which was soon accommodated to the needs of the local 
market. However, non-standard practices, which, at the same time, override the need 
for brevity and speed in texting, have also been documented in my data. - More 
specifically, users of text-messaging employ the time-consuming choices of switching 
to Roman within Greek default texts as a means of indexing their affiliation with 
global youth cultures. 
3.2. The alphabet in context 
The study of script in Greek text-messaging invokes both technological and socio- 
ideological issues. In other words, the choice of alphabet in mediated interaction is 
related to the various alphabetical options provided by the technological system and 
the ideological load that these options may have for the members of the specific 
culture. As mentioned in § 1.3.5, language choices in technologically-mediated 
environments are made `in the context of what the technology does and does not make 
possible, or "afford"' (lIutchby & Barnett, 2005: 148). The notion of `technological 
affordance' (Hutchby 2001: 26-33) implies that language use and social interaction in 
technologically-mediated communication is not determined by the characteristics of 
the medium. However, Hutchby's position does not strip away the material aspect of 
technology, since the users' observable appropriations of the medium are `afforded' 
by the specific technological characteristics. Therefore, the medium's specificities 
involved in the composition of a text-message need to be considered. More 
specifically, users of text-messaging type the messages on their mobiles by pressing 
keys on the phone's keypad. With regard to the history of mobile telephony in Greece, 
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while the first mobile handsets, launched in the Greek market, did not enable the use 
of Greek fonts, the choice of Greek menus and characters is a common fixture among 
today's phones. In particular, each key represents a set of Greek and Roman 
characters whose sequence depends on the default language pre-selected on the 
phone's menu. Thus, the technological system affords the use of both alphabets as 
resources for writing text-messages. 
However, the choice of script cannot be examined in isolation of the cultural and 
socio-ideological context in which the specific text-messages are exchanged. 
Bloomfield's (1933: 21) view of writing as `merely a way of recording language by 
means of visible marks' has been highly contested by more socio-culturally oriented 
approaches to literacy. In particular, the `opposition view' (Baron 2000: 21), which 
presupposed a dichotomy between speech/orality and writing/literacy, has been 
severely criticized by sociolinguists, like Tannen (1982) and Biber (1988), and social 
anthropologists, such as Street (1984), Finnegan (1988) and Besnier (1995). Although 
the alphabet provides us with a writing system for representing the sounds of speech, 
it is something beyond a mere transcription system. As Kress (2003: 30) points out, 
socio-cultural meanings attach to this `transcription system' and the alphabet may 
acquire a symbolic status for specific nations and cultures. 
In the context of Greece, the symbolic value of the alphabet as a writing system has 
been even more accentuated and ideologically loaded (cf. `Greek language and 
alphabet as ideological signs'; Koutsogiannis & Mitsikopoulou, 2003: 4-5). The 
Greek alphabet is estimated to have been in use since the eighth century BC. 
However, Greek came to be established as a national language no sooner than the 
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mid-nineteenth century AD, when the modern Greek state was officially recognised 
(1832). At the time, one of the main arguments against those who were challenging 
the existence and surviving of the newly-formed state was Greek language itself. 
Although there were long and heated debates regarding the establishment of either 
`Katharevousa', closer to ancient Greek and used in administration and education, or 
`Demotic', closer to the everyday language spoken by the majority of the population, 
the Greek writing system had not undergone significant changes since ancient times. 
Therefore, although inseparable from the Greek language, the Greek alphabet better 
served as a national symbol. As mentioned by Sebba (2003: 152), writing aspects of a 
national language create `an ideal site for ideological struggle', given their highly 
visible nature and their association with the physical image of language. 
3.3. `Greeklish': Roman-alphabeted Greek 
The term `Greeklish' has been employed to denote the written representation of Greek 
with Roman characters in computer-mediated environments. It first appeared as an 
alternative script of Greek in electronic media, where the basic ASCII code (see table 
3.1) afforded the encoding of Roman characters only (cf. Danet, 2001: 196). Its main 
feature is spelling variation regarding the transliteration of Greek characters with 
Roman equivalents; a `phonetic system' of transliterating orients to the acoustic/sound 
quality of the original Greek letters, e. g. use of `o' for both Greek `o' and `co', 
whereas an `orthographic' one focuses on the visual representation of Greek 
characters with Roman equivalents, e. g. use of `w' for the Greek `co' (cf. 
Androutsopoulos, 2000b: 75-76; Koutsogiannis & Mitsikopoulou, 2003: 3). 
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Table 3.1. The basic ASCII code' 
As discussed in § 1.2.3,, it is popularly assumed that users of text-messaging prefer 
Roman to Greek characters in their writing. According to newspaper representations, 
this preference is attributed to properties of the technological medium itself which 
facilitate the use of the Roman alphabet. Subscribing to the dominant, school-based, 
definition of literacy (cf. Barton, 1994: 4), the relevant publications juxtapose Roman- 
alphabeted Greek with the standard writing of Greek with Greek characters. At the 
same time, they associate this phenomenon with the dominant status of English in 
technological environments. The adoption of global cultural commodities, such as 
mobile phones or Internet, from local cultures, like Greece, is regarded in the most 
pessimistic publications as a `dangerous' process (cf. § 1.2.5). More specifically, the 
surviving of local, national, languages is claimed to be threatened by the dominant 
status of English as a `lingua franca'. Within this context, the infiltration of Roman 
characters, along with English words and expressions, into Greek is one among an 
array of negative effects of this `alarming' process. 
In addition to popular claims on the use of Greeklish, a hypothesis that would predict 
a preference for Roman-alphabeted Greek in text-messaging among young people can 
be formulated on the basis of academic studies on Greeklish. Androutsopoulos 
(2000b: 85) concludes that, despite technological advances affording the use of Greek 
characters, email users in Greece and abroad continue to write their messages in the 
I Source: http: //www. cplusplus. com/doc/papers/ascii. htmi 
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Roman alphabet. In fact, 51 % of the Greeks living in Greece and participating in 
Androutsopoulos' (2000b: 80) study claim that they employ Greeklish in most or all 
of their emails. Furthermore, in the context of computer-mediated communication, 
Greeklish `tends to become a script register among young people (Koutsogiannis & 
Mitsikopoulou, 2003: 3). Therefore, assuming that writing in text-messaging is 
computer-mediated, in the `etic'2 sense that it involves the use of a keyboard and a 
screen, we can speculate that Greeklish is the unmarked choice in young people's 
text-messages. 
In the following sections, I will explore whether empirical evidence from the analysis 
of my data confirms or disproves the above hypothesis. First, I will quantitatively 
analyze the total number of the collected text-messages in terms of alphabet choice, 
Greek or Roman. In turn, I will look more closely at each category, i. e. a) messages 
written exclusively with Greek characters, b) messages written exclusively with 
Roman characters, and c) messages written with mixed characters. The aim will be to 
investigate whether the Roman alphabet is the unmarked choice for the writing of 
Greek in text-messages among my participants. 
3.4. Alphabet choice and text-messaging 
Table 3.2 shows the distribution of text-messages collected according to their alphabet 
of encoding. In particular, the Greek alphabet is used exclusively in 80.3% (N: 359) of 
the total sample, in contrast to 11 % (N: 49) involving text-messages written with 
2 As will be argued in § 3.6.2, it is not always the case that text-messaging is emically perceived as 
computer-mediated. 
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Roman characters only and a rest 8.7% (N: 39) where both alphabets are used within 
single messages. At first glance, these findings seem to contradict the initial 
hypothesis according to which the Roman alphabet is primarily used in text- 
messaging among young Greeks. 
SAMPLES ALPHABET TOTAL 
Greek Roman Mixed 
QUESTIONNAIRES schoolsettiug 64 7 12 83 
leisure selling 55 8 13 76 
CASE-STUDIES case-study Fay 81 0 2 83 
(group 1) Nana 54 0 3 57 
Meliua 0 5 0 5 
Anna 0 29 0 29 
Dinitra 24 0 2 26 
case-study Elisavet 20 0 1 21 
(group 2) Maria 23 0 1 24 
case-study Kostas 19 0 2 21 
(group 3) Nikos 11 0 1 12 
Manos 8 0 2 10 
TOTAL 359 49 39 447 
Table 3.2. Alphabetical encoding in the data 
3.5. Greek alphabet 
The vast majority of the messages collected (80.3%, N: 359) are written with Greek 
characters exclusively. 3 Focusing on the questionnaire sample which consists of 
messages sent by 159 participants (aged between 14 and 24 years old), we observe 
that those encoded in the Greek alphabet outnumber the other two categories: 74.2% 
(n: 119) of the sample is written with Greek characters, compared to 9.4% (n: 15) 
3 Other studies on Greek text-messaging, e. g. Lambrinidi and Depasta (2004), Vrouzi and Panzari 
(2002), have also noticed the prevalence of Greek characters in Greek text-messaging. However, their 
findings are reported as a mere observation and do not appear grounded on a detailed, quantitative 
and/or qualitative, analysis of alphabetical encoding in their data. 
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written in Roman and 16.4% (n: 25) encoded with mixed, Greek and Roman, 
characters. Assuming that writing Greek in the Roman alphabet is popularly regarded 
as a non-standard practice, it is worth considering whether the above results are 
affected by the setting cif data collection. In other words, we might expect that the data 
gathered in the formal setting (school) exhibit standard features, whereas the 
messages transcribed in införmal, leisurely, settings are written in Greeklish. As 
shown in figure 3.1. the prevalence of' messages written in the Greek alphabet is 
obvious in both data sets. However, we should note that the percentage of messages 
belonging to the other, non-standard, forms of writing slightly increases in leisure 
settings (27.6%/ n: 21. compared to 22.9%, n: 19 in the school setting). 
1 
Q( reck 
  Roman 
Q mixed 
Figure 3.1. Alphabetical encoding in the questionnaire sample 
Nevertheless, we should not discount the possibility that the process of transcribing 
text-messages into a questionnaire form may encourage the use of the Greek. instead 
of the Roman, alphabet. For that reason, we should also consult the data collected 
from the case-studies, where the data collection technique preserves the digital form 
of the original messages and, thus, minimizes any risks of error during transcription 
(see § 2.3.3). In fact. we observe that eight out of the ten participants consistently use 
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the Greek alphabet as the default option in the encoding of their messages4 (see 
figures 3.2,3.3 and 3.4 for each case-study respectively). 
O (leek 
  Ito nian 
Q mixed 
Figure 3.2. Alphabetical encoding in case-study I 
Q (reck 
  Roman 
Q mixed 
Figure 3.3. Alphabetical encoding in case-study II 
Q Grcck 
  Roman 
Q mixed 
Figure 3.4. Alphabetical encoding in case-study III 
The wide use of Greek characters in text-messaging is, of course, related to the rapid 
technological advances of the medium itself. At the time of data collection, most 
° Note that the Greek alphabet is the unmarked choice even in the messages with mixed characters (see 
§ 3.7 in this chapter). 
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mobile handsets allowed users to pre-select Greek as the default language of the 
phone's menu. As suggested in CMC literature, the availability of localized software 
and fonts is related to the market volume of national cultures (cf. Androutsopoulos 
2006). As a result, the fact that mobile telephone operator companies rushed into 
equipping mobile handsets with Greek fonts is indicative of the popularity of mobile 
phones among the Greeks. At the same time, it is an attempt to transform a globally 
diffused medium into a more user-friendly device that appeals to the `locals'. A 
prerequisite to market the product as a `local' communication device would be t6 
afford users keying in their messages in the standard Greek script. This technological 
affordance - not available at the first steps of mobile telephony in Greece - appears to 
be picked up by a significant majority of users. 
3.6. Roman alphabet 
While Greek can be offered as a choice in the language menu of most mobile 
handsets, English (among other languages) is definitely included in the list of 
available languages in all mobiles appearing in the Greek market. Thus, the Roman 
alphabet stands always as an option for encoding text-messages. In fact, 11 % (n: 49) 
of the total messages collected are written exclusively with Roman characters. 
Although the number of messages encoded in the Roman alphabet is relatively small, 
an issue to be explored would be the language(s) that users employ in their Roman- 
alphabeted messages. In other words, given that the informants taking part in the 
research project are Greek, which language(s) do they use when they write with 
Roman characters? 
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6 1 7 
leisure 
setting 
2 6 8 
Case-study (1) Melina 0 5 5 
Anna 0 29 29 
Total 8 41 49 
Table 3.3. Roman-alphabeted texts in the data 
3.6.1. English 
Given that the Roman alphabet is not employed for the writing of standard Modem 
Greek, we can speculate that the text-messages written in Roman may appear in 
linguistic codes other than Greek. As shown in table 3.3, English is the language of a 
very small percentage of the total sample (1.8%/ n: 8) and represents only the 16.3% 
of the Roman-alphabeted text-messages. The specific set of messages appears 
exclusively in the sample collected through the questionnaire survey. But why would 
Greeks use English as their language for communication? 
The above question does not have a straightforward answer, especially since the 
particular set comes from an anonymous survey. Thus, we do not have sufficient 
information about the identity of the original senders or other contextual information 
regarding the specific messages. However, their content might suggest an explanation 
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for the use of English in Greek text-messaging. More specifically, the majority5 (n: 6) 
of messages written in English belong to the category of `chain messages'. Such 
messages are fixed in form and remain unchanged regardless of recipient or context of 
use. In my data, these fixed text-messages concern lyrics (see message 1), jokes 
(message 2), or assertions of love and friendship (message 3). 
Message 1 [12] 
TRUST I SEEK AND I FIND IN YOU, 
EVERYDAY FOR US SOMETHING NEW, 
OPEN MIND FOR A DIFFERENT VIEW AND 
NOTHING ELSE MATTERS. 
Questionnaire sample, female, 16-yr-old 
Message 2 [22] 
This cat, is cat, a cat, good cat, way cat, to cat, keep 
cat, an cat, idiot cat, busy cat, for cat, 20 cat, second 
cat!!!!! Noy [sic] read it all without the word 
cat. 
Questionnaire sample, male, 19-yr-old 
Message 3 [3] 
www. friends com Found! 
Loading... 





OUR FRIENDSHIP Saved 4EVERU! 
Questionnaire sample, female, 14-yr-old 
5 Out of the six text-messages written in English, there are only two examples (see messages II and 37 
in appendix IV) of non-chain, i. e. personal, messages. By personal, I mean that they are not fixed in 
form and content and they are interactionally-oriented. In other words, they seem to be explicitly 
addressed to a single person and embedded in a specific interactional episode. 
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The English language used in such messages seems to be related with their explicit 
references to popular culture. In particular, the lyrics quoted in the text-messages 
originate in Anglo-American popular music. For instance, message (1) is the refrain 
from the popular song `Nothing Else Matters' of `Metallica', a well-known heavy- 
metal band. Drawing on such a resource seems to play a role in the participants' 
choice to write their messages in English. In other words, the practice of quoting 
lyrics from popular songs urges participants to use the language in which the 
particular words had been originally written and sung, i. e. English. However, I argue 
that this language choice does not only arise from a need to be faithful to the original. 
In addition, the use of English, along with the allusions to the context of popular 
culture, seems to be related to the type(s) of self-presentation the user/writer intends 
to project. Thus, it serves as a means for the particular informants' affiliation with the 
Anglo-American youth popular culture. Given that chain messages `are the most 
crystallized form of collective text messaging behaviour' (Kasesniemi & Rautiainen, 
2002: 179), they contribute to the development of a shared repertoire of resources for 
the users of text-messaging. 
However, the allusions to popular culture may be invoked not only by the content of a 
message but also by its form. For instance, I argue that the use of English in message 
3 is linked to its format which resembles more a web page on the Internet rather than a 
text-message. Here, the allusions to digital culture capitalise on some common 
characteristics of the two media (text-messaging and Internet). More specifically, 
scrolling down the particular message, displayed on a mobile's screen, creates a visual 
effect similar to a web page downloading on the Internet. Therefore, the choice of 
English, as the `established lingua franca' of the Internet (Danet & Herring, 2003: 1), 
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reinforces the allusions to digital culture as a shared resource through which members 
of this community of practice (Wenger, 1998: 72) construct their youth identity. 
3.6.2. Greek (or `Grecklish') 
As shown in table 3.3, compared to the small percentage (16.3%/ n: 8) of English 
messages, the rest (83.7%/ n: 41) of the text-messages encoded in Roman are written 
in `Greeklish'. As noted before, the initial hypothesis on the basis of popular 
representations and academic research on computer-mediated communication in 
Greece suggests that Greeklish would be the unmarked choice in text-messaging. 
However, in my data the text-messages written in Greeklish represent only the 9.2% 
(N: 41) of the total messages collected. Regarding the transliteration system employed 
by the participants, it seems that the participants employ a combination of the two 
systems, phonetic and orthographic6 (see message 4). 
Message 4 [30] 
Manthouli irthame Fridays pagrati gia gluko. thes [little] Manthos we've popped to Fridays [in] 
na peraseis? pagrati for dessert. want to come by? 
Questionnaire sample, female, 21-yr-old 
On the basis of the questionnaire survey which gives us a picture of the practices of a 
wider population sample, the percentage of participants who encoded their messages 
in Greeklish amounts to 4.4% (n: 7), almost equal to those who write in English, i. e. 
6 We observe below how message 4 would be written in Greek and, then, transliterated according to a 
strictly phonetic or orthographic system. 
Mav©o0al Y pOapz Fridays IIa'Kpdtt yta yauKO. Ocq va ncpdactq; 
Phonetic: Manthuli irthame Fridays pagrati gia gliko. thes na perasis? 
Orthographic: Man8oulh hr8ame Fridays pagrati gia gluko. 8es na peraseis? 
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5% (n: 8). These numbers are in stark contrast to Androutsopoulos' findings (2000b: 
80) according to which 51% of the Greeks living in Greece and participating in his 
study answered that they use Greeklish in most or all of their emails. Given that 
previous studies (Androutsopoulos, 2000b; Koutsogiannis & Mitsikopoulou, 2003; 
Tseliga, 2003) have suggested that Greeklish is the unmarked choice in Greek 
computer-mediated communication, we could argue that text-messaging, despite its 
technological affiliations to other electronic media, is in practice positioned at a 
distance from the conventions of computer-mediated communication. 
In fact, further evidence for this is provided by the case-studies as well. As already 
mentioned, eight out of the ten participants encode their text-messages in Greek 
characters exclusively. Considering each group separately, we note that all the 
members in group 2 and 3 use the Greek alphabet only, whereas'among the first group 
Anna and Melina write in Greeklish, compared to the rest, Fay, Nana and Dimitra 
who use the Greek alphabet as default. More specifically, Fay and Nana, who are the 
most eager `text-messagers' in their group, claim that the two media, text-messaging 
and computers, bear `no resemblance at all' (interview). In addition, both of them 
loathe computers (interview) and never use Greeklish in their text-messages. But why 
do two other members of the same group, Anna and Melina, prefer Greeklish in their 
text-messages? 
The technological system and its affordances have been found to play an important 
role in Anna's exclusive use of Greeklish over the period of data collection. Her old 
technology mobile phone did not facilitate the encoding with Greek characters. In 
other words, it was time-consuming to key in messages in Greek, since the Greek 
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characters appeared on the screen after the Roman ones. According to my fieldnotes, 
when she upgraded to a phone supporting Greek as the default language, she 
immediately stopped using Greeklish. At the same time, she turned to the Greek 
version of predictive text. (T9) input, because `it saved her time7'. Evidently, time and 
speed in texting appeared extremely important for- Anna. The above changes in the 
participant's use of text-messaging, which coincide with developments in mobile 
technology, indicate that both users of text-messaging and designers of mobile 
telephony orient to speed in typing (cf. Thurlow, 2003b: 13). 
However, the choice of alphabet does not depend solely on whether the technological 
system facilitates the use of the one or the other alphabet. Evidence from another 
member of the same group indicates that graphic choices in text-messaging may be 
attributed to other, non-technological, parameters. For instance, Melina continued to 
use Greeklish, even after having upgraded her phone and, thus, been able to text with 
Greek characters. In her interview, she claims that her use of Greeklish allows the 
other members of the group to readily identify her as the sender of a particular text, 
even without consulting the system's display of caller ID. 8 In other words, the specific 
graphic choice has been found to operate as a cue - or a `visual signature' (cf. Jaffe 
2002: 509) - for self-identification within the peer group. Therefore, as Thurlow 
(2003b: 20) tentatively argues, users of text-messaging employ the graphic 
representation of a text as a resource for self-presentation and identification. 
Furthermore, the choice of Greeklish as the default script has been found in my data 
to relate with the participants' use of and stance towards other computer media. For 
7 This is a translated extract from her interview. 
8 Mobile phones are equipped with a system that identifies by default the phone number of incoming 
calls or messages and, in turn, displays it on the phone's screen. 
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example, Melina associated her writing, in text-messaging with the way she composed 
a text on a computer. In particular, the use of Roman characters was presented in her 
interview (see extract 1) as one among a series of practices that had been transposed 
from computer-writing to text-messaging. 
Extract I (Melina, interview, September 2003) 
J'päcpm örrwc ypcc aco arovs owro)loyraztc. Ilepa ; rov XpqvipwroIt ayy1lK6 ypäppara yia va ypäyiaw 
CL2JIvIK6 KC1/Wvo, act njvcw rrävra xevö pcrä To ©avpacrrucö i) zo xöuua ?j oqpcia arfii/s önuwc Oa' xava 
vzo K0p7rtoürap. 
I write [i. e. a text] as I write [i. e. type] on a computer. In addition to using English fonts to 
write a Greek text, I always leave a space after an exclamation mark or a comma or 
punctuation marks, as I would on a computer. 
As mentioned before, the claim that Greeklish, originating in text-based CMC, has 
infiltrated youth's text-messaging has been very popular in newspaper and media 
articles. However, Melina who does not employ the standard Greek script and draws a 
parallel between texting and computers represents the participant sending the least 
messages in the specific group (see § 2.3.4). On the other hand, my findings suggest 
that the unmarked, Greek, script is employed not only by the majority of my 
participants but also among those who represent the most keen users of text- 
messaging (i. e. Fay and Nana). Therefore, despite the technological affiliation of text- 
messaging to digital writing picked up in the practices of computer literate texters, the 
unmarked choice of script in the new medium does not follow the norms of writing in 
computer-mediated environments. However, the documented use of either Greek or 
Roman characters in encoding Greek text-messages indicates that the norms in the 
new medium are not yet established. As Danet (2001: 363) argues, `in a period of 
normative ambiguity, people drew on their experiences' in order to juggle the 
constraints of norms in pre-existing related genres and the challenges put forward in 
the new mediated context. Indeed, the above analysis has revealed that the choice of 
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script in Greek text-messaging is linked with the participants' previous experience of 
writing in digital media. 
3.7. Roman and Greek 
The focus of analysis in this section shifts from the use of either Greek or Roman as 
the default alphabet in text-messaging to the co-occurrence of both alphabets within 
individual messages. As mentioned earlier, the technological system of SMS affords 
the typing of both Greek and Roman characters. However, keying in Roman 
characters while Greek language has been pre-selected, or vice versa, requires more 
keystrokes and, thus, more time. Considering that users of text-messaging orient to 
speed in typing, as suggested in the section above, we would expect participants to 
avoid shifting between alphabets. Indeed, only 39 text-messages - that is, 8.7% - of 
the total sample have been found encoded with mixed, Greek and Roman, characters 
(see table 3.1). With regard to the pattern of alphabet-alternation in my data, my 
analysis suggests that the Greek alphabet represents the main, script, frame within 
which switches to Roman characters take place. As evident in table 3.1, the text- 
messages encoded with mixed characters are sent only by the participants in my case- 
studies who have chosen the Greek alphabet as default. At the same time, message 5, 
originating in my questionnaire sample, illustrates that switches to Roman operate at 
the level of individual words (e. g. 'U. F. O') or phrases which occur in otherwise 
Greek-encoded messages. In terms of figures, only 10% (n: 67) of the total words (n: 
668) in the specific texts are written in Roman. Therefore, the Greek alphabet is still 
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employed as the default script even among the messages encoded with both Greek and 
Roman alphabets. 
Message 5 [10] 
Av Sstg a tcpa To (3p65u va P71CdVM (17r' TO 
napd0up6 aou P IC( Xaµncpij aKt{Sa Tou 
cpcyyaptoü, µrly Tiv &th ctS....... U. F. O civat, 
ýp0av va ac ndpouv Mae) arrv narp{Sa. XI! XI!!! 
Questionnaire sample, female, 15-yr-old 
If you see a ray of bright moonlight coming 
through your window tonight, don't send it 
away....... It's a U. F. O, they came to take you 
back home. HE! HE!!! 
In the following analysis, I will explore how switches to the Roman alphabet operate 
within the boundaries of individual text-messages. As evidenced in the previous 
section, the Roman alphabet is employed for the encoding of text-messages either in 
Greek (Greeklish, see § 3.6.2) or, rarely, in English (see § 3.6.1). Having established 
this distinction between Roman-alphabeted Greek and Roman-alphabeted English at 
the level of encoding text-messages as a whole, we can speculate that switches to the 
Roman alphabet within individual messages either occur within the main language 
frame, i. e. Greek and, thus, fall under the use of Greeklish or deviate from the main 
language frame and, thus, instantiate a switch to another linguistic code. 
3.7.1. Switches to Roman-alphabeted Greek (Greeklish) 
Switches to Greeklish, i. e. to Roman-alphabeted Greek, within messages written in 
the Greek alphabet as default are very rare in the data. We find only five such 
instances (1.1 % of the total sample) among the messages in the questionnaire sample. 
Despite the reservations, outlined in § 2.3.2, regarding the treatment of this sample for 
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exploring typographic issues, the systematicity in the examples attracts our attention. 
More specifically, I note that although the particular text-messages have been 
transcribed by different participants in different settings, the transliterations observed 
concern two specific alphabetical characters (with the exception, of message 20 in 
appendix IV). 9 Namely, the Greek letters `E' and '. Q' appear transliterated into `S' 
(message 6), and `W' (message 7). Note the transliteration of `S2'/`w' into `W' and not 
`0', which indicates an orientation to the orthographic system of transliterating Greek 
into Roman (see § 3.3). 
Message 6 [21] 
H AI'ATIH EINAI ISXYPI-I AYNAMH IIOY 
MEPIKES (DOPES EKMHLENIZEI TH 
AOI'1KH KAI THN OPOI-1 KPISH. AN H 
AFAI1H EINAI 11AIXNIDI, AYTOI EINAI 01 
KANONES! 
Questionnaire sample, male, 18-yr-old 
Message 7 [13] 
OEAW NA fIAW, AN KAI AKOMA DEN 
EINAI TIIIOTA EII'OYPO 100%-ETHN 
ANOIEH EINAI+ LEN EEPW, OYTE rIA 
WPA-TWPA rIA META(DOPIKO 
MEEON, H'AEW(I>OPEIO, H' AYTOK. 
Questionnaire sample, female, 16-yr-old 
LOVE IS A POWERFUL FORCE WHICH AT 
TIMES ANNIHILATES REASON AND 
JUDGMENT. IF LOVE IS A GAME, THESE 
ARE THE RULES! 
I WANNA GO, THOUGH NOTHING IS 
CERTAIN YET-IT'S (in) ANIKSI+ I DON'T 
KNOW, (about the) TIME EITHER-NOW AS 
FOR TRANSPORT, EITHER BUS, OR CAR 
Although the particular data collection technique provides us with little contextual 
information, the systematic preference for the specific two Roman characters instead 
of the Greek equivalents might indicate the reasons for the switch. In fact, I suspect 
that the encoding of the particular letters in Roman occurs due to system limitations. It 
9 The encoding of the particular example (see message 20 in appendix IV), transcribed in my 
questionnaires, appears to constantly alternate between different scripts. 
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should be noted that in old technology mobile phones the Roman characters were 
typed before the Greek ones and the specific two letters, `E' and 12', were the only 
ones to appear last in a sequence of seven characters. Thus, the users had to stroke the 
relevant keys seven times. Given that the rest of the Greek characters could be keyed 
in with less than seven strokes, we may argue that typing the equivalent Roman 
character saved users effort and time. 
Apart from the above cases of `Greeklish' at the level of individual letters, there is 
one more instance of Greek written with Roman characters at the word-level (message 
8). The particular message is divided into two parts in terms of alphabetical encoding. 
The first part consists of a list of currencies, e. g. Lires, Euro, Yen, and Draxmes, 
written with Roman characters. The use of Greeklish is evident in the encoding of the 
Greek nouns for British currency Lires (pounds) and Greek ex-currency Draxmes 
(drachmas). However, we cannot argue the same for the other words in the list, e. g. 
Euro and Yen. These two words have been incorporated into the Greek language and 
have become part of its lexicon, after having been assimilated both phonetically (i. e. 
/evro/ and /jen/) and graphemically (i. e. `cupw'/ `cüpo' and `ysv'). Therefore, it is not 
clear whether the graphemic switch represents a Greek word written in the Roman 
alphabet - similar to Greeklish Lires, for instance - or instantiates a switch to another 
linguistic code. It seems that this example raises the issue of `what counts as a 
linguistic code' which will be addressed below (see § 3.7.3). 
Message l [14] 
«Lires» «Euro» «Yen» «Draxmes» TeXtt s{aat "Pounds" "Euro" "Yen" "Drachmas" At the end 
A ra Xcq tä 
Questionnaire sample, female, 16-yr-old 
of the day you're all the money 
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However, beyond the issue of whether these words instantiate a code-switch or not, 
the graphemic switch adds to the message a visual effect which readily divides it into 
two parts. The first part, encoded in Roman, concerns a list of currencies and each 
word is separated from the rest by the use of quotation marks. On the other hand, the 
second part, encoded in the Greek alphabet, concerns the punch line claw 62a za 
, %c th (literally meaning `you're all the money'), a slang expression for `you're so 
perfect'. In other words, the graphemic switch, along with the use of other graphemic 
devices (e. g. quotation marks), visually divides the message into two parts and, 
ultimately, emphasizes the punch line in the second part. 
3.7.2. Categories of Roman-alphabeted words/phrases 
Having looked at the instances (n: 5) of graphemic switches to Greeklish, this section 
will focus on the remaining 34, out of the total 39, Greek default messages in which 
Roman-alphabeted words or phrases have been found. More specifically, I will argue 
that this graphemic choice is related to the insertion of foreign language material 
which spans along a continuum from established borrowings to insertional code- 
switching. Before exploring why my participants override the principle of `saving-a- 
keystroke' and switch to another alphabetical encoding, I will attempt to identify the 
categories of Roman-alphabeted words/phrases occurring in the sample of Greek 
default text-messages, which are briefly presented, along with their frequency of 
occurrence, in table 3.4. 
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Categories -of Roman-alphabeted words Instances of occurrence (n: 34) 
in Greek default texts n % 
Names 9 26.5 
Cultural borrowings 8 23.5 
Conversational routines 13 38.2 
Intertextual references 4 11.8 
Table 3.4. Types and frequency of Roman-alphabeted words in Greek default texts 
(a) Names 
Switches to the Roman alphabet have been found to occur in the encoding of proper 
nouns (n: 9) which are borrowed from a foreign language. As shown in message 9, the 
Roman alphabet is preferred for the encoding of the name alex; that is, the English 
short form of the Greek name `A?,, £ Mpa'. The remaining instances of Roman- 
alphabeted words in the data concern: cigarette brand names, e. g. DA VIDOFF [115]10, 
computer games, e. g. cm4 [1] and PLAYSTATION (or games, in general, like Banjie 
Jumping), names of places, such as clubs, e. g. CHIMERA, cities, e. g. MANCHESTER, 
coffee shops, e. g. PASSAGIO [16], and fast food restaurants, e. g. AMC [83], for 
`McDonalds'. 
Message 9 [67] 
K BEBAIA NA TIAPEIE AAAA EE KANENA OF COURSE YOU CAN CALL BUT IN 
TETAPTO rIATI ETO ENA MIAAEI H MAMA ABOUT A QUARTER CUASE MOM IS 
K ETO AAAO H alex! IIAPE ETO 0000000000! TALKING ON THE ONE [line] [a]N[d] alex ON 
(DIAAKIA THE OTHER! CALL AT 0000000000! [little] 
KISSES 
Case-study I, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 13/01/04 - texter: Nana, time: 20.01 
10 The numbers in square brackets [I refer to messages in appendix IV. 
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(b) Cultural borrowings 
In addition to the above non-Greek names, common nouns borrowed from English 
have also been found encoded with Roman characters. This category includes mainly 
cultural borrowings, i. e. nouns denoting new objects and concepts, which have been 
integrated into Greek at different historical periods. The borrowings (n: 8) identified 
in my data are both long-established loans, such as the nouns STUDIO (see message 
10; [138]), MAKE UP, and the acronyms UFO [10] and SOS, and more recently 
integrated borrowings, such as SMS, PIN, and (web) site [36]. 
Message 10 [137] 
PE EY (I)IAAPAKI OA POEIE EHMEPA [re-particle] (hey) YOU MATE WILL YOU POP 
STUDIO? MIIOPEIE NA POEME ME 218? BY THE STUDIO TODAY? CAN YOU TAKE 
THE 218 (bus)? 
Case-study III, participants: Manos and Kostas, day: 22/09/03 - texter: Mänos, time: 10.47 
(c) Conversational routines 
The third category of Roman-alphabeted items within Greek-default messages 
concerns English conversational routines. According to Coulmas' (1981: 67-69) and 
Androutsopoulos' (2004: 6-8) use of the term, the descriptive category of `verbal 
routines' refers to fixed linguistic forms which are repeatedly employed in a particular 
context. In other words, these items develop through repetition a rather fixed 
relationship between form and context and are gradually considered as the most 
appropriate to use in specific situations by the members of a community or culture. 
Such conversational routines, mainly borrowed from English, are encoded with 
Roman characters in my data. More specifically, the following instances (n: 13) have 
been identified among the messages collected: (i) opening and closing greetings, such 
as `hello' [57], `hi' [19], `bye' [19], 'CU', `ADIOS', (ii) expressive speech acts, like 
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`SORRY' [70], `Pleeeese'[sic], `THANKS', (iii) terms of address, e. g. `man' [130], 
'chief', and (iv) the discourse marker `ok' I1 (see message 11). 
Message 11 [71 
LEN MIIOP12 TEAIKA NA BITI EHMEPA I CANNOT GO OUT TODAY AFTER ALL I 
EX92 I1OAAA AKOMA flA DIABAEMA. OA HAVE STILL LOADS TO READ. WE'LL GO 
BFOYME KAFIOIA AAAH (I)OPA. Ok; OUT SOME OTHER TIME. Ok? 
Questionnaire sample, female, 15-yr-old 
(d) Intertextual references 
Finally, the Roman alphabet is employed for the encoding of intertextual references, 
originating from a language and/or culture other than Greek. These references (n: 4) 
include English quotations, such as lyrics from popular songs [12], punch lines from 
advertisements, web addresses [36], and other non-identified phrases, like the 
supposedly (American) Indian prayer occurring in message 12. 
Message 12 [8] 
Sikana Lamile bowama likile Umdodojarat 
Forsakala bi... MoXtS cxavc; I IvStavtKq 
irpoacuxrl yyta va ttaxuvst o xcoXog oou!!! : -D 
Questionnaire sample, female, 15-yr-old 
Sikana Lamile bowama likile Umdodo jarat 
Forsakala bi... You've just made an (American) 
Indian prayer that turns your ass bigger!!! : -) 
11 Although we cannot discern Greek from Roman characters in the upper-case script of 'OK', my 
analysis here is based on instances of `ok' written in lower case. Thus, we can identify and contrast the 
variant alphabetical encodings in terms of the difference in the typographic characters `k' and V. 
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3.7.3. Alphabet-switch and code-insertion phenomena 
The categories of words and phrases encoded in Roman, as outlined above, can be 
placed along a continuum which ranges from rather conventional borrowings to more 
locally salient code-switching. The distinction between code-switching and 
borrowings has been a largely controversial issue in studies of spoken bilingual 
interaction. For instance, Reyes (1976: 184) proposes the term `borrowing' in order to 
distinguish the use of single-lexeme items of another language from phrases or larger 
constituents, which instantiate cases of code-switching. In other studies (e. g. Haugen, 
1973: 521), the criterion for separating code-switching and borrowing has been the 
degree of assimilation into the recipient language. According to this criterion, code- 
switching includes both single, `unassimilated', words and larger discourse units, 
whereas borrowings refer to words that have been integrated into the phonological, 
morphological or syntactic system of the recipient language (cf. Poplack, 1981). 
However, recent studies (e. g. Myers-Scotton, 1993; Auer, 1998) have shown that the 
degree of assimilation or the syntactic structure (i. e. single-lexeme or larger 
constituent) of a borrowed item are not adequate criteria for distinguishing between 
the two phenomena. In fact, clear-cut boundaries between borrowings and *code- 
switching are not easy to be drawn. 
Furthermore, Auer (1998: 13) points out that what counts as a `linguistic code' is not 
easily defined, especially if we wish to take into account the participants' and not the 
linguists' definition of the term. Theoretically speaking, the co-occurrence of two 
distinct languages, from the linguist's point of view, does not represent a priori a case 
of juxtaposition between the two codes. According to Auer (1998: 16), language 
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contact situations span along a continuum from code-switching to a mixed code. On 
the one end of the continuum, code-switching, in its strong sense, refers to language 
contact cases where a preference for one language-of-interaction is locally challenged 
and the ultimate switch to another code foregrounds contextual aspects, such as a 
change in the participants' stance, their ongoing activities, etc. At the opposite end of 
the spectrum, code-mixing is conceptualised more like `a language variety or style' 
(Androutsopoulos, 2004: 3) which involves the frequent use of borrowings or other 
language materials from another linguistic code, excluding even the equivalent forms 
in the language frame of interaction. At the same time, research on bilingual code- 
switching has brought about another distinction between alternation and insertion. The 
phenomenon of code-alternation refers to the use of two codes in interaction where 
both languages equally alternate one another. On the other hand, insertion 
presupposes the use of a `matrix language' (Myers-Scotton, 1995) providing a frame 
in which linguistic items from another language can be embedded. 
The above list of Roman-encoded words and phrases in my data reveals that the 
Roman alphabet is preferred for writing linguistic items borrowed from another 
language, primarily English, and embedded into the matrix/frame language of Greek. 
Therefore, I argue that the graphemic switch indexes the insertion of foreign language 
material into Greek text-messaging. Similar insertion phenomena have been 
documented in other monolingual mediated discourse, such as German music 
magazines and online guest-books (cf. Androutsopoulos, 2004). The process of 
insertion in Androutsopoulos' data does not co-occur with alphabet switches of the 
type described above, since the Roman script can be employed for the standard 
writing of English and German alike. However, the examples quoted in the specific 
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article (idem) suggest that other devices, such as capitalization, are employed as a 
means of graphemically marking, together with emphasizing, English phrases 
embedded in the German texts. On the other hand, evidence for the co-occurrence of 
alphabet switches to Roman with insertion of English words is provided by studies of 
written interaction in languages with non-Roman standard script. For example, 
Kataoka (1997: 117) has identified a similar phenomenon ('importation') in letter- 
writing among young Japanese females. The practice, though, of employing the 
original Roman script for the encoding of foreign language material cannot be 
attributed to the participants' drive for authenticity and conformity to writing 
standards. In fact, the analysis of punctuation and capitalization in my data (see 
chapter 4) has yielded the opposite results corroborating with a greater laxity by my 
participants in the application of grammatical rules in text-messaging. The following 
section will attempt to discuss the graphic switch to Roman in relation to the co- 
occurring insertion phenomena and argue why this practice appears in mediated 
interaction among young people in local cultures, such as Greece. 
3.7.4. From borrowings to code-switching 
As mentioned before, the Roman-encoded items, embedded into Greek default text- 
messages, span along a continuum between established borrowings and intertextual 
code-switching. Starting from the one end of the continuum, conventional 
borrowings refer to (more or less) standard loans which are widely established and 
accepted within a particular community. The incorporation of borrowed items in the 
dictionaries of a national language is indicative of a higher degree of standardisation. 
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In other words, these borrowings are not only widely accepted but also legitimized by 
the `educated' community of the specific culture. At the same time, such loans exhibit 
signs of structural integration by being assimilated to the graph(em)ic, phonological 
and, at times, morphological system of the receiving language. Among the Roman- 
encoded words listed above, long-established cultural borrowings, such as `SOS', 
'UFO' [10], `MAKE UP' and `STUDIO' [137], appear coded in the Modem Greek 
dictionaries (cf. Babiniotis, 1998). Their high degree of integration is also manifest in 
the fact that they are syntactically incorporated into the sentence structure and, at 
times, written in 'the standard Greek script. For example, the same participant (i. e. 
Manos from the third case-study) interchangeably uses Roman or Greek for the 
encoding of the same loan, `studio' (cf. messages 10 and 13). 
Message 13 [133] 
EAA PE.. O MANOE EIMAI. MIIOPEIE TO 
EABBATO NA EPOEIE NA TIAME 
ETOYNTIO; 
ELA RE[-particles] HEY.. THIS IS MANOS. CAN 
YOU COME ON SATURDAY TO GO [to the] 
STUDIO? 
Case-study 11I, participants: Manos and Kostas, day: 15/09/03 - texter: Manos, time: 11.57 
In fact, the graph(em)ic assimilation of a loan correlates with the point of their 
integration into Greek. In particular, borrowed items denoting objects or concepts 
introduced to the Greek culture in the past, such as radio, cinema, waltz, etc, are 
encoded in the standard Greek script, e. g. PAAIO (see message 14), EINEMA, BAAL', 
etc. 12 
12 The remaining instances of long-established borrowings in my sample are: M17AEKET (`basket 
ball'), TOYINT ('tweed'), NTPAMEP ('drummer'), ETANTAP ('standard'), KEIK ('cake'), POZ (from 
French `rose', meaning `pink'), PEIIO [98] (from French `repos', meaning `time off), I7AEO [97,98] 
(from Italian `passo', meaning `pass'). 
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Message 14 [18] 
TI EI'INE NYETAEEE H ME 
BAPEOHKEE; KAI Efl) PATIO AKOYn. 
WHAT'S UP ARE YOU SLEEPY OR BORED 
OF ME? I'M LISTENING TO THE RADIO 
TOO. 
Questionnaire sample, male, 17-yr-old 
On the other hand, the Roman alphabet is the preferred choice for the encoding of 
cultural borrowings, such as SMS, (web) site (see message 15), and PIN, which have 
been recently integrated into Greek together with the adoption of mobile phones and 
internet. This observation suggests that the variant Greek script of Roman-alphabeted 
borrowings emerges as they gradually become more conventionalized in the receiving 
community. Furthermore, we should bear in mind that although the use of the Roman- 
alphabeted SMS, (web) site, and PIN requires an extra keystroke for the alphabet 
switch, the insertion of these English words saves the participants both time and 
effort. In other words, the specific borrowings are considerably shorter than their 
Greek counterparts, such as `Jn vuµa' (SMS), `ißioasXföa' (site), `xw& Kxö ' (PIN). 
Therefore, the insertion of these cultural borrowings orients to issues of brevity and 
speed in typing, which have been found relevant in the composition of text-messages. 
Message 15 [36] 
EOY ETEAN92 TO site TOY BATIKANOY rIA I SEND YOU THE VATICAN'S site FOR 
THN KATIEAAEI ETINA: 
(http: / mv. vatican. va/3-EN/pages/MV- 
visite. html). (I)IA1A IIOAAA 
Questionnaire sample, female, 22-yr-old 
CAPELLA SIXTINA: 
(http: /mv. vatican. va/3-EN/pages/M V- 
visite. html). MANY KISSES 
The category of names, borrowed from a foreign language and written with Roman 
characters in my data, is also placed towards the `borrowing' end of the continuum. 
As evident in the list of names, quoted in § 3.7.2, Roman characters are primarily 
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employed for the encoding of English names denoting commodities and corporations 
that have been recently integrated in the Greek culture, such as `PLAYSTATION', 
`Banjie [sic] Jumping', `MAC' for `McDonalds' (see message 16), etc. On the other 
hand, the Greek alphabet is preferred for writing non-English names, such as the 
football player XATZIMF, XMETO131TE (see message 17), the French name `Olivier', 
OAIBIE, the Vatican chapel `Capilla Sixtina', KAIJEAAEIETINA [36], and the name 
of a trendy coffee shop at the centre of Athens, NTAKAI7O [43], borrowed from the 
Italian musical term `Da Capo'. 
Message 16 [83] 
MEAINAKI NA IIOYME KAAYTEPA 10.30 
ETO EYNTAFMA EES2 ATIO TA MAC MATT 
EXS2 KATI EOYAEIEE flPnl? E? AN NAI 
KANE ANAU! 
[little] MELINA LET'S SAY BETTER 10.30 
OUTSIDE MÄC[sic] IN SYNTAGMA [square] 
CAUSE I GOT SOME ERRANDS TO DO IN 
THE MORNING? EH? IF IT'S OK MISSED 
CALL [me]! 
Case-study I, participants: Melina and Dimitra, day: 26/09/03 - texter: Dimitra, time: 20.07 
Message 17 [1] 
IIEE KANENAN HAIKTH ETO cm4? O 
XATZIMEXMETOBITE HI FPA(DETAI? 
NAME A PLAYER IN cm4? HOW IS 
CHA7ZIMECHMETOVITS SPELLED? 
Questionnaire sample, male, 14-yr-old 
The above finding suggests that my participants are more familiar with writing 
English in the original Roman script rather than names originating in other languages. 
For example, message 17, incorporating a foreign name in the Greek script illustrates 
this point. The texter's ignorance of the spelling of a non-English name of a foreign 
football player is actually the purpose of sending this text. This preference for 
encoding English names with Roman characters is related to the prevalence of 
English, as a lingua franca, in a globalized world. In other words, young people today 
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are more exposed to English written texts which circulate around the world through 
global media and corporations. Therefore, I argue that names borrowed from English 
are more likely to retain their graph(em)ic form in their adoption by local languages. 
At the same time, the participants can index their affiliation with global (popular) 
culture by employing the original Roman script. 
The third category of Roman-encoded words, i. e. conversational routines, include 
linguistic items which span along the continuum from borrowings to code-switching. 
As Androutsopoulos (2004: 7-8) points out, such borrowed routines illustrate more 
clearly `the transition from switching to borrowing, i. e. the process in which salient 
items gradually become routinised'. The salience of borrowed items which are placed 
towards the code-switching end of the continuum is manifest in their position within 
the specific texts. As shown in message 18, punctuation is employed by my 
participants in order to separate such routines, like the greetings hi and bye, from the 
rest of the text. At the same time, these routines - not only the above opening and 
closing greetings but also other expressive speech acts, such as THANKS - have been 
found at the beginning and/or the end of a text. Thus, in terms of their position, these 
borrowed items frame the messages under consideration (cf. code-switching as 
framing in Androutsopoulos, 2004: 5). Furthermore, I argue that these code-switches, 
which correlate with a graphemic switch to Roman, indicate a shift in interpersonal 
orientation. More specifically, the openings and closings of a text-message show an 
explicit orientation towards the addressee, which becomes more apparent with the use 
of English terms of address, such as `chief' and `man' [130]. 
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Message 18 [19) 
Hi! TI KANEIE; XAOHKAME!!! IIAPE THA. Hi! HOW ARE YOU? LONG TIME NO SEE!!! 
NA KANONIEOYME. (I>IAAKIA! BYE!!! GIVE A RING TO ARRANGE. (little) KISSES! 
BYE! !! 
Questionnaire sample, male, 17-yr-old 
The transition from switching to borrowing is evident in the use of `sorry', which has 
been found to be written either with Roman (n: 1), e. g. Sorry [70], or with Greek 
(n: 3), e. g. OPI (see message 19) / EOPY characters 13. We observe that `sorry' is the 
only word among the borrowings of this category that appears phonetically and 
graphemically assimilated in the messages of different participants. As mentioned 
above, standard loan words, such as `studio', etc. have undergone the same 
assimilation. Therefore, although `sorry' has not yet been coded as a loan in the 
dictionaries of standard Modern Greek, its use in terms of graphemic encoding is 
similar to the ways in which loan words are written. This observation, along with the 
increasingly wider use of the word in media publications and everyday language, 
implies that `sorry' is in the process of becoming a standard loan word in Greek. 
Message 19 [76] 
OMOP(bOYKA MOY NA I1AP92 H MY [little] BEAUTY CAN I CALL [you] OR 
KOIMAEAI? EOPI IIOY API-HEA AAAA ARE YOU ASLEEP? SORRY FOR BEING 
EMIIAE°A! LATE BUT I'VE BEEN CAUGHT UP! 
Case-study I, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 29/02/04 - texter: Fay, time: 00.01 
The discourse marker `ok', among the conversational routines quoted in § 3.7.2, 
occupies the `borrowing' end of the continuum. The specific marker is coded in the 
dictionaries of standard Modern Greek and can be found in the data either with 
Roman or Greek characters (cf. messages 11 and 20). As for the graph(em)ic 
13 The equivalent Greek form `auyyvwµf' is also found in the data (see message 80 in the appendix). 
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assimilation of `ok', it seems to coincide with its phonological appropriation. From 
my personal experience, `ok' is pronounced among young people in Athens either as 
/ocei/ or /ok/. The difference between the two variants is that /ocei/ is closer to the 
original English pronunciation /okei/ and presupposes that the speaker either knows 
how to pronounce the written word OK in English as well or has heard the original 
English pronunciation. On the other hand, /ok/ represents a more Greek-oriented 
proferring of the word, which derives from reading the graphemic form OK as if the 
original form was written with Greek characters. In sum, the participants' familiarity 
with the specific discourse marker allows them to write it with Greek characters, 
which, in turn, triggers the phonological assimilation /ok/. As a result, the latter 
acoustic form of the loan conforms to the Greek pronunciation norms, while it is 
progressively distancing from the original English pronunciation. This finding 
suggests that the simultaneous phonological and graphemic assimilation are indicative 
of the loan's greater integration into the receiving language. 
Message 20 [125] 
OK, KdTU) (1716 TO (ppOVTI. (btXt& µap{a Ok, [let's meet] outside school. Kisses maria 
Case-study 11, participants: Elisavet and Maria, day: 31/01/04 - texter: Matia, time: 00.16 
I have argued so far that the conversational routines are encoded only in the Roman 
alphabet, except for the more established borrowings `ok' and `sorry'. In particular, 
the Greek encoding of these loans has been attributed to reasons of greater integration 
into the standard vocabulary of the local language. But are there less conventional 
borrowings from English which are also written with Greek characters? And, what 
might their function be in the given context, provided that we cannot account for the 
use of Greek script in terms of standard borrowing processes? Although this 
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phenomenon is very rare, it is not altogether absent from the data. In fact, evidence for 
the existence of the opposite to Greeklish phenomenon, i. e. Greek-alphabeted English, 
which is largely overlooked by popular and academic discourse, is important. 
The case of Greek-alphabeted English occurs in the text-messages collected from my 
case-studies. More specifically, I find such instances in the messages exchanged 
between Fay and Nana. As mentioned in § 2.3.4, although Fay and Nana are very 
good friends, they do not have the chance to see each other very often, since they live 
in different cities (Athens and Patras), because of their studies. As a result, we find 
bursts of emotion in the messages exchanged while they are away from each other. In 
particular, the expression `miss you' is found in 28 of their messages. In most cases14 
(22 in total), the Greek form for miss you, i. e. MOY AEI17EIE (see message 21), is 
employed towards the closing of the message. 
Message 21 [52] 
OK! OA TA FIOYME! OA EOY KANO 
ANAITANTHTH IIPIN HAPfl! EE AATPEY92 
KAI MOY AEIIIEIE A<DANTAETA! IIOAAA 
*IAAKIA! 
OK! TALK TO YOU! I'LL MISSED CALL YOU 
BEFORE DIALLING! I ADORE YOU AND I 
MISS YOU SO MUCH [lit: unimaginably]! 
MANY [little] KISSES! 
Case-study 1, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 14/09/03 - texter: Fay, time: 12/16 
However, Fay coins the expression MIO PLOY /mi0 ju/ in message 22 for the first 
time in my sample of their text-exchanges (08/10/03). The specific expression, which 
represents the English `miss you', is phonetically and graphemically assimilated into 
Greek. However, this graphemic assimilation differs from the similar case of 
`sorry'/EOPY. First of all, MIO PLOY is basically used by only one participant Fay (n: 
14 See messages 55,57, and 59 in the appendix for Nana's use of the expression and messages 58,63, 
80 for Fay's use of the same expression. 
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5) and once by her friend, Nana, whereas EOPY/ EOPI is employed by more 
participants from different data sets. Moreover, MIOTIOY/miO ju/ is not phonetically 
and, thus, graphemically equivalent to the original /mis ju/. In fact, we note that the 
sound /s/ of `miss' has turned into /0/. 
Message 22 [54] 
KOAAHTOYKA MOY TI KANEIE? AsE H 
(NIAENAAA EOY EINAI EINAXOMENH 
MY [little] BEST FRIEND HOW ARE YOU! 
ASE [-particle] WELL YOUR FRIEND15 HAS A 
XAAIA! EIlIEI-IE PIXNEI KAPEKAEE! TII BLOODY COLD! IT'S RAINING CATS AND 
KANEIO? MIO I'IOY : -) DOGS AS WELL! HOOW ARE YOU? MISS 
YOU: -) 
Case-study 1, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 08/10/03 - texter: Fay, time: 16.37 
In order to explain this sound shift, we need to attend to the local context. We observe 
that the expression under investigation is locally situated between a smiley :) and a 
`how-are-you' expression TII KANEIO (message 22). The expressive, emotional, tone 
of the message is graphemically enacted by the elongation of the sound /i/ in TH (note 
the repetition of the letter `I') and the, use of an emoticon (smiling face). At the same 
time, the sound `s' of /kanis/, (`KANEIE') is substituted by the sound /0/ (KANEIO ). 
Considering the emotional and affective tone of the extract, this sound shift represents 
a practice of `baby16 talk', which is common among young females in Greece. Thus, 
the substitution of /s/ by /6/ in `miss you' follows the sound shift in the preceding 
Greek expression. The alliteration created by the co-occurrence of the two expressions 
enhances the expressivity of the message. Thus, we have argued that the English 
expression `miss you' appears appropriated within the context of a Greek default 
message. This process of appropriation of the original English expression involves its 
15 Here, Fay refers to herself as H'NAENAAA ZOY `your friend'. 
16 Babies are supposed to have problems with uttering the sound T. Instead, the sound they produce 
for /s/ resembles more the sound /0/. 
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graphemic assimilation into the Greek alphabet and its phonetic manipulation for 
expressive reasons. As for the subsequent history of the form MIO [JOY in the 
interaction of the specific participants, I note that it appears six more times in their 
messages until 23/10/03. When Fay is again back to Patras for the following term, the 
Greek expression MOY AEII7EII appears again in the data (see message 2.1: 247, 
13/01/04) to the exclusion of the form MIO TIOY. In spite of its short history, this 
form of Greek-alphabeted English indicates that the incorporation of English in Greek 
text-messages can be a creative process. 
The final category of quotations, brought into the specific messages from another 
language or culture, is placed towards the `code-switching' end of the continuum. 
This type of `intertextual switching' (Androutsopoulos, 2004: 5) indexes the 
incorporation of other words into the specific messages. We should point out that 
these references are separated from the rest of the message by graphemic symbols 
(punctuation marks), such as quotation marks (see message 23), colons (idem), and 
suspension points. I argue that, in addition to the above graphemic symbols, the use of 
Roman characters functions as an additional graphemic cue indexing the non-Greek 
origin of the specific phrases and foregrounding their content. Furthermore, the 
(con)text in which these phrases originate is meta-linguistically specified within the 
message itself; note rpayo6bi, i. e. `song' (see message 23) and 2rpocrevx, , 
i. e. prayer 
(cf message 12). 
Messaffe 23 [25] 
"You are my girl, my supergirl" XEst To The depressing song I'm listening to now that I'm 
Kaia©? urntco auto Tpayou& nou aKOUw Tcwpa nou sober says "You are my girl, my supergirl" and 
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cw 4evepwact Kat auv acct: "And supergirls 
don't cry". Na w Ouµaaat auto! 
Questionnaire sample, male 20-yr-old 
goes on: "And supergirls don't cry". [You should] 
remember this! 
3.8. Conclusion 
This chapter has explored the extent to which the practice of alphabetical encoding in 
Greek text-messaging conforms to or deviates from writing norms. As argued in 
previous studies (e. g. Scribner & Cole, 1981; Street, 1993; Baynham, 2004), literacy 
is not an `autonomous variable' (Street, 1993: 5) independent of the specific purposes 
for which it is employed in particular contexts of use. In fact, my analysis reveals that 
writing in text-messaging, along with personal letters, private diaries, email, and e- 
chat, falls under the `partly regulated orthographic regimes' (cf. Sebba, 2003: 154- 
158), where norms of `school literacies' co-occur with non-standard practices. 
In the light of the above, the analysis of the data suggests that the standard use of 
writing Greek in the Greek alphabet is the unmarked choice among the users of text- 
messaging. Text-messages encoded with Greek characters by default have been found 
to outnumber those written in the Roman alphabet. Such empirical evidence does not 
support the popular stereotype according to which young users of text-messaging in 
Greece prefer the use of Roman characters for writing their messages. 
However, the digital, non-standard, practice of Roman-alphabeted Greek (cf. 
Androutsopoulos, 2000b; Koutsogiannis & Mitsikopoulou, 2003) is not altogether 
absent from my data. Evidence from my case-studies has revealed that specific 
participants employ Greeklish, i. e. Roman-alphabeted Greek, in their messages. 
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However, the reasons that might encourage the use of this non-standard practice differ 
from participant to participant. The data analysis has shown that these reasons span 
from the technological limitations of the medium per se to the participants' stance 
towards new technologies, in general. Regarding the position of text-messaging 
among computer media, the analysis of the data implies that it is not clearly conceived 
as a computer medium by my participants. The more keen users of text-messaging are 
not well acquainted with other new media and refuse to employ the popular script in 
computer-mediated environments, i. e. Greeklish. On the other hand, the participants 
who appear more technologically adept and prefer Greeklish are the ones who rarely 
send text-messages. 
Considering that the technological affordances make both alphabets available, text- 
messages can be written with mixed, both Greek and Roman, characters. The analysis 
of the specific sample has shown that Greek constitutes the main language and 
alphabet frame in which switches to the Roman alphabet - and, to some extent, to 
English - occur. More specifically, switches to Roman have been found to indicate 
the incorporation of intertextual references, quoted in the original language (usually 
English), within particular messages. The other instances of code-insertional 
phenomena refer to the encoding of names, standard loans, and other borrowings. 
However, I have argued that the Greek alphabet continues to be the unmarked choice 
for the encoding of names and standard loans. On the other hand, switches to Roman 
have been found to instantiate code-switches to English at the level of individual 
words and expressions. In particular, these borrowings are limited to a small cluster of 
conversational routines, such as greetings, terms of address, politeness forms, etc. 
Such expressions appear in specific positions (openings and closings) of the texts and 
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serve specific discourse functions, related to the generic organization of text- 
messaging (see chapter 5). 
Nevertheless, the process of incorporating these borrowings into Greek messages is 
arguably a creative practice for my participants. More specifically, participants 
creatively appropriate English borrowings in terms of encoding them with Greek 
characters (Greek-alphabeted English) and phonetically manipulating them for 
expressive purposes. In line with similar practices documented in Greek youth 
interaction (cf. Iordanidou & Androutsopoulos, 1997), the use of English words and 
phrases has been argued to indicate the participants' affiliation with global popular 
cultures. In other words, the incorporation of foreign language material with Roman 
characters in Greek text-messaging brings along the symbolic meaning of cultural 
affiliation to global youth cultures. 
In sum, I conclude that the Greek alphabet and language is the unmarked choice in 
text-messaging. This finding contradicts popular concerns according to which local 
languages and cultures are endangered by the adoption of global cultural 
commodities. In terms of alphabetical encoding, text-messaging in Greece does not 
appear to deviate from the standard practice of writing Greek with Greek characters. 
Furthermore, the status of mobile phones and text-messaging, in particular, differs 
from other computer media in my participants' understandings. In other words, we 
can speculate that the reception of mobile phones in Greece has undergone different 
processes, compared to computers or other new technologies. 
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Chapter 4 
Capitalization and punctuation 
4.1. Introduction 
While verbal aspects of written language, such as syntax or vocabulary, have been the 
main preoccupation of most discourse studies, paralinguistic and graphic features 
have been largely overlooked. However, the recent developments in computer- 
mediated communication have brought to the fore the use of typography as a resource 
for online social interaction among non-professionals (Danet, 2001). 
At the same time, popular representations have been concerned with (typo)graphic 
issues in Greek text-messages. As mentioned in § 1.2.3, the focus of newspaper 
articles turns to these visually prevalent features which appear not to follow the rules 
of conventional writing. More specifically, they mention lower-case letters and 
punctuation marks the use of which is so uncommon that `strikes as an obsolete 
habit'2 in text-messaging (Kathimerini, 29/06/2003; Eleftherotipia, 31/01/2001). 
This chapter will focus on the use of typographic resources in text-messaging. In 
particular, I will explore typographic choices regarding the use of upper- or lower- 
case letters, punctuation marks, and other printing symbols. In the light of the above, 
There are few sociolinguistic studies that have been concerned with such issues, such as Kataoka 
(2003a, 2003b), Androutsopoulos (2000b), Davies (1987). 
2 [... ] 'ra arlµeia ati; t1g, Ta 7rcl ypäµµaia Kat rl 7tapaöoataKtj op0oypacp{a cpavtät ouv irta 
awtapxatwµhvcc auvtOctcq (Kathimerini, 29/06/2003) 
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the questions that this chapter sets out to address are as follows: a) whether the use of 
typography in text-messaging deviates from the conventions of standard writing in 
Modern Greek, b) what practices regarding typography emerge in text-messaging and 
what purposes they serve for, and c) whether these are similar to the emergent 
practices in digital writing, as they are discussed in the relevant CMC literature (see § 
1.2.3). 
4.2. Choices between upper- and lower- case letters 
4.2.1. Capitalization: the default choice 
The set of default choices in a mobile phone enables the user to pre-select writing in 
either upper- or lower-case letters exclusively or switching between the two. 
Assuming that switching from upper- to lower-case or vice versa requires extra 
keystrokes and thus more time (cf. the `save a keystroke' principle, Crystal, 2001: 87), 
a plausible hypothesis would be that users of text-messaging prefer setting their texts 
in either all upper- or all lower-case. Indeed, as shown in figure 4.1, the vast majority 
of the total sample of messages3 (83.2%, n: 372) are set in upper-case letters 
exclusively4. At the same time, the use of both upper- and lower-case letters is 
evidenced only in 75 text-messages (16.8% of the total sample). 
3 We should bear in mind that the text-messages were collected in the form they appeared in the inbox 
of the recipients' phones. 
4 Vrouzi & Panzari (2002), in their unpublished (undergraduate) thesis, also have similar findings 
regarding the use of capitalization in Greek text-messaging. 
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Figure 4.1. The choice of upper- and lower-case characters in the data 
On the basis of the messages gathered from the case-studies5, we find that most 
participants consistently use capital letters only (see figure 4.2). In other words, all 
participants set upper-case as the default frame even in text-messages where both 
options are employed. I Iowever, Melina -a rather not frequent user of this medium - 
stands out as the only person who sends her messages in both lower- and upper-case 
characters. Therefore, we can argue that the choice of capital or lower-case letters also 












1O upper-case only   switch between upper- and lower- case 
Figure 4.2. Ratios of upper-/lower-case characters (case-studies sample) 
5 The nature of the questionnaire sample, involving individual, isolated, text-messages, does not help us 
to determine whether the choice of upper-case letters is a matter of personal style preference or a 
marked use for expressive purposes (cf. Thurlow, 2003: 7). 
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This personal style is also encoded in technological terms, since the participants 
themselves pre-select the default script in the settings of their mobile phones. As a 
result, Maria is forced to quit her own personal style (i. e. upper-case), when she uses 
another person's mobile to send a message to her friend, Elisavet (note also the need 
for self-identification at the end of the message). 
Message 1 [125] 
OK xär o anö To cppovt{. (I)tXU µapia Ok, [let's meet] outside school. Kisses maria 
Case-study 11, participants: Elisavet and Maria, day: 31/01/04 - texter: Maria, time: 00.16 
Nevertheless, the analysis of the data shows that capitalization is the unmarked choice 
in the encoding of Greek text-messages. In contrast, previous research on textual 
computer-mediated communication argues that setting online texts in all lower case is 
a common practice on the Internet (Danet, 2001: 2; Crystal, 2001: 87). Instead, the 
use of all capital letters in computer-mediated environments represents a marked 
choice for expressive purposes. For instance, Danet suggests that capitalization in 
cyberspace is `generally discouraged', since `such messages are interpreted as 
shouting' (2001: 18). Thus, with regard to the choice of script in terms of upper- or 
lower-case, it can be argued that Greek text-messaging does not seem to follow 
practices of textual online communication. On the other hand, capitalization 
represents a common practice in other non-standard genres of popular culture, such as 
comics (cf. Abbott, 1986) and street graffiti. 
However, all upper-case script is not a practice of standard Modern Greek. Although 
capitalization was the norm in ancient Greek and Roman times, it has been abandoned 
since the ninth century AD. Standard practices of writing involve the use of both 
capital and lower case letters according to a set of orthographic rules. For instance, 
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initial capital letters after punctuation marks, such as a final period, a question mark, 
etc. are used in order to mark sentence divisions. Thus, in terms of upper-/lower-case 
script choices, text-messaging has been found to deviate from the norms of standard 
Modern Greek. 
4.2.2. Switching to lower-case in upper-case default text-messages 
Having argued that capitalization represents the default choice in Greek text- 
messaging, the focus turns to the marked cases of messages involving the use of both 
upper- and lower-case letters. As mentioned before, there are 75 such cases in the 
whole sample (447 text-messages). The upper-case default practice sets up an 
environment of reduced `typographic contrastivity' (Crystal, 2001: 87), at least in the 
sense standard grammars prescribe the use of the specific graphic features. In other 
words, orthographic conventions regarding the capitalization of initials in proper 
names or words at the beginning of a sentence after punctuation marks (like period, 
exclamation mark, etc) appear to be neutralized in such environments. 
More specifically, in upper-case default text-messages we observe switches to lower- 
case at the level of individual words (16 instances6), which are also set in the Roman 
alphabet and constitute borrowings from English (message 2). As mentioned in § 
3.7.2, these borrowings can be terms of address, e. g. chief, man [130], names, e. g. 
cm4 [1], alex [67], URL addresses, e. g. www. stathmos. gr [89], and phatic elements, 
e. g. ok, thanks, etc. 
6 See messages 1,36,67,70,89,99,130 in appendix IV. 
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Message 2 [57] 
Hello, hello!!! TI MOY KANEI H KOAAHTH 
MOY; ME EINAI TO EYNAXI; EMENA 
Hello, hello!!! HOW IS MY MATE? HOW'S 
THE COLD? AS FOR ME MY BELLY 
IIONAEI H KOIAITEA MOY! APXIEAME HURTS! CLASSES STARTED DAMN! MISS 
MAOHMATA AEE! MOY AEIIIEIE! OIAAKIA YOU! MANY KISSES AND SWEET 
IIOAAA KAI ONEIPA rAYKA... DREAMS... 
Case-study I, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 14/10/03 - texter: Nana, time: 22.31 
Based on the sample from case-studies, we observe that the graphemic switch to 
lower-case correlates with shift to Roman in text-messages encoded with Greek 
characters as default7. Thus, we can argue that foreign language material appears to be 
marked graphemically both in terms of alphabet choice and letter shape (i. e. upper- or 
lower-case). However, we cannot be certain whether the participants deliberately 
choose to switch to lower-case. It may be the case that the particular choice is 
technologically-determined - i. e. the technological system may be pre-set to switch 
into lower-case, once encoding in Roman is activated. 
On the other hand, text-messages written exclusively in the Roman alphabet allow us 
to assume with greater certainty that a potential switch to lower-case is a deliberate 
choice. In particular, lower-case does not always mark foreign language material in 
Anna's text-messages, which are set in default Roman and upper-case letters. In fact, 
borrowings, e. g. BUS, are set in upper Roman characters as the rest of message 3. 
Message 3 [88] 
GOMENAKI STO BUS. MU'DWSE FIT GUY ON THE BUS. HE GAVE ME A 
ISITHRIO+ME GLYKOKOITAEI. NA PAW NA TICKET+HE'S GIVING ME THE 
TU KSANAMILHSW? THA SE THL JA TH LOOK. SHALL I GO BACK TO TALK TO 
VASW. NA THS THYMHSEIS TI ELEGE OXI HIM? I'LL CALL YOU ABOUT VASO. REMIND 
This observation applies to the personal style of Fay, Nana, and Nikos. As shown in diagram 2, 
Dimitra, Elisavet, Kostas and Manos do not use lower-case letters at all. 
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MONO JA XOSE ALA+GENIKA JA XRONO. HER WHAT SHE USED TO SAY NOT ONLY 
ABOUT XOSE BUT+GENERALLY ABOUT 
TIME. 
Case-study 1, participants: Anna and Dimitra, day: 01/09/03 - texter: Anna, time: 21.06 
However, a switch to lower-case occurs in the encoding of a URL address 
incorporated in message 4. This case8 illustrates the embeddedness of an intertextual 
reference, tivwtiv. stathmos. gr, originating in Internet culture, into the new technological 
environment of text-messaging. The process of embedding the particular reference 
into the new context arguably generates the specific graphemic switch. In other 
words, the popular practice of lower-case script in textual CMC (see above) is 
transposed, along with the reference's verbal content, into the graphemic environment 
of text-messaging. As a result, the intertextual reference appears as graphemically 
marked and contrasts with the unmarked practice of upper-case in Greek text- 
messaging. 
Message 4 [89] 
BLAKA H VASW MAS KERDISE 8 
PROSKLHSEIS! SKEFTESAI O, TI 
SKEFTOMAI? LEPTOMEREIES DEN 
DUDE OUR VASO WON 8 
INVITATIONS! YOU THINKING WHAT I'M 
THINKING? I DON'T KNOW THE 
KSERW. THA DW STO www. stathmos. gr AN DETAILS. I; LL CHECK www. stathmos. gr IF 
BOREIS DES K ESY! YOU CAN CHECK TOO. 
Case-study 1, participants: Anna and Dimitra, day: 24/09/03 - texter: Anna, time: 14.24 
Another case of switching from upper- to lower-case is found in the term of address 
BUGAtsula that Anna employs in one of her messages towards Dimitra (see message 
5). The specific term appears only once in the data as a form of endearment, meaning 
literally `little sweet pie'. As for its word-formation, the term consists of the word 
8A similar case is found in message 36 (see appendix IV) from the questionnaire sample, where we 
note the same practice of switching to lower-case in the encoding of the URL. 
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/buyatsa/ (which is literally a pie with cream) and the diminutive suffix -/ula/. 
However, the use of different scripts graphemically divides the term into the 
following parts, namely BUGA and tsula. At the same time, the marked choice of 
lower-case (within a context of all upper-case letters) draws the reader's attention to 
the term's second part, which is a homophone and graphemically identical to the word 
tsula, meaning literally a `slut'. Therefore, the graphemic switch allows for two 
different readings or interpretations of the same term of address. In other words, Anna 
calls her friend, Dimitra, at the same time a `little sweet pie' and a `slut'. The latter 
interpretation becomes even more plausible considering Anna's practice to use 
insulting or degrading terms of address towards Dimitra. 9 As previous research has 
shown (cf. Holmes, 1995), insulting address terms with degrading content are popular 
among members of close social networks and reinforce social bonding. Anna's 
preference for such terms of address towards another specific member of the group, 
i. e. Dimitra, indicates a higher level intimacy between the two, compared to the rest of 
1° the members. 
Message 5. [991 
ANTE VRE BUGAtsula MOU, POLY 
XAIROMAI! RE EXW 8EOTRELH 
DOULEIA. DEN KSERW ENTELWS SIGURA 
GIA AYRIO. PARE ME OTAN GYRISEIS APO 
TA ISPANIKA. 
HEY MY LITTLE tart, I'M SO 
GRAD! Y'KNOW I GOT A MAD AMOUNT OF 
WORK. I DON'T KNOW FOR SURE ABOUT 
TOMORROW. CALL ME WHEN YOU COME 
BACK FROM SPANISH. 
Case-study 1, participants: Anna and Dimitra, day: 21/01/04 - texter: Anna, time: 19.03 
9 Other instances found in the data concern BLAKA, XAZO, XAZH, XAZOYLA, meaning `stupid' or 
`silly'. 
10 Cf. terms of address between Fay and Nana (other members of the same group), where ritual insults 
are not found at all. On the other hand, intimacy here is conveyed through strongly affective terms 
which focus on positive qualities, e. g. OMOPOOYKA ('little beauty') (see messages 59,61,62,65,76, 
and 78 in appendix IV), M1KPH17PI1-KII7IEA ('little princess'), etc. 
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4.2.3. Lower-case script 
As mentioned before, out of the 75 text-messages involving a switch between the two 
scripts only 16 are set in upper-case default. On the other hand, the rest 59 text- 
messages are written mainly with lower-case characters. However, we should note 
that the particular messages are not set strictly in lower-case, as argued to be a 
common practice in CMC. In fact, 36 text-messages" follow the conventional 
orthographic rules according to which initials of proper names or words after 
punctuation marks (such as period, exclamation mark, etc. ) are capitalised (see 
message 6). 
Message 6 [15] 
'EXa pc µakdw 2t y{vcaat; r ptacg anö To cppovi; 
IIÖ rc 0a (3yoüµe at Tt wpa; Etei7c tou yta va 
(3yoüµs. Mrly ýcxäactc va ytpctg to Kaacr69wv6 
pot). Ok; 
Questionnaire sample, male, 16-yr-old 
ELA RE[-particle] Hey mate, what's up? You 
back from school? When we going out and when? 
Text me about going out. Don't forget to bring my 
tape-recorder. OK? 
The conventionality of script in these messages may be related to the data set to which 
they belong. Considering that all the above text-messages have been collected from 
the questionnaire survey, it is plausible to assume that the method of data collection, 
especially the setting of school, urges the participants to choose messages written in a 
more standard-like script. However, it should be noted that these messages do not 
entirely conform to the grammatical rules of orthography. In twenty out of the total 
thirty six text-messages, -there are no accents placed on the lower-case letters. This 
observation suggests that some orthographic rules are more likely to be applied than 
Ii See messages 2,8,10,14,15,23,25,26,29,31, and 34 in appendix IV. 
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others. For instance, participants are more prone to dispense with accents rather than 
capitalization in their text-messages (see message 7). These orthographic choices are 
to a large extent constrained by the technological limitations of the medium per se. 
For instance, it requires more keystrokes to key in a vowel with an accent. On the 
other hand, the initial letter capitalization is offered as a default choice by the 
technological system of text-messaging. 
Message 7 [31 ] 
r'sta aou XpilaTo! EicXEtac ano pnatapta! Tt 
xavctg; ByrlKatc; Eyw KUXa! Lev (3yr1Ka 
trEXuca! Avtc xa7ttlvüXTa! 
Questionnaire sample, male, 21-yr-old 
Hi Christo! I run out ofbattery! How are you? Did 
you go out? I['m] fine! I didn't go out after all! 
Ade[-particle] good night! 
More specifically, with regard to capitalization, we find text-messages (n: 15 in total) 
which are set in lower-case but violate one or both of the orthographic rules for capital 
letters. Message (8) is one such case; the initials of words following a punctuation 
mark, such as period, and being at the beginning of a sentence (e. g. env, tha, se) or 
proper names of places (e. g. syntagma, kohvnaki) are not capitalised (see message 8). 
Message 8 [32] 
Ok. egw molis eflasa syntagma. tha paw kolwnaki Ok. i just got to syntagma. i'm going kolonaki to 
na riksw mia matia k meta gia fagito. se filw see what's going on and then for food. kiss you 
Questionnaire sample, female, 21-yr-old 
As shown in figure 4.2, Melina, who rarely uses text-messaging, stands out as the 
only person from the participants in the case-studies, employing consistently lower- 
case characters. With regard to the above orthographic rules, she does capitalise the 
first letter of sentence-initial words but she uses lower-case for proper names, e. g. 
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thanos (see message 9). However, capitalization also occurs as a non-standard 
practice within the context of lower-case default messages. More specifically, the 
graphemic switch to upper-case marks out the specific word, e. g. POLLA (`many'), 
from the rest of the text, set in lower-case. The specific use of capitalization has been 
argued to emerge as a common practice in CMC, where lower-case script is the 
default (Danet, 2001: 17-18). 
Message 9 [84] 
Ti ginetai vre orgio? Pu xenyxtas? Giati den exw What's up you orgio[literally `orgy']? Where are 
oute ena neo otan xerw oti esy exeis... POLLA? you? How come I got no news when I know you 
Autos o xemialistis o thanos ftaiei! Ax! got... SO MUCH? It's thanos' fault for blowing 
your mind! Ah! 
Case-study 1, participants: Melina and Nana, day: 29/07/03 - texter: Melina, time: 00.34 
As argued in CMC literature, the capitalized word, e. g. POLLA (see message 9), aims 
for an expressive effect which will enable the participants to experience the written 
words as if they were spoken. But how do users of text-messaging achieve similar 
effects in the context of upper-case default texts? We have already illustrated the 
opposite switch to lower-case from upper default in message 5 (§ 4.2.2) which 
allowed for two different readings of the same term of address. In addition, 
participants have been found to resort to forms of `eccentric spelling' (Danet, 2001: 
17) in order to attach a spoken-like flavour to their messages. Eccentric spelling is not 
an exclusive feature of text-messaging. In fact, it has been reported as a common 
practice in computer-mediated communication (idem) and refers to the repetition of 
individual letters within a word. For instance, Fay types four times the letter `A' in her 
address to her friend, NANAAAA (see message 10). The repetition of the letter 
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graphemically represents the elongation of the sound /a/ which would be heard if Fay 
was actually uttering these words. 
Message 10 [49] 
NANAAAA! -EYTINHEEE? NA IIAPS2 NANAAAA! ARE YOU AWAKE? CAN I CALL 
THAE(I)c2NO? [you]? 
Case-study 1, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 03/09/03 - texter: Fay, time: 19.37 
4.2.4. Interim summary 
So far, I have argued that capitalization is the unmarked choice in text-messaging. The 
use of upper-case letters as default distances text-messaging from practices in 
computer-mediated environments, where all lower-case script is the norm. The above 
analysis of graphemic choices in terms of letter-shape has proved that the 
technological affordances of the system play an important role in the choice of upper- 
or lower-case script. More specifically, non-standard practices, like the use of capitals 
as default and the laxity in the application of orthographic norms such as accents in 
lower-case letters and capitalization of name-initials, appear under the technological 
pressures of the `saving a keystroke' principle. Thus, although script choices in text- 
messaging differ from practices in CMC, they are affected by similar technological 
constraints. 
On the other hand, the technological pressure of `saving-a-keystroke' can be 
overridden when other interactional needs apply. In other words, users of text- 
messaging do not hesitate to employ choices which are not facilitated by the medium. 
For example, although switching from upper- to lower-case script (or vice versa) and 
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keying in repeatedly the same characters are more `laborious' choices - in the sense 
that they require extra keystrokes and, thus, more time, they are not altogether absent 
in my data. Rather, my participants have been found to employ such strategies `to 
enhance readers' and writers' ability to experience the words as if they were spoken' 
(Danet, 2001: 17). Similar to computer-mediated interaction, the paucity of 
paralinguistic cues in text-messaging results in the participants' appropriation of 
typography as a resource for conveying expressivity. 
4.3. Punctuation marks and other printing symbols 
Until now, we have explored the graphemic manipulation of alphabetical characters, 
either in terms of alphabet (Greek or Roman) or in terms of shape (upper- or lower- 
case). This section will focus on the use of non-alphabetical typographic characters as 
resources for writing in Greek text-messaging, namely punctuation marks and other 
printing symbols. 
4.3.1. The punctuation system (in Modern Greek) 
From a traditional, school-based, point of view, punctuation has long been considered 
as a system of rules concerning the formalities of written language. According to 
Baron (2000: 170; 2001: 22-25), punctuation systems historically appear to have been 
influenced by two major traditions: a) the `rhetorical' tradition, which views 
punctuation as a means for facilitating the reader `in re-creating an oral rendition of 
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the text', and b) the `grammatical', `syntactic', or `logical' tradition, which sees 
punctuation as a means for marking grammatical or logical relationships between 
syntactic components of a text. In turn, these two traditions presuppose different 
conceptions regarding the relationship between speech and writing. More specifically, 
in the rhetorical tradition the two modes of linguistic representation appear rather 
`interdependent' in the sense that writing reflects the oral character of the text. On the 
other hand, the grammatical tradition conceives written texts as `independent' from 
speech and formulating different webs of logical relationships and meaning. As a 
result, the study of punctuation can shed light on the exploration of the relationships 
between speech and writing as modes of linguistic representations (Baron, 2001: 16). 
However, the system of punctuation, i. e. the form and function of punctuation marks, 
along with the rules governing their use, is by no means universal. Rather, it varies 
across languages and appears to be culturally shaped (cf. Baron, 2001: 22, Kress, 
2003: 123). Therefore, this section will aim to give a brief overview of the Greek 
punctuation system. 
This brief description will be based on three contemporary grammars of Modem 
Greek. First and foremost, we have used the school grammar of M. Triantafyllidis 
which has been the basic reference book in primary and secondary education since 
1976. In addition, we have taken into consideration the relevant section on 
punctuation marks in the grammar of Modem Greek by Ch. Tsolakis (1988). Besides 
the above two, rather prescriptive, grammar books, Mackridge's (1985) Descriptive 
Analysis of Standard Modern Greek has also served as a reference book in the 
following account of the Greek punctuation system. 
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According to the above grammars, the basic punctuation marks in Greek are: period 
[. ], semicolon ["], comma [, ], question mark [; ], exclamation mark [! ], colon [: ], 
parentheses [( )], suspension points [... ], dash [-], double dash [- -], and quotation 
marks [« »]. Therefore, we observe that there are not many differences between Greek 
and English punctuation marks regarding their form. The symbols used in Greek 
correspond to the equivalent English punctuation marks, with the exception of ["], [; ], 
and [a »] which stand for a semicolon, a question mark, and quotation marks 
respectively. 
Regarding the functions of each of the above punctuation marks, the following table 
summarises the rules regulating punctuation use in standard Modern Greek. More 
specifically, according to the particular grammar books, we use a 
Period to mark the end of a sentence with complete meaning and a pause in speech 
(TcAcla) 
[. ] 
(Tsolakis, 1988: 36; Triantafyllidis, 1976: 30) 
Semicolon to indicate a pause in speech, shorter than a period and longer than a comma 
(Avw Te2cIa) (Tsolakis, 1988: 36; Triantafyllidis, 1976: 31) 
["] to separate phrases the latter of which explains or contrasts with the former 
(Tsolakis, 1988: 36) 
Comma to indicate a short pause in speech (Tsolakis, 1988: 37; Triantafyllidis, 1976: 31) 
(Köupa) to separate words or phrases which are not otherwise connected, usually of the 
[, ] same grammatical or syntactic category, or words in the vocative case (Tsolakis, 
1988: 37; Triantafyllidis, 1976: 31) 
to separate main from subordinate clauses (Triantafyllidis, 1976: 31) 
Question mark to indicate an interrogative sentence, a question (Tsolakis, 1988: 37; 
(Epwrn1, uarnicö) 
G] 
Triantafyllidis, 1976: 31) 
Exclamation mark to indicate a phrase expressing emotions, e. g. admiration, surprise, joy, pain, fear 
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(Oav, uaovK6) 
[! ] 




to introduce a quote in direct speech or an enumeration (Tsolakis, 1988: 38; 
Triantafyllidis, 1976: 32) 
[: ] to mark a phrase as an illustration or a consequence (Tsolakis, 1988: 38; 
Triantafyllidis, 1976: 32) 
Parentheses 
(IlapevOcwwj) 
to enclose explanatory or complementary words or phrases (Tsolakis, 1988: 39; 
Triantafyllidis, 1976: 32) 
[( )] to enclose a reference (Tsolakis, 1988: 39) 
Suspension points to introduce and draw attention on a word or phrase (Mackridge, 1985: 42) 
(A7rocnwrr, )rlK6) 
[... ] 
to indicate a deliberate omission of words due to intense emotions (Tsolakis, 




to enclose explanatory or complementary words or phrases (Tsolakis, 1988: 39; 
Triantafyllidis, 1976: 33) 
Quotation marks 
(Elcaywy: xä) 
to enclose a quote in direct speech (Mackridge, 1985: 42; Tsolakis, 1988: 40; 
Triantafyllidis, 1976: 33) 
[« »] to indicate metaphorical use of words (Mackridge, 1985: 42), 
to quote titles, names, etc. (Tsolakis, 1988: 40) 
Table 4.1. Types and functions of punctuation marks in Modern Greek grammars 
On the basis of table 4.1, we observe that the rules coded in Modem Greek grammars 
appear to orient both to the rhetorical and grammatical/syntactic use of punctuation. In 
other words, on the one hand, the choice of punctuation marks depends on and assists 
the oral delivery of the written word (e. g. pauses in speech) and on the other, it 
indicates logical / syntactic relations between fragments of a text (e. g. hierarchical 
relations between main and subordinate clauses). However, despite the co-occurrence 
of both traditions in the formulation of grammatical rules, the position of the relevant 
grammars, as manifest in the respective introductions, privileges the rhetorical use of 
punctuation. For instance, in his preface on punctuation marks, Tsolakis (1988: 35) 
points out that punctuation marks indicate the position and the duration of pauses in 
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speech and, thus, facilitate the reading and understanding of a text 12. In the same 
vein, Triantafyllidis (1976: 30) mentions the role of punctuation in the written 
representation of speech. In particular, he claims that the use of punctuation indicates 
not only where and for how long pauses occur in speech but also the intonation or the 
different nuances of voice13. At the same time, in his Descriptive Analysis of Standard 
Modern Greek, Mackridge (1985) argues that the appearance of punctuation marks in 
written texts tends to correlate with pauses in speech and not with syntactic 
patterning. More specifically, he notes that: 
`In practice, punctuation tends to occur where one might pause in speech and reading 
aloud. Thus a comma is often placed between a subject and the immediately following 
verb, particularly if the subject consists of a lengthy phrase. For the same reason a comma 
may be placed even between a verb and its object; while the presence or absence of 
commas before and/or after a relative clause does not always correspond to a distinction 
between non-defining and defining clauses (which are not usually distinguished in Greek 
speech by a pause or absence of pause)' (Mackridge, 1985: 41). 
Thus, we may conclude that the reference books which describe (or prescribe) the 
standard Modem Greek punctuation system are oriented more towards the `rhetorical' 
rather than the `grammatical' tradition of punctuation (in Baron's terms). 
4.3.2. Punctuation marks in the data 
Having identified the basic punctuation marks coded in the Modem Greek grammars, 
we find that all, but two (i. e. semicolon and double dash), appear in the data. In 
12 `Eivat cpavsp6 6Tt [... ] ae ßoiiOo6v va KaiakdpEts To KEiµsvO tcp1K6 all höta irou ppiaKovTat 
avä 1Eaa arts X ct; auto ßOU Xvs 7t01) np ltEt va ßrapmt arte Kat ic6ao KäOs cpop6. Ta agpd5ta auiä 
Ta ovogdýouµs clggcia nS ßTi4r1S. ' (Tsolakis, 1988: 35) 
13 `Eivag ptpata a86varo µs TO ypäynµo va napacttjcou is aui6 ttou SsixvEt rl cpwvlj pas. 
MBTaXS1ptt61la6TE 611wc Fl&p1Kdt of FtaöäKla, ROD pa; SBixVOUV 1tOÜ itp mct va 6ialiUTýaOU IE Kai 7r6ao 
K6& cpopd, Kat irt; va xpwµatiaou c ii) cpwvtj µa;. Av cutav aut6, Oa Y Tav S1ißKoXo va 
KaTa&äßou 1E To v61)µa 8ta(3äýovtas. Ta a>lµa&ncaa aura. Ta ovopd ouµc atlµsia Til; ati4ll;. ' 
(Triantafyllidis, 1976: 30) 
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particular, figure 4.3 shows the number of instances of each punctuation mark in the 
text-messages collected. It should be noted that although comma is argued to be the 
most frequent mark according to reference grammars (Tsolakis, 1988: 37; 
Triantafyllidis, 1976: 31), the use of exclamation marks appears to outnumber any 
other mark in text-messaging. In fact, we have counted 879 instances of exclamation 
marks, which amount to nearly half (46.61%) of the total instances (n: 1886) of 
punctuation marks in the data. 
Figure 4.3. Distribution of punctuation marks in the data 
Otherwise, the participants occasionally use periods (n: 352,18.66%), question marks 
(n: 273,14.48%), commas (n: 201,10.66%) and suspension points (n: 103,5.46%). 
Beyond that, we find very few instances of colons (n: 28,1.48%), quotation marks (n: 
23,1.22%), parentheses (n: 17,0.9%), and dashes (n: 10,0.53%). These findings 
suggest that my participants prefer the use of punctuation marks that comment on or 
expressively enhance the written word, such as exclamation marks, parentheses, 
quotation marks, suspension points, etc. On the other hand, the traditionally syntactic 
marks, like periods and commas, are less favoured or are not used at all (e. g. semi- 
colons) in the text-messages. As illustrated in message 11, periods are not employed 
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to indicate the end of a sentence. Instead we note the use of exclamation and question 
marks at the end of a syntactic sentence or the absence of any punctuation mark 
where, for example, the sentence EAQ£A 2 MAOHMATA `I sat two papers' is completed. 
Message 11 [24] 
EAA KOIIEAA MOY! TI KANEIE MIIPI! rlnE HEY MY GIRL! HOW ARE YOU bri14[- 
IIEPNAE; TA MAOHMATA, TA IEIIANIKA, O particle]! HOW IS IT GOING? [How about] THE 
XOPOE..; Erf2 MIA XAPA! E6DEA 2 
MAOHMATA ETO I KOFIHKA+ TO AAAO 
OA TO Aft AYPIO! TS)PA KAOOMAI+ 
IIEPIMENS2 N APXIEOYME :) (DIAAKIA 
CLASSES, THE SPANISH, THE DANCE..? I'M 
FINE! I SAT TWO PAPERS I FLUNKED THE 
ONE+ ILL SEE ABOUT THE OTHER 
TOMORROW! NOW IM SITTING+ WAITING 
TO START: ) [little] KISSES 
Questionnaire sample, female, 19-yr-old 
Regarding the symbols representing each punctuation mark, they roughly coincide 
with the ones presented above by the reference grammars. The few discrepancies 
concern the symbols for question mark and quotation marks. More specifically, the 
participants appear to use more often the `English' question mark [? ] (n: 170) rather 
than its Greek equivalent [; ] (n: 103). At the same time, we find that the English 
quotation marks or inverted commas [" " or ' '] are used as frequently as the Greek 
ones [« »] (13 compared to 10 instances, accordingly). The preference for the English 
or the Greek form of a given mark is related to the technological specificities of the 
handset. More specifically, it depends on the position of the symbol in the sequence of 
punctuation marks appearing under the relevant key. For instance, the English forms 
for question marks and quotation marks precede the Greek equivalent symbols. 
Therefore, the technological constraints arguably play an important role in 
punctuation practices in text-messaging. 
14 1 assume that MI7PI 'bri' is a rather playful and slang form of the spoken particle ßpe 'vre'. 
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However, the analysis of the data suggests that the participants' preference for certain 
punctuation marks is gendered-related. As shown in figure 4.4, exclamation marks 
appear more frequently than any other sign in the messages of female participantsls 
On the other hand, periods and question marks are more popular among the male 
participants' messages 16. According to the standard grammars mentioned above and 
the definitions they provide for each punctuation mark, it is obvious that certain 
marks, such as the period and the comma, are presented to have more grammatical or 
syntactic functions, whereas others, like exclamation marks or suspension points, to 
be more expressive in character. Assuming such a distinction'7, we may argue that 
female participants orient more towards expressive punctuation marks, compared to 
male participants who prefer syntactic or grammatical pointing. This argument 
corroborates with findings from previous studies on gender-preferential interactional 
styles. Tannen (1990) argues that the conversational styles of men and women differ 
in their use of language. In particular, the heightened expressivity in women's talk is 
due to their preoccupation with the interpersonal aspects of communication, whereas 
men are more focused to the ideational, `report', function of language. 
15 As for the actual number of total instances counted, there are 277 exclamation marks used by Fay, 
123 by Nana, 9 by Melina, 35 by Anna, 37 by Dimitra, 47 by Elisavet and 23 by Maria. 
16 The ratio of exclamation marks to periods is 2/10 in Kostas' messages and 0.8/10 in Nikos' 
messages. 
17 A similar distinction is made by Babiniotis (1998: 566-567) between `syntactic' (aavraxr: Kä) and 
`qualificatory' (aXoAiaa7rixä) punctuation marks. 
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question mark sus ension points 
Fay 0 11.1 69.9 0 18.2 0 
Nana 0 0 62.8 11.2 0 18.4 
Melina 0 0 60 0 26.7 13.3 
Anna 30.6 0 35.7 0 24.5 0 
Dimitra 10.3 0 47.4 0 26.9 0 
Elisavet 6.3 0 74.6 0 4.7 0 
Maria 23.2 12.5 41.1 0 0 0 
Kostas 58.8 0 11.8 0 26.5 0 
Nikos 76.5 17.6 5.9 0 0 0 
Manos 25 0 37.5 0 50 0 
Table 4.2. The most frequent punctuation marks in % (case-studies sample) 
Beyond gender preferences, each participant has her/his own punctuation style, as 
shown in table 4.2 above. To illustrate this, I will focus on the five female friends of 
my first case-study. As already mentioned, the exclamation mark is the most frequent 
sign in the use of punctuation among all female participants. Nevertheless, its relative 
use compared to the other punctuation marks is not the same for all participants. Fay, 
for instance, does not mark any periods in her messages. Instead, she uses, along with 
exclamation marks, commas and the English form for question marks. On the other 
hand, her friend, Nana, prefers the Greek form for question mark and suspension 
points. It should be noted that the difference in the encoding of question marks 
between Fay and Nana is due to the different technological specificities of their 
mobile handsets. Moreover, periods are missing from Melina's messages where we 
find primarily exclamation marks, suspension points and English question marks. The 
presence of the latter in Melina's and Anna's messages is related not only to 
technological constraints but also to the `Greeklish' script in which their messages are 
encoded. Furthermore, Anna's punctuation style differs from the other participants in 
that her use of exclamation marks does not outnumber all the rest. In fact, the 
distribution of the most frequent marks, found in her messages, is rather balanced. 
That is, 30.6% of `her' punctuation marks are periods, 35.7% exclamation marks, and 
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24.5% are question marks. Last, but not least, Dimitra has been found to prefer 
punctuation marks similar to the ones employed by Anna. These findings suggest that 
the practices of marking punctuation are not homogeneous within this small group of 
female friends. Thus, although punctuation in text-messaging does not strictly follow 
the grammatical rules of standard Modern Greek, its patterns of use are rather fluid 
and diverse. 
However, the boundaries between expressive and syntactic punctuation marks are not 
as clear-cut as suggested by grammar books and dictionaries of Modern Greek. 
Following an approach to language use as employed by participants rather than 
prescribed by grammarians, the function of a given mark should not be assumed a 
priori but should be inferred from its particular context of use. To take for example 
Anna's use of punctuation, I have already noted that she equally employs periods, 
exclamation marks and question marks. In fact, her use of punctuation marks is close 
to the standard, as prescribed in the above grammars. In message 12, which is divided 
into typographic units, a comma is placed after the term of address indicating a small 
pause (line 1). Periods in lines 3,4, and 5 indicate a longer pause and mark the end of 
a syntactic sentence, i. e. a main clause in lines 3 and 4 and a main with its subordinate 
clause in line 5. Moreover, the exclamation mark in line 2 co-occurs with an emotive 
expression, such as POLY XAIROMAI (`I'm so glad'). Although the latter also 
indicates the closure of a syntactic sentence, its expressive function is prevalent in this 
context. In fact, the exclamation mark has an expressive effect not only due to the 
emotive content of the preceding phrase but mainly because it is employed in contrast 
with the syntactic marks which follow (see periods in lines 3,4, and 5) 
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Message 12 [99] 
1. ANTE VRE BUGAtsula MOU, 
2. POLY XAIROMAI! 
3. RE EXW 8EOTRELH DOULEIA. 
4. DEN KSERW ENTELWS SIGURA GIA 
AYRIO. 
5. PARE ME OTAN GYRISEIS APO TA 
ISPANIKA. 
1. [hey] MY LITTLE tart, 
2. I'M SO GLAD! 
3.1 HAVE A HELL OF WORK. 
4.1 DON'T KNOW FOR SURE FOR 
TOMORROW. 
5. CALL ME WHEN YOU GET BACK FROM 
SPANISH. 
Case-study I, participants: Anna and Dimitra, day: 21/01/04 -texter: Anna, time: 19.03 
Message 13 illustrates another expressive use of exclamation marks by the same 
participant, i. e. Anna. Here, exclamation marks in lines 1 and 5 do not co-occur with 
any emotive expressions, as argued in the previous message (12). The exclamation 
mark in line 5 arguably conforms to the grammatical rules, outlined in § 4.3.1, since it 
is employed after the imperative DES K ESY (which may be interpreted as a kind of 
order). However, we cannot argue the same for line 1 which is an affirmative sentence 
without any lexical encoding of emotion. Apart from the initial affective use of the 
rude term BLAKA ('dumb'), the rest of the sentence functions as a report of a past 
event (`Vaso won eight invitations for us') and, thus, it is more informationally- 
oriented. On the other hand, the sentence in line 3 which also has a report function ('I 
don't know the details') is marked by a period. Thus, the contrast created between the 
two (line 1 and line 3) allows us to assume that the exclamation mark in line 1 is 
deliberately used for emphasis. Therefore, we can argue that the function of the 
specific mark is to attract the reader's attention to the specific event and, at the same 
time, add an expressive effect to the otherwise informational content of the sentence. 
Message 13 [89] 
1. BLAKA H VASW MAS KERDISE 8 1. VASO WON 8 INVITATIONS FOR US! 
PROSKLHSEIS! 
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2. SKEFTESAI 0, TI SKEFTOMAI? 
3. LEPTOMEREIES DEN KSERW. 
4. THA DW STO www. stathmos. gr 
5. AN BOREIS DES K ESY! 
2. THINKING WHAT I'M THINKING? 
3.1 DON'T KNOW THE DETAILS. 
4. I'LL CHECK AT www. stathmos. gr 
5. IF YOU CAN CHECK TOO! 
Case-study I, participants: Anna and Dimitra, day: 24/09/03 - texter: Anna, time: 14.24 
On the other hand, we cannot argue the same for the exclamation marks in message 
14. As mentioned above, periods are totally absent from Fay's repertoire of 
punctuation. Instead, exclamation marks are employed at the end of all affirmative 
clauses. Thus, this practice deviates from the standard norms according to the 
grammatical rules of punctuation. Does this imply that exclamation marks have a 
different function in this context? To answer this question, we should look more 
closely to message 14. 
Message 14 [42] 
1. NANOYKI MOY, 
2. MOAIE KAOHEA! 
1. MY [little] NANA, 
2. JUST SAT DOWN 
3. EIMAI EES2 IlIEf AII'TO 20 AENTPO! 
4. EE 11EPIMENS2! 
3. I'M OUTSIDE BEHIND THE 2ND TREE! 
4. WAITING FOR YOU! 
5. (I>IAAKIA! 5. [little] KISSES! 
Case-study I, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 29/08/03 - texter: Fay, time: 15.12 
The term of address in line 1 is separated from the rest of the text by a comma (cf. 
message 12 above). In contrast, all the rest typographic units end with an exclamation 
mark. However, not all of them have an emotive content (as in line 2, message 12). 
More specifically, it can be argued that only the sign-off formula 1IAAKIA `kisses' 
has a clear emotional/affective tone in message 14. As for lines 2,3, and 4, they serve 
a report function similar to lines 1 and 3 in message 13. For instance, Fay informs her 
friend, Nana, that she has just found a table in the cafe (line 2). In turn, she reports the 
table's exact location (line 3) and her status of being (line 4). Considering that Fay 
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does not use any periods at all, it is difficult to infer the effect of exclamation marks in 
her messages. Unless we wish to argue that she adds an expressive tone to every 
single affirmative sentence, exclamation marks seem to serve primarily syntactic, 
rather than expressive, functions in Fay's messages. As shown in message 14, they 
indicate the boundaries of main clauses (lines 2,3, and 4). However, it is not easy to 
assume whether these clauses gain an expressive undertone by the use of exclamation 
marks. The absence of any contrast between the syntactic mark par excellence, i. e. 
period, and the expressive mark in Fay's punctuation practices leads me to argue that 
the particular affirmative sentences do not have expressive undertones. This argument 
is further reinforced by the observation that Fay employs other graphemic means in 
order to expressively enhance her text-messages, such as eccentric spelling (see 
message 10 in § 4.2.3 above) and emoticons (see § 4.3.4 below). 
To sum up, this section has focused on the use of conventional punctuation marks in 
SMS. The data analysis has revealed that punctuation choices in my sample orient to 
contextual parameters, such as the technological specificities of the medium and the 
participants' gender. Although the marks afforded by the system and occurring in the 
data concern the conventional symbols found in grammars of Modern Greek, their 
function in the actual texts does not entirely coincide with the prescribed rules for 
punctuation. For example, it has been demonstrated that the use of exclamation marks 
at the end of every single affirmative sentences (as documented in Fay's messages) 
does not always entail enhanced expressivity in the specific texts. Therefore, my data 
suggest that unconventionality in SMS punctuation norms does not concern the 
limited use of such marks, as argued by popular representations (see § 1.2.3), but their 
`abuse' in ways that are not prescribed in standard grammars. 
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4.3.3. Multiple Punctuation 
In addition to the use of standard punctuation marks alone, we also find in the data 
clusters of multiple such typographic symbols. The use of `multiple punctuation' has 
been pointed out by CMC studies (Danet, 2001: 17) as an `emergent practice and 
convention of digital writing'. However, the specific phenomenon does not only 
appear in computer-mediated communication, but it has been also documented in 
informal, non-digital, written communication among friends. For example, Kataoka 
(1997; 2003a: 7; 2003b: 129) has discussed the practice of creating unconventional 
punctuation clusters from combining existing conventions in letter-writing among 
young Japanese women. In light of Kataoka's findings, the graphemic device of 
multiple punctuation in digital media, such as text-messaging, cannot be uni- 
directionally associated with limitations of the technological system per se, such as 
the lack of paralinguistic cues. In other words, research on young Japanese letter- 
writing (idem) has foregrounded the interrelations between such graphemic choices 
and other contextual parameters, such as the participants' age and relationships. This 
section aims to explore the use of multiple punctuation in my sample of Greek text- 
messages among young people in Athens. 
The phenomenon of multiple punctuation has been identified in 109 (24.4%) text- 
messages out of the total sample. In particular, the participants in my study create 
novel clusters of punctuation marks in three basic ways: 
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(a) Repetition of the same punctuation mark 
The majority (n: 70,64.2%) of the instances of multiple punctuation, found in my 
sample, concern the repetition of a punctuation mark. Although typing repeatedly the 
same character is not facilitated by the medium's, my participants do not hesitate to 
create punctuation clusters by multiplying existing symbols. More specifically, the 
most frequent punctuation marks (see figure 4.3) in my sample, i. e. the exclamation 
mark, the period, and the question mark, 19 are repeatedly typed and form novel 
punctuation clusters. Message 16 illustrates the use of such triplets of exclamation 
marks in Greek text-messages. Furthermore, multiple punctuation, such as the 
`enhanced' (by an extra dot) suspension point in message 15, co-occurs with 
`eccentric spelling' (Danet, 2001: 17), e. g. MMMM. 
Message 15 
MMMM.... BPE TI MAE AEE? MMMM.... VRE[-particle] WHAT ARE YOU 
TALKING ABOUT? 
Case-study I, participants: Dimitra and Anna, day: 10/02/04 - texter: Dimitra, time: 23.11 
Message 16 [19] 
Hi! TI KANEIE; XAOHKAME!!! IIAPE THA. NA HI! HOW ARE YOU? LONG TIME NO 
KANONIEOYME. DIAAKIA! BYE!!! SEE!!! CALL ME TO RRANGE! KISSES! BYE!!! 
Questionnaire sample, male, 17-yr-old 
'$ As mentioned in § 2.2.1 , typing the same character requires from the user to pause for a while and 
wait for the cursor to move into the next slot. This is related to the fact that each key is designed to 
represent more than one character. So, immediate strokes on the same key display the sequence of 
letters available to be keyed in the specific slot but do not move the cursor to the next slot. 
19 As for their frequency of occurrence, exclamation marks have been found in 60% (n: 42) out of the 
total (n: 70) instances of punctuation clusters. Clusters of repeated periods represent 33% (n: 23) of the 
total sample, whereas the repetition of question marks concerns only a 7% (n: 5). 
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(b) Combination of different punctuation marks: 
New clusters of multiple punctuation are created not only by the repetition of the 
same marks but also by the combination of different symbols (n: 24 out of 70). 
Among the existing punctuation, exclamation marks primarily (in 20 out of the 24 
instances) appear as constituents in such clusters. They co-occur with a number of 
other punctuation marks, such as periods, dashes, parentheses (see message 17), 
question marks, and suspension points (see message 18). In turn, question marks are 
also combined with the above marks (with the exception of dash) in such clusters of 
multiple punctuation. 
Message 17 [100] 
MPOREIS NA 8YMH8EIS PU EXW 
PARKAREI? EXW KANEI TO GYRO TOU 
CAN YOU REMEMBER WHERE I 
PARKED? I'VE WALKED TWICE AROUND 
TETRAGWNOU DYO FORES(! ) THE SAME BLOCK(! ) 
Case-study 1, participants: Anna and Dimitra, day: 23/01/04 - texter: Anna, time: 15.28 
Message 18 [123] 
EOPY ABAIIH! TIPIN AIrO ME FYPIEE EIIITI SORRY AVAPI! HE GOT ME A SHORT WHILE 
K MIAAVA ME TH MANA MOY! IIEPAEAME AGO AND I WAS TALKING TO MY 
IIOAY KAAA...! OA EOY fl AYPIO MOM! WE HAD A GREAT TIME... ! I'LL TELL 
ZOYZOY! (bIAAKIA K ETOYE 2! YOU TOMORROW ZOYZOY! KISSES TO THE 
2 OF YOU! 
Case-study II, participants: Elisavet and Dimitra, day: 23/01/04 - texter: Elisavet, time: 12.00 
(c) Combination of punctuation marks with repetition: 
New clusters of punctuation are also created by the co-occurrence of the above two 
expressive devices. Thus, punctuation marks are used both in repetition and in 
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combination. As a result, we find sequences of at least three to maximum seven 
subsequent symbols (see message 19). 
Message 19 [5] 
OEAS2 AYO MATIA NA ME KOITANE 
rAYKA, OEAS2 AYO XEPIA NA ME 
KPATANE E(bIXTA, OEM2 DYO XEIAH NA 
I WANT TWO EYES TO LOOK AT ME 
SWEETLY, I WANT TWO HANDS TO HOLD 
ME TIGHT, I WANT TWO LIPS TO KISS ME 
ME PIAANE ATIAAA! OEAS2 EEENA ZHTAS2 GENTLY! I WANT YOU AM I ASKING TOO 
TIOAAA;;;;!!! MUCH????!!! 
Questionnaire sample, female, 15-yr-old 
Having identified the ways in which new clusters of punctuation are created from 
existing resources, I will discuss their function in the specific texts. Given that text- 
messages are written texts produced in a digital medium, non-verbal signs, such as 
prosodic (e. g. stress, intonation) and paralinguistic (e. g. tempo, laughter) features, are 
not available in this form of communication. However, previous research has shown 
that these signs are extremely important in communication. Gumperz (1992) argues 
that they act as `contextualization cues', i. e. as signals which help participants to 
construe meaning in interaction. In other words, these cues index contextual aspects 
(sociocultural expectation and attitudes) which are relevant to the specific discourse 
activity. 
Despite the importance of such paralinguistic cues in spoken interaction, little 
attention has been given to how these signals are encoded in written language. Within 
the area of CMC studies, Georgakopoulou (2001: 312-313) argues that code-related 
choices, such as code-switching and style-shifting, act as contextualization cues in 
emails, where visual and paralinguistic resources for communication are less readily 
available than in face-to-face encounters. In similar vein, Kataoka (2003a: 13-14) 
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focuses on the use of graphemic choices as contextualisation cues indexing 
affective/emotive stances in Japanese letter-writing among female friends. My 
findings regarding the unconventional use of punctuation in the specific context 
appear to resonate with the above literature. 
Taking for example (message 20), Elisavet sends a text-message to her friend, Maria, 
in order to arrange a meeting. Such messages of coordinating mundane matters of 
everyday life abound in my sample. As for the specific pair of participants, although 
they regularly see each other, since they go to the same (tutoring) school, they 
routinely exchange a small message to set up the meeting. However, the use of 
multiple punctuation, together with the eccentric spelling KAAAAAA `fine', conveys 
something more than just a meeting arrangement. The expressive device foregrounds 
a discourse unit which disrupts the sequential pattern 20 of the message. The utterance 
E'Q KAAAAAA `I'm fiiiine', i. e. the second adjacency pair of a how-are-you 
sequence, is not normally provided by the same speaker. On the other hand, the 
presence of both adjacent turns gives a dialogic effect in the text. At the same time, 
the use of the pronoun ETD `I' foregrounds the identity of the writer/sender of the 
message. Thus, I argue that the unconventional use of punctuation, together with 
unconventional spelling help participants to experience the written words as if they 
were uttered in the oral medium. The particular graphemic choices act as 
contextualization cues which index the writer's emotive stance within the context of 
an otherwise mundane message. 
20 As will be argued in chapter 5, text-messages exhibit a prototypical generic structure, which will be 
realized as opening, greeting ('hello') and term of address (avapi), and body, general enquiry ('how are 
you? ') and arranging request ('tomorrow at 10.30 outside the school? ') in this message. 
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Message 20 [124] 
I'EIA EOY ABAI1H M! TI KANEIE? EM 
KAAAAAA...! AYPIO 10: 30 EHM AHO TO 
bPONT; 
HI MY AVAPI! HOW ARE YOU? I'M 
FIIIINE..! TOMORROW 10.30 OUTSIDE THE 
SCHOOL 
Case-study II, participants: Elisavet and Maria, day: 30/01/04 - texter: Elisavet, time: 20.36 
At the same time, punctuation can be viewed as a means of `framing' in a broader 
sense (Kress, 2003: 122). From the point of view of standard grammars, punctuation 
indicates and, thus, `frames' boundaries of syntactic structures and intonational or 
prosodic units. However, punctuation is a dynamic and productive resource which can 
be used for framing structures or units at different levels. For instance, assuming that 
an individual text-message is a unit in itself (at least when viewed as part of an 
interactional sequence), multiple punctuation is arguably employed to frame the end 
of the message-unit (see messages 16,17,19). Furthermore, clusters of multiple 
punctuation marks also appear at the boundaries of higher-level discourse units, 
indicating a shift in topic or signalling a move from the main body of the message to 
its closing section (see 'messages 16 and 18). Therefore, I argue that punctuation 
functions as a means of framing not only syntactic or intonational structures but also 
wider discourse/textual units (see chapter 5). 
4.3.4. `Smileys' 
Particular clusters of typographic symbols create little icons, called `smileys'. The 
composition of these icons follows the linear and horizontal progression of writing 
from left to right. In other words, the typographic symbols are typed successively in a 
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horizontally linear order and one should tilt the head toward the left shoulder in order 
to `see' the smiley. The difference between such typographic clusters and the 
aforementioned punctuation clusters lies in the representation of the psychological 
state (e. g. emotion) that they are assumed to convey. The connection between the 
shape of a conventional punctuation mark and the corresponding emotive stance is 
`highly arbitrary' (Kataoka, 2003a: 22). 21 In other words, the association between the 
sign and its meaning is established through convention (as prescribed in grammar 
books, see § 4.3.1) and/or the specific context of use. However, the punctuation marks 
employed in `smileys' or `emoticons' lose their symbolic and conventionalized 
function. In fact, the shapes of individual signs are combined in order to 
graphemically (or iconically) represent the respective facial expressions indexing the 
participant's stance towards the message and/or the addressee. 
The use of such icons originates in cyberculture and is extremely popular on the 
Internet (Danet, 2001: 2). However, my findings regarding the use of smileys in 
Greek text-messaging corroborate with Thurlow's (2003b: 17) observation that `the 
famous emoticon [... ] appears to be [... ] relatively infrequent' in his sample of 
English messages. In the whole data-set of 447 text-messages, I have identified only 
16 (3.6%) instances of smileys. As shown in table 1, the `smileys' found in the data 
are the following: a) basic smiley or `smiling face', composed of a colon, an 
(optional) dash, and an end-parenthesis, b) `winking face', composed of a semi-colon 
(or Greek question mark), an (optional) dash, and an end-parenthesis, c) `big smile 
face', composed of a colon, a dash, and a capital `d', d) `sticking tongue out face', 
21 As Kataoka (2003a: 22) points out, `Here the relation between a propositional meaning and the 
attached symbolic emotive sign is fundamentally loose; e. g., the "shapes" of<! > and <? > originally 
have nothing to do with such psychological (and partially emotive) stances as "exclamation" and 
"interrogation". ' 
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composed of a colon and a capital `p', e) `happy face', composed of an equals sign 
and a right-/end-parenthesis, f) `sad face', composed of a colon, an equals sign, and a 
left-parenthesis, g) unknown face22. In terms of frequency, the most popular 
emoticons in my sample are the smiling and winking faces (11 out of 16 instances in 
total), which are also `commonly used online' (Danet, 2001: 1). 
Meaning Form Total 
smiling face : -) 
:) 
7 
winking ; -) 
;) 
4 
big smile : -D I 
sticking tongue out :P 1 
happy face I 
sad face 1 
`unknown' : -n 1 
Table 4.3. `smileys' 
Despite the overall unpopularity of emoticons in Greek text-messaging, my data 
suggest that the `smiley' is more popular among female rather than male participants. 
In fact, the majority - 13 out of the total 16 instances - of emoticons have been found 
in texts composed by female users. More specifically, smileys occur in the messages 
of Fay (n: 7; see messages 51 and 54 in appendix IV) and Nana (n: 2; see message 
79), participating in my case-studies, and in a small number (n: 4) of texts from my 
questionnaire sample, reported to be sent by female users (see message 21). This 
finding, together with my earlier claim on the female preference for expressive 
punctuation in my data, indicates that there are gendered patterns in the use of text- 
messaging (cf. Yates et al, 2005). In addition, my findings corroborate with studies on 
22 I have not found this smiley (consisting of a colon, a dash, and the currency symbol) among the 
Internet lists or popular dictionaries of emoticons 
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both offline and online women's talk arguing that women are more preoccupied with 
building `rapport' in interaction by means of expressive, verbal and non-verbal, 
devices. It is not, thus, surprising that emoticons co-occur with other verbal 
expressions of emotion, such as i love you in message 21. 
Message 21 [6] 
You're the most treasured person for me coz now 
you're a part of my life that's why i call you ... 
"LOVE" i love you.. muaahhh =) 
Questionnaire sample, female, 15-yr-old 
4.3.5. Other printing symbols 
The @ ('at') symbol originates in medieval scribal calligraphy and was used in 
commercial handwriting as a symbol of the notion of `price' in the nineteenth century. 
This `commercial A' or `commercial at' became later a standard printing feature of 
the typewriter keyboard23. Today, it appears as a basic component of all email 
addresses worldwide24. At the same time, it is the most popular `expressive symbol of 
emergent cyberculture' (Danet, 2001: 2); widely used in online and print journalism, 
book titles, advertising, etc. 
Despite the symbol's widespread popularity, it appears only once in the whole data 
set. The specific message (22) belongs to the sample collected through the 
23 Danet (2001: 2) provides a summary of the history of this symbol which `is an intriguing microcosm 
of developments in the history of writing'. 
24 The @ symbol is vocalized as 7rarr6xi ('duckling') in Greek. In other languages, it has different 
vocalizations, e. g. escargot ('snail') in French, kammerklaffe ('spider mankey') in German, etc (Danet, 
2001: 44). 
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questionnaire survey and is a `chain message'25. As shown in message 22 the @ 
symbol is part of a cluster of typographic symbols, preceded by two rightwards 
arrows [_*--*@]. Similar to smileys, the composition of this icon follows the linear 
and horizontal progression of writing (only this time one has to tilt the head towards 
the right shoulder in order to view it). However, in terms of its function, the particular 
cluster of symbols operates in the specific context in a manner different from how 
`smileys' are used. In fact, the use of the particular symbols serves as an `iconic', 
visual, illustration of the word AOYAOYJI (`flower'), which precedes in the text. 
Moreover, the asterisk [*] is also used in a similar way, i. e. as a visual, graphemic, 
representation of the word preceding, AETEPI ('star'). Therefore, it can be argued that 
the written, graphemic, quality of the medium offers participants resources for 
visually and aesthetically enhancing their texts. 
Message 22 [17] 
AN HEOYN AETEPI *, GA 'EOYN TO IIIO IF YOU WERE A STAR *, YOU WOULD BE 
AAMIIEPO. AN HEOYN AOYAOYAI THE BRIGHTEST. IF YOU WERE A 
--, @, OA'EOYN TO rh O 92PAIO K AN 
HEOYN ENTA'EI, OA 'ETEANEE K KANA 
FLOWER, YOU'D BE THE MOST BEAUTIFUL 
`N' IF YOU WERE ALRIGHT, YOU'D SEND 
MHNYMA... 
Questionnaire sample, female, 16-yr-old 
4.4. Conclusion 
US A TEXT... 
Similar to chapter 3 exploring the choice of alphabetical script in Greek text- 
messaging, the users' appropriation of other graphemic resources, afforded by the 
25 See § 2.5 for the definition of `chain messages'. Note that practices related to cyberculture are more 
prevalent in `chain' messages rather than in `personal' text-messages (see similar findings in chapter 
3). 
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medium, remains the focus in the current chapter. The system of SMS provides a set 
of Roman and/or Greek alphabetical characters in their upper- and/or lower-case 
form, together with conventional punctuation marks and other typographic symbols, 
like asterisks, arrows, etc. Although the use of such graphemic resources is regulated 
by standard grammars of Modern Greek (cf. Triantafyllidis, 1976; Mackridge 1985; 
Tsolakis, 1988), the participants in my study do not hesitate to overlook the 
grammatical rules for capitalization and punctuation in their actual text-messages. 
First, and foremost, the norm of `all upper-case script' in Greek text-messaging is 
related to the technological system of SMS and the users' orientation towards speed in 
typing. Considering that the alternation between upper- and lower-case characters 
requires more keystrokes, the default upper-case script conforms to the `saving-a- 
keystroke' principle of digital writing (cf. Crystal, 2001: 87), while deviating from the 
norms of standard writing. Therefore, although strict capitalization in Greek text- 
messaging appears to differ from the norm of lower-case script in other computer- 
mediated environments, it is, in fact, driven by the same principle orienting to issues 
of brevity and speed in writing. Moreover, the parameter of time and speed has also 
been relevant in my participants' choice of non-Greek symbols for specific 
punctuation marks. For example, the high frequency of English question marks in my 
sample correlates with the fact that it appears before the Greek equivalent form in the 
series of punctuation marks displayed on the mobile screen. 
However, the technological specificities of the medium and the relevant needs for 
brevity and speed in a short and instant message do not suffice to account for other 
unconventional graphemic choices. Together with the `time-saving', unmarked, 
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practice of capitalization, this chapter has examined the `time-/effort-consuming', 
marked, use of momentary switches in letter shape, multiple punctuation, emoticons 
and eccentric spelling in Greek text-messaging. As argued in the analysis of these 
phenomena above, the use of such marked graphemic choices is associated with 
another aspect of the medium: the paucity of paralinguistic cues. Like other 
(traditionally) written and digital media, text-messaging does not afford the 
communication of prosodic features or other non-verbal signals through facial 
expressions and gestures. However, text-based interaction in the new media age has 
challenged traditional conceptions of writing as `objective', `formal' or `abstract' (cf. 
Baron, 2000: 21) and has resurged the interest in paralinguistic and non-verbal 
features of the written word. The above examination of capitalization and punctuation 
suggests that my participants employ the graphemic mode as a resource in order to 
convey prosodic features in their messages (cf. Thurlow's `paralinguistic restitution', 
2003b: 17). In other words, I have argued that momentary switches in letter shape and 
eccentric spelling indicate the participants' preoccupation with `experienc[ing] the 
[written] words as if they were spoken' (Danet, 2001: 17) and, thus, index a sense of 
orality and informality reminiscent of face-to-face interaction (cf. Kataoka, 2003a: 
12). 
Furthermore, the above marked graphemic devices do not occur randomly in the texts 
under consideration. Rather, their position resonates at topic boundaries and at the 
beginning and/or end of a message. Along with indicating participants' awareness of 
an implicit textual organisation (see chapter 5), multiple punctuation and emoticons 
operate as contextualisation cues in a medium of reduced paralinguistic signals. In 
other words, my participants manipulate conventional punctuation marks and create 
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novel typographic clusters in order to index their emotive stance(s) towards the 
addressee and the text. As for the text-messages gathered from my case-studies, I have 
argued that the affective performance by means of graphemic cues is associated with 
the given context, which concerns the interaction between close friends with a long 
and dense interactional history (see chapter 2). The co-occurrence of such graphemic 
devices with verbal affective elements consolidates the intimate ties between the 
participant pair of the texter and the textee. Apart from reinforcing intimacy and 
solidarity, the use of affective elements has been also found to index the participant's 
gender. In particular, the abundance of emotive graphemic devices in the texts 
composed by female participants corroborates with previous studies (e. g. Tannen, 
1990) which have stressed the women's preoccupation with building `rapport' in 
spoken interaction. However, the practice of manipulating conventional graphemic 
signs for expressive purposes is not unique to text-messaging. Emoticons, multiple 
punctuation, and eccentric spelling have been also documented in both online and 
offline genres, such as emails (Danet, 2001), traditional letters (Kataoka 1997,2003a, 
2003b), greeting cards (Danet, 2001), comic books, etc. Therefore, we can speculate 
that these practices have migrated to text-messaging from other vernacular literacies, 
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The aim of this chapter is to explore how text-messages are organized in terms of 
sequential patterns. As mentioned in § 2.1, the particular methods employed in data 
collection have been selected so that the analyst would have access to text-messages 
not only as individual texts but also as parts of longer exchanges with multiple 
contributions from each participant. This paradoxical nature of text-messaging' - on 
the one hand, being neither a traditionally written text nor an oral conversation and, 
on the other, being similar in some respects to both - has been claimed about 
computer-mediated genres as well (see § 1.3.2). 
However, so far CMC studies have dealt with issues of sequential organisation 
treating synchronous and asynchronous computer media separately. This a priori 
distinction between synchronous and asynchronous media in terms of their 
technological specificities does not allow for an analysis which moves beyond this 
dichotomy. In this chapter, I will attempt to provide an integrative account of how 
text-messaging is sequentially organised both in terms of asynchronous, individual, 
1 In other words, text-messaging is reminiscent of text-based online communication, which can be 
conceived as `doubly attenuated and doubly enhanced' (Danet, 2001: 12): `enhanced speech and 
writing' because of the possibilities for editing and establishing immediacy at the same time, and 
`attenuated speech and writing' due to the lack of paralinguistic signals and of tangible material form. 
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text-messages and in terms of multiple contributions in a, quasi-synchronous, 
interactional sequence. 
At the same time, I will explore to what extent text-messaging follows the sequential 
patterns documented in studies of other existing mediated genres (e. g. Goutsos, 2001; 
Herring, 1996b). This comparison is aimed at revealing if the users of the new 
medium also employ new patterns in the organisation of their messages. Such a 
hypothesis would be plausible according to popular representations that insist on the 
novel and revolutionary nature of the recently appeared text-messaging (see § 1.2.3). 
In order to look more closely at the internal organisation of individual texts, I will first 
establish the minimal unit of analysis into which the specific messages can be divided. 
Then, I will explore how these minimal units are organised into larger discourse units. 
The discussion will show that the internal organization of individual text-messages 
orients to the prototypical tripartite pattern of `opening-body-closing', documented in 
other mediated genres as well. However, the investigation of variation in the 
realization of the above tripartite structure will reveal that the organization of text- 
messaging attends to specific interactional issues related to the establishment of 
contact, the maintenance of social relationships and the topic of the text-exchange. 
5.2. `Utterances' as minimal units of analysis 
The theoretical assumption, underpinning the following analysis of text-messages, is 
that texts consist of smaller discourse units which are interrelated into a structural 
whole. Within discourse studies it is widely assumed that any piece of discourse does 
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messaging attends to specific interactional issues related to the establishment of 
contact, the maintenance of social relationships and the topic of the text-exchange. 
5.2. `Utterances' as minimal units of analysis 
The theoretical assumption, underpinning the following analysis of text-messages, is 
that texts consist of smaller discourse units which are interrelated into a structural 
whole. Within discourse studies it is widely assumed that any piece of discourse does 
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not just consist of a series of unrelated sentences, but is also organised into a whole 
including interrelated units at different levels. Discourse units are by no means 
interrelated in any simple or unique way. Drawing on the basic assumption that 
discourse is linearly developed and arranged (Georgakopoulou & Goutsos, 1997: 69- 
70), one relation that certainly exists between the units is that of `preceding- 
following'. Relevant to this sequential property of discourse is the idea that the units 
do not only co-occur in a sequence but also progress with a certain directionality, 
implying notions of beginning and ending as discourse unfolds. 
In order to explore the sequential patterns in text-messaging, I will first attempt to 
discuss the minimal discourse unit which will be employed for identifying and 
analyzing the relevant parts of an individual text-message. The aim of this section is 
to define the minimal unit of analysis by establishing a set of criteria. On the basis of 
these criteria, we will be able to identify the boundaries of the discourse units under 
consideration in their linear unfolding in discourse. Having established what serves as 
the minimal unit in my analysis, I will proceed into how these units are sequentially 
related in the following sections. 
In fact, the notion of `utterance' will serve as the minimal unit in my analysis of text- 
messages. The specific notion has been fundamental in Discourse Analysis. Among 
the definitions of discourse included in Schiffrin's (1994: 39) introduction to the 
specific area of study, we find that `discourse is utterances'. In other words, utterances 
are presented as the units par excellence of which discourse consists. More 
specifically, the definition of utterances as `units of language production (whether 
spoken or written) that are inherently contextualized' (Schiffrin, 1994: 41) reveals a 
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theoretical preoccupation with the study of language in its context of use2. At the 
same time, assuming that discourse consists of more than one utterance draws the 
analyst's attention to how these units follow one another and what extended patterns 
are created. Thus, the advantage of employing such a unit of analysis lies in that it 
brings together the more formal, structurally-oriented, attention to sequential patterns 
with the more functionally-oriented attention to language use in context. 
Moreover, as mentioned before (cf. § 1.3.1), text-messaging has a rather hybrid 
nature, associated with aspects of both written texts and spoken conversation. As a 
result, a unit, like `utterance', not overtly associated with a specific genre - spoken or 
written, conversational or not, appears more applicable in the analysis of SMS. For 
example, the main criterion for the identification of an `idea unit' (Chafe, 1980: 13) in 
spoken discourse analysis is the intonational one, which cannot be applied in the 
analysis of messages with no acoustic properties. Furthermore, units introduced by 
conversation analysis, like the `adjacency pair' (Schegloff & Sacks, 1973: 295-296), 
can be more readily employed in synchronous modes of communication, which allow 
for immediate feedback and turn adjacency between different speakers. Such 
synchronicity - at least in technological terms - is not feasible in text-messaging, 
since participants are not usually co-present and receive text-messages only after the 
latter's editing has been completed. 
Another advantage of the `utterance' as the unit for my analysis of text-messages is its 
minimal length. As implied by their technological name `Short Message Service', 
text-messages are very short texts, which may consist of one word only (see § 2.6). 
2 In contrast, `sentences' are the basic units of analysis in linguistic traditions which study language-as- 
a-system outside its context of use. Thus, utterances are often defined as `realisations' or `inscriptions' 
of sentences (Hurford & Heasley, 1983: 15). 
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Thus, units suggested by previous research on written texts are not easily applied to 
text-messaging. For example, the `paragraph' (Longacre, 1979: 115; Hinds, 1979: 
136) corresponds to a discourse unit which includes more than one word. Such units 
have been posited to consist of lower-level constituents called `segments' (Hinds, 
1979: 140). At the same time, we should bear in mind that this line of research has 
focused on written expository and traditional epistolary texts which are considerably 
longer than modern text-messages. Considering a genre which resembles more to the 
messages under consideration, Herring (1996b: 86) employs `macrosegments' as units 
in her analysis of electronic messages3. However, this discourse unit presupposes 
smaller constituents-segments and, thus, cannot serve as a minimal unit of analysis. 
Having discussed the theoretical motivations which lead me to choose `utterance' 
among other units of analysis, I turn now to the criteria I employ in order to segment 
the particular text-messages into the relevant units. The primary criterion for 
identifying the boundaries of an utterance is the use of punctuation marks and other, 
non-alphabetical, typographic symbols. The use of such, non-verbal, typographic 
characters is significant in the context of the medium's technological affordances 
which impose constraints on the total number of characters available for use. 
Moreover, it has been shown that punctuation is conceived not only as a grammatical 
system regulating the formalities of written language but also as a graphemic resource 
manipulated by participants for contextualizing and framing discourse. In other 
words, punctuation marks provide the analyst with insights as to what the participants 
themselves conceive as points of closure of a discourse unit in text-messaging. 
However, we should bear in mind that the utterance, as a unit in the following 
3 It should be noted that the data used in Herring's study are emails posted in academic mailing lists 
and not personal emails which would resemble more the kind of text-messages I collected. 
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analysis, does not exclusively correlate with a typographic sentence - or, in Chafe's 
(1988) terms4, a `punctuation unit'. 
The segmentation of text-messages into utterances on the basis of the above criteria 
has revealed that punctuation marks co-occur with other signals indicating boundaries 
of a discourse unit. For instance other graphemic choices we have already discussed, 
such as the use of upper- or lower-case letters (see § 4.2) and Greek or Roman 
alphabet (see § 3.5-7), are also found to signal utterance-boundaries. In addition, the 
use of discourse markers and phatic particles co-occurs with (typo)graphic marking. 
Furthermore, transition from one typographic sentence to another may happen along 
with shifts in tense, pronominal reference or mood. Therefore, the above graphemic 
and verbal signals have been employed as criteria for identifying utterances even 
within the boundaries of a typographic sentence. 
Message I Identification of utterances in terms of both graphemic and verbal criteria 
Ti ginetai vre 1. Ti ginetai vre orgio? 1. What's up vre[-particle] orgy ? 
orgio? Pu 2. Pu xenyxtas? 2. Where are you spending the night? 
xenyxtas? Giati den 3. Giati den exw oute ena neo 3. How come I got no news [from you] 
exw oute ena neo 4. otan xerw oti esy exeis... 4. while I know you've got... 
otan xerw oti esy 5. POLLA? 5. PLENTY [to tell]? 
exeis... POLLA? A 6. Autos o xemialistis o thanos ftaiei! 6. This charmer, thanos6, is to blame! 
utos o xemialistis o 7. Ax! 7. Ah! 
thanos ftaiei! Ax! 
case-study I, participants: Melina and Nana, day: 29/07/03 - texter: Melina, time: 00.34 
Table 5.1. Segmentation of text-messages into `utterances' 
4A `punctuation unit' represents a discourse unit between two punctuation marks (Chafe, 1988). 
S The word öpyto (in Greeklish, orgio) literally means a `feast', an `orgy'. Here, it is used as a slang 
term of address meaning metaphorically a person with a shocking behaviour. 
6 thanos is a boy's name. 
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Table 5.1 provides an illustration of how the above criteria can be applied for 
identifying `utterances' within individual text-messages. As shown in the final column 
of the table, message 1 consists of seven utterances. Following the graphemic 
criterion of punctuation marks, we can readily identify the boundaries of utterance- 
units 2,5,6, and 7. With regard to utterance 5, the participant's shift to upper-case 
letters constitutes an additional criterion for distinguishing this unit from the rest of 
the text. However, the participant's use of graphemic devices does not suffice to 
identify the boundaries of utterance 5. As mentioned above, the use of 
discourse/textual cues, like the conjunction otan ('while'), can indicate the transition 
into another utterance-unit. As a result, the segmentation of a text into its relevant 
units also attends to other verbal (i. e. non-graphemic) features. 
5.3. Sequential patterns in other genres: an overview 
Before proceeding with the sequential organization of the above utterances into larger 
discourse units in text-messaging, I will first provide an overview of the literature on 
sequential patterns in other relevant genres. The internal structure of texts has been 
one of the main preoccupations of text linguistics. Genre analysis (e. g. Swales, 1990) 
has categorized specific genres, for example expository essays, personal notes, letters, 
etc. into two basic text-type categories: informational and interactive texts. Within this 
framework, each text-type has a distinctive schematic structure. In other words, every 
text prototypically exhibits a conventional sequence of larger discourse units, which 
may be signaled by specific linguistic cues. More specifically, informationally- 
oriented texts, such as scientific and expository essays, reports, etc. are typically 
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structured with reference to the informational expository schema, which consists of 
four basic parts; see table 5.2. On the other hand, interactionally-oriented texts, such 
as personal notes, letters, conversational turns, etc. share a generalized internal 
structure including three basic parts. The core part, i. e. the `contentful message', is 
preceded and followed by parts which link the message to the larger interactive 
context and optional opening and closing conventions. 
Informational Expository Schema Interactive Schema 
1. Identification of problem (Opening epistolary conventions) 
2. Proposal of solution 1. Link to previous discourse 
3. Evidence in support of solution 2. Contentful message 
4. Evaluation of solution 3. Link to following discourse 
(Closing epistolary conventions) 
Table 5.2. Prototypical structures of text-types (from Herring, 1996b: 84) 
This idealized? prototypical structure appears to be influential for subsequent studies 
of sequential patterns of other technologically-mediated genres. First of all, Herring 
(1996b: 86-91) argues that electronic messages8 are organised into the following 
sequential parts: a) the `introduction', which primarily represents a link to an earlier 
message, b) the `body', of which the `preferred realization' (Herring, 1996b: 91) is an 
expression of views, and c) the `close', which functions as an appeal to other 
participants. With regard to Greek emails, Georgakopoulou (2001: 308-309), in her 
study of e-mail communication between intimates, implies a similar pattern of an 
`opening'-`body'-`closing' sequence. However, she points out that `opening and 
closing sections (e. g., greetings, routines) are normally absent in e-mail' 
(Georgakopoulou, 2001: 308). 
Such prototypical structures are not `idealized' in the sense that they are arbitrarily and theoretically 
constructed. In contrast, the analyst arrives at the `idealization' of such structures by empirically 
investigating recurrent patterns in actual texts (cf. van Dijk, 1980). 
8 The messages collected by Herring (1996b) concern emails posted in Internet mailing lists. 
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Furthermore, studies of sequential patterns of both Greek (Goutsos, 2001) and English 
(Liddicoat, 1994; Gold, 1991) answering machine messages reveal a tripartite generic 
structure, consisting of. a) an optional `opening' which is realized as an address to 
recipient, a self-identification of the caller, and a greeting, b) a compulsory `main 
body' which refers to the reason for calling, and c) an optional `closing', including a 
call-off and a greeting. The same sequential pattern is assumed in Mavreas' study 
(2004: 468-469) on openings and closings of Greek text-messages. As Goutsos (2001: 
361) points out, the opening and closing phases, implied also in the sequential patterns 
of emails, resemble the openings and closings in telephone conversations. The study 
of telephone calls has been one of the primary preoccupations of Conversation 
Analysis (e. g. Schegloff & Sacks, 1973). More specifically, CA studies have divided 
telephone calls into three main phases which are explored separately; namely, the 
opening, the main topic (i. e. the reason for making the call), and the closing (cf. 
Pavlidou, 2002: 201). It should be noted that the research interest of Conversation 
Analysis on talk-in-interaction differs significantly from the focus of Genre Analysis 
on text-types and their internal structures. However, despite their apparent differences, 
both research traditions assume a similar pattern in the organization of different 
genres spanning from conversations to written texts, such as traditional letters. 
In the above discussion, there is one basic underlying assumption; namely, the 
relationships which sequentially develop between the discourse units are of the type 
`beginning-middle-end'. In sum, the generic pattern for all mediated genres includes 
three basic (macro-)structural units: a) `opening', b) `body', and c) `closing'. These 
three units constitute the `Generic Structure Potential' (Halliday & Hasan, 1985) 
according to which each genre exhibits a different configuration of optional and 
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obligatory elements of structure. With regard to the specific structure, the above 
studies suggest that the peripheral units, i. e. opening and closing, are optional in all 
genres, except for telephone calls. Considering the functions that these units have 
been found to serve in the literature, openings and closings are oriented towards the 
textual and interpersonal aspects of language (cf. Halliday's language functions, 
1978). In other words, they fulfil the functions of linking the message to previous or 
upcoming discourse (textual) and of establishing the roles and relationships between 
the participants, along with their stance towards the message itself (interpersonal). On 
the other hand, the core unit of the `main body', i. e. the topic or purpose of 
communication, serves the ideational function, in Hallidayan terms. 
5.4. Generic structure of text-messages 
In the previous section, I have argued that the relevant literature on sequential patterns 
of mediated genres supports the existence of a prototypical tripartite structure of 
`opening'-`body'-`closing'. This section aims to explore whether and how this 
prototypical structure is realized in the text-messages collected. More specifically, I 
will focus on the sequential signals, i. e. on the participants' specific linguistic and 
textual choices, which serve as a means of opening and closing an individual message 
or indicating transition points from one discourse unit to another. As Georgakopoulou 
& Goutsos argue, taking into account the participants' specific linguistic choices 
implies an analytic stance that approaches the structure of texts `as a construct of the 
interaction between discourse participants' (1997: 74). The analysis of each structural 
part will be primarily preoccupied with the types of utterances employed for their 
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realization and will focus on the relative frequency and sequential order among the 
identified utterance-units. 
5.4.1. Opening 
As shown in table 5.3, the utterances counted as openings in my sample belong, in 
brief, to the following categories: (a) the (pseudo-)greeting9 phatic particle(s) Ra (pc), 
which is roughly equivalent to the English `hey', (b) the greetings xa4pEpa `good 
morning' or xaAqu7rkpa `good afternoon', and hello, occurring either in its English or 
Greek equivalent form ycia (uov), (c) the phatic enquiries ri KdvEis `how are you' and 
ii yivcrai `what's up', and (d) the self-identification move eiuai o/i... `this is ... 
(+name)'. However, the analysis of the text-messages (n: 447) gathered for the 
purposes of the present thesis suggests that the opening part is not realized in all 
messages. In fact, opening moves have been identified in only 21.3% (n: 95) of the 
total sample. In terms of their frequency, table 5.3 indicates that the second category 
of opening greetings, such as `good morning' and `hello', includes the most (n: 53, 
46.1 %) instances of occurrence in my data. 
9I call these particles `(pseudo-)greeting', because they `can be used in the place of greetings' 
(Sifianou, 2002: 50). 
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OPENING MOVES Instances of occurrence 
n: 11510 % 
(PSEYDO-)GREETING ela (pa) `hey' 18 15.7 
GREETING Ka. blutpa `good morning' 











HOW-ARE-YOU ri xäveis `how are you' 





SELF-IDENTIFICATION eipaw ohl... `this is... ' 4 3.5 
Table 5.3. Categories and frequency of opening moves 
More specifically, opening moves in Greek text-messaging are realized in my sample 
as follows: 
(a) the phatic particle Fla: 
The (pseudo-)greeting eAa, of which the literal meaning is `come' (i. e. the imperative 
form of the verb `to come'), is frequently employed as a phatic particle in openings of 
informal telephone calls between closely related persons (cf. Pavlidou, 1994: 495; 
Sifianou, 2002: 82; Antonopoulou & Sifianou, 2003: 750). Pavlidou (1995: 718) 
associates the literal meaning of the word with its pragmatic function which is argued 
to operate as a signal of reducing the distance between the caller and the callee in the 
context of telephone conversations. In a similar vein, this phatic particle, occurring 
always at the very beginning of individual texts, cues the (re-)establishment of contact 
between the physically remote co-participants in text-messaging. At the same time, its 
indexical value of familiarity and informality (cf. Tannen & Kakava, 1992) in the 
10 The discrepancy between the total instances (n: 115) of opening moves and the total number of 
messages (n: 95) including an opening section is due to the fact that the opening part of a single 
message may consist of more than one opening move. 
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current context is further enhanced by the co-occurrence with other particles, such as 
pc, 11 and terms of address, like cIAE `mate' (see message 2). 
Message 2 [131] 
EAA PE bIAE IIOIO KAAO BIBAIO EIXEE 
IIAPEI I'IA NA AIABAEEIE HAEKTPONIKAI 
AIIO TH BIBAIOOHKH? 
ELA RE[-particles] HEY MATE WHICH WAS 
THE GOOD BOOK YOU BORROWED FROM 
THE LIBRARY TO READ FOR 
ELECTRONICS 112? 
case-study III, participants: Nikos and Kostas, day: 19/09/03 - texter: Kostas, time: 10.00 
(b) rýeetin 
The types of greeting formulae found in my sample are the following: xah jtpa `good 
morning' (n: 33,28.7%), ysia (aov) `hi' (n: 11,9.6%), Ka2? 16Jthpa `good afternoon' (n: 
5,4.3%), hi (n: 2,1.7%), and hello (n: 2,1.7%). Like the above phatic particle Ra, 
these greeting formulae appear at the very beginning of the texts under consideration 
(see message 3). As mentioned in § 3.7.2, conversational routines from English, like 
the opening greetings hi/hello, appear rarely in my data. This observation ties in with 
findings from studies on Greek telephone openings where greetings like `hi', `pronto', 
etc. have been documented (cf. Antonopoulou & Sifianou, 2001: 747). In most (n: 38, 
71.7%) cases, the above greeting formulae do not appear alone, but co-occur with 
terms of address, such as the affective term ABAIIH which Maria and Elisavet mutually 
employ to address each other (see message 3). 
Message 3 [109] 
KAAHMEPA ABATIH! EAIIIZ92 NA EXEIE GOOD MORNING AVAPP. HOPE YOU ARE 
EYIINHEEL.. ITAPE ME THA. OTAN 
MflOPEEEIE. bIAAKIA 
AWAKE... CALL ME WHEN YOU CAN. 
[little] KISSES 
11 `ps' is an untranslatable particle, deriving from the Ancient Greek adjective `µwpOS', meaning 
`stupid'. 
12 HAEKTPONIKA1 `Electronicsl' is one of the University courses which Kostas attends. 
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case-study It, participants: Maria and Elisavet, day: 07/09/03 -texter: Maria, time: 10.00 
() `how-are-you' inquiry: 
The `how-are-you' inquiry appears in my sample of Greek text-messages either as the 
formula n xävcts `how are you' (n: 30,26.1%) or the more colloquial n yivcrai / Ti 
eyrve / zr yive. w `what's up' (n: 10,8.7%). As for the position of such formulae in 
individual texts, they do not only occur at the very beginning of the message, but they 
have been also found to follow one of the above categories, i. e. a greeting (see 
message 4) or the phatic particle eia. In other words, unlike the above greetings, the 
`how-are-you' inquiry can occupy the second position within an individual message. 
Message [26] 
KaX>lµcpa µcupouXtvt, Tt Kavcts; EpCt; Twpa nape Good morning my little baby, how are you? 
yta Sou? ta. <DtXaxta! We're heading to work now. [little] kisses! 
Questionnaire sample, male, 21-yr-old 
(d) self-identification: 
The relatively few instances (n: 4,3.5%) of self-identification moves in text- 
messaging are due to the fact that the technological system identifies by default the 
phone number from which the message is sent. Considering that the owner of a 
mobile phone is assumed to take on the roles of either the person who authors and is 
responsible for a sent text (texter) or the intended addressee of a received text (textee), 
the relevant parties do not need to draw on verbal or other paralinguistic (e. g. the 
sound of a person's voice) signals in order to identify each other. However, the texter 
may choose to explicitly identify herself in case she thinks that the other person will 
not be able to recognize the phone number and, thus, the original sender of the 
message. In message 5, we observe that the participant identifies herself by the 
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formulaic `name+siµat' ('this is +name'). Moreover, the reference to the location 
ANT/POS' (the island of Antiparos) functions as an aside and provides additional 
information which will help the reader to recognize the original sender. 
Message 5 [28] 
KAAHMEPA I'AYKIA MOY! H AHOA EIMAI GOOD MORNING MY SWEETIE! THIS IS 
(ANT/POE) EOY EYXOMAI rIOAY KAAH 
EOY ECIITYXIA! OA TA KATA DEPEIE MATI 
TO OEAEIE I1OAY! +EOY AEIZEI. (DIA 
LEDA (ANT/ROS) I WISH YOU BEST OF 
LUCK! YOU'LL DO FINE BECAUSE YOU 
WANT IT SO MUCH! +YOU'RE WORTH IT. 
17OAAA MEAAOYEA EYNALEP(DE! 
Questionnaire sample, female, 21-yr-old 
MANY KIS[ses] FUTURE COLLEAGUE! 
The presentation of the above opening moves in text-messaging has brought to the 
fore the issue of their co-occurrence with other phatic elements, such as terms of 
address. In fact, the majority (n: 68,71.6%) of the opening formulae identified in my 
sample do not appear alone, but they are accompanied by a term of address, 13 which 
conveys an affective tone in the specific context. In particular, Elisavet and Maria 
(case-study II) do not address each other with their real names in the opening 
greetings (or any other part) of their text-messages. Instead, the only term of address 
employed interchangeably by both participants is the word ABAHH (misspelling of the 
word ayämj `love'; see message 3). As explained by Elisavet (in one of our informal 
discussions), one of their common friends created the specific term (a couple of years 
before data collection) in order to refer to both Elisavet and her best friend, Maria, as 
of aßäicec. As it turned out, they both liked the new word and appropriated it 
accordingly while talking to each other. In fact, the affective undertone of the specific 
term is achieved by the playful misspelling (i. e. the substitution of the Greek letter `I'' 
13 In a similar vein, Schegloff (2002b: 333-337) and Goutsos (2001: 372) have documented the use of 
terms of address in the openings of telephone calls and answering machine messages respectively. 
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by `B') in the common form of endearment, AI'A17H `love'. The idiosyncratic character 
of the term ABAI7H is evident in the fact that it can be used only by certain participants 
(e. g. Maria and Elisavet) to index their close and intimate friendship (cf. Sifianou, 
2002: 63). Therefore, terms of address in text-messaging have a similar function to 
what Hutchby & Wooffitt (1998: 155) argue for telephone interactions, i. e. indicating 
how the participants perceive themselves and their inter-relationship. 14 
In sum, the analysis of my data suggests that greeting formulae, `how-are-you' 
inquiries, and self-identification formulae function as opening moves in Greek text- 
messages. They can be employed alone or in combination. In fact, when they co- 
occur, their position in the texts has been found to follow the following sequential 
pattern: a greeting formula (with or without a term of address) followed by the `how- 
are-you' inquiry (with or without a term of address) or a self-identification move (see 
table 5.4). Therefore, the organization of the opening sequence `greeting + how-are- 
you' in text-messages indicates an orientation towards the order which has been 
suggested for openings in telephone calls (cf. Sacks, 1992). 15 However, it is not the 
case that all the messages in my sample include an opening section. The discussion of 
variation in the realization of openings needs to take into account other contextual 
parameters, such as the sequence in which each text is embedded and the participants' 
relationships (cf. § 5.5.1). 
14 The members of the other participant-pairs (cf. § 2.3.4) also exchange terms of address indexing their 
close and intimate friendship, such as the slang term KOAA? /rtj for `best friend' between Fay and Nana, 
ýpl2c `mate' between Kostas and Nikos (see message 2), and other slang/abusive terms of address XaC"ö 
`stupid' employed in a jocular manner between Anna and Dimitra. 
15 As pointed out by Schegloff (1972), typical openings in telephone interactions orient to the following 
sequential order: (1) summons-answer, (2) identification, (3) greeting, and (4) `how-are-you' sequence. 
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`how-are-you' (term of address) 
greeting (term of address) and/or or 
self-identification 
Table 5.4. Sequential order of opening moves 
5.4.2. Body 
The `body' as a structural component can be realized in a number of ways varying 
according to the communicative purpose of the message. As mentioned in § 1.3.1, 
sociolinguistic studies of text-messaging have been particularly interested in exploring 
the themes of SMS in order to uncover the communicative purposes served by the 
new medium. As a result, a number of categorizations have been suggested by studies 
of text-messaging in German (Doering, 2002), English (Thurlow, 2003b), Greek 
(Mavreas, 2004), and Norwegian (Ling, 2005). The multi-functionality of SMS is 
manifest in the variety of categories found by the above studies and summarized in 
table 5.5 below. 
Doering, 2002 Thurlow, 2003b Mavreas, 2004 Ling, 2005 
Contact Informational- practical Coordination 
EvvevvoijaeiS 
Coordination 
Information Informational-relational Epistolary 
AA2ij1 oypacpia 
Grooming 
Appeal Practical arrangement Humorous 
Xiovpoplazixä 
Answers 
Obligation Social arrangement Questions 
Declaration Phatic Information 
Friendship maintenance Commands or requests 
Romantic Personal news 
Sexual Diverse other categories 
Chain messages 
Table 5.5. Communicative purposes of SMS 
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However, the categorization of messages in terms of their communicative purpose `is 
admittedly [... a] slippery [area of] analysis' (Ling, 2005: 339), since individual texts 
can be sent for a number of purposes, which are not always clear for the analyst to 
define. At the same time, the criteria employed in the above typologies are not clear 
cut and the categories, to a large extent, overlap. For instance, Thurlow's (2003b: 8- 
10) typology of English text-messages categorizes his sample into the following nine 
broad categories according to the `primary content-theme' of an individual message: 
(1) informational-practical, (2) informational-relational, (3) practical arrangement, (4) 
social arrangement, (5) phatic, (6) friendship maintenance, (7) romantic, (8) sexual, 
and (9) chain messages. The definition, though, of the above categories remains 
rather unclear in the specific article and distinctions like `practical vs. relational' or 
`practical vs. social' cannot be easily established on the basis of a short text. 16 Instead, 
Mavreas' categorization (2004) is certainly less specific in terms of alluding to the 
topics of individual text-messages, but it is more economical and, thus, more 
transferable and applicable to other studies of text-messages. In particular, he suggests 
that the messages can be categorized into three large categories in terms of their 
content: a) `coordinations' (`6uvcvvorjactq'), i. e. messages coordinating mundane 
matters of everyday life, b) `epistolary' (`aýýrlýoypacpia'), i. e. messages that resemble 
traditional letters or greeting cards, and c) `humorous' `xtou topt6itKd', which refer to 
fixed messages forwarded from participant to participant (Mavreas, 2004: 466). 
This categorization is of course not void of problems. First of all, messages of the 
third category refer to the type of `chain messages'. However, the humorous content is 
16 Cf. Herring's online review comments: `I would be inclined to combine the two informational 
categories into one; similarly for the two arrangement categories. I would be inclined to break 
'friendship maintenance' into smaller categories, conversely (e. g., phatic and face management), based 
on the examples given'. 
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not a safe criterion for distinguishing these messages from the other two categories. 
As shown in message 6, chain messages can also have a romantic content. In fact, the 
criteria for identifying such messages are established in terms of their form rather than 
content. In other words, their form is fixed and does not change as these messages are 
forwarded from one mobile phone to another. As illustrated in message 6, their 
organization does not follow the prototypical tripartite structure of opening-body- 
closing. In contrast, they seem to follow a rather poetic patterning which is enhanced 
by the use of devices, like rhyme (cf. EEENA /es-ena/ in line 2 and MENA /m-ena/ in 
line 4) and parallelism (lines 1 and 3). 
Message [4] 
1. AN 0 OEOE KANEI OAYMATA 
2. ENA EINAI OTI EKANE EEENA, 
3. AN 0 OEOE KANEI AAGH 
4. EINAI OTI EE KPATAEI MAKPIA AIlO 
MENA! 
Questionnaire sample, male, 15-yr-old 
1. IF GOD MAKES MIRACLES 
2. YOU ARE ONE OF THEM, 
3. IF GOD MAKES MISTAKES 
4. KEEPING YOU AWAY FROM ME IS ONE 
OF THEM. 
Having argued that chain messages follow a different organizational pattern, I will 
leave them out of the current discussion of generic patterns. With regard to the rest of 
the messages, I will employ Mavreas' distinction between `coordinating' 17 and 
`epistolary' messages in order to identify individual thematic units within a text- 
message. In other words, the `coordinating' or `epistolary' content will be attributed 
not to text-messages as a whole but to individual thematic units within the messages. 
This decision is informed by the observation that these messages can have multiple 
communicative purposes and, thus, include diverse topics. Regarding the types of 
1' The term `coordinating' arguably represents better the kind of topics included in this category. Cf. a 
similar use of the term by Ling & Uttri (2002: 139-140). 
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thematic units, `epistolary' content involves general inquiries, e. g. `how-are-you' / 
`what are you doing' questions'8 (see line 2 in message 7), reporting news (line 5 in 
message 8), e. g. about one's health (line 3 in message 7) or the weather (line 4 in 
message 7), requesting information, wishes or greetings (lines 2-4 in message 8). 
Message 7 [54] 
1. KOAAHTOYKA MOY 
2. TI KANEIE? 
3. AEE H «IAENAAA EOY EINAI EINAXOMENH 
XAAIA! 
4. EIIIEHE PIXNEI KAPEKAEE! 
5. TII KANEIO? 
6. MIOrIOY: -) 
1. MY [little] BEST FRIEND 
2. HOW ARE YOU? 
3. ASE [-particle] WELL YOUR 
FRIEND HAS A BLOODY COLD! 
4. IT'S POURING AS WELL! 
5. HOOW ARE YOU? 
6. MISS YOU : -) 
Case-study 1, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 08/10/03 - texter: Fay, time: 16.37 
Message 8 [46] 
I. (DAIOYAI MOY 
2. XPONIA TIOAAA rA TON MIIAMIMA SOY! 
3. EYXOMAI TO [sic] KAAYTEPA 
4. K OAA NA EPOOYN onnE TA EIIIOYMEI! 
5. EIAA XOEE TO MSQPAKI MOY... 
1. MY [little] FAY 
2. HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOUR DAD! 
3.1 WISH ALL THE BEST 
4. [a]N[d] MAY ALL COME AS HE WISHES! 
5.1 SAW MY [little] BABY YESTERDAY... 
6. OA EOY THAE« NHES2... (DIAAKIA 6. I'LL CALL YOU... [little] KISSES 
Case-study I, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 01/09/03 - texter: Nana, time: 18.30 
Message 9 [91] 
1. KALA. DEN KSERW. 1. WELL. DON'T KNOW. 
2. SE PAIRNW NA TA PUME. 2. I'LL CALL YOU TO HAVE A CHAT 
Case-study I, participants: Anna and Dimitra, day: 13/01/04 - texter: Anna, time: 19.06 
18 Although the `how-are-you' inquiry is considered an opening formula, it `can also be interpreted 
literally' (Sifianou, 2002: 63) in Greek. In fact, as suggested by Sifianou (2002: 64), it can constitute 
the first topic in Greek telephone conversations. This observation is further reinforced by message 7, 
where the specific enquiry appears twice, indicating that it is not exclusively associated with the 
opening of the message. In addition, advertising campaigns of mobile phone companies encourage 
young users to send text-messages `just to say how-are-you' (Cosmote advertising brochure, November 
2003). Thus, the marketing of SMS in Greece capitalizes on the phatic aspects of the new medium. 
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On the other hand, topics of coordination concern arrangements for future contact, 
e. g. on the phone (line 2 in message 9) or going out (see message 10), requests, 
invitations, cancelling or postponing arrangements etc. As for the sequential signals 
which mark the transition from one thematic unit to another, we note the use of 
metalinguistic expressions and discourse markers, such as KALA ('well') in line 1 
(message 9), AEE ('well') in line 3 (message 7), E17IEHE ('in addition') in line 4 
(message 7), AOIIION ('so'), etc. The above discourse markers have been found at 
the beginning of thematic units as introductory elements in other mediated genres as 
well, such as answering machine messages (cf. Goutsos, 2001: 372). At the same 
time, topic closure can be indicated in text-messaging by the markers E ('eh') and OK 
with a question mark (cf. message 10). It should be noted that such topic bounding 
elements are common in Greek spoken conversations, where they occur with rising 
intonation. Thus, we may argue that such practices infiltrate from spoken discourse 
into text-messaging. As a result, they add an expressive, spoken-like, tone in the new 
medium. In similar positions of topic closure, we also find other expressive elements, 
such as interjections and expressive (multiple) punctuation (see § 4.3.3). 
Message 10 [102] 
EIAA I'IA EHMEPA EE MEAIN KAI MIIOPEI I TOLD MELIN ABOUT TODAY AND SHE 
MONO KENTPO. KAI H MATA TO IIPOTIMA, 
OEE NA EPOEIE META TH EXOAH EM K 
META NA IIAME KATEYOEIAN EPMOY? E? 
CAN [come along] ONLY DOWNTOWN. MATA 
PREFERS IT TOO, DO YOU WANT TO COME 
OVER [here) AFTER COLLEGE [a]N[d] THEN 
GO STRAIGHT TO ERMOU? EH? 
Case-study 1, participants: Anna and Dimitra, day: 27/01/04 - texter: Dimitra, time: 12.05 
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5.4.3. Closing 
Similar to opening, the closing part does not appear in the total of messages collected 
(n: 447). More specifically, closing moves have been found in 30.4 % (n: 136) of the 
total sample. As shown in table 5.6, the utterances counted as closings in my data fall, 
briefly, under the following categories: (a) a sign-off, like the affective expression 
cpiAäxia `kisses' or the name of the texter as a signature, (b) a call-off, such as the 
formulaic allusion to future interaction `see you', couched either in the English 
abbreviated form cir or in the Greek equivalent expressions va/Ba za 7rovpc or za Ai , 
uc, 
and (c) a closing greeting, such as KaAgv6Xra `good night' and yeia `bye'. 
CLOSING MOVES Instances of occurrence 
n: 17019 % 






CALL-OFF va/0a to 7roüuc `see you' 








GREETING K&J1vGXra `good night' 22 12.9 
yera `bye' 4 2.4 
Table 5.6. Categories and frequency of closing moves 
More specifically, the analysis of my data suggests that closing moves in Greek text- 
messaging can be realized as: 
19 The discrepancy between the total instances (n: 170) of closing moves and the total number of 
messages (n: 136) including an opening section is due to the co-occurrence of parting formulae in 
individual messages (cf. footnote 10). 
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(a) sign-off formulae: 
The majority (n: 103,60.6%) of the closing moves found in the messages under 
consideration concern the affective sign-off formula `kisses'. The affective tone of 
this formula is further enhanced by the forms employed by the participants. For 
instance, Elisavet and Maria (case-study II) employ not only the diminutive form of 
the word `kisses' opr2äxia (see message 3) but also its equivalent form in Greek baby 
talk päxia, and the word-form created by mimicking the sound of a kiss EMOYTE 
/smouts/ (see message 11). Although this sign-off formula is reminiscent of closings 
in more written-like genres, like informal letter-writing, it has also been found in 
Greek answering machine messages (cf. Goutsos, 2001: 372). 
Message 11 [122] 
GA MAE A(DHEEI K EMAE IIAPA 
TETAPTO! AN EINAI I1EPIMENE KATS2! 
EMOYTE ABAflH! 
SHE'LL ALSO LEAVE US A QUARTER 
TO! WAIT DOWNSTAIRS! SMOUTS[kissing 
sound] A VAPI! 
Case-study II, participants: Elisavet and Maria, day: 22/01/04 - texter: Elisavet, time: 13.31 
Furthermore, the practice of signing off a written message with one's name has been 
found among the closing moves identified in my sample. The relatively few instances 
(n: 4,2.4%) of signatures in text-messaging (see the initial 1, at the end of message 
12) are due to the fact that mobile phones are equipped with the service of `caller ID 
display'. As a result, the texter does not need to explicitly (i. e. verbally) identify 
herself (cf. § 5.4.1). Despite the rarity of self-identification moves in my data, we 
notice that users of text-messaging borrow norms from different genres in order to 
achieve the same task. In other words, my participants choose to identify themselves 
either by means of the opening formula `name + cigau' ('this is + name'), the norm in 
telephone calls, or by a closing signature, the norm in epistolary writing (cf. messages 
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5 and 12). This finding indicates that text-messaging undergoes what Danet (2001: 
363) refers to as `a period of normative ambiguity'. That is, the lack of established 
norms for interaction in the new medium makes the users juggle between the pre- 
existing generic expectations for an asynchronous written message and the 
assumptions for immediate self-identification in a (quasi-)synchronous environment. 
Message 12 [23] 
KXctoiXog! Tt Kdvct; µwptj; Iloü e{bat 7t6hXt+6cv Kle! oulos! How are you mori"? Where are you 
aK6G To Ktv. aou; Tl(bG tjtav now+you can't hear your phone? How was it 
x©cq; XTuntj©gKcg;! Oa nc is ßrlgcpa; Tt X. tc; I'. yesterday? Did you knock yourself out?! Are we 
going today? What do you think? G. 
Questionnaire sample, female, 19-yr-old 
(b) call-off formulae: 
Formulaic allusions to future interaction represent 21.8% (n: 37) of the closing moves 
identified in my sample. In particular, my participants employ the spoken parting 
formulae TA AEME (see message 13) and va/8a za xovpc `see you', which both echo 
the English expression `see you' and are also used in closings of Greek answering 
machine messages (Goutsos, 2001: 371) and telephone calls (Pavlidou, 1997: 157). In 
addition to the Greek spoken formulae, I have noticed the use of the English 
abbreviated form cu ('see you') which is commonly used online (cf. Danet, 2001: 19). 
Therefore, similar to self-identification, formulaic allusions to future contact in text- 
messaging concern norms borrowed from both spoken and digital genres. As noted 
above, this phenomenon indicates the absence of established norms among users who 
struggle with the relative newness and volatility of the medium. 
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Message 13 [72] 
KAAS2E! KAAH AYNAMH EOY EYXOMAI GOOD! KEEP UP YOUR STRENGTH MY 
OMOP(DOYKA MOY! TA AEME! [little] BEAUTY! SEE YOU[lit. talk to you]! 
Case-study 1, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 21/01/04 - texter: Fay, time: 12.24 
(c) greetings: 
Similar to openings, closing moves can also be realized by greetings (n: 27,15.9%), 
such as xa.. bivÜXra `good night' (see message 14), xa26 ßpdJv `good evening', övcrpa 
y2vKd `sweet dreams', and parting formulae, like yera or the equivalent borrowings 
adios and bye. Message 14 illustrates that closing greetings can be introduced by 
phatic particles. For example, Avrc (c'mon), employed as a closing marker in Greek 
spoken conversations (cf. Pavlidou, 1997: 149), is the most common signal for 
indicating closing sections in text-messaging. At the same time, multiple punctuation 
and smileys co-occur at the end of a text-message (cf. § 4.3.4). 
Message 14 [31] 
rota ßou Xptlßto! EKXctße ano l natapta! Tt 
KavEtc; By1KUTC; Eyco KaXa! isv ßytlxa 
TFAtKa! Avic KaXrlvtiXta! 
Questionnaire sample, male, 21-yr-old 
Hi Christo! I run out of battery! How are you? Did 
you go out? ] ['m] fine! I didn't go out after all! 
Ade[-particle] good night! 
Despite their default position at the beginning of text-messages (see §5.4.1), terms of 
address occasionally (n: 23,16.9%) appear in the closing sections of the particular 
texts. Bearing in mind that mobile phones are not normally used by more than one 
person and, thus, the intended reader of the message is the owner of the phone, the act 
of addressing to the recipient seems rather redundant, especially in the context of a 
medium which does not afford for the encoding of more than 160 characters. As a 
result, we cannot but discount the possibility that these terms function as a summons 
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to the addressee. Previous studies on comparable mediated genres, such as answering 
machine messages (cf. Goutsos, 2001: 374-375), suggest that the act of addressing to 
recipient in asynchronous media is better understood as an attempt `at constructing a 
dialogic field of interaction, even in the absence of an interlocutor'. Indeed, the co- 
occurrence of terms of address with closing moves in text-messages has a similar 
effect. As shown in message 15, the incorporation of the term of address man after the 
spoken formula TA KIEME `see you [lit. talk to you]' makes the closing part of the 
specific message reminiscent of a conversational turn. 
Message 15 [130] 
OXI TPEAE. EXS2 AIABAEEI TH MIA AIIO 
TIE AMEKA EPflTHEEIE&TS PA 
KOIMAMAI!! TA AEME man; ) 
NO NUTS. I'VE READ ONLY ONE OUT OF 
THE TWELVE QUESTIONS&I M SLEEPING 
NOW!!! SEE YOU man; ) 
Case-study III, participants: Nikos and Kostas, day: 11/09/03 -texter: Nikos, time: 17.12 
Moreover, the analysis of the data suggests that the closing part of an individual text- 
message may include more than one parting formulae. However, the relevant 
sequential order of the above closing moves in text-messaging cannot be easily 
invoked from the analysis of my sample. 20 Similar to Pavlidou's (1997: 159) findings 
about closings in Greek telephone calls, the structure of the closing part in the 
messages under investigation is rather complicated. More specifically, the above 
parting formulae can be repeated within the same text and do not appear in a fixed 
orderly sequence. The more elaborate (compared to openings) closing parts of text- 
messages aim at indicating a sense of closure which will not be perceived by the other 
party as threatening as the choice to terminate abruptly the message. As argued for 
closings in telephone calls (cf. Laver, 1975: 230-231 in Pavlidou, 1997), alluding to 
20 Pavlidou (1997: 148) refers to the examination of closing turns in Greek telephone conversations as 
`a rather messy area of analysis'. 
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future interactions or orienting to the addressee and her current setting mitigate the 
potential threat of projecting to the other party feelings of rejection by moving 
towards the end of a conversation or a message. 
Message 16 illustrates the only regular pattern of closing sequence occurring in my 
sample: the sequence consisting of a formulaic call-off (alluding to future interaction), 
e. g. ra Aepc / OA TA I7OYME `see you', followed by the sign-off JIAAKIA `kisses'. 
However, the specific text does not end with this closing sequence. Instead, Maria 
(the texter) moves out of the closing and adds the aside KRAH EYNEXEIA `keep 
going', introduced by the exclamatory AAA `ahhh' and ending with the, rather 
idiosyncratic, kissing formula EMOYTL' `smack'. 
Message 16 [1191 
ABAIIH TnPA TEAElnEA K OEYrf2! OA TA AVAPI I'M DONE NOW [a]N[d] HEADING 
IIOYME. <INNAAKIA AAA! K KAAH OFF! SEE YOU. [Iittle] KISSES AHHH! [a]N[d] 
EYNEXEIA! EMOYTE KEEP GOING! SMACK 
Case-study II, participants: Elisavet and Maria, day: 10/01/04 - texter: Maria, time: 11.46 
While the body of the message21 orients to the activities of the texter, the wish added 
as an aside explicitly attends to the textee (i. e. Elisavet) and is offered as an 
expression of support to the latter's current activity. In other words, the aside 
functions as a strategy which mitigates the potential face threatening act of ending the 
text without any reference to the other party. At the same time, the wish is highly 
context-specific, since it refers to the textee's current activity, foregrounding the here- 
and-now of the co-participants. This preoccupation with the participants' here-and- 
now has been interpreted in Greek telephone calls as an attempt `to show that the 
21 That is, ABAI7H TS2PA TEAEIQEA K cEYFQ! `Avapi I'm done now and I'm heading off' 
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speaker is there; that s/he is interested; and that s/he is eager to invest in the 
conversation, even though it is nearing an end' (Pavlidou, 1997: 160). This eagerness 
is expected in a synchronous medium where the co-participants indicate their mutual 
orientation by means of various signals, such as immediate feedback and other 
paralinguistic cues. However, although the current setting is not mutually shared by 
the users of an asynchronous medium, my participants have been found to employ the 
strategy of attending to each other's here-and-now. Considering that this strategy 
capitalizes on the assumption that the texter has some knowledge of and/or access to 
the textee's here-and-now, my participants show a sense of `presence' into each 
other's setting. As will be argued in chapter 6, topicalising current spatio-temporal 
setting and ongoing activities is a common practice in text-messaging, which fosters 
an `abstract' sense of co-presence among the co-participants (texter and textee). 
5.5. Variation in the realization of the prototypical tripartite structure 
The previous sections have presented the types of utterances operating as opening, 
body and closing moves in text-messaging on the basis of how they are realized in my 
sample. However, we have noticed that not all messages include an opening and/or a 
closing section. As shown in figure 5.1, a full realization of the prototypical generic 
structure, i. e. opening-body-closing, occurs only in a small percentage of the total 
sample (n: 40,8.9%). In contrast, nearly half of the messages collected (n: 216, 
48.3%) consist solely of one structural part: the main body. With regard to the rest of 
the messages, the main body has been found to co-occur more frequently with 
closings (n: 96,21.5%) rather than openings (n: 55,12.3%). 
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Body Opening, -13odý Body-Closing 
Figure 5.1. Variation in the structure of individual text-messages 
l'herefore, the implied sequential pattern is partly confirmed and partly disproved 
from the analysis of the data. In other words, 51.7% (n: 231) of the total sample 
provide some evidence for the existence of a tripartite sequential structure for 
individual text-messages. Such evidence is provided by messages that include all 
three parts or at least two, such as the body and one of the peripheral sections 
(opening and closing). On the other hand, a large sum of the data (n: 216,48.3%) does 
not justify the existence of a tripartite structure, since it includes only one part. i. e. the 
main body. We should note, however, that the generic structure of individual texts, as 
theorized by I lalliday & Hasan (1985), acknowledges for both optional and obligatory 
structural elements. In fact, the peripheral categories of opening and closing are 
assumed to be optional in all mediated genres, apart from telephone calls (see § 5.3 
above). 
An initial explanation for the absence of openings and closings in text-messaging 
would he that the attordances of the medium (e. g. the limited space) do not encourage 
the use of phatic formulae which, as suggested in literature (for the use of greeting 
formulae, e. g. Searle, 1969), do not contribute to the propositional content of the 
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message. This interpretation seems to corroborate with popular representations of 
text-messaging that emphasise the transactional content of these short messages. As 
shown in chapter 1, the newspaper articles under consideration have claimed that text- 
messaging represents a form of task-based communication; that is, text-messages are 
seen as texts oriented to the specific task at hand. As a result, the transactional goals 
that such tasks are assumed to serve, together with the space restrictions of the 
medium, may lead to the omission of phatic talk, either in the form of greetings or 
other formulaic exchanges. However, an interpretation limited to the role of the 
technological medium, along with its systemic specificities, would fall under the 
technological deterministic pitfall (see § 1.3.2). Therefore, my discussion of the 
variation documented in openings and closings of text-messages will attempt to move 
beyond the space limitations of the specific medium. 
In order to provide an account for the variation observed at the level of textual 
structure, I will look at the specific texts not only as individual, de-contextualised, 
messages but also as turns22 comprising a longer sequence of text-messages which are 
exchanged among specific participants sharing a specific interactional history. As a 
result, the following analysis will mainly focus on my case-studies (see § 2.3.3), 
where the messages, along with relevant contextual information, have been gathered 
over sustained periods of time. In short, the analysis of the specific data set suggests 
that the above prototypical structure varies according to participants' relationships. 
Focusing on the text-messages collected from one participant only, for instance 
Dimitra, allows the analyst to compare messages sent to different recipients. This 
comparison will reveal that closely related participants, such as the pairs of best 
22 This conceptualization of text-messages as turns echoes an emerging thread of applying CA tools in 
CMC (cf. Antaki et al, 2005; Herring, 1999). 
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friends (or xo2A, it6c/oi) identified in § 2.3.4, dispense with elaborate openings and 
closings in their messages. At the same time, I will suggest that the implied pattern 
varies according to the message's position in the interactional sequence created by the 
exchange of text-messages. In fact, we rarely find closings in messages occurring at 
the beginning of a sequence, whereas openings are usually absent in messages 
appearing at the end of the sequence. 
5.5.1. Openings in sequence 
On the basis of the interactional sequences of text-messaging gathered from my case- 
studies (see § 2.3.3), we notice that the appearance of the opening moves varies 
according to the position that the message occupies in the relevant sequence. More 
specifically, I have found that the text-messages with a distinct opening section of the 
types identified in § 5.3.1 concern primarily texts which do not follow other 
messages. In other words, the opening part occurs in the messages which either 
initiate a particular interactional sequence or instigate a potential reaction/response 
from the other party. In the case that the other party does not take up the possibility of 
responding (at least in the specific medium), these messages stand alone and cannot 
be explored as part of a specific sequence in text-messaging. 
In terms of their frequency, opening moves have been found to occur in 65 (52.8%) 
out of the total (n: 123) text-messages which may initiate a sequence. As shown in 
table 5.7, openings appear in 55 out of the 82 messages which have been followed by 
another text. Moreover, there are 10 text-messages with openings among the 41 texts 
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which have not been replied by the other party or followed up by another message 
from the same participant. The variety in the realisation of opening moves in this data- 
set cannot be attributed to the message's position in an interactional sequence. In 
other words, the messages under consideration (n: 123), among which some (n: 65) 
include an opening part and some (n: 58) omit it altogether, occupy the same, i. e. first, 
position in a sequence. As a result, we will explore below how other contextual 
parameters may account for the presence or absence of openings in these text- 
messages. 





(n: 41: 33.3%) 
n % n % 
opening (n: 65,52.8%) 55 44.7 10 8.1 
no opening (n: 58,47.2%) 27 22 31 25.2 
Table 5.7. Upenings in texts initiating a sequence 
On the basis of the text-messages exchanged between the participants in case-study II, 
openings have been found only in the messages which appear as the participants' first 
attempt to contact each other on a particular day. As mentioned before (chapter 2), 
Elisavet and Maria interact with each other on a daily basis and through different 
media. More specifically, their common everyday activities, such as going to the same 
high school on weekdays, attending classes at the same tutoring school on Saturdays, 
hanging out with common friends at their neighbourhood's cafeterias, etc. unfold in a 
variety of settings which encourage sustained face-to-face interaction between the 
specific participants. In addition, telephone calls and text-messaging provide 
alternative, mediated, ways for day-to-day interaction even when the two participants 
do not share the same settings. In other words, their daily interaction involves both 
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mediated conversations or text-exchanges and face-to-face encounters which are 
organised in relation to the participants' school and leisure activities. 
In fact, the investigation of openings in text-messaging reveals that the internal 
structure of individual messages varies according to the position of the specific text- 
exchange in relation to other, face-to-face or mediated, interactions preceding (or 
following) the text-sequence. In particular, greetings of the type identified above (i. e. 
KAAHMEPA `good morning' and IEIA EOY `hi') appear only in initial text-messages 
which precede any other interaction between Elisavet and Maria on a specific day. For 
instance, the greeting KAAHMEPA `good morning', accompanied by a term of address, 
`opens' all the messages (n: 3) which are sent before my participants (in case-study II) 
meet each other at school; that is, before 08.15, the time of the morning, compulsory, 
school gathering. As shown in message 17, the opening greeting is included in this 
text that Elisavet sends to Maria at 07.44 on a Friday morning (26/09/2003). 
Message 17 [115] 
KAAHMEPA ABAIIH! AN MIIOPEIE RAPE GOOD MORNING AVAPI! GET ME A 
MOY ENA DAVIDOFF ONE! DAVIDOFF ONE PLEASE! 
case-study II, participants: Elisavet and Maria, day: 26/09/03 - texter: Elisavet, time: 07.44 
Furthermore, openings may occur in initial messages sent on days that the school is 
closed. As argued above, the specific text-messages represent the participants' first 
attempt to establish a channel contact for interaction on that day. As shown in 
message 18, the text is sent on an early September morning before the official opening 
of the school year. The greeting KAAHMEPA ABA17H! `good morning Avapi' occupies 
the opening section of this message which concerns the first contact point between the 
participants. The second turn of the text EATJJZQ NA EXEJE EYHNH£EI `hope you are 
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awake' allows us to assume that Maria has not yet established any contact with her 
friend. Instead, she sends the message, hoping that the other party will be available, 
i. e. awake, and, thus, able to take up a summons for further continuation of the 
interaction in another medium (17APE ME THA. OTAN MHOPEEEIE'call me when you can'). 
Message 18 [109] 
KAAHMEPA ABAI1H! EAIIIZS2 NA EXEIE 
EYIINHEEI... IHAPE ME THA. OTAN 
MfOPEEEIE. (DIAAKIA 
GOOD MORNING AVAPI! HOPE YOU ARE 
AWAKE... CALL ME WHEN YOU CAN. 
[little] KISSES 
case-study 11, participants: Elisavet and Maria, day: 02/09/03 - texter: Maria, time: 10.00 
On the other hand, there are initial text-messages which do not include an opening. 
The absence of such greetings is also linked to the position of the specific text- 
exchange in relation to preceding (or following), face-to-face and mediated, 
interactions. As mentioned before, going to the same school provides Elisavet and 
Maria with an established contact frame for face-to-face interaction. In other words, 
they both know that they can meet each other on a school day morning. Therefore, 
their daily frame of contact opens when the specific participants see each other at the 
school yard around 08.15. Considering the initial messages sent after this time, for 
instance message 19 sent on a Tuesday afternoon, we notice that opening moves are 
omitted. 
Message 19 [121] 
EOY ECPA`PA THN AbIEPCIEH! AYPIO TO 
FIP92I OA ETH 
I WROTE THE DEDICATION [note] FOR 
YOU! I'LL BRING IT TOMORROW 
OEP92! TYXEPHHHHH... TEEFIA! EAIIIZf2 NA MORNING! LUCKYYYYY... ANYWAYS! HOPE 
EIEAI KAAYTEPA K NA MHN EINAI 
EOBAPO! AN OEE TAPE META THA! 
YOU FEEL BETTER [a]N[d] IT'S NOT 
[something] SERIOUS! CALL ME LATER IF 
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*IAAKIA ABAHH! YOU WANT TO! [little] KISSES [to you] AVAPI! 
case-study II, participants: Elisavet and Maria, day: 20/01/04 - texter: Elisavet, time: 19.00 
In sum, my findings reveal that the official starting point of school, which coincides 
with my participants' initial meeting point on a school day, is related to the variation 
observed in the realisation of openings. That is, (initial) text-messages before 08.15 
include the relevant structural unit, whereas texts after 08.15 omit it altogether. This 
finding suggests that my participants dispense with the opening section, when contact 
has been established on a particular day through previous interactions. In contrast, the 
absence of such exchanges before the activity of text-messaging results in the use of 
opening greetings so that the participants (re-)establish the frame of contact on the 
specific day. Therefore, the analysis of the data indicates that the organisation of 
individual text-messages is attuned to previous and/or upcoming interactions. In 
contrast to newspaper representations (see chapter 1) arguing that text-messaging 
competes with and, to some extent, replaces face-to-face contact and interaction, I 
have shown that the activity of text-messaging intertwines with the participants' 
everyday life and ongoing activities. As Thurlow (2003b: 22) argues, the study of 
text-messaging contributes to the revelation of how the boundaries between 
technologically-mediated and face-to-face communication have become blurred. 
Although early studies in mobile telephony (e. g. Ling & Yttri, 2002; Kasesniemi & 
Rautiainen, 2002; de Gournay, 2002) have highlighted how text-messaging `is folded 
into the warp and woof of life' (Katz & Aakhus, 2002b: 12), the above discussion has 
attempted to ground this claim not on the participants' reflexive accounts of their use 
of the new medium but on their micro-linguistic strategies in actual messages which 
have been found to co-vary with the organisation of their everyday routine. 
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Moreover, participants have been found to omit openings in text-messages 
announcing `breaking news'. Georgakopoulou (2004: 10) has also pointed out the use 
of electronic messages for `sharing the reported events straight away, almost as they 
are still unfolding'. Considering that mobile telephony enhances the opportunities for 
instant connectivity at all places and time, it is not rare that the topic of text-messages 
concerns the reporting of breaking news. For example, Maria employs text-messaging 
in order to report to her best friend, Elisavet, the fight that she has just had with her 
boyfriend (see sequence 1). 
Sequence 1 [23] case-study II, participants: Elisavet and Maria, day: 20/09/03 
Message 20 [III] texter: Maria, time: 12.44 
KAAA, E! EFINE XAMOE ME TON NIKO. NA KALA E[-particle] WELL! WE'VE HAD A HELL 
EE I1AP92 THA; MIlOPEIE NA MIAHEEIE? OF A FIGHT WITH NIKO. CAN I CALL 
YOU? CAN YOU TALK? 
Message 21 [112] 
EIMAI KOMMfTHPIO K AEN EXQ 
MIIATAPIA! 
texter: Elisavet, time: 12.46 
I'M AT THE HAIRDRESSER'S [a]N[d] 
RUNNING OUT OF BATTERY! 
As shown in message 20, the text initiating sequence 1 does not include a distinct 
opening unit. The participant (i. e. Maria) orients to the topic of the message right at 
the beginning of the text. More specifically, the body of the message is introduced by 
the discourse marker KANIA, accompanied by the particle E! -a topic boundary 
expression which, according to previous studies (e. g. Goutsos, 2001), is primarily 
found in Greek spoken interaction. In fact, the use of the above discourse markers, 
along with the evaluative word choices for announcing the topic (Er/NE XAMOE' 
`we've had a hell of a fight'), conveys the `breaking news' nature of the reportable 
event. Within this context, the strategy of omitting the opening section functions as a 
foregrounding mechanism of the topic of the text and urges the co-participant to 
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attend first and foremost to the reportable event. At the same time, the significance of 
the specific event is evident not only in its dramatic announcement but also in the 
subsequent urgent request for immediate discussion (NA ZE I7APSQ THA; `can I call 
you? '). Therefore, the specific text refers back to an event which has just happened in 
the life of the texter and, at the same time, calls for the initiation of an upcoming 
telephone interaction with the textee. In other words, the `inter-medial nature' (cf. 
Georgakopoulou, 2004: 23) of such messages is evidenced in the finding that they are 
interpreted against a context of shared assumptions formulated by means of previous 
interactional history and, at the same time, contextualize future or upcoming 
interactions in other media (e. g. telephone calls). 
Furthermore, I argue that frequency of contact is another parameter accounting for the 
variation in the realisation of openings in initial text-messages. As mentioned in 
chapter 2, Dimitra exchanges text-messages not only with Anna but also with other 
members of the first group. Although Dimitra and Anna are among the pairs of very 
close friends that we have identified as `xo%?, 1tES' (in chapter 2), Dimitra is also a 
very good friend of Melina and occasionally texts Nana, as well. During the period of 
my fieldwork, I noticed that Dimitra is more closely related to Anna and Melina. It 
should be noted that all three participants live relatively close to each other in the 
northern suburbs of Athens. This geographical proximity allows them to get together 
more often than with the other members of the first group. In fact, Dimitra used to 
appear always with either Anna or Melina in our meetings during data collection. 
Considering the text-messages sent from Dimitra to these individuals, openings are 
generally omitted in the text-exchanges between Dimitra and Anna. On the other 
hand, opening moves appear in messages sent from Dimitra to Melina or Nana. This 
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finding is illustrated in sequence 2 which concerns the exchange of texts between 
Dimitra and Nana in order to arrange one of their favorite activities: going shopping. 
Sequence 2 [15] case-study 1, participants: Nana and Dimitra, day: 21/09/03 
Message 22 [85] texter: Dimitra, time: 20.28 
EIA EOY NANOYKA! TI KANEIE? OAA HI [little] NANA! HOW ARE YOU? ALL IS 
KAAA? AEME NA fAME AYPIO rIA `P NIA WELL? WE'RE THINKING OF GOING 
ETHN EPMOY! MIIOPEIE EEY? AN NAI SHOPPING TOMORROW AT ERMOU 
AYPIO ETO ETAOMO ETO MONAETHPAKI [street]! CAN YOU? IF YES TOMORROW AT 
ETII 11.10! cbIAIAA 
Message 23 [86] 
FEIA EOY AHMHTPOYAA MOY! AYPIO 
]IPEIIEI NA AIABAES2 K AEN NOMIZ92 NA 
MIIOPS)! AN EINAI OA TA IIOYME EKEI! 
(DIAAKIA... 
THE STATION [in] MONASTIRAKI AT 
11.10! KISSEES 
texter: Nana, time: 20.37 
HI MY [little] DIMITRA! I HAVE TO READ 
TOMORROW [a]N[d] I DON'T THINK I 
CAN! IF I MAKE IT, I'LL SEE YOU 
THERE! [little] KISSES... 
As shown in message 22, initiating sequence 2, the opening part is realized by a series 
of opening moves including a greeting followed by an affective term of address (rEIA 
EOY NANOYKA Ti my [little] Nana'), and the how-are-you inquiries (TI KANEIE? OAA 
KAAA? `How are you? All is well? '). It should be noted that this overabundance of 
phatic elements has not been found in any of the other messages sent by Dimitra. 
Although Dimitra and Nana are good friends, they do not have the daily frame of 
contact which is established between the intimate members of the participant pairs we 
identified as `Ko?, %ijT joi'. Thus, the elaborate opening section of message 23 serves 
to re-establish a frame of contact which has been inactive for a long time. In other 
words, the opening sequence of phatic elements compensates for the previous lack of 
contact between the co-participants. As a result, despite the co-ordinating content of 
the specific text, its fully fledged, tripartite, structure, reminiscent of traditional 
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letters, orients to the participant's need to resume communication, or to `catch up', 
after a long period of breach of contact with the other party. 
Compared to openings in texts initiating a sequence (n: 65,52.8%), the opening part is 
realized only in 12 (7.3%) out of the total (n: 165) messages which occur in 
subsequent, non-initial, positions in a sequence. The occurrence of openings in texts 
responding to initial messages is also related with the relationship of the co- 
participants. As shown in message 23 in sequence 2 above, Nana ratifies the opening 
greeting of the previous text with another greeting followed by an affective term of 
address EIA MY dHMHTPOYAA MOY `Hi my [little] Dimitra'. Thus, the lack of 
frequent contact in text-messaging correlates with a tripartite sequential pattern 
modelled on norms of more asynchronous media, like traditional letter-writing (see § 
5.3). Considering that the topic of this exchange has a more coordinating rather than 
epistolary character, the organization of individual texts as asynchronous messages 
seems to be shaped in this case by the participants' relationship and not by the topic or 
the a priori systemic specificities of the medium. 
Furthermore, openings in non-initial text-messages are employed as a means of re- 
establishing the frame of contact at interactional points where one of the participants 
appears temporarily unavailable. This lack of availability is manifest in the textee's 
delay to respond to an initial message beyond the expected period of time, which, as 
will be shown, is approximately twenty minutes for closely related participants. As 
illustrated in sequence 3, the opening part is employed by Dimitra after she fails to 
respond to the initial `breaking news' message (24) of her `best friend' (xo) qri ) 
Anna. 
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Sequence 3 [16] case-study I, participants: Anna and Dimitra, day: 13/01/04 
Message 24 [90] texter: Anna, time: 19.57 
DEN EIMASTE KALA? PALI TO AKYRWSE I DON'T BELIEVE IT? HE CANCELLED IT AT 
TELEYTAIA STIGMH! DEN 8A XEI KARTA 
NA KSANAMATAYPOTHESW? DEN 
KSANAASXOLUMAI! TELOS! 
Message 25 [911 
KALA. DEN KSERW. SE PAIRNW NA TA 
PUME. 
Message 26 [92] 
EAA PE! TS2PA flHPA TO MHN. EOY! I1APE 
IIAPE! 
THE LAST MINUTE AGAIN! SHOULD I 
THINK THAT HE S RUN OUT OF CREDIT 
AGAIN? I WON T BE BOTHERED 
AGAIN! THAT S IT! 
texter: Anna, time: 20.20 
WELL. I DON'T KNOW. I'LL CALL YOU TO 
TALK ABOUT IT. 
texter: Dimitra, time: 20.23 
ELA RE[-particles] HEY! I JUST GOT YOUR 
TEXT! DO CALL [me]! 
More specifically, sequence 3 is initiated by message 24 announcing the `breaking 
news' of a date cancelled at the last minute. The vocabulary employed for announcing 
and commenting on the event - i. e. the use of the adverb PALI ('again') and the 
repetition of the prefix KSANA-, along with its vernacular variant MATA- (equivalent to 
the English prefix `re') - indicates that such `last minute' cancellations have also 
happened before and have been discussed by Anna and Dimitra in the past. However, 
the other party does not respond to this text within the next twenty minutes. Instead, 
the message following (25) is sent again from the same participant who decides to 
shift interaction into a more direct and synchronous medium, i. e. to call the other 
party on the phone (SE PAIRNW NA TA PUME `I'll call you to talk about it'). The other 
party, i. e. Dimitra, finally responds with message 26, which orients to the participant's 
previous failure of sending a text and, at the same time, ratifies Anna's appeal for 
moving interaction to another medium. In particular, the specific message opens with 
the phatic particles EAA PE `hey', foregrounding the participant's current (re- 
)orientation to the activity, and accounts for Dimitra's failure to respond to the first 
message (TSQPA 17HPA TO MHN. Z'OY `I just got your text'). This meta-pragmatic 
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reference to the activity of text-messaging per se indicates the participant's awareness 
that there has been some trouble in the expected unfolding of the specific activity. 
Therefore, the use of openings in subsequent, non-initial, texts is a marked choice 
which aims to re-establish contact at interactional points where norms of interaction in 
text-messaging have been challenged. The analysis of text-exchanges similar to 
sequence 3 suggests that the expected time lag in text-messaging among intimates 
does not exceed twenty minutes. 
Moreover, the unmarked absence of opening greetings in the responses to initial 
messages, as shown in message 28, suggests that text-messaging differs from face-to- 
face interaction and telephone calls in terms of how greeting exchanges are ordered. 
Previous literature on face-to-face and telephone conversations (e. g. Schegloff and 
Sacks, 1973) has shown that greetings typically appear as parts of one or more 
adjacency pairs; that is, the initial greeting occupies the first pair part which, in turn, 
invites, constrains and builds the expectation for a particular type of greeting by the 
other party. In other words, the preferred response for the other party is to reciprocate 
the first part of the opening greeting exchange. In a similar vein, Durand (2001: 214) 
notes that `if we take the adjacency pair format to be a defining feature of greetings, a 
one-pair-part greeting - not as uncommon as one might think - would be "defective" 
or in need of an explanation'. 
Sequence 4 [24] case-study II, participants: Elisavet and Maria, day: 25/09/2003 
Message 27 [113] 
KAAHMEPA ABAIIH! IIOY EIEAI? 
Message 28 [114] 
APFHEA NA EYIINHES. OA EPOf TH 2H 
S2PA. 
texter: Elisavet, time: 08.11 
GOOD MORNING AVAPI! WHERE ARE YOU? 
texter: Maria, time: 08.13 
I WOKE UP LATE. I'LL BE THERE FOR THE 
2ND [class] HOUR. 
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It should be noted that greeting exchanges have been primarily explored on the basis 
of data gathered from synchronous interactions, both mediated (i. e. phone calls) and 
face-to-face. Their organisation in adjacency pairs is closely related to the specific 
type of interaction where the second-pair-part provides a slot for immediate feedback 
from the other party. In other words, it can also serve as a means of indicating that the 
other party is on-line and engaged in interaction. Asynchronous communication, on 
the other hand, does not impose the same interactional needs, since the participants do 
not have to immediately orient to the other's words, as they unfold. In other words, 
users of asynchronous media do not have to synchronise their attention to the 
initiation of an interaction (cf. Antaki et al, 2005: 5). Therefore, the lack of an 
immediate ratification in text-messaging of opening greetings (i. e. omitting the second 
part of the adjacency pair) is also related to the asynchronous mode of interaction. 
Due to the medium's asynchronicity, participants can never be certain as to whether 
there will be a response to their message. Thus, I argue that initial text-messages, 
along with the first-pair-parts of any sequence included, are left `in limbo'; at the 
point of sending a text, the participants have no knowledge as to when and if there 
will be a reaction from the receiving end. This moment of suspense creates a looser 
connection between the two parts of an adjacency pair. The outcome of this 
momentary disruption of adjacency (cf. Herring, 1999) is the participants' acceptance 
of - or even expectation for - the other party omitting the second-pair-part of greeting 
or other sequences. 
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5.5.2. Closings in sequence 
The data analysis suggests that, similar to openings, the appearance of the parting 
formulae constituting the closings of individual texts varies according to the position 
that the message occupies in the text-sequence. First of all, we will explore the use of 
closing moves in initial text-messages (n: 123). As mentioned before, the category of 
`initial text-messages' includes the messages that do not appear in my data corpus to 
follow other texts and, thus, may be regarded as initiating a potential text-sequence (or 
sub-sequence). In other words, these messages concern (a) texts occupying the first 
position in a sequence of contributions by the same or different participants (n: 82) 
and (b) individual texts to which there is no follow-up from either party (n: 41). With 
regard to the use of closings in initial text-messages, we notice that the majority of 
these texts (75.6%, n: 93) do not include one of the above parting formulae (see table 
5.8). We could, thus, argue that the omission of such formulae in a text-message 
indicates the potentiality of a follow-up message either by the same participant or the 
other party. 





(n: 41: 33.3%) 
n % n % 
closing (n: 30,24.4%) 19 15.4 11 9 
no closing (n: 93,75.6%) 63 51.2 30 24.4 
Table 5.8. Closings in texts initiating a sequence 
Indeed, initial text-messages without a closing part have been found to incite a 
response from the other party (n: 39) or give the same participant an opportunity to re- 
contribute to the interactional sequence (n: 24). For example, the initial message (31) 
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of sequence 5, which concerns the confirmation of an arrangement made earlier 
between Fay and Nana, does not include any of the parting formulae identified in § 
5.4.3. As a result, the other party (i. e. Nana) responds immediately - that is, two 
minutes after the previous message was sent. 
Sequence 5 [7] case-study I, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 16/10103 
Message 29 [59] texter: Fay, time: 21.00 
OMOP(DOYKA MOY, IEXYEI H 
EYNANTHEH? I'IATI EEKINAS2! 
Message 30 [60] 
NAI IEXYEI MIIPOETA ETH 
ETAEH! (DIAAKIA TIOAAA MEXPI NA 
BPEOOYME! 
MY [little] BEAUTY, ARE WE UP FOR THE 
MEETING? CAUSE IM ABOUT TO LEAVE! 
texter: Nana, time: 21.02 
YES WE RE MEETING AT THE 
STATION! MANY [little] KISSES TILL WE 
MEET! 
The texter's expectation for the other party to reply to a message without closing is 
also evident in follow-up messages challenging the textee's failure to respond. In 
particular, sequence 6 illustrates the case of an initial message followed by another 
contribution from the same participant. The specific sequence is initiated by message 
31, sent by Fay, while the two friends are away; i. e. Fay is in Patras for her studies 
(see § 2.3.4). This message updates the other party about Fay's everyday life and 
current activities (17POZ' TO 17APON XAZEYEI) and ends with a request for arranging a 
future mediated interaction, i. e. a phone call. 
Sequence 6 [8] case-study I, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 13/01/04 
Message 31 [61] texter: Fay, time: 11.01 
OMOP POYKA MOY KAAHMEPA! H 
KOAAHTH SOY EXEI ETPIMS XTEI TQPA 
KAI AIABAZEI KAI IIPOE TO IIAPON 
XAZEYEI! KAHOIA ETIFMH OEAEIE NA 
MIAHEOYME EHMEPA, IlPOE TO BPAOY? 
GOOD MORNING MY [little] BEAUTY! YOUR 
BEST FRIEND IS NOW UNDER PRESSURE 
AND [she] IS READING AND [she] IS 
FOOLING AROUND AT THE MOMENT! 
WILL WE TALK [on the phone] AT SOME 
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Message 32 [62] 
OMOPDOYKA MOY fIATI DEN AHANTAE? 
POINT TODAY, TOWARDS THE EVENING? 
texter: Fay, time: 17.00 
MY [little] BEAUTY WHY AREN'T YOU 
ANSWERING? 
The argument that the absence of a closing move indexes the texter's anticipation for 
a reply from the other party is evidenced in message 32 following in sequence 6. This 
text is sent again by the same participant (i. e. Fay) and focuses on the textee's failure 
to provide a response. In other words, message 32 topicalizes the other party's non- 
availability for contact in the specific medium by explicitly requesting an account for 
the lack of feedback (r1ATIAENA17ANTAE `why aren't you responding'). Therefore, in 
addition to the use of openings in the textee's delayed responses as a means of re- 
establishing contact (see sequence 3, message 26), the occurrence of follow-up 
messages challenging the textee's failure to reply suggests that users of text- 
messaging assume the availability of the other party and, thus, expect some kind of 
feedback. Although the default response time in text-messaging is approximately 
twenty minutes, the expected time lag between subsequent messages becomes longer 
- that is, a couple of hours - when the co-participants, e. g. Fay and Nana, do not live 
in the same city. In other words, while Fay and Nana live both in Athens, their 
exchanges of text-messages are more synchronised, compared to the sequences 
gathered during the periods of Fay's staying in Patras. Once more, (a)synchronicity in 
text-messaging has been found to correlate less to the technological affordances of the 
medium per se and more to other contextual parameters, such as the geographical 
distance or proximity of the relevant participants. 
However, the members of participant pairs, like Anna-Dimitra and Elisavet-Maria, 
who live close to each other and have regular daily contact (both face-to-face and 
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mediated), prefer not to include a closing part in their messages. In fact, the closing 
moves identified in § 5.4.3 are realised only in four out of the 48 texts exchanged 
between Anna and Dimitra. With regard to their position in a text-sequence, all four 
text-messages have not been found to be followed by another text. More specifically, 
the texts with a closing part composed by Dimitra concern her response to messages 
sent earlier by her friend, Anna. This is evident in sequence 7 which concerns the last 
exchange of messages between the specific participants on the particular day 
(20/01/2004). 
Sequence 7 [18] case-study I, participants: Anna and Dimitra, day: 20/01/04 
Message 33 [96] 
EIPA ME TH MELINA NA VRE8UME OLES 
THN PEMPTH MAZI! VRHKES TELIKA TO 
PASO SU XAZO? 
Message 34 [97] 
OKEIKE rIA IIEMI]TH! PE LEN EINAI 
HOY0ENA... EXc2 (DPIKAPEI, EINAI TPEAH 
iIAMIKAEIA NA EANABFAAEIE IIAEO! 
KAAHNYXTA! 
texter: Anna, time: 19.43 
WE SAID WITH MELINA TO GET ALL 
TOGETHER ON THURSDAY! HAVE YOU 
FOUND YOUR [student] CARD FINALLY? 
texter: Dimitra, time: 19.46 
OK FOR THURSDAY! RE[-particle] [the card] IS 
NOWHERE.. .1M FREAKING OUT, IT SA 
PAIN TO REISSUE THE CARD! GOOD 
NIGHT! 
More specifically, the closing greeting KAAHNYXTA `good night' appears at the end of 
sequence 7, initiated earlier by Anna (message 33). However, considering that most 
sequences (n: 13; out of total 16) of text-messages exchanged between the specific 
participants end without a closing move, we suspect that the choice of this parting 
formula does not only serve as a means of indicating the closure of the specific 
exchange. As mentioned above, Anna and Dimitra interact on a daily basis through 
different media. Assuming that the temporal frame of their contact is organised in 
one-day (i. e. 24 hour) periods, I argue that the use of the closing greeting KAAHNYXTA 
`good night' in message 34 does not only mark the end of a text-sequence, but also - 
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or, rather, primarily - the closure of a day's interaction. The inter-relation between the 
organization of text-messaging and the daily interactional routine has also been 
pointed out in my analysis of openings in the text-exchanges between Elisavet and 
Anna (see § 5.5.1). Therefore, openings and closings in text-messaging do not only 
serve as a means of initiating and terminating a specific exchange of text-messages, 
but they also - or, in some cases, primarily - operate as signals of re-establishing 
and/or (temporarily) suspending the daily frame of contact between close friends. 
Until now, I have attempted to account for the unmarked omission of closings in texts 
initiating a sequence. However, closing moves in messages followed up by another 
text (n: 19, see table 7) are not altogether absent in my data. The realization of the 
closing move OIAIAA `kissees' at the end of message 35 cannot be interpreted in 
relation to the text's position in the sequence. 
Sequence 8 [15] case-study I, participants: Nana and Dimitra, day: 21/09/03 
Message 35 [85] texter: Dimitra, time: 20.28 
I'EIA EOY NANOYKA! TI KANEIE? OAA HI [little] NANA! HOW ARE YOU? ALL IS 
KAAA? AEME NA IIAME AYPIO rIA `i'c NIA WELL? WE'RE THINKING OF GOING 
ETHN EPMOY! MIIOPEIE EEY? AN NAI SHOPPING TOMORROW AT ERMOU 
AYPIO ETO ETAOMO ETO MONAETHPAKI [street]! CAN YOU? IF YES TOMORROW AT 
ETIE 11.10! 1IAIAA 
Message 36 [86] 
I'EIA SOY AHMHTPOYAA MOY! AYPIO 
IIPEI1EI NA AIABAES2 K DEN NOMIZS2 NA 
MUOPS2! AN EINAI OA TA 11OYME EKEL! 
(DIAAKIA... 
THE STATION [in] MONASTIRAKI AT 
11.10! KISSEES 
texter: Nana, time: 20.37 
HI MY [little] DIMITRA! I HAVE TO READ 
TOMORROW [a]N[d] I DON'T THINK I 
CAN! IF I MAKE IT, I'LL SEE YOU 
THERE! [little] KISSES... 
Instead, I argue that the realisation of the closing part is linked to the participants' 
relationship and, more specifically, to their (in)frequency of contact. As mentioned in 
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§ 5.5.1,23 the lack of frequent contact between Dimitra and Nana becomes textually 
evident in the elaborate opening section of message 35. The overabundance of phatic 
elements at the beginning of the text seeks to re-establish a frame of contact which has 
been inactive for a long time. In addition, the user orients to the asynchronous nature 
of the medium, as evidenced in the adjacency pair formulated by the same participant 
in message 35. In other words, Dimitra does not wait for the other party's response to 
her request A111OPE! ZEli? `can you? '. Instead, she hypothetically provides the second 
part of the adjacency pair herself AN NA1 `if yes' and continues with the details 
necessary for the particular arrangement. Within this context, the realisation of the 
closing section is linked to the participants' lack of frequent contact which leads to a 
more asynchronous use of text-messaging. 
However, the realization of closing sections in text-messages is also related to issues 
of face management. To illustrate this, I will focus on sequences 9 and 10, which 
concern two exchanges of messages between the same participants: Nikos and Kostas 
(case-study III). In fact, these sequences have taken place in two subsequent days (10- 
11/09/2003) and share the same topic. In other words, the initial text (37 and 39) of 
both sequences concerns a request from Kostas to visit his friend, Nikos, at the latter's 
home. 
Sequence 9 [28] case-study I1, 
participants: Kostas and Nikos, day: 10/09/03 
Message 37 [127] texter: Kostas, time: 16.30 
EIMAI F. TU EOM2NOE NA 17EPA! fl? 
I'M AT SOLONOS CAN I DROP BY? CAN I DROP BY FOR COFFEE NUTS? 
00 00! 
23 This sequence has also been employed in my discussion of openings (see sequence 2 in § 5.5.1) 
Sequence I0 [29] case-study 11, 
participants: Kostas and Nikos, day: 11/09/03 
Message 39 [129] texter: Kostas, time: 17.05 
NA 17EPAEfl r IA KA(DE TPEAE? OY OY! 
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Message 38 [128] texter: Nikos, time: 16.32 
EAA. OA POET+I-I KATEPINA API'OTEPA 
Message 40 [130] texter: Nikos, time: 17.12 
OXI TPEAE. EXS2 AIABAEEI TH MIA AHO 
TIE A! QAEKA EPS2THEEIERT92PA 
KOIMAMAI!! TA AEME man; ) 
COME. KATERINA LL BE HERE LATER 
TOO 
NO NUTS. I'VE READ ONLY ONE OUT 
OF THE TWELVE QUESTIONS&I M 
SLEEPING NOW!!! SEE YOU man; ) 
The difference between the two sequences lies in the uptake of the request. That is, 
the request is accepted on the 10`x' September 2003 (message 38), but it is refused on 
the following day (message 40). In terms of the texts' internal organisation, we also 
note the following difference: the closing part is omitted in the positive response 
(message 38), but included in the negative answer (message 40). Assuming that 
accepting or refusing a request can have positive or negative effects on the face of the 
participants, the presence or absence of closings seems to be related to issues of face 
management. Thus, I argue that closings in the specific context are employed in order 
to mitigate the potentially face-threatening act of refusing a request. The mitigating 
function of closing is further enhanced by the co-occurrence of other solidarity 
building devices, such as terms of address man and the emoticon ;) (see message 40). 
Although the association between closings and face management has been pointed out 
in the literature (cf. Laver, 1975 in Pavlidou, 1997), the focus has been mainly drawn 
on the function of closing devices as a means for mitigating the threat of bringing an 
interaction to a halt. The analysis of the above sequences, though, suggests that 
closings in text-messaging are not necessarily associated with the act of ending the 
text but with the topic of the message per se. In other words, closings are employed to 
mitigate a topic which can be potentially face-threatening, such as the dispreferred act 
of rejecting an invitation. On the other hand, the absence of closings in messages at 
the end of a sequence indicates that participants do not necessarily experience the 
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closure of a text-message as a potential face threat. What seems to override this 
potential feeling of rejection is an underlying assumption of continual connectivity, 
which allows users of text-messaging to contact each other at any place and time (cf. 
the notion of `perpetual contact' in Katz & Aakhus, 2002). 
5.6. Conclusion 
This chapter has attempted to explore the sequential patterns of text-messages both as 
individual texts and as contributions to longer interactional exchanges between 
specific participants. The examination of individual messages has revealed that their 
internal structure resembles the prototypical tripartite pattern, `opening-body-closing', 
underlying interactional and/or textual organization in other types of mediated 
communication, such as email (Herring 1996b; Georgakopoulou, 2001), answering 
machine messages (Liddicoat, 1994; Gold, 1991), letter-writing (cf. Herring, 1996b), 
and telephone calls (cf. Schegloff & Sacks, 1973). The discussion of each structural 
part has focused on the types of utterances employed for their realization, their 
relative frequency and the sequential order of their occurrence. What is notable, 
though, in the analysis of Greek text-messages is the lack of norms in the new 
medium. This `normative ambiguity' (Danet, 2001: 363) is manifest in the parallel use 
of norms borrowed from different, spoken, written, and computer-mediated, genres 
for achieving the same interactional tasks, such as self-identifying or alluding to 
future interaction. As mentioned for other relatively `new' genres (e. g. email; Danet, 
2001; Georgakopoulou, 2004), users of text-messaging juggle between pre-existing 
generic assumptions and expectations and their challenging appropriations in a 
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volatile medium. The result of this juggling act is a hybrid genre manifest in the 
appropriation of forms and norms from interaction in different, face-to-face and 
mediated, environments. 
However, the quantitative analysis of my sample has shown that the above tripartite 
structure is not always realized in text-messages. As suggested in the literature (cf. 
Halliday & Hasan, 1985), this `generic structure potential' consists of optional 
elements, such as the opening and closing, and the obligatory body part. Taking into 
account the position of individual texts in their interactional sequence, we have 
noticed that the unmarked pattern of organization proceeds from initial messages, 
including an optional opening and a body, towards follow-up messages, consisting of 
a body and an optional closing (see table 5.9). 
initial text (opening) body 
follow-up text(s) body (closing) 
Table 5.9. Organization of text-messages in a sequence 
The occurrence of phatic elements in the openings and closings of text-messages 
suggests that these optional parts are related to the establishment and maintenance of 
contact between the co-participants. In fact, their realization has been found to be 
linked with my participants' assumptions regarding the `openness' of the channel of 
communication and, at the same time, the other party's relative availability for 
interaction. The analysis of my data suggests that openings and closings can be 
omitted when users perceive the channel of contact as established and open. As shown 
in §s 5.5.1-2, this frame of contact invokes a temporal organization which correlates 
with the everyday routine of interaction among the specific participants. For example, 
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the participant-pairs of close friends (Ko2 grEc/oi) organize their interaction in daily 
frames of contact, as evident in the use of openings and closings in messages which 
represent the first and last point of contact respectively on a particular day. Once the 
channel of contact has been established either face-to-face or through mediated 
communication, it does not need to be invoked in the subsequent messages, because 
mobile telephony, and text-messaging, in particular works on the assumption of 
perpetual availability and contact. This drive for perpetual contact (cf. Katz & 
Aakhus, 2002c: 307) is evident in points where there is some breach in the normal 
flow of interaction and the other party appears unavailable. My participants attend to 
the markedness of one's unavailability either by topicalizing the issue of contact in a 
follow-up text or by including an opening, such as the phatic particle(s) Ra (pe) `hey' 
in a response which aims at re-establishing the momentarily suspended frame of 
contact. 
Moreover, the participants' relationship has been found to be a critical factor affecting 
the sequential organization of text-messaging. As suggested above, the participant 
q/ot) employ openings and closings as signals for re- pairs of close friends (xo, UgT 
establishing and temporarily suspending the daily frame of contact. As long as the 
frame of contact remains established and, at the same time, open for interaction, the 
co-participants can dispense with the specific structural parts. However, this 
organization of text-messaging has been evidenced in the text-exchanges between 
very close and intimate friends, who communicate on a regular, daily, basis. On the 
contrary, the friends in each case-study with infrequent contact and less intimate 
relationship have been found to realize openings and closings in the messages that 
they exchange. Unlike the sequential organization suggested in table 5.9, both initial 
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and follow up texts exchanged among non-intimate friends exhibit the prototypical 
tripartite structure of `opening-body-closing', reminiscent of asynchronous media, 
like letter-writing. In line with previous studies of sequential patterns in telephone 
calls (e. g. Sifianou, 2002: 77), my findings indicate that less closely related friends or 
those with infrequent contacts are more likely to conform to the prototypical or 
canonical pattern of organization in individual texts. 
The third, and last, parameter which has been found to affect variation in the 
realization of openings and closings is the topic of the message. For instance, the 
participants' urge to immediately share `breaking news' has been shown to result in 
the omission of phatic formulae in the relevant structural parts. Furthermore, the use 
of closings in Greek text-messages has been demonstrated to co-occur with topics, 
which may be considered by the textee as face threatening. In other words, I have 
argued that the sequential part of closing is employed in order to mitigate potential 
face threatening acts, conveyed in messages sent, for instance, to reject the other 
party's request. This finding suggests that the occurrence of closings in text- 
messaging is related to feelings of rejection which do not necessarily arise from 
bringing the (text-)exchange to an end, as suggested for telephone interaction (cf. 
Laver, 1975; Pavlidou, 1997), but primarily emanate from the face threatening topic 
of the message itself. Having argued that close and intimate friends conceive an 
established (daily) frame of contact as perpetually open in text-messaging, we 
understand that the very act of ending a text (or, even, an exchange) does not 
instantiate the closure of the contact frame. As a result, bringing a text-message to an 
end does not project such intense feelings of rejection as argued for the endings in 
telephone conversations or face-to-face interactions. 
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In sum, the exploration of sequential patterns in longer exchanges of subsequent 
messages has revealed that the realization of openings and closings in text-messaging 
co-varies with three major parameters: the establishment and maintenance of contact 
through the specific medium/channel, the identification and consolidation of the social 
relationships between the relevant participants (texter and textee), and the pragmatic 
function of the message's topic per se. These parameters invoked by the analysis of 
my participants' use of text-messaging provide evidence for the idea that mediated 
interaction orients to three `maxims of stance', to echo Scollon (1998: 74). These 
`maxims of stance' can be conceptualized as three hierarchically embedded frames, 
namely channel, relationship, and topic (see figure 5.2), which stem from the primary 
social practices through which interaction is constructed. In particular, Scollon (1998: 
30) argues that 
the establishment and control of the channel is taken on by all participants as 
their primary task, the sine qua non of further communication. Hierarchically 
subordinated to this concern is to establish and maintain the relative positioning 
of the participants and then, finally, only as the positioning remains out of focus 
to be taken for granted can the participants turn to the topic at hand - the 






Figure 5.2. Scollon's `maxims of stance' 
The advantage of the above maxims of stance is that openings and closings are not 
conceived as structural parts of a postulated message schema, but they are implied by 
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the very notion of frame. In other words, their occurrence is not optional in the sense 
that the speaker may choose or not to use the specific conventions, but it follows a 
higher interactional order as defined by wider social practices. At the same time, my 
analysis suggests that these frames are applied recursively at the level of both 
individual texts and longer interactional sequences consisting of multiple messages. 
More specifically, the absence of openings and closings in text-messaging among 
intimate friends capitalizes on the assumption that the frames of channel and 
relationship are already established. As a result, my participants can attend, first and 
foremost, to the topic of the text-exchange by proceeding directly to the body of the 
text and dispensing with opening and closing routines. On the other hand, I have 
demonstrated that openings and closings are invoked at points where the 
establishment and maintenance of the above frames is challenged. For example, the 
use of a closing after a potentially face threatening topic re-affirms solidarity among 
intimate participants. In a similar vein, the occurrence of the phatic pseudo-greeting 
Eta pc `hey' in a delayed response signals the participant's orientation to re- 
establishing a temporarily suspended frame of contact. 
As implicated by the above discussion of sequential organization, users of text- 
messaging have been found to attend to text-messages both as asynchronous texts and 
as quasi-synchronous contributions (or turns) to interactional sequences. As a result, 
we cannot establish whether text-messaging is a synchronous or an asynchronous 
medium on the basis of technological specificities alone. In fact, non-technological 
parameters, such as the participants' relationship - or, even, the geographical distance 
(or proximity) between the co-participants (for the case of Fay and Nana) - have been 
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demonstrated to play a role in whether my participants treat text-messaging as a 
synchronous or asynchronous genre. 
However, the interpretation of the findings has also invoked the participants' cultural 
identities. The choices of whether and how openings and closings are realized in the 
messages under consideration have brought to the fore shared cultural understandings 
of norms of sociability. The use of affective terms of address, the abundance of phatic 
elements, and the occurrence of closings in order to mitigate face threatening acts 
signal the participants' positive politeness orientation, which has been demonstrated 
consistently in studies of Greek spoken, face-to-face and telephone, interaction among 
intimates. At the same time, previous research has established that `giving emphasis 
to the here-and-now of the relationship' (Pavlidou, 1997: 160) is a culture-specific 
element in closings of Greek telephone conversations. Indeed, closings of text- 
messaging indicate the participants' preoccupation with the `here-and-now'. As will 
be shown in chapter 6, aspects of the medium per se, such as immediacy of contact, 
constant connectivity, and high portability, further enhance the construction of a 
feeling of (co-)presence, which capitalizes on the participants' sense of having access 
to and, thus, control of each other's `here-and-now'. 
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Chapter 6 
Sociability through inter-related activities 
6.1. Introduction 
The analysis of sequential patterns in Greek SMS (see chapter 5) has revealed that 
text-messaging intertwines with other, face-to-face and mediated, interactions. For 
example, the realization of openings has been demonstrated to depend on whether my 
participants have already established the (daily) frame of contact by means of 
previous interactions. At the same time, closings in Greek text-messages have been 
found to attend to the co-participants' here-and-now by invoking aspects of each 
other's current setting and activities. This interaction between text-messaging and the 
participants' ongoing social activities will be examined further in the current chapter. 
A shared assumption among users of text-messaging is that the setting in which each 
participant sends or receives a message cannot be predicted with certainty. This lack 
of knowledge regarding the other's context of being and acting creates an asymmetry 
in communication via text-messaging. In other words, one party in interaction always 
has little or no information regarding the activities in which the other party is involved 
and the spatio-temporal context in which these activities unfold. The aim of this 
chapter is to investigate whether, how, and why participants orient to their current 
activities and the relevant spatio-temporal context in their everyday exchanges of text- 
messages. 
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Although previous studies (see § 6.3) have touched upon the issue of interlocking 
parallel activities in mobile telephony, the discussion has been mainly restricted to the 
participants' orientations to one aspect of the immediate setting, namely location. At 
the same time, previous researchers have focused on how such issues arise in mobile 
phone conversations, which is only one among an array of services afforded by 
mobile telephony. In fact, there has been no study (to the best of my knowledge) 
investigating the interaction of text-messaging with other social activities on the basis 
of empirically collected data. 
I will attempt to explore how text-messaging interacts with simultaneously unfolding 
activities by looking at a common practice among users of text-messaging, i. e. the 
topicalization of their current location and ongoing activities in which they engage at 
the time of sending or receiving a message. More specifically, I will focus on the 
linguistic practices that my participants employ in order to orient to each other's 
immediate setting, such as the formulaic expressions 7roä Eirat `where are you' and rr 
xävcic `what's up', and the use of place and time indexicals. Furthermore, I will 
attempt to show how these references to the immediate setting capitalize on the lived 
experience and interactional practices that my participants have accumulated through 
close and prolonged interaction via text-messaging or other media. The discussion 
will suggest that the practice of topicalizing current location and activities serves the 
co-ordination of other - ongoing and imminent - social activities. At the same time, I 
will argue that emphasis to each other's here-and-now allows the co-participants to 
feel `present' in the other party's everyday life, even though they are physically 
distant. This mutual sense of `co-presence at a distance' (cf. Hutchby, 2001: 85) will 
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be shown to be paramount for the close and intimate type of relationship that holds 
between the participants in my case-studies, as suggested in § 2.3.4. 
6.2. Competing activities 
Even in visually accessible, co-present interaction, people face situations where 
multiple, ongoing, and often competing activities unfold at the same time. As 
mentioned by Schegloff (2002b), one such situation is created when a person 
summons another co-present individual. The act of summoning calls for a re- 
allocation of the addressee's attention which may orient to another ongoing activity at 
the specific moment of summoning. Therefore, the summoner needs to assess not only 
the `priority or gravity [... ] and temporal duration [... ] of the activity on whose behalf 
the summons is done' but also `the respective claims of the currently ongoing activity 
or activities' (Schegloff, 2002b: 294) in which the summoned is engaged. In other 
words, the summoner has to assess the appropriateness of initiating another activity, 
for instance some type of verbal interaction, on the basis of the situation to which she 
has immediate access through his/her naked senses. 
On the other hand, the assessment of the appropriateness of summoning another 
person in mediated environments cannot draw on the same resources as in face-to- 
face interaction. Although the telephone opens the auditory channel and makes voices 
and sounds accessible to each end of the line, the summoner has no access to the 
other's situation prior to the act of summoning. As a result, there are more chances for 
the summoned to find herself in a situation where the telephone ring, i. e. the summons 
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for engaging in a telephone conversation, competes with - or, better, interrupts - her 
ongoing activity or activities. 
In this respect, mobile phones do not differ greatly from traditional, landline, phones. 
However, it should be noted that the mobile nature of the medium per se results in a 
potentially infinite variety of places where the user can carry her phone handset. 
Considering the high portability of the device in various settings, the variety of 
activities in which mobile phone conversationalists may be engaged is also potentially 
infinite. Therefore, predicting the current activities of the other party and her 
immediate setting becomes for the caller (or texter) a more complicated issue in the 
context of mobile telephony. 
In text-messaging, the users are found under similar conditions, i. e. having no access 
or knowledge regarding the other's immediate context. However, there is a notable 
difference between mobile phone calls and text-messaging; namely, the latter can be 
performed in a silent and instant way which does not seriously interfere with or 
impede actions and events unfolding in parallel with the production and/or 
interpretation of a message. As Kasesniemi & Rautiainen (2002: 171) point out, text- 
messaging can be `the back door of communication', undertaken even at times and 
places where any other communication channel would be impossible or inappropriate. 
This is facilitated by the fact that the user does not have to withdraw physically and/or 
re-orient her attention for a prolonged period of time from the immediate context, as it 
has been argued in the literature to be the case with mobile phone conversations. For 
example, Licoppe & Heurtine (2002: 97-99) argue that a sudden mobile phone call 
can put the social context at risk 
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for two reasons: first, because the mobile phone user may get too absorbed in the call 
properly to handle or even distance him/herself politely from the current activity; second, 
because the call itself renders unsustainable the mutual framework of the ongoing 
interaction. 
At the same time, compared to mobile phone calls, the act of summoning in text- 
messaging is more discreet and less intrusive to the other party's setting. Similar to 
another mobile device, namely pagers, the auditory signal in text-messaging 
announces the presence of a message which may potentially initiate an interactional 
sequence. However, the summoned does not need to immediately re-orient her 
attention and interrupt her current activities. Instead, she can defer to it and decide 
later whether she will respond to the message or not (cf. Schegloff's account for 
pagers, 2002b: 296). Thus, the responsibility for assessing the appropriateness of 
interrupting the current activity and initiating another (e. g. text-messaging) is 
transferred from the summoner, as shown in the case of face-to-face interaction, to the 
summoned. 
On another note, users of text-messaging have more control over the contextual 
aspects they wish to disclose to the other party. This is due to the fact that participants 
have access only to the digital trace of the text displayed on the phone's screen. In 
other words, neither of the parties involved in the interaction can create a sense of the 
other's setting by non-textual information, such as overhearable sounds which can 
betray the conversationalist's context in a mobile phone conversation. In the analysis 
of the data which follows, we will focus more closely on how the technological 
affordances of the medium (see § 1.3.5) are manifested in the users' practices of 
orienting to current activities and the relevant spatio-temporal context in text- 
messaging. 
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6.3. Where are you?: Focusing on location in telephone conversations 
In mobile communication, the geographical location of the co-participants cannot be 
taken for granted in the same way as might be possible in other types of mediated 
communication. For instance, traditional letters are posted to specific and fixed 
locations where the intended addressee is known to live, work, and so forth. In a 
similar vein, the caller in landline telephone conversations can take for granted' where 
the answerer is, since landline phones are fixed in specific places, such as people's 
houses, offices, etc. It is the potentially infinite variety of places where the user can 
carry her mobile device that makes location an issue in mobile communication. 
However, Schegloffls (1972b) early work on locational formulations in human 
interaction has shown that establishing `where-we-know-we-are' is an important 
interactional task mutually accomplished by co-participants in conversation. More 
specifically, he argues that 
the selection of a location formulation requires of a speaker (and will exhibit for the 
hearer) an analysis of his own location and the location of his co-conversationalist(s), and 
of the object whose location is being formulated (if that object is not one of the co- 
conversationalists). (Schegloff, 1971: 100) 
In a more recent paper, Schegloff (2002a: 297-298) notes that the locational inquiry 
`where are you? ' has occasionally appeared as part of an opening sequence before the 
introduction of mobile phones. In fact, his data suggest that it has been addressed by 
call recipients to callers indicating the co-participants ongoing orientation to an 
activity in progress. For instance, if a pre-scheduled meeting is the activity in progress 
1 Nevertheless, Hutchby & Barnett (2005: 162) point out that location `may be an issue in households 
with multiple phones or cordless handsets over which room the call-taker is in' (emphasis in the 
original) and, at the same time, participants may orient to the location of the answerer vis-ä-vis the 
phone itself. 
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and the caller is still on her way, the answerer is expected to utter the `where are you' 
inquiry even in a landline telephone conversation (Schegloff, 2002a). Therefore, what 
seems to be `new' in mobile phone calls is not the participants' orientation to location 
per se, but the routine practice of the caller to question the answerer's location. 
It is, thus, not surprising that a number of studies on mobile telephone calls (Hutchby 
& Barnett, 2005; Weilenmann, 2003; Laurier, 2001) have shown interest in the ways 
in which locational relevance is invoked in mobile phone talk. Formulating location 
has been argued to occur after a greeting in the opening sequence of mobile phone 
conversations. In particular, Laurier (2001: 9-17) explores how travelling workers 
shape formulations of location in mobile telephone calls depending on whether these 
calls are made to other mobile or fixed landline phones. In line with Schegloff above, 
his main assumption is that the co-participants need to accomplish some sense of 
shared context in order to co-ordinate specific tasks required by their professional 
status, i. e. nomadic/travelling workers. Within this context, `the answerer's locational 
formulation', he argues, `is setting up some kind of mutual sense of her "context" and 
of what may be relevant to her as an answerer in such a context' (Laurier, 2001: 17). 
Regarding the selection of a specific place term, the wider (sequential) context plays 
an important role, as relevant locational terms `lead on from earlier events and work 
toward ordering what will happen next' (Laurier, 2001: 12). For example, the 
relevance of locational terms, employed by a commuting personnel officer in a 
telephone call with her personal assistant, draws on a temporal ordering (e. g. business 
schedule), which is already available to them, and, at the same time, indicates whether 
future plans need to be re-arranged. 
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Furthermore, Weilenmann (2003: 29) argues that in initial inquiries about one's 
current activity (e. g. `what are you doing') location is invoked as an indication of the 
participants' availability. In particular, orienting to location has been found to 
correlate with other strategies that indicate the answerer's non-availability, such as 
giving the caller the possibility of ending the conversation, moving towards closing by 
alluding to future interactions, talking to co-present individuals while answering the 
mobile phone, etc. (Weilenmann, 2003: 29-30). However, Weilenmann's study is 
based solely on the analysis of specific recorded telephone conversations. As a result, 
her analysis misses out on any background information regarding the participants' 
everyday life and activities, which would be useful for the exploration of the 
interrelations between these conversations and other everyday interactions. 
Information about location has also been found to be requested or given in relation to 
the participants' current activities in Hutchby & Barnett' s (2005) study of sequential 
openings in mobile phone calls. In particular, their study (Hutchby & Barnett: 2005: 
167) has revealed that the locational inquiry sequence is incorporated into mobile 
phone calls 
as an additional element within the broader opening exchange, to accomplish the work of 
both (1) specifying, or formulating location [... ]; and (2) establishing interactionally 
relevant links between present location and current activities. 
More specifically, Hutchby & Barnett (2005) have found the following kinds of 
locational relevance in their data (i. e. opening sequences of mobile phone 
conversations): a) the caller may refer to the called party's location within the 
sequential context set up by a previous inquiry regarding the called's current activity, 
e. g. formulaic inquiries of the type `what are you up to? ' (Hutchby & Barnett, 2005: 
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164), b) the called may formulate an inquiry of the type `where are you' regarding the 
caller's location (Hutchby & Barnett, 2005: 165), c) the caller may report his/her 
current location, when relevant to the business of the call itself (Hutchby & Barnett, 
2005: 165), and d) the called's location may be readily assumed into a caller's 
opening turn (Hutchby & Barnett, 2005: 167). 
In sum, all the above studies have employed conversation analytic tools in their 
analysis of location formulations in mobile phone conversations. The volume of CA 
work on traditional landline telephone calls has attracted the researchers' attention to 
the equivalent technology of mobile telephony, namely mobile phone calls. But, the 
issue of orienting to current activities and the relevant spatio-temporal context in other 
mobile services, such as text-messaging, has remained relatively unexplored. At the 
same time, the studies mentioned above have a rather restricted view of context. More 
specifically, their idea of context is limited to the immediate setting of each co- 
participant and, in particular, one aspect of this setting, namely location. However, as 
will be shown below, users of text-messaging orient to their current activities by 
invoking contextual aspects which lie beyond the immediate setting of each co- 
participant. 
6.4. Exploring `context' in social interaction 
Current sociolinguistic research has drawn attention to the importance of `social 
context' in the analysis of language and communication. However, as Goodwin & 
Duranti (1992: 2) point out, `it does not seem possible at the present time to give a 
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simple, precise, technical definition of context, and eventually we might have to 
accept that such a definition may not be possible. ' Instead, this section aims to 
provide a brief overview of how `context' has been conceptualized in current, 
interactionally-oriented, trends in sociolinguistics and delineate the idea of context 
that underlies the analysis of my data. 
In Goffman's work, the idea of context is couched in the concept of `social situation'; 
defined as `an environment of mutual monitoring possibilities, anywhere within which 
an individual will find himself accessible to the naked senses of all others who are 
"present", and similarly find them accessible to him' (Goffman, 1972: 63). This 
definition of `situation' is applicable to face-to-face environments where participants 
are co-present and mutually orient to each other's `naked senses'. It is, thus, not 
surprising that nonverbal means of communication, such as gestures, eye gaze, body 
posture, etc., have received attention as well as verbal conduct in the analysis of face- 
to-face interaction. 
Moreover, another strand of research focusing on human interaction, i. e. Conversation 
Analysis, has conceptualized `context' with reference to the participants' experience 
of the `here-and-now' in interaction. More specifically, context can be invoked `in the 
ways in which interactants particularize their contributions so as to exhibit attention to 
the "this-one-here-and-now-for-us-at-this-point-in-it" character of the interaction' 
(Schegloff, 1972b: 131). Thus, participants are assumed to share the particulars (e. g. 
`here', `now', etc. ) of the occasion, or in Goffman's terms `situation', in which 
interaction unfolds. However, CA's focus on the present actuality of the utterance 
does not only imply a sense of co-presence among co-participants but also brings 
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attention to the particular contextual aspects which participants make relevant at a 
specific point in interaction (cf. Schegloff's `at-this-point-in-it' in the quote above). 
However, text-messaging belongs to the realm of mediated communication which 
enables interaction between participants who are not co-present. In other words, the 
persons producing and interpreting a text-message do not share the same `situation', 
as defined by Goffman above, and, thus, lack any possibilities for mutual monitoring 
according to non-verbal cues. In fact, the parties involved in text-messaging are not 
accessible to each other by means of their natural senses. Instead, each participant has 
physical access only to the technological medium which displays the textual record of 
a message composed or received at a given time. 
In such an environment, the participants' background knowledge regarding the use of 
the specific medium may compensate for their lack of access to each other's 
immediate settings. By `background knowledge', I refer to the users' accumulated 
experience from interacting with the technological medium per se. The experience of 
such practices interacts with other (previous, parallel, or anticipated) actions, 
performed by the co-participants over their interactional histories via the specific and 
other media. This aggregate of lived experience and interactional practices formulates 
the individual's `habitus' (Bourdieu, 1990). 
In order to explore how my participants orient to their current activities and the 
relevant spatio-temporal context in text-messaging, I will focus on the topicalization 
of current activities and/or location in relation to deictic referring as a linguistic 
practice. Deixis will be employed as a tool which allows us to look into the contextual 
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aspects to which users of text-messaging orient. This analytical decision draws on the 
fact that the meaning of deictics2 is strictly dependent upon the occasions of their use. 
In other words, deixis readily illustrates how the setting - at least, in terms of the 
`elementary social relations of speaker, addressee, and object, and the phenomenal 
context of utterance' (Hanks, 2005: 191) - is embedded in language structure. As 
Hanks (2005) points out, these contextual relations - invoked by the use of deictics - 
support `our sense of co-presence, [... ] and of the immediacy of the spatial-temporal 
world in which speech takes place. ' The exploration of deictics in text-messaging will 
bring to the fore the issue of how co-participants communicate these relations within a 
context of lack of co-presence. 
The idea of looking at deictic referring as a linguistic practice draws on the work of 
William Hanks (2005). In order to analyze deixis from a practice perspective, Hanks 
(2005: 193) introduces the concept of a `deictic field' as a distinctive kind of context, 
which `is composed of (1) the positions of communicative agents relative to the 
participant frameworks they occupy [... ], (2) the positions occupied by objects of 
reference, and (3) the multiple dimensions whereby the former have access to the 
latter. ' As a result, the practice of deictic referring creates a web of social relations 
between agents and objects (or rather the positions of the agents and the positions of 
the objects) in the deictic field. The significance of the `deictic field' as an analytic 
concept is that the social relations between the agents' and objects' positions may not 
be limited to the here and now of the utterance. This is possible, because, according to 
Bourdieu, `in a field, in contrast to most contexts individuals have trajectories, careers 
occupying certain (sequences of) positions' (Hanks, 2005: 192). Thus, the notion of 
2 Deictics include the grammatical categories of personal pronouns (e. g. 1, you, he, they, me, mine, 
your etc. ), demonstratives (e. g. this, that, these, etc. ), temporal and spatial adverbs (such as here, there, 
now, then, etc. ). 
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`field' allows us to have a broader view of context which moves beyond the 
immediate setting and incorporates memory, anticipation, and habitual engagement. 
6.5. Juggling between parallel activities and co-ordinating mediated interaction 
As mentioned before (§ 6.2), the co-participants in face-to-face interaction may have 
to attend to multiple, parallel, and potentially competing activities. For instance, a 
summoner needs to assess the appropriateness of initiating another activity, e. g. some 
type of verbal interaction, on the basis of the current situation to which she has 
immediate access. On the other hand, assessing the appropriateness of a summons in 
mediated environments cannot draw on similar resources. For example, the summons 
itself is realized by means of technologically generated sounds, e. g. telephone ring, 
rather than human voice, as in face-to-face settings. At the same time, the lack of co- 
presence creates an environment where the summoner faces more possibilities of 
finding the other party unavailable for interaction. This section will investigate 
whether and how users of text-messaging draw on and invoke contextual aspects of 
their immediate setting in order to show availability or non-availability for mediated 
interaction. In terms of numbers, 21.7% (n: 97) out of the total number of text- 
messages (n: 447) have been found to be related with the issue of checking or 
indicating (non-)availability for mediated interaction, namely text-messaging or 
telephone calls. 
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6.5.1. Checking the textee's availability 
In mediated environments, the summoner has relatively little (or even no) knowledge 
regarding the immediate setting of the other party. In text-messaging, the location of 
the textee, i. e. the person who receives the message, appears relevant when her 
availability becomes an issue in interaction. The location of the textee can be 
topicalised in the anecdotal inquiry `where are you? '. Message 1 illustrates how the 
locational inquiry 17oä cIQa, `where are you' becomes relevant due to the textee's non- 
availability. 
Message 1 [23] 
K? ioRo5! Tt Kävctg pwpij; floü stoat aä . t+Ssv 
aKOÜS To Kiv. ao1); I16 S ijtav 
xOSS; XTlun ýAqKcc;! Oa näµc ar pcpa; Tt Xfte; I'. 
Kleioulos! How are you mori? Where are you 
now+you can't hear your phone? How was it 
yesterday? Did you knock yourself out?! Are we 
going today? What do you think? G. 
Questionnaire sample, female, 19-yr-old 
In fact, it is the textee's failure to respond to a summons in another medium, i. e. 
phone call, that triggers this inquiry in the specific text-message. Although we have 
no background information regarding the situation in which message 1 has been 
generated (cf. § 2.3.2), the position of the locational inquiry in the textual sequence 
indicates that the texter orients to the other party's location in relation to the latter's 
non-availability for picking up the mobile phone. In fact, the immediate location is 
invoked as the factor which prohibits the summoned from hearing the ringing sound 
Bev axons To MV. Qov `you can't hear your phone' and, thus, from responding to the 
summons. Therefore, the analysis of the specific message suggests that the locational 
inquiry becomes relevant when one party appears unavailable for mediated 
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interaction. Indeed, Weilenmann (2003) has reached similar conclusions in her 
analysis of mobile phone call openings. 
However, it should be noted that the locational inquiry in message 1 is not performed 
in the same medium as the initial summons. In other words, location is invoked in 
text-messaging in order to account for the summoned's non-availability for interaction 
through another service of mobile telephony, namely phone call. In fact, the user 
appears to draw on the common assumption that text-messaging is allowed as a silent 
activity even in places where mobile phone conversations are not appropriate. As a 
result, text-messaging is employed, here, as `the back door of communication'; it 
allows for checking the other party's availability for interaction in another medium. 
This availability check is done in the specific example a posteriori - that is, after there 
has been a summoning in the other medium. 
On the other hand, such availability checks are also found to precede the actual 
summoning for initiating interaction in another medium. For example, message 2 is 
exchanged between Fay and Nana before calling each other on the landline. 
Message 2 [53] 
TZOYTZOYKA MOY KAAHMEPA! EIEAI GOODMORNING MY TZOU7ZOUKA [metaph. 
EIIITI? NA 11AP92? `sweetie']! ARE YOU [at] HOME? CAN I CALL 
YOU? 
case-study 1, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 17/09/03 - texter: Fay, time: 10.46 
It should be noted that the locational inquiry, here, is not of the general type nob cIoai 
, where are you' - as noted above (see message 1) - but specifies a particular place 
EIEA1 EI71T1? `are you (at) home? '. In other words, Fay is interested to know not where 
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Nana is in general but if she is at home. Therefore, the locational inquiry becomes 
relevant because of the interactional task at hand. As evident in the body of the 
message, Fay sends the specific text in order to check whether her friend is available 
for engaging in a landline phone conversation NA 17APQ? `can I call you? '. Under such 
circumstances, the specific location of the other party, for instance home, becomes 
relevant, because it will enable the co-participants to establish contact in the specific 
medium. Therefore, the locational inquiry is found to co-occur with the practice of 
checking the other party's availability in order to initiate interaction in another 
medium. Considering the silent and, thus, non-intrusive nature of the particular 
mobile service, my data suggest that users prefer text-messaging as a medium in order 
to perform the interactional task of checking availability. 
6.5.2. Indicating non-availability 
Until now, we have focused on how the user orients to the other party's location in 
order to check the latter's availability for mediated interaction. However, users of 
text-messaging may also invoke contextual aspects of their own current setting in 
order to show their non-availability for interaction. Message 4 in sequence 1 serves as 
an illustration of the instances found in the data. Messages 3 to 5 have been 
exchanged between Fay and Nana - the two, 20-yr-old, female friends from my first 
case-study. As mentioned before (§ 2.3.4), although they both used to live in Athens 
and go to the same school, Fay had to move to another city, namely Patras, because of 
her studies. As a result, their communication is inevitably mediated through telephone 
calls and text-messaging, while the two friends are away from each other. It should be 
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noted that the specific sequence has been exchanged while Fay is in Patras and Nana 
in Athens. 
Sequence l [13] case-study I, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 17/04/04 
Message 3 [78] texter: Fay, time: 21.14 
OMOPbOYKA MOY! TI KANEIE? AEE H 
KOAAHTH EOY EKTOE OTI KANEI EAN 
IIENTAXPONO, EINAI XAAIA! IX! EE 
EKE(DTOMAI IIOAY! 
MY [little] BEAUTY! HOW ARE YOU? 
ASE[-particle] BESIDES ACTING LIKE A FIVE 
YEAR OLD, YOUR BEST FRIENDS IS A 
MESS! ICH[sigh sound]! I'M THINKING OF 
YOU A LOT! 
Message 4 [79] 
bAIOYAAKI MOY EIMAI ME TON IIAYAO 
EE921AYPIO NA MIAHEOYME ETO 
THA. MHN MOY 
ETENOX92PIEZAI... KOYPAr1O! (DIAAKIA 
I1APA I1OAAA... KAAHNYXTA K ONEIPA 
FAYKA ; -) MOY AEIIIEIE! 
texter: Nana, lime: 22.30 
MY [little] FAY I'M OUT WITH 
PA VLOS! LET'S TALK TOMORROW ON THE 
PHONE. DON'T BE SAD... 000RAGE! LOTS 
OF KISSES... GOODNIGHT AND SWEET 
DREAMS ; -) I MISS YOU! 
The sequence is initiated by Fay without any explicit reference to the co-participants' 
location in message 3. However, Nana reports her current location EIMAI ME TON 
I7AYAO EZ-12 `I'm out with Pavlos' immediately after the opening term of address 
OAIOYAAKI MOY 'my little Fay' in message 4. In particular, the specific turn orients to 
two aspects of the immediate setting; namely, the location and the other co-present 
individuals. However, the choice of these two, among other, contextual aspects, is not 
accidental. In fact, I argue that this choice underlines3 the participant's non- 
availability for interaction. More specifically, Nana's location is invoked by the 
indexical EESQ `out', which does not give exact information regarding the actual place. 
On the other hand, the particular indexical positions Nana in relation to her home. 
3 At the same time, it can be argued that the specific locational turn responds to Fay's turn TI KANEIE? in 
message 3. As mentioned before (see footnote 18 in chapter 5), `Tl Kävctq' can be interpreted both as a 
`how are you' general inquiry and/or as an inquiry regarding the other's current activity, similar to the 
English `what are you up to? '. 
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Indeed, `home' is a relevant place for the current situation (cf. message 2 above). On 
the basis of their interactional history, we know that Fay and Nana call each other 
regularly when they are away from each other and these mediated interactions 
concern mainly landline, rather than mobile, phone calls (obviously due to financial 
reasons). As a result, if Nana were at home, she would have been able to call Fay and 
focus on her friend's `sad' emotional state H KOAAHTH EOY [... ] EINAI XAAIA! `your 
best friend [... ] is a mess! '. Furthermore, Nana's non-availability for interaction is 
further underlined by reporting that she is ME TON 17AYAO with Pavlos', that is, with 
her boyfriend. A state of co-presence with an intimate individual, such as a boyfriend, 
can be understood in this context to limit the possibilities of initiating or sustaining 
parallel interactions with other persons. 
At the same time, the above interpretation of the locational turn is further reinforced 
by the co-occurrence of multiple closing moves. First, and foremost, Nana alludes to a 
future interaction AYPIO NA MIAHEOYME 2TO THA `let's talk tomorrow on the phone', 
which is a more personalized version of the formulaic va za 7co4UC `see you' (see § 
5.4.3). However, this allusion becomes also relevant in the local context, since Nana 
actually invokes her current location in order to show her non-availability for the 
current interaction. Moreover, the closing of the message consists of a long sequence 
of moves. The suspension points at the end of the formulaic closing CIAAKIA 17APA 
IJOAAA `lots of kisses' mark a moving out of closing which continues with a number 
of subsequent turns KAAHNYXTA `goodnight', ONEIPA FAYKA `sweet dreams', MOY 
AEIIIEIZ `miss you' and the use of the emoticon. As argued in § 5.5.2, the co- 
occurrence of multiple closing moves and graphic choices, such as punctuation and 
emoticons, are employed as mitigating strategies, which, in this case, soften the face 
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threatening act of rejecting a parallel interaction. Fay's response to Nana's indication 
of non-availability is illustrated in the following message (5). 
Message 5 [80] texter: Fay, time: 22.33 
AX, EYFFNSZMH! NA IIEPAEETE AH, SORRY! HAVE GOOD FUN! SAY HELLO 
TEAEIA! XAIPETIEMATA! OA OEAA I1OAY FROM ME! I WOULD REALLY LIKE TO 
NA MIAHEOYME AYPIO! E'EYXAPIETSZ! KAI HAVE A CHAT TOMORROW! THANK YOU! I 
MENA MOY AEIIIEIE MISS YOU TOO IMMENSELY! GOOD NIGHT 
ADANTAETA! KAAHNYXTA KAI KAAH AND HAVE FUN! [little] KISSES 
AIAEKEAAEH! (DIAAKIA 
The apologies at the opening of message 5 AX, _rYrrNSQMH! `ah, sorry! ' indicate that 
Fay acknowledges the inappropriateness of her summoning. Moreover, this text 
exhibits an important shift in personal deixis. More specifically, the shift to second 
person plural in the expression NA I7EPAEETE TEAEIA `have good fun' suggests that Fay 
re-positions herself in relation to the new context invoked in the previous message. In 
other words, she attends not only to the person who receives the message but also to 
the co-present individuals in the other's setting. Thus, the context of each participant 
does not function as the background setting in which the activity of text-messaging is 
performed. Instead, the setting can also become the focus in interaction, as suggested 
by the participants' orientation and ongoing re-positioning to each other's context. 
The analysis of sequence 1 suggests that the first text-message operates as a summons 
in this context. In other words, a text-message is understood by users of text- 
messaging as a potential summons. However, text-messaging differs from face-to-face 
interaction in that the summoned party, rather than the summoner, assess the 
appropriateness of the summoning according to the current situation. In other words, 
the analysis of actual text-exchanges confirms the initial, theoretically-informed, 
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speculation that it is the textee's (i. e. the other party's) responsibility to assess the 
appropriateness of interrupting an ongoing activity and take up another (i. e. text- 
messaging) (see § 6.2). This becomes apparent in my data where the locational turns 
related to issues of non-availability (n: 97) appear more frequently under the form of 
reporting (n: 71,73.2%), rather than inquiring (n: 26,26.8%) location and occur 
primarily in texts responding to previous messages. 
In order to show non-availability for interaction, users of text-messaging also invoke 
the current activities in which they engage at the time of sending or receiving a text- 
message. To illustrate this, I will employ message 6 gathered from my questionnaire 
sample. 
Message 6 [35] 
BPAZEI KAI XYNETAI! AEE ME RATZ 
AIABAZS2. OA EE HAPS2 META... 
PANIC [lit. something is boiling and spilling 
out]! LEAVE ME [alone] CAUSE I'M 
READING. I'LL CALL YOU LATER... 
Questionnaire sample, female, 22-yr-old 
As shown in message 6, the participant's current activity AIABAZQ `I'm reading' is 
topicalized in order to account for her non-availability to engage in any type of 
mediated interaction. Although we do not know exactly what precedes the generation 
of this message, the turn AZE ME, literally meaning `leave me (alone)' suggests that 
this message is a response to an earlier attempt for initiating interaction. In fact, this 
turn rejects any previous summoning and the topicalization of current activity is 
4 Another indication that this text is sent as a response to an earlier message is provided by the opening 
move BPAZEI KAIXYNETA1. This expression (literally meaning `something is boiling and spilling 
out') does not usually appear alone but it acts as an answer to the phatic inquiry u ylvcraz; `what's up'. 
It should be noted that this adjacency pair is rather playfully employed and its relevant parts (/ti jinete/ 
and /vrazi ce ginete/) rhyme together. 
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employed, in turn, to account for the participant's non-availability for sustaining 
interaction. Finally, the message closes with an allusion to future interaction, which, 
as argued above, aims to mitigate such dispreferred responses. At the same time, 
suspension points also signal the texter's orientation towards a non-closure of the 
specific text, which pre-empts a potential re-initiation of the current exchange. In 
other words, the specific punctuation mark is also employed to soften the face 
threatening act of closing, even temporarily, the channel of communication. This 
finding suggests that when my participants are not available for immediate 
interaction, they indicate the next available slot for interaction in the same or another 
medium. The practice of not refusing immediate interaction without pre-empting the 
opening of an upcoming interaction ties in with the drive for perpetual availability and 
contact mentioned in chapter 5. More specifically, the participant feels accountable 
for not engaging in interaction and compensates for her non-availability by renewing 
the promise for future contact. 
6.6. Co-ordinating imminent social arrangements 
As shown by Thurlow (2003b: 10), an important group of text-messages falls under 
the category of `arrangements'. More specifically, he distinguishes between `practical 
arrangements', which co-ordinate more practical and mundane aspects of everyday 
life, such as shopping, redirecting trips, etc and `social arrangements', which are more 
explicitly recreational in character, such as going out, going to the cinema, etc 
(Thurlow, 2003b: 9). As acknowledged by Thurlow himself, the boundaries between 
these two categories are easily blurred. 
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In my data, I have found 92 (20.6%) text-messages exchanged in order to arrange a 
future meeting. The majority of this sample (n: 77,83.7%) has been gathered through 
my case-studies, whereas only 15 (16.3%) of these texts are among the messages 
transcribed in the questionnaires. As mentioned in § 2.5, the method of data collection 
correlates with differences in the type of messages collected in each sample. Mundane 
and personal messages that aim at the organization of everyday life are less likely to 
be chosen for transcription in a questionnaire survey. On the other hand, the recording 
of everyday strings of interaction via text-messaging yields more messages exchanged 
for the purpose of arranging social or other events. 
The act of arranging a meeting requires from the parties involved to co-ordinate their 
activities in space and time. In other words, displaced co-participants need to agree in 
advance the spatial and temporal conditions in which the meeting will take place. 
Popular and academic literature alike have argued that text-messaging is primarily 
employed for the co-ordination of everyday social and other activities. This section 
aims to explore whether, how, and why users of text-messaging orient to their current 
activities and setting in their attempt to arrange face-to-face encounters. As shown in 
table 6.1, text-messaging has been found to be used for the co-ordination of social 
activities which either unfold parallel to the activity of texting (see § 6.6.2) or will 
take place in the near future: later on the same day, tomorrow, or the day after 
tomorrow (see § 6.6.1). 
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TEXTS ARRANGING a FtF SOCIAL ACTIVITY n: 92 % 
simultaneous to texting 40 43.5 
later on the day 26 28.3 
in the (near) future Tomorrow 20 21.7 
the day after tomorrow 6 6.5 
Table 6.1. Text-messaging and temporal organization of future arrangements 
6.6.1. Arranging social activities in the near future 
The act of arranging a future, face-to-face, encounter makes the dimensions of time 
and space relevant in interaction. In particular, the parties involved in the arrangement 
need to agree on a specific location and time in the future that they will meet each 
other. In fact, the co-participants have been found to orient to the future place and 
time of the meeting without any reference to the current setting or activities in 52 
(56.5%) out of the total 92 `arranging' text-messages (see table 6.1). 
The analysis of the temporal markers found in these messages suggests that text- 
messaging is employed for the arrangement of face-to-face encounters which will 
happen in the near future. More specifically, my participants orient to meetings at 
some point later on the day of sending the text in 26 text-messages (see message 7). 
Moreover, 20 text-messages have been exchanged for the arrangement of a social 
activity which will take place on the following day and, thus, is marked by the 
temporal marker aüpio `tomorrow'. Finally, only 6 text-messages orient to an activity 
which will happen on a day other than today or tomorrow (see message 8). Therefore, 
users of text-messaging prefer to employ this medium for arranging face-to-face 
encounters which will occur within the forty eight hours following the moment that 
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the message was sent. In other words, the choice of text-messaging as a medium for 
arranging social activities is related to the temporal organization of such activities. 
Message 7 [110] 
KANONIEAME NA BI'OYME KATA TIE 10! WE ARRANGED TO GO OUT AROUND 
OA IlEPAESZ NA EE IIAPS2 ETIE 7: 30! OK? 10! I'LL POP IN TO PICK YOU UP AT 
A! KAI NA MHN EEXAEEIE TIE AEKHEEIE... 7.30? OK? AH! AND DON'T FORGET THE 
THANKS ABAIIH! EXERCISES... THANKS AVAPI! 
case -study II, participants: Elisavet and Maria, day: 10/09/03 - texter: Maria, time: 17.30 
Message 8 [48] 
NANOYAIDI MOY? TI KANEIE? AOIIION 
THN KYPIAKH EE IIEPIMENE2 rYPS2 ETIE 
OKT92! OK? EEY EAA MO NS2PIE! OK? OA 
MIAHEOYME ETO THA, TO BPAiAKY? 
MY [little] NANA? HOW ARE YOU? LOIPON[- 
marker] SO I'LL BE WAITING FOR YOU 
AROUND EIGHT ON SUNDAY! OK? YOU 
[can] COME EARLIER! OK? WE'LL TALK ON 
THE PHONE, IN THE EVENING? 
case-study 1, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 02/09/03 - texter: Fay, time: 15.08 
Sequence 2 illustrates the arrangement of a social activity among the members of the 
first group under investigation. In particular, the five female friends arrange to go 
shopping together at the city centre (in Athens). Sequence 2 concerns the messages 
exchanged between Dimitra and Nana with regard to the particular social event. As 
evident in the body of message 9, the specific encounter has been pre-arranged among 
the other members of the group. As a result, Dimitra initiates this sequence by 
reporting the group's intention to undertake the specific activity AEME NA DAME TIA 
Y'SQNIA `we're thinking of going shopping' and specifying the future time AYPIO 
`tomorrow' and place E'THN EPMOY `at Ermou street' in which the activity will take 
place. However, after the invitation turn MIIOPEIE EEY? `can you', the dimensions of 
time and space become relevant again. Having established the future activity in 
question, Dimitra specifies in more detail the spatio-temporal setting AYPIO ETO 
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ETAOMO ETO MONAETHPAKI ETIE 11.10 `tomorrow at 11.10 at the station in 
Monastiraki' in which the parties involved will meet up. Thus, we observe that this 
small text is highly informative with regard to the spatio-temporal co-ordination of a 
future encounter. In fact, ten out of the total twenty seven words of the text concern 
spatio-temporal markers. 
Sequence 2 [15] case-study I, participants: Dimitra and Nana, day: 21-22/09/03 
Message 9 [85] 
FEIA EOY NANOYKA! TI KANEIE? OAA 
KAAA? AEME NA 11AME AYPIO r1A PL NIA 
ETHN EPMOY! MIIOPEIE EEY? AN NAI 
AYPIO ETO ETAOMO ETO MONAETHPAKI 
ETIE 11.10! «IAIAA 
Message 10 [86] 
FEIA EOY AHMHTPOYAA MOY! AYPIO 
IIPEIIEI NA DIABAEQ K DEN NOMIZS2 NA 
MIIOPS2! AN EINAI OA TA flOYME EKEI! 
(DIAAKIA... 
Message 11 [87] 
KAAHMEPA! PE EY LEN MIIOP92 NA EPO92 
FIATI iEN GA TEAEI92ES2 IIOTE TO 
iIABAEMA! OA MIAHEOYME! KAAA 
` 92NIA... (I)IAAKIA! 
texter: Dimitra, time: 20.28 
HI [little] NANA! HOW ARE YOU? ALL IS 
WELL? WE'RE THINKING OF GOING 
SHOPPING TOMORROW AT ERMOU 
[street]! CAN YOU? IF YES TOMORROW AT 
THE STATION [in] MONASTIRAKI AT 
11.1O! KISSEES 
texter: Nana, time: 20.37 
HI MY [little] DIMITRA! I HAVE TO READ 
TOMORROW [a]N[d] I DON'T THINK I 
CAN! IF I MAKE IT, I'LL SEE YOU 
THERE! [little] KISSES... 
texter: Nana, time: 10.27 
GOOD MORNING! RE[-particle] SY[YOU] I 
CAN'T COME CAUSE I WILL NEVER FINISH 
MY READING! SEE YOU! HAVE FUN 
SHOPPING... [little] KISSES! 
However, the messages following in the sequence index time and space in different 
ways. As shown in message 10, Nana repeats the temporal marker AYPIO `tomorrow' 
in her response, but she employs the deictic EKEL 'there' to invoke the future meeting 
place. Thus, the deictic does not refer to the current setting of any of the parties 
involved, but anaphorically invokes the location specified in the previous message by 
Dimitra. Thus, deictic referring in message 10 draws on previous discourse, namely 
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on a previous message sent by another participant. Furthermore, the place 
complement of the deictic verb of motion LIEN MI7OPSQ NA EPOSZ `I can't come' in 
message 11 is omitted. It should be noted that the specific message is sent forty three 
minutes before the actual meeting takes place. As a result, the deictic verb - in present 
tense - exophorically refers to the current or imminent setting of the other party. The 
above analysis of deictic referring in individual texts draws on the texts' position in 
the relevant sequence (2) and other contextual information about the activity arranged. 
In other words, we would not be able to discuss the reference of such spatial deictics 
in the de-contextualized messages gathered through questionnaires. At the same time, 
it becomes apparent that text-messaging is deeply embedded into and, thus, difficult 
to be explored outside the web of previous and upcoming, mediated and face-to-face, 
interactions of the specific participants. 
In sum, the data analysis suggests that the participants' current setting or ongoing 
activities are not invoked in arranging activities in the future. Nevertheless, the 
`future' in text-messaging does not extend beyond the forty-eight hours after the point 
of sending a text. Therefore, the analysis of temporal deixis in my data foregrounds 
the aspect of immediacy in this mode of interaction, which is invoked by my 
participants' use of SMS for planning activities in the near future. The instantaneous 
mode of communication, reminiscent of synchronous interaction (e. g. telephone 
calls), becomes more prevalent in the following section, where text-messaging is 
employed for co-ordinating simultaneous activities. 
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6.6.2. Invoking `here-and-now' 
Unlike texts co-ordinating future activities, text-messages concerning the arrangement 
of simultaneous/imminent activities (n: 40, see table 6.1) orient to the participants' 
current setting. For example, messages 14 to 17 (sequence 3) are exchanged on a day 
(29/08/2003) that Fay and Nana are both in Athenss and have arranged to go out for 
coffee. The time and place of the meeting have been agreed prior to the specific 
exchange of text-messages. Their destination, in particular, is the coffee place `Da 
Capo', situated in a central, posh, and trendy area of Athens (Kolonaki square). 
Sequence 3 [2] case-study I, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 29/08/03 
Message 12 [39] texter: Fay, time: 15.12 
NANOYKI MOY, MOAIE KAOHEA! EIMAI 
EES2 I71ES2 ATI'TO 20 DENTPO! EE 
TIEPIMENS2! DIAAKIA! 
Message 13 [40] 
NANOYKA EIMAI EEO AH'TO NTAKAIIO 
KAI EE IIEPIMENS2! 
Message 14 [41] 
(DAIH MOY EE KANENA TETAPTO OA 
EIMAI EKEI! EYVNc MH TIOY APr! 
Message 15 [42] 
OK! EE IIEPIMENS ! 
MY [little] NANA, I HAVE JUST SEATED 
MYSELF! I'M OUTSIDE BEHIND THE 2ND 
TREE! I'M WAITING FOR YOU! [little] 
KISSES! 
texter: Fay, time: 15.33 
MY [little] NANA I'M OUTSIDE DACAPO 
AND WAITING FOR YOU! 
text er: Nana, time: 15.34 
MY FAY I'LL BE THERE IN FIFTEEN 
[minutes]! SORRY FOR BEING LATE! 
lexter: Fay, time: 15.35 
OK! I'M WAITING FOR YOU! 
In the first message of the exchange (that is, message 12), Fay reports that she is EEQ 
111W A17'TO 20 AENTPO `outside behind the second tree'. In other words, the current 
S As mentioned in § 2.3.4, at the period of data collection, Fay and Nana do not see each other as 
frequently as they used to, because Fay had to move from Athens to Patras in order to attend her 
university course. However, when Fay is in Athens - especially, during the holiday season or other 
school breaks - they try to spend time together. In fact, `going out for coffee' is one of their favourite 
pastimes. 
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location of the person producing the message is topicalized; occupying a separate turn 
which consists of the verb 'Eigut' ('to be') followed by markers of location. In terms 
of its sequential position, the specific locational reference follows the reporting of an 
immediate past activity MOAIE KAOHEA `I have just seated myself' nd precedes a 
reference to the current - and immediate future - activity ZE 17EPJME Q `I'm waiting 
for you'. We observe, then, that the participant orients to location within the 
sequential context of reporting current activities. In addition, it should be noted that 
the specific activities, i. e. sitting and waiting, are reported without any reference as to 
where they are actually taking place. In fact, the information omitted is provided by 
the topicalized location; establishing, thus, a direct link between present location and 
current activities. Furthermore, looking more closely to the locational markers 
employed, we notice that the place is not explicitly specified. In fact, Fay capitalizes 
on previous shared knowledge regarding the topography of the specific cafe in order 
to navigate her friend through space. 
However, the place reference NTAKAI70 `DaCapo', which has been omitted in the 
previous message, appears in message 13, sent by the same participant twenty one 
minutes after message 12. Although the locational term may function as a 
reconfirmation of the arrangements agreed on the previous day, in the specific context 
it is related to the absence of any response by the other party, i. e. Nana. Delay in 
response time indicates some trouble in interaction. As a result, the referential 
indexical, i. e. the name of the cafe, is included in the message in order to pre-empt 
any misunderstandings. 
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A similar use of locational formulations to co-ordinate imminent activities is 
evidenced in message 16. After the opening sequence of message 16, consisting of the 
greeting K'AAHMEPA rISQTOYAA! `Goodmorning little Giota' and the self-identification 
turn 0 NTENHE EIMAI. `I'm Dennis', we find a locational formulation orienting to the 
context of the sender. In particular, the composer of the text provides information 
regarding his location EIMAI ... PASSAGIO 
`I'm 
... at 
Passagio' and the other persons 
ME TA IIAIAIA `with the guys' who are co-present at the specific place. The immediate 
(situational) context of the sender becomes relevant because of the specific 
interactional task which this message aims to accomplish, i. e. arranging an imminent 
activity. In other words, the locational turn sets up the contextual ground on which the 
invitation OA KATEBEIZ- `will you come down here? ', which occupies the body of the 
message, is to be interpreted. The link between the locational reference and the act of 
inviting the addressee is further evidenced in the omission of the place complement 
next to the deictic verb of motion (`xatcßaivo ', literally meaning `descend'). 
Message 16 [16] 
KAAHMEPA rIS2TOYAA! O NTENHE GOOD MORNING [little] GIOTA! I'M 
EIMALEIMAI ME TA 17AIDIA PASSAGIO. OA DENNIS. I'M AT PASSAGIO WITH THE 
KATEBEIE; GUYS. WILL YOU COME DOWN HERE? 
Questionnaire sample, male, 16-yr-old 
However, the topicalization of current location in such arrangements has also got 
implications for the temporal co-ordination of the specific activity. The planning of 
the future activity is closely related to and, more importantly, conditioned by the here 
and now of the co-participants. Once the spatio-temporal context of the participants 
changes, the current plans will no longer be valid. Therefore, topicalizing the current 
location, which is at any moment subject to change and, thus, ephemeral, allows for 
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planning of only imminent actions and activities. The choice of the place term 
indicates that the two parties share the same interactional resources. By quoting just a 
name, both parties know what this place is (e. g. a cafe) and where it is. For a non- 
member (e. g. the analyst) this kind of information does not suffice for interpreting the 
message. The shared interactional history allows the co-participants to allude to space 
without detailed specification. This practice confirms and reinforces their close 
relationship. 
Although the ubiquity of the locational inquiry "where are you? " in mobile telephony 
has been suggested both in the academic and popular literature, in my data inquiries 
regarding the location of the other party appear only in 12 (2.7%) out of the 447 text- 
messages. In § 6.5.1, we have explored the case where the locational inquiry is 
employed in order to check availability for mediated interaction. The following 
examples indicate how the same locational inquiry can be relevant in arranging a face- 
to-face encounter. 
There are three instances in my data (messages 17,19, and 20) where the locational 
inquiry `where are you? ' occupies the text's body and appears as the only topic of the 
message. All three messages have been exchanged between Elisavet and Maria, the 
two 16-yr-old female participants in the second case-study. As mentioned before (see 
§ 2.3.4), the specific participants live in the same neighbourhood, go to the same high 
school, attend the same after-school tutoring classes, and prepare themselves for the 
national entry examinations to the Greek university. As a result, their everyday life is 
structured around such common activities (i. e. going to school, studying, etc). At the 
same time, their everyday contact is inevitably spatio-temporally organised in relation 
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to these activities. For instance, attending the same class in the same high school 
establishes a specific spatio-temporal frame of co-presence for Elisavet and Maria. As 
will be shown, the locational inquiry is topicalised in text-messaging when one of the 
participants fails to appear according to such established frames of contact. 
Messages 17 and 18 have been exchanged between Elisavet and Maria on a morning 
school day, when both of them ought to be at school. That morning Maria is not 
present in the school's yard. Within this context, Elisavet sends message 17 in which 
the inquiry regarding Maria's current location I70Y EIEAI? `where are you? ' is 
topicalised after the opening section KAAHMEPA ABATIH! `goodmorning Avapi'. In fact, 
the locational inquiry becomes the topic of the message, because Maria is not where 
she ought to be, i. e. in the school yard with her friend, Elisavet. Thus, the specific 
inquiry does not only orient to the current location of the textee but it also invokes her 
absence from the current location of the texter (i. e. Elisavet). According to the 
organization of their shared everyday (school) life, this absence is unexpected and 
marked. Since the habitual frame of co-presence at school fails to be established, the 
`where-are-you' message is sent as an attempt to re-construct some sense of each 
other's context at the specific time. 
Sequence 4 [24] case-study II, participants: Elisavet and Maria, day: 25/09/03 
Message 17 [113] texler: Elisavet, time: 08.11 
KAAHMEPA ABAI1H! CIOY EIEAI? 
Message 18 [114] 
APFHEA NA EYIINHES2. OA EP®Q TH 2H 
S2PA. 
GOOD MORNING AVAP1! WHERE ARE YOU? 
texter: Maria, time: 08.13 
I WOKE UP LATE. I'LL BE THERE FOR THE 
2ND [class] HOUR. 
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However, Maria's response (message 18) to the locational inquiry does not provide an 
explicit formulation of her current location (i. e. home). The current location is, rather, 
implied in her account API'HEA NA HY17NHED `I woke up late'. Furthermore, the deictic 
verb of motion Oil EPOSQ'I'll come/be there' in the same message indexes the current 
location of the textee, i. e. Elisavet. Therefore, the location to which Maria orients in 
her message is not the place where she is at the moment, i. e. home, but rather the 
place where she ought to have been, i. e. school. This response suggests that the 
locational inquiry 170YE12A1? `where are you? ' is interpreted, here, not only as `where 
are you? ' but also as `why are you not here? '. This is obvious in Maria's message 
which provides an account of why she has failed to be co-present with Elisavet at 
school and alludes to a point in the future TH 2H SQPA ('the second (class) hour') when 
the habitual frame of co-presence at school will be re-established. Thus, text- 
messaging is employed as a mode which allows participants to reassess the current 
situation while they are not co-present and at moments where the habitual 
organisation of their everyday life is troubled. 
A similar use of the locational inquiry IIOYEIEAI `where are you' is found in messages 
19 and 20, which have been exchanged between the same participants but on a 
different occasion. As mentioned before, apart from going to the same school, 
Elisavet and Maria attend the same tutoring classes that prepare them for the national 
entry examinations to the Greek university. These classes are given in private 
establishments and have a fixed time schedule spanning over the students' after 
school hours and weekend days. As a result, these tutoring classes constitute for the 
specific participants another spatio-temporally structured frame which allows for co- 
present contact and interaction. 
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Message 19 [118] 
KAAHMEPA ABAIIH! TIOY EIEAI; GOOD MORNING AVAPI! WHERE ARE YOU? 
case-study 11, participants: Elisavet and Maria, day: 10/01/04 - texter: Elisavet, time: 10.31 
Message 20 
IIOY EIEAI; WHERE ARE YOU? 
case-study II, participants: Elisavet and Maria, day: 17/01/04 - texter: Maria, time: 10.37 
Both messages 19 and 20 have been sent on a Saturday morning; message 19 on 
Saturday, 10/01/2004 and message 20 on the following Saturday, 17/01/2004. 
According to my fieldnotes, Elisavet and Maria have agreed to meet each other 
around 10.30 every Saturday - that is, before the beginning of their course - outside 
the building of the tutoring "school". The inquiry regarding the other's current 
location becomes the topic of text-messaging when the other party, i. e. Maria in 
message 19 and Elisavet in message 20, fails to present herself at the place and time 
arranged by their habitual practice of getting together. The absence of any response to 
these messages in my data suggests that the interaction between the participants might 
have shifted to another medium. That is, the other party may have appeared in person 
soon after the message has been sent or she may have responded with a phone call, 
rather than with a message. 
To sum up, it has been demonstrated that the practice of topicalizing the current 
setting is intimately linked with the act of arranging imminent or simultaneous 
activities via SMS. In particular, the co-ordination of such activities is closely related 
and, at the same time, conditioned to the participants' `here-and-now'. As a result, the 
ephemeral nature of such arrangements is evident in the fact that the planning is not 
fixed but subject to the changes in the participants' setting. In addition, the data 
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analysis has revealed that locational references capitalize on the participants' habitual 
engagement with people, places and activities which are part of their everyday 
routine. 
6.7. Current activities embedded in `catching up' messages 
The practice of topicalizing the co-participants' current activities has been found to 
occur in text-messages (n: 94,21 %) exchanged in order to report everyday events and 
activities. Users of text-messaging exchange such texts in order to keep in touch and 
fulfil the relational work of `catching up' with news and events occurring in one's 
daily life. As a result, `catching up' messages provide the other party with a snapshot 
of the texter's life, which is presented along a continuum ranging from reports of 
events having taken place in the past and current ongoing activities to projections of 
future plans. As mentioned for similar electronic messages, `the whole catching up 
activity seems to be modelled on letter-writing' (Georgakopoulou, 2004: 6). Indeed, 
the `epistolary' character of such text-messages is also evident in their internal 
organization, which orients to the realization of all three structural parts, opening- 
body-closing (see § 5.4), reminiscent of traditional letters. 
Message 21, gathered from my questionnaire sample, illustrates the topicalization of 
current ongoing activities in catching up text-messages. In terms of structure, we 
notice that the body of the text is preceded by the opening pseudo-greeting EAA `hey', 
accompanied by the term of address KOI7EAA MOY `my girl', and it is followed by the 
formulaic closing Q5IAAKIA ` (little) kisses'. 
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Message 21 [24] 
EAA KOIIEAA MOY! TI KANEIE MIIPI! II92E 
IIEPNAE; TA MAOHMATA, TA IEIIANIKA, O 
XOPOE..; E['92 MIA XAPA! EDS2EA 2 
MAOHMATA ETO I KOIIHKA+ TO AAAO 
OA TO MS2 AYPIO! TS2PA KAOOMAI+ 
IlEPIMENf2 N APXIEOYME :) (DIAAKIA 
HEY MY GIRL! HOW ARE YOU bri6[-particle]! 
HOW IS IT GOING? [How about] THE 
CLASSES, THE SPANISH, THE DANCE..? I'M 
FINE! I SAT TWO PAPERS I FLUNKED THE 
ONE+ I LL SEE ABOUT THE OTHER 
TOMORROW! NOW IM SITTING+ WAITING 
TO START: ) [little] KISSES 
Questionnaire sample, female, 19-yr-old 
Furthermore, the main body of the text is separated into two distinct parts by multiple 
punctuation, i. e. two dots and a question mark [.; ], and a shift in personal deixis. The 
first part Ti KANEIE MTIPI! I7SQE IIEPNAE" TA MAOHMATA, TA IZI7ANIKA, O XOPOE.; `how 
are you bri[-particle]? How is it going? (How about) the classes, the Spanish, the 
dance..? ' orients to the addressee and consists of a sequence of inquiries regarding 
his/her status. More specifically, the composer of the text begins with the more 
general `how-are-you' inquiry TI KANEJE MI7Pl, moves to the equally formulaic inquiry 
]7522 IIEPNAE `how is it going', and completes the sequence by requesting news 
regarding specific activities of the addressee, e. g. TA MAOHMATA, TA I£I7ANIKA, 0 
XOPOE.; (that is, `the courses at the university', `the Spanish course', `the dancing 
lessons'). This sequence which climaxes into an inquiry regarding the addressee's 
specific activities indicates that the sender has enough background information on the 
basis of which she can assume how her friend spends his/her time. 
A shift in personal deixis EFSZ `I' demarcates the second part of the body message 
which orients to the person who composes and sends the text. This part is introduced 
6I assume that MIIPI 'bri' is a rather playful and slang form of the spoken particle Qps 'vre'. 
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by the formulaic MIA XAPA! `I'm fine', which typically comes as the second turn of a 
conversational `how-are-you' sequence. In turn, the sender reports a series of 
activities which occurred in the past EiS2LA 2 MAOHMATA ETO 1 KOI7HKA `I sat two 
papers I flunked the one' or will take place in the future TO AAAO OA TOAD AYPIO `I'll 
see about the other tomorrow'. A shift in temporal deixis, marked by the indexical 
TS2PA `now', results in the foregrounding of the sender's current activity KAOOMAI+ 
IIEPIMENQ N APXIEOYME `I'm sitting and waiting to start'. Although we do not find 
any explicit locational reference, it is the nature of the activity reported that makes the 
contextual aspect of space relevant in this text. More specifically, location is implied 
by the verb KAOOMAI `sitting' which indicates position even in the absence of an 
explicit place complement. The omission of any locational reference in this context 
suggests that the textee has some sense of the texter's location at the time of message 
production. At the same time, we can speculate that the other party also knows what 
the texter is about to start doing, since there is no reference in the text regarding the 
immediate future activity. Therefore, previous interactions between the specific 
persons have resulted in the creation of shared background information regarding the 
activities of each party. It is on the basis of the co-participants' shared knowledge and 
assumptions that location can be invoked even when it is not explicitly referred to in 
the text. 
The analysis of my sample, gathered from the case-studies, reveals that `catching up' 
messages represent the main type of texts exchanged between Fay and Nana during 
the periods that Fay moves to Patras in order to attend her university courses. While 
the two friends are away, the exchange of short texts reporting events and activities on 
an almost daily basis allows them to keep track of each other's everyday life. This 
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constant update of what is happening in one's life operates as a means of re- 
establishing contact at regular intervals, on one hand, and of sustaining their close and 
intimate relationship, on the other. As shown in message 22, `catching up' messages 
do not only report events that have just happened, but they also refer to the current 
setting and the texter's activities unfolding parallel to texting. 
Message 22 [51 ] 
NANOYKAAAAA MOY! EHMEPA TA IIHI'A MY [little] NANAAAAA! TODAY I DID FINE 
KAAA! MIIOPEI NA EXl rPA`I'EI I'IA [in the exams]! I MAY GET AN A! I'M HAVING 
IEKA! EIMAI I'IA KA(bE TS2PA ME... KAI TI A COFFEE NOW WITH... AND WHAT AM I 
OA (DAS2? KEIK EOKOAATAAAE! KAI OA ABOUT TO EAT? CHOCOLATE 
(DA92 KAI MI1OYKIA rIA EENA! : -) CAAAKE! AND I'LL HAVE A BITE FOR YOU 
TOO! : -) 
case-study I, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 08/09/03 - texter: Fay, tine: 18.51 
The practice of topicalizing current activities is linguistically marked by the temporal 
indexical TS2PA `now' in the above text (22). At the same time, the relation of the 
previous or upcoming reported activities to the present depends on the frequency of 
contact between the co-participants. For instance, the past activity reported in the 
specific message EHMEPA TA 17HTA KAAA `today I did fine [in the exams]' refers to an 
event which happened on the day that the text was sent but some time before that. If 
the communication of the specific participants was not organized on a daily basis, the 
point of reference to a previous activity might have been more distanced in the past. 
As for the personal deixis of this message, it is worth noting that the whole message is 
written on the first person singular, orienting, thus, to the texter. However, leaving 
aside the opening term of address, the textee/addressee is indexed by the very last 
word of the message 1/A LENA `for you'. Taking into account also the content of the 
message, we realize that this pronominal reference incorporates the addressee not only 
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into the text but also into the current setting of the texter. Thus, text-messaging allows 
individuals who are not physically co-present to have access to each other's setting 
and, thus, attend to each other as if they were ratified participants in the specific 
context. 
6.8. Being (co-)present and texting 
In text-messaging, a specific message is not produced and interpreted in a situation of 
co-presence. In other words, the two parties involved in text-messaging (i. e. the 
"texter" and the "textee", as suggested in chapter 2) do not share the same spatio- 
temporal context as in face-to-face communication. In fact, the issue of lack of co- 
presence is a recurrent theme in chain text-messages. As mentioned before, chain 
messages concern texts which are exchanged among users of text-messaging without 
any alteration in their form or content. In other words, these messages are not tailored 
to the specific context of their occurrence. In addition, Kasesniemi & Rautiainen 
(2002: 179) have argued that chain messages are an expression of a collective text- 
messaging culture. It is, thus, not surprising that the issue of lack of co-presence, tied 
to the technological conditions of text-messaging, appears recurrently in such 
messages. More specifically, this type of text-messages focuses on the physical 
distance between the co-participants (cf. H rH 170Y HATAME MAKPINH `the land we're 
standing on is distant' in message 23 and . EE KPA TAEI MAKPIA A17O MENA `keeping you 
away from me' in message 24). However, text-messaging is employed as a means of 
bringing the two displaced individuals closer by creating a sense of co-presence. As 
shown in message 23, text-messaging opens a channel of communication which 
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allows co-participants to invoke shared aspects of their current setting; for instance 
the sky (cf. 0 OYPANOE 17OY ANTIKPYZOYME 0 Id10E `the sky we're looking at is the 
same'). Capitalizing on such shared aspects is employed as a practice in order to 
create some shared sense of co-presence. 
Message 23 [27] 
H rH IIOY FIATAME MAKPINH, MA 0 THE LAND WE'RE STANDING ON IS 
OYPANOE IIOY ANTIKPYZOYME 0 IDIOM! DISTANT, BUT THE SKY WE'RE LOOKING 
rI'AYTO KOITA `PHAA ETON OYPANO KI AT IS THE SAME! SO LOOK HIGH AT THE 
Em AflO KEI OA EOY ETEIA92 THN 1110 SKY AND FROM THERE, I'LL SEND YOU 
FAYKIA KAAHNYXTA!!! *MAKIA IIOAAA* MY SWEETEST GOODNIGHT!!! *MANY 
KISSES* 
Questionnaire sample, male, 21-yr-old 
Message 24 [4] 
AN 0 OEOE KANEI OAYMATA ENA EINAI IF GOD DOES MIRACLES, YOU ARE ONE OF 
OTI EKANE EEENA, AN 0 OEOE KANEI 
AAOH EINAI OTI EE KPATAEI MAKPIA 
THEM, IF GOD MAKES MISTAKES, KEEPING 
YOU AWAY FROM ME IS ONE OF THEM. 
AIIO MENA! 
Questionnaire sample, male, 15-yr-old 
However, text-messaging is not altogether excluded from environments where the 
participants involved are co-present. In particular, only 22.4% (n: 54) of the persons 
who took part in the questionnaire survey claim that they never send a text-message to 
someone who could talk to face-to-face (see figure 6.1). On the other hand, the 
practice of texting co-present individuals is rarely performed by 40.7% (n: 98) of the 
informants, frequently by 25.7% (n: 62) and, even, very often by a 7.9% (n: 19). 
These figures suggest that, although the medium has been designed and marketed as a 
technology enabling communication at a distance, it is, in practice, employed by its 
users in non-anticipated ways. 
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vcrv frcgLEnt I\ fret1wnt l\ raren ne er no answer 
Figure 6.1. Texting in settings of co-presence' 
But why would someone prefer text-messaging to face-to-face talk in a situation of 
co-presence? Although none of the messages collected in my case-studies has been 
produced under such circurnstances8, the issue of texting between individuals sharing 
the same, immediate, spatio-temporal setting has arisen in the interviews. In general, 
they all seem to agree that this use of text-messaging is neither polite nor appropriate 
and, although some of them deny having sent a text to another, co-present individual, 
they all acknowledge that this practice exists among text-messagers. In particular. 
Kostas recalls a setting where he sent a message to his friend. Nikos, while they were 
both co-present together with other persons. According to his account, the reason for 
doing so was that he did not want the others to overhear the content of his message 
(i. e. that he was bored of' their company and wanted to leave). Therefore, text- 
messaging allows co-participants in face-to-face environments to move in and out of 
the current setting. As a result, they can establish contact in a space which cannot be 
accessed and. thus. controlled by other co-present individuals. In such situations text- 
messaging offers to its users, literally, a "back door of communication". 
' Cf. the relevant question "how often do you text persons so (physically) close that you could talk to 
them face-to-face? " `'rcXvw pgvu iara (SMS) as npö6cona nou (3piaxovtat GE hovrtv>1 an66taßri, cvw 
tqv iSia 6tiyptl Oa µrropoüaa va tou5 J() )GW rtpöawno iE npöawno: 7toXij 6nXvä o apKctä auxvä Q 
onaviw; Ka©ökou o (see appendix III). 
R Unfortunately, we cannot know the circumstances under which the messages from the questionnaires 
have been produced. 
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6.9. Conclusion 
This chapter has set out to explore the interrelation between the activity of text- 
messaging and the participants' ongoing social activities. This inquiry has been felt to 
be worth undertaking, as the data clearly suggest that the topicalization of current 
location and ongoing activities in the messages under consideration is a common 
practice among users of text-messaging. At the same time, although socio-cultural 
studies of mobile telephony have noticed the embeddedness of text-messaging `into 
the warp and woof of everyday life' (cf. Katz & Aakhus, 2002), they have primarily 
drawn their conclusions on the basis of the users' reflexive accounts available in 
interviews rather than a micro-analysis of the linguistic practices invoking such 
activities in the users' actual messages. However, a small number of CA studies (e. g. 
Laurier, 2001; Weilenmann 2003; Hutchby & Barnett, 2005) have paid attention to 
how current location and activities are topicalized in openings of mobile telephone 
conversations by means of formulaic inquiries, such as `where are you? ', `what are 
you up to? ', etc. This background research has allowed this study to address the 
question of what is different or specific about this practice in text-messaging. 
The analysis of the data suggests that the practice of topicalizing current activities and 
location is employed in order to serve specific interactional tasks relevant to the topic 
of the individual text and/or the wider sequence. First, and foremost, the participants' 
current location and activities are invoked in order to check or show (non-)availability 
for interaction via text-messaging or other media. In addition, the topicalization of 
one's current setting becomes relevant in the texts co-ordinating a future and, most 
prominently, imminent face-to-face social arrangement. Finally, references to 
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activities unfolding simultaneously with text-messaging have also been found in 
epistolary-oriented messages that report everyday events and activities as part of the 
participants' daily `catching up'. 
It has been also demonstrated that locational references in text-messaging are rarely 
couched in the form of the widely documented `where are you? ' inquiry. In fact, 
although the above studies of mobile phone conversations have examined the use of 
such inquiries as opening formulae, I have shown that locational references are 
primarily invoked by the topic of the message and, thus, are placed in - or, even, 
constitute - the body of the text. This difference in the place of occurrence of such 
references between the two media is related to the communicative purposes that text- 
messaging is employed to fulfill. In other words, current location and activities are 
invoked in the body of a text, because a text-message can be sent in order to achieve 
interactional tasks to which participants orient in the openings of telephone calls, like 
checking availability or `catching up'. Therefore, this discrepancy in the organization 
of interaction between the two media does not imply that users of text-messaging 
attend to different interactional issues. On the contrary, the interactional needs 
identified in CA research, e. g. checking availability, are prominent in texting as well. 
In addition, the study of text-messaging reveals that the management of interaction 
does not need to be made in a single medium, but it is actually performed through 
different technologies. For instance, the task of checking availability for initiating a 
telephone call can be achieved by means of a text-message and not in the opening 
section of a telephone conversation. As a result, different media become intertwined 
in a form of interaction stretching through different, face-to-face and mediated, 
environments. 
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Moreover, the practice of topicalizing current activities and location has been found to 
orient more to the setting of the person who produces (texter) rather than receives 
(textee) the message. In other words, these topicalizations occur more frequently in 
the form of reporting one's setting rather than inquiring about contextual aspects of 
the other's situation. Thus, contrary to face-to-face interaction and phone calls, the 
users of text-messaging are more likely to initiate interaction via text-messaging 
without attending to the other's availability. This practice capitalizes on the 
technological affordances of the medium which make the act of summoning in texting 
more discreet and less intrusive to the other party's setting. As mentioned in § 6.2, 
text-messaging, like paging (its technological predecessor), does not require for the 
immediate interruption of the summoned's current activities. Instead, the user can 
defer to the auditory signal alerting for an incoming message9 and engage with the 
text at a later, more appropriate, time. Therefore, unlike face-to-face and telephone 
conversations, the summoner/texter does not need to assess the other party's 
availability in advance. On the other hand, the responsibility to assess the 
appropriateness of engaging with an incoming text depends more on the person who 
receives the message (textee). 
Furthermore, the analysis of deictic references in my participants' topicalizations of 
current location and activities has shown that they are attuned to the participants' 
intimate relationships and previous interactional history which provide a frame for 
their contextualization. For example, the space referencing to places that my 
participants frequent in their leisure time capitalizes on and alludes to previously 
9 At the same time, mobile telephony provides the user with the option of silencing the sound alert for 
an incoming message. 
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accumulated and shared lived experience. Such allusions to familiar places operate as 
a contextualizing frame for reporting current activities and/or co-ordinating upcoming 
interactions and reaffirm the participants' intimate relationships. In other words, the 
practice of deictic referring in the context of text-messaging relies more on memory 
and habitual engagement with people, places, and activities rather than on physical 
orientation to objects of reference in the immediately accessible environment. 
As mentioned in § 2.3.4, the participant pairs with a high density of text-exchanges 
also represent the most intimate friends among the members of each case-study. As 
evident in the term of address `Ko 217rrj/ös' (literally meaning `glued'), the specific 
participants are self-identified as very close friends who contact each other on a 
regular (daily) basis and share activities and events occurring in their everyday 
routine. The practice of topicalizing current activities and the relevant setting allows 
the co-participants in text-messaging to have mutual access, shared understanding 
and, to some extent, control over each other's `here-and-now'. Therefore, although 
users of text-messaging are physically absent in the other party's distanced setting, the 
topicalization of `here-and-now' in their messages creates a feeling of `absent 
presence' (cf. Gergen, 2002). Thus, the analysis of deictic referring provides evidence 
for the idea that participants in mediated environments can establish some sense of 
`co-presence at a distance', to echo Hutchby (2001: 85; cf. Danet, 2001: 112). Text- 
messaging allows the pairs of close friends in my data to stay `glued' 
(Ko; b77 c/oI) to 
each other by feeling connected, available, and `present' in each other's everyday life, 
even when they are physically apart. This drive for contact at all times and places (cf. 
`perpetual contact' in Katz & Aakhus, 2002) ties in with the sociability mode that the 
specific participants have established through face-to-face and mediated interactions. 
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In other words, the new medium provides an alternative for keeping track of each 
other's ongoing, daily, activities and, thus, sustaining their intimate and close 
relationships established offline. 
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Chapter 7 
Concluding discussion 
7.1. Summary of findings 
This thesis has set out to explore text-messaging not only as individual, one-off sent, 
texts but also as contributions to longer sequences of messages, embedded in 
everyday social interaction between specific participants. Rather than presupposing a 
`new SMS language', as documented in popular discourses (see §1.2.5) and inferred 
by early sociolinguistic work on SMS (see §1.3.1), this study has focused on how 
users of text-messaging manipulate verbal and graphemic choices as resources in 
order to suit the interactional needs of the environment at hand. In line with current 
developments in language-focused CMC research (cf. Androutsopoulos, 2006; Danet, 
2001; Georgakopoulou, 2006; Herring 2004), the present thesis has attempted to take 
into account different aspects of the `environment at hand', including not only the 
technological specificities of the medium but also the participants' relationships, their 
interactional history, and other contextual parameters, such as (a)synchronicity and 
mobility in interaction. 
At the same time, the study's scope concerns the everyday exchanges of text- 
messages among participants who belong to the age group of `youth' (15-25 years 
old), as defined and explicitly targeted by mobile phone operators, and live in urban 
centres (e. g. Athens, Greece). Therefore, the culture-specific dimension of this thesis 
is brought to the fore by the data collected which shed light on the use of a globally- 
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diffused medium, such as mobile phones and SMS, in the local context of Greece. As 
outlined in chapter 2, data collection (summer 2003-spring 2004) combined two basic 
techniques: a questionnaire survey, which constitutes the main methodological tool in 
previous studies of SMS (e. g. Ling 2005; Thurlow, 2003b), and three case-studies. 
The latter method allowed this study to move beyond the examination of SMS as a 
corpus of randomly-collected individual texts and to probe more into their analysis as 
contributions to sequences embedded into the participants' web of previous and 
upcoming, mediated and face-to-face, interactions. Moreover, this thesis employed for 
the first time (to my knowledge) the technique of transferring SMS directly from a 
mobile phone to a portable computer by means of infrared technology. This technique 
has the advantages of minimizing errors in transcription and allowing the researcher 
to have access to the participants' messages as they appear saved on their mobile 
phones. 
Part I (chapters 3 and 4) of the thesis examines the participants' micro-linguistic, 
graphemic, choices of alphabetical encoding, capitalization, and punctuation. 
Although previous CMC studies (e. g. Androutsopoulos 2000; Koutsogiannis & 
Mitsikopoulou, 2003; Tseliga 2003) have discussed the issue of Romanized script in 
Greek CMC, sociolinguistic research on text-messaging has not yet focused on the 
encoding of SMS in Greece and other local cultures. In this respect, this thesis has 
demonstrated that the standard practice of writing Greek in the Greek alphabet is the 
unmarked choice in my data. As will be discussed in §7.5, this practice is related to 
how mobile telephony is marketed and received in local cultures. In this context of 
local appropriations of a globally-diffused medium, the use of Greeklish is limited to 
the graphemic marking of code-insertional phenomena in my sample. Although the 
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Roman encoding of English conversational routines within Greek default SMS orients 
to practices of global youth culture (cf. Androutsopoulos, 2004), the data analysis 
revealed that such English words and phrases are appropriated in the texts, as 
evidenced in cases of graphemic assimilation and phonetic manipulation. Unlike 
standard alphabetical encoding, capitalization and punctuation in the data do not 
follow the writing norms prescribed in grammars of Modem Greek. Instead, the 
unconventional norms of upper-case script, multiple punctuation, emoticons, letter- 
shape alternation, and eccentric spelling were documented in chapter 4. The 
discussion of these findings concluded that these choices, already existing in digital 
and comics writing, are driven by the interplay of two basic parameters: the principle 
of `maximum speed, minimum effort' and the participants' need to index their 
emotive stances in a medium of reduced paralinguistic cues. Therefore, this thesis 
brings more evidence which corroborates with previous research emphasizing the role 
of graphemic mode and code-centred choices in written interaction (cf. Danet, 2001; 
Georgakopoulou, 2001; Kataoka 1997,2003a). 
Part II (chapters 5 and 6) shifts the focus of analysis from micro-linguistic phenomena 
to issues of organization and social interaction in text-messaging. Although the 
internal structure of individual messages has attracted the attention of previous studies 
(e. g. Mavreas, 2004; Ling, 2005), it has not been explored in relation to the texts 
preceding and/or following. The analysis of text-sequences in chapter 5 demonstrated 
that the prototypical pattern of `opening-body-closing' orients to and co-varies with 
three major interactional issues: the establishment and maintenance of contact, the 
identification and consolidation of the participants' relationships, and the 
communicative purpose of the (text-/)sequence. This type of analysis suggests that 
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openings and closings are sensitive to specific interactional practices. In other words, 
they are not a priori `optional', as implied by the notion of `idealized structure' in 
Genre Analysis, but their realization is tailored to the interactional needs of the 
specific participants in the environment at hand. In similar vein, chapter 6 focuses on 
references to the immediate setting and ongoing activities in the data. It has been 
shown that these topicalizations of current location and ongoing activities are 
employed in order to serve specific interactional tasks, such as checking or showing 
(non-)availability, co-ordinating imminent face-to-face social arrangements, and 
reporting everyday events and activities in the context of the specific participants' 
daily `catching up'. Finally, the analysis of deictic references in my data has indicated 
that the participants' previous interactions set a contextualizing frame of shared space 
references which are invoked and alluded to in text-messaging. Having presented the 
main findings of this thesis, the following sections will attempt to relate these findings 
with the theoretical issues discussed in § 1.3.1-7 and to suggest implications for 
further research. 
7.2. Genre and norms in text-messaging 
As mentioned above, the participants' verbal and graphemic choices - whether norms 
borrowed from existing genres or created anew - are viewed as resources on which 
particular participants draw in order to manage verbal interaction in the environment 
at hand (cf. Androutsopoulos, 2006; Georgakopoulou, 2003: 3-9,2006). Whether 
conceptualising genre as a `text-type' (Biber, 1988), an `activity-type' (Levinson, 
1992) or an `orienting framework' (Bauman, 2001), discourse studies share the view 
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that the production and interpretation of discourse cannot be achieved outside 
`frameworks of generic assumptions and expectations' (Georgakopoulou, 1997: 160). 
However, the recent developments in new technologies have resulted in the 
proliferation of new communication settings where clear norms as to what can be 
assumed or expected in a specific genre are far from being established (cf. Danet, 
2001: 51). Therefore, the lack of established norms through habitual use in such 
mediated environments brings to the fore the `new vs. old' dilemma, i. e. `whether the 
genre is new, or an old one in a new medial grab' (Giltrow & Stein, in prep.: 1). 
Rather than treating text-messaging as a distinctively new genre, the present thesis has 
discussed the linguistic and communicative patterns observed in the participants' use 
of SMS in relation to other, technologically-mediated and traditional, genres. As 
manifest in the terms employed for other forms of CMC, offline genres, such as 
letters, real-time chat, and paper greeting cards, are the most likely ancestors of email 
(cf. Danet, 2001: 52), e-chat (cf. Hutchby, 2001: 173), and digital greetings (cf. Danet, 
2001: 159-171) respectively. However, the diversity of genres associated with text- 
messaging in the previous chapters suggests that the predecessor of SMS, the 
`translinguistic drag queen' as referred to by Ling (2004: 162), is not readily 
identifiable. Although early CMC studies and sociolinguistic research on SMS have 
been preoccupied with situating hybrid online genres along the orality-literacy 
continuum (see § 1.3.1-2), this thesis has moved the discussion of hybridity in text- 
messaging beyond the speech-writing controversy by taking into account other 
pragmatic conditions of the genre, such as synchronicity, mobility, number of 
participants (cf. Giltrow & Stein, in prep.: 8). 
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As mentioned in section 1.3.5, the degree of simultaneity in the participants' 
contributions to the interaction has set up a new distinction between synchronous and 
asynchronous communication. However, text-messaging has been found to move 
along the continuum of synchronicity-asynchronicity. In terms of its technological 
affordances, text-messaging is placed towards the asynchronous end of the continuum 
due to the one-way transmission of each message. Nonetheless, the speed of 
transmission is considerably faster compared to the more traditional asynchronous 
genres of posted letter-writing and greeting cards. Due to the high speed of 
transmission, the minimum time lag between subsequent messages in my data is only 
a couple of seconds, similar to the case of quasi-synchronous CMC such as e-chat (cf. 
Garcia & Jacobs, 1999). 
Furthermore, the analysis of the sequential organization of text-messaging (see 
chapter 5) has revealed that the messages under consideration are structured both as 
individual texts and as contributions to longer interactional sequences. More 
specifically, individual texts exhibit the prototypical tripartite structure of opening- 
body-closing, which has been argued for other asynchronous genres (e. g. answering 
machine messages, emails, letters). This prototypical structure, though, has been 
found to vary according to the position of the text in the interactional sequence of 
exchanged messages. For example, the absence of closings indexes the continuation 
of interaction, whereas the ratification of closing in subsequent messages indicates the 
end of the specific text-exchange. Therefore, I have argued that my participants attend 
to and, to some extent, co-construct the overall text-sequence in relation to the frames 
of medium, relationship, and topic, which have been also documented to be invoked 
in synchronous interaction of telephone conversations (cf. Scollon, 1998). 
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With respect to the number of participants, my data suggest that it represents a two- 
party interaction. As suggested in chapter 2, there are two basic categories of identity 
involved in text-messaging: the `texter' and the `textee'. More specifically, my 
analysis of text-exchanges between close friends indicates that the category of `texter' 
also encompasses the roles of the `sender', i. e. the owner of the phone number from 
which the text is sent, as identified by the system, the `animator', i. e. the person who 
keys in the message, the `author', i. e. the person who has formulated the wordings of 
the text, and the `principal', i. e. the person responsible for the message's content (cf. 
Goffman, 1981). This convergence of roles is manifest in the lack of self- 
identification sequences in text-messaging, which indicates that the person, 
systemically identified as the `sender', is assumed to take on the other roles as well. 
The highly personalized character of mobile phones also creates the expectation 
among users of text-messaging that the `textee' is at the same time the `recipient', i. e. 
the owner of the mobile phone which receives the message, the `reader', i. e. the 
person who actually reads the text displayed, and the `addressee', i. e. the person to 
whom the texter originally intends to send the message. Therefore, users of text- 
messaging have been found to dispense with elaborate openings, because they do not 
face the `identification problem' (cf. Schegloff, 1979) imposed by less personal 
communication devices, such as landline telephones. 
Another defining characteristic of text-messaging is the length of individual texts, 
which are eponymously short (cf. `Short Message Service'). More specifically, the 
analysis of my sample in terms of word-length has revealed that most messages do not 
exceed the total of twenty-five words. The composition of short texts is clearly 
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associated with the space limitations imposed by the medium according to which a 
single SMS consists of no more than 160 characters (see § 2.2.1). However, pragmatic 
limitations over the production of texts have also been relevant to the form of pre- 
existing genres. For example, the duration of recording in an answering machine and 
the space provided for writing on a postcard have also resulted in the short length of 
answering machine messages (cf. Goutsos, 2001) and postcard notes (cf. Danet, 2001) 
respectively. 
Last, but not least, text-messaging does not afford the multimodal interface occurring 
in computer-mediated environments. In other words, the texts exchanged via SMS 
cannot be accompanied and enhanced by sound and/or picture files, as is the case for 
email, e-chat and other electronic genres. As a result, my participants have been found 
to manipulate typography as a unique resource and, thus, capitalize on the 
graph(em)ic mode for text production. As will be argued in the following section 
(7.3), the manipulation of typography in my data compensates for the paucity of 
paralinguistic cues which are communicated through auditory and/or visual channels 
in face-to-face interaction. 
7.3. Graphemic representation in Greek SMS 
Considering that users of text-messaging can visually access and manipulate only the 
short text displayed on their handset, the message's graphemic representation 
becomes paramount in this medium. As argued for computer-mediated 
communication, the digital text is `bi-stable', because `we are always looking first at it 
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and then through it' (Lanham, 1993: 5). In other words, the persistence of words on a 
phone's screen (cf. Danet, 2001: 362) invites us to give equal attention to the text's 
linguistic form and meaning. At the same time, the bi-stability of text becomes all the 
more prevalent in new, technologically-mediated, environments where the 
conventional boundaries between marked and unmarked texts - in terms of both form 
and content- have been blurred (idem: 7). 
In environments of text-based, mediated, interaction, the issue of graph(em)ic 
representation has raised, first and foremost, concerns regarding the role of 
technological affordances in the participants' choices. The exploration of 
interdependencies between language and technology invokes social theory debates on 
the relationship between technological media and social (inter)action. Avoiding the 
polarized, essentialist or social constructivist, approaches to technology, this study has 
attempted to analyze the participants' language choices `in the context of what the 
technology does and does not make possible, or `afford" (Hutchby & Barnett, 2005: 
148). Hutchby's (2001) notion of `technological affordance' allows the analyst to take 
into account both the materiality of technologies and the users' observable 
appropriations of technology. 
In my study of Greek text-messaging, I have demonstrated that the norm for 
alphabetical encoding (see chapter 3) and capitalization (see chapter 4) coincides with 
graphemic choices facilitated by the characteristics of the technological system. The 
availability of Greek fonts, enabled by localized software, is a prerequisite for the 
encoding of text-messaging in the standard Greek script. With regard to the history of 
mobile telephony in Greece, while the first mobile handsets, launched in the Greek 
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market, did not enable the use of Greek fonts, the choice of Greek menus and 
characters is a common fixture among today's phones. The impact of systemic 
changes on the users' choices is manifest in my data. As mentioned in chapter 3, Anna 
(female participant in the first group) immediately switched her writing to Greek, 
when she upgraded her phone to a model equipped with a Greek menu and, thus, 
Greek characters by default. In other words, the specific participant shifted to the 
Greek script - the norm in my data - as soon as the technology enabled her to employ 
this set of characters without sparing keystrokes. Therefore, users of text-messaging 
have been found to pick up on the technological affordances that reduce time and 
effort in the composition of a text (cf. the `maxim of brevity and speed' in Thurlow, 
2003b: 17). 
The participants' orientation towards speed in typing is also evident in their practice 
of avoiding choices constrained by the technological system. Although the technology 
of SMS enables switches between Roman and Greek and between upper- and lower- 
case characters, it does not facilitate such shifts, because it requires extra keystrokes. 
Considering the specific technological affordance, Greek upper-case script represents 
the norm in Greek text-messaging; a choice which allows for the least effort and time 
in typing a text. Nonetheless, in contrast to strict capitalization found in Greek text- 
messaging, all lower-case script constitutes the norm in CMC genres (Danet, 2001; 
Nishimura, 2003). In spite of the apparent difference in the script between Greek text- 
messaging and other digital media, the preference for either all upper- or all lower- 
case characters indicates that users of new technologies make their language choices 
in line with the technological affordances and in order to ultimately speed up the 
process of typing. But, does the motto `maximum speed, minimum effort' suffice to 
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understand the meaning of my participants' graphemic choices in the specific 
technological environment? 
My analysis of marked graphemic choices, constrained by the medium, has shown 
that the `save a keystroke' principle (cf. Crystal, 2001: 87) can be overridden for 
reasons of self-presentation. For example, Melina (female participant in the first 
group) consistently employs both upper- and lower-case letters and writes her text- 
messages in Greeklish, in spite of the fact that her phone can be set in Greek default. 
In other words, her graphemic style is differentiated from the Greek all upper-case 
script which I have argued to be the norm in Greek text-messaging. The marked use 
of alphabetical encoding and capitalization should also be viewed in relation to the 
participant's stance towards text-messaging and other new technologies. As 
mentioned before, Melina has been the least keen on sending text-messages and the 
most computer literate among my participants (in the case-studies). I have argued that 
her resistance to adhere to the norms of text-messaging is linked with her 'non- 
friendly' attitude towards the medium. Within this context, the marked graph(em)ic 
choices operate as cues on the basis of which her friends can recognise Melina's 
messages, even if the system's display of caller ID is deactivated. Therefore, as 
Thurlow (2003b: 20) suggestively argues, users of text-messaging employ the 
graphemic representation of a text as a resource for self-presentation and 
identification ('visual signature'; cf. Jaffe, 2000: 509). 
Furthermore, the use of marked graphemic choices, requiring more effort and time in 
text composition, is related to the participants' expressive concerns. Similar to text- 
based CMC interaction and more traditional forms of written communication, users of 
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text-messaging cannot draw on paralinguistic cues (e. g. intonation, stress, laughter, 
etc) and other non-verbal signs (e. g. gestures and body posture). It is by now a truism 
that face-to-face communication is achieved through the interplay of verbal and non- 
verbal signs ('contextualisation cues'; Gumperz, 1982,1992) helping co-participants 
in their attempt to construe some common understanding of what is communicated. 
With regard to text-based mediated environments, such as text-messaging, my 
findings suggest that the graphemic elements of language, such as letter-shape (upper- 
or lower-case) and punctuation, are employed in order to embed in the text 
paralinguistic signals, like shouting, laughing, winking, etc (cf. `paralinguistic 
restitution' in Thurlow, 2003b: 17). In other words, the communication of such 
signals between participants in different spatio-temporal settings can be achieved by 
means of graphemic resources. Moreover, previous research has argued that 
contextualization cues, such as code-centred choices in emails, depart from the local 
norms of the text in order to `act as foregrounding mechanisms' (Georgakopoulou, 
2001: 312). Indeed, the graphemic choices of changing letter-shape and multiplying 
punctuation require more time and effort and, thus, mark a departure from text- 
messaging norms, which orient, as argued above, to issues of brevity and speed. 
More specifically, the manipulation of punctuation and letter-shape as graphemic 
resources in my data is related to my participants' needs for emotive self-presentation. 
Similar to Kataoka's (2003a: 14) findings regarding the use of pictorial signs in 
Japanese informal letter-writing, the above graph(em)ic choices do not appear 
randomly in a text-message. Instead, they have been found to demarcate transition 
points between different sequential parts (e. g. opening, body, closing) in the text. The 
systematicity in their loci of occurrence suggests that the enactment of these 
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graphemic devices hinges on my participants' shared awareness regarding the 
sequential organization of a text (cf. Kataoka, 2003a: 2). Furthermore, despite the 
popular fascination with emoticons in text-messaging, instances of such iconic 
representations of emotion are rather rare in the messages under consideration (cf. 
Thurlow, 2003b). Rather than borrowing these popular smileys, my participants prefer 
to manipulate conventional punctuation by creating novel punctuation clusters and not 
conforming to the norms of standard writing (see chapter 4). Unlike iconic 
representation of emotion (e. g. emoticons), the non-standard use of existing 
punctuation conveys affect through the interplay between convention and the 
contingencies of the specific context of use. However, these graphemic devices do not 
function as explicit manifestations of emotion but index the participant's emotive 
stance towards the text and, most importantly, the textee (cf. Kataoka, 2003a: 23). 
Such emotive contextualizations, which are highly contingent and unconventional, are 
paramount for consolidating social relationships and fostering intimacy between the 
texter and the textee. 
7.4. Perpetual contact and sociability: staying connected, available, and `present' 
The medium's affordance to establish connectivity between physically remote 
individuals at any time and place could not escape the attention of popular and 
academic discourse alike. As evident in the logo of a global mobile phone supplier 
(i. e. Nokia), `Connecting People' becomes the attribute par excellence of mobile 
telephony. The hype of `perpetual contact' is also manifest in the marketing 
campaigns of Greek mobile network operators. For instance, the advertising brochure 
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of Cosmote's payment plan, called `what's up? THE YOUTH TOOL', informs its 
targeted youth audience that `wherever you are, you can chat with your friends' by 
texting or calling. ' 
As mentioned in § 1.3.6, the notion of `perpetual contact' - or Schegloff's (2002a: 
284) similar idea of `incipiency in talk' - has been introduced by Katz & Aakhus 
(2002) in their collection of early studies on mobile telephony. Indeed, the analysis of 
my data - and, in particular, the examination of text-exchanges among the members 
of my case-studies in chapters 5 and 6- suggests that the drive for `perpetual contact' 
underlies my participants' use of text-messaging. More specifically, this new form of 
sociability has been explored in relation to the type of social relationships between the 
participants in my case-studies. As noted in § 2.3.4, there are distinct relationship 
dynamics developed between the different members of each group. Considering the 
fact that the activity of text-messaging involves primarily, or at least, two ratified 
participants (that is, the texter and the textee), we have observed that the text- 
messages gathered from my case-studies represent text-exchanges between specific 
pairs of participants. In particular, certain participant-pairs - for example, Fay and 
Nana, Dimitra and Anna, Maria and Elisavet, and Kostas and Nikos - have been 
found to exchange relatively more text-messages compared to the rest of the 
participants and sustain a more intimate relationship. In other - or, rather, their own - 
words, they are `icoWjTtq' / `K0XXrlioi'; meaning that they are best friends ('mates' or 
`best buddies'). How is this term of address, though, related to issues of contact and 
connectivity? 
1 öiroa Ki av eiva: piropciq va za 0, s» ypa7rrä Kai frpoOpoprxä pw vyv xapta you from Cosmote's 
advertising brochure of the low tariff plan `what's up? ' (November 2002; see appendix II). 
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As mentioned in § 2.3.4, the literal meaning of the term invokes, first and foremost, 
the notion of contact between two entities (xo. tZ? 7rEc/xoý grof meaning fastened or 
connected together with glue). In the metaphorical use of the term, the adhesive 
quality of this uniting substance foregrounds the close and intimate friendship 
between the members of the participant-pairs above. The close contact among the 
specific participants has been found to correlate with other contextual parameters, 
such as residential proximity (cf. Anna and Dimitra), being members of a shared 
institutional community (cf. Maria and Elisavet attending the same high school), 
common background (cf. Kostas and Nikos moving from Larisa to Athens to pursue 
their studies), etc. At the same time, such close friends discuss more intimate matters 
regarding their romantic relationships (cf. Anna and Dimitra, Maria and Elisavet), 
share common attitudes towards life and social etiquette (cf. Fay and Nana), and have 
similar hobbies (cf. Nikos and Kostas). Therefore, the present study has attempted to 
examine the textual and interactional patterns in my data, which appear driven by the 
socio-logic of perpetual contact, and the relevance of this social urge to the type of my 
participant relationships described above. 
As defined by Katz & Aakhus (2002c) (see § 1.3.6), perpetuity in contact is 
experienced by social actors as an ever-lasting possibility of making contact. Mobile 
telephony and text-messaging in particular are popularly assumed to enhance this 
perpetual possibility of contact by means of the medium's affordances. For example, 
the handy and portable device, the silent mode and text-archiving capacities of text- 
messaging multiply the potential settings and situations in which users can be reached 
by physically non co-present individuals (cf. text-messaging as `the back door of 
communication'; Kasesniemi & Rautiainen, 2002: 171). However, the (socio-)logic of 
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perpetual contact presupposes that the relevant participants are - or, at least, behave as 
if they were continually available for interaction. As pointed out by Schegloff (2002b: 
331), the `problem of availability' arises in any activity that requires the coordination 
of at least two parties, such as conversation or any other type of human interaction. In 
the case of text-messaging, though, I have argued that mutual availability represents 
for my participants the expected norm rather than a `problem' that requires 
negotiation. 
The participants' urge for perpetual availability is evident in their practice to avoid 
switching off their mobile phone. For instance, Fay and Nana - the most eager users 
of text-messaging in my data - have reported in their interviews that they always have 
their phones on, even while asleep at night. In a similar vein, they prefer putting their 
mobile in silent mode to turning it off in settings where the use of mobile telephony is 
not allowed. My participants' conscious choice to keep their phones on at all times 
means that they are constantly connected to the mobile network. However, unlike the 
network of world wide web, the mobile network has a more personal and private 
character, since it is limited to the number of contacts (i. e. phone numbers) saved by 
the user on her phone. As for my participants, the practice of never switching off the 
phone allows for their constant and/or instant connectivity with the mobile network, 
which consists of their family and friends. 
Moreover, the notion of perpetual availability, inherent to the continuing state of 
incipient interaction experienced in text-messaging, has been shown to be operative in 
my analysis of the participants' interactional sequences in chapters 5 and 6. In 
particular, I have shown that the lack of availability for contact - realized by the 
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absence of response from the other party (textee) via text-messaging or other media - 
is not overlooked by the participants in my data. Instead, the textee's failure to 
acknowledge recipiency of a message is brought into focus and becomes topicalized 
in the text-exchanges under investigation. More specifically, the lack of response to 
an `initiating text' has been found to trigger a second message from the same 
participant which openly challenges the textee for her non-availability. Considering 
the time lag between the initiating texts and such `follow-up' messages, my data 
suggest that close friends expect a response within twenty minutes and failure to reply 
within this time limit constitutes a sign of unavailability. In addition, the issue of 
availability is topicalized in the other party's reply when delayed beyond the expected 
twenty-minute period. In other words, the markedness of a delayed `responding text' 
is evident in the participant's use of phatic particles, such as Eta pc (phatic particles, 
roughly equivalent to the English `hey'), which operate as cues of re-establishing 
contact, and/or her explicit account for not having been able to reply sooner. At the 
same time, the assumption of perpetual availability in text-messaging underlies the 
use of SMS as a means of checking whether the other party is available for engaging 
in another mediated interaction, such as a telephone call. For instance, text-messages 
of the type `can I call you? ' (va iräpc); ) presuppose that the other party will be able to 
send an SMS, in spite of not being able to engage in a telephone conversation. 
The drive for perpetual contact is further attested to a sense of `presence' which can 
be created via text-messaging even among displaced individuals. Although previous 
studies (e. g. Hutchby, 2001: 85; Danet, 2001: 112) have pointed out the possibility of 
`co-presence at a distance' in other mediated environments, such as telephone calls 
and Internet Relay Chat, the present study has examined how this sense is constructed 
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in the absence of any paralinguistic - for instance, auditory - signals and among close 
friends sharing a long offline interactional history. As pointed out in chapter 6, the 
rather paradoxical `co-presence' in asynchronous mediated interaction draws on a 
defining characteristic of face-to-face, physical, co-presence: a sense of mutual 
access, understanding, and, to some extent, control over the participants' here-and- 
now (cf. Danet, 2001: 109). However, while participants in face-to-face interaction 
can immediately attend to each other's presence by means of paralinguistic, among 
other, signals (e. g. body posture, eye gazing, gestures, etc), users of text-messaging 
need to construct this mutual sense of `presence' by drawing on the affordances of the 
medium, the textual composition of the message and the participants' specific 
interactional history. With respect to time, the quasi-synchronous mode of SMS, 
afforded by the instant exchange of texts, creates a sense of immediacy and 
simultaneity in interaction, which is manifest in my participants' orientation to the 
present. In particular, the analysis of temporal deictic references in my data has 
pointed to the practice of topicalizing current activities and events which unfold 
parallel to text-messaging. At the same time, this topicalization indexes not only the 
time of the simultaneously unfolding activities but also the location of the participants 
involved, mainly the texter and the textee. In addition to indicating non-availability as 
in mobile phone calls (cf. Hutchby & Barnett, 2005; Weilenmann, 2003), the 
prevalence of `here and now' in SMS serves two communicative functions: the 
immediate announcement of breaking news and the coordination of imminent future 
arrangements (see chapter 6). Therefore, the topicalization of one's current activities, 
along with the relevant spatio-temporal setting, enhances a feeling of `presence' in the 
other's setting. In other words, text-messaging allows close friends ('ot xo , rlToi') to 
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remain glued to each other by feeling `present' in the other's setting, even when they 
are physically apart. 
7.5. The local language and culture in a globally diffused medium 
As mentioned in § 7.3, the design of software affording the use of Greek fonts is a 
prerequisite for the encoding of text-messages in the standard Greek script. However, 
the need for localized software would not have arisen unless mobile phone operator 
companies had not foreseen the boom of text-messaging in the local market. As 
argued for computer systems (cf. Androutsopoulos, 2006), the market needs to play an 
important role in determining the systemic changes to a medium's technological 
profile. In fact, the increasing popularity of mobile telephony in Greece has resulted in 
the gradual substitution of early mobile phones affording only the Roman script with 
mobile handsets including menus and characters in Greek. The impact of such 
systemic changes on the users' choices is evident in my data: for example, Anna 
immediately switched her writing to Greek, when she upgraded her phone to a model 
equipped with Greek characters (see § 3.6.2). In light of CMC studies arguing for a 
decrease in the Roman/English use on the Internet as a result of the system's 
adoptability to the users' native languages, the documented (see chapter 3) prevalence 
of the standard (Greek) script in Greek text-messaging capitalizes on the medium's 
early availability of localized software and fonts. 
However, the use of English has been documented in the encoding of messages which 
are meant for collective diffusion and are not tailored to the participants' current 
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interpersonal needs and concerns. At the same time, the specific type of text-messages 
has been found to draw on references globally available from popular culture and, in 
particular, popular music. Thus, I argue that the use of English in Greek text- 
messaging is more related to the content and the type of a particular message rather 
than the medium and its technological affordances. 
Except for the encoding of English (chain) text-messages, Roman characters are also 
employed for the writing of English words and phrases within Greek default 
messages. It should be noted that the practice of shifting from one script to another is 
not favoured by the technological specificities of the medium, because it requires 
more keystrokes. Nonetheless, users of text-messaging switch to Roman for the 
encoding of English words, which have been integrated into Greek through the global 
spread of popular cultures, such as popular music, fashion, computer games, fast food 
culture, etc. At the same time, English conversational routines are also encoded with 
Roman characters in Greek text-messaging. The present thesis argues that the use of 
Roman characters for writing the specific English words is related to the worldwide 
youth practice of embedding in a local code, here Modem Greek, slang terms and 
conversational routines of vernacular English. In line with previous research 
(Androutsopoulos, 2004) on youth culture and globalization, the alphabet switch 
arguably represents a (typo)graphic resource which, along with the English words 
incorporated at the level of vocabulary, signals the participants' affiliation with 
(global) youth culture. However, the incorporation of such conversational routines 
into Greek text-messages may also exhibit a process of creative appropriation. This 
appropriation involves transliteration of the English words into Greek and language 
play that has been documented to serve the (local) interpersonal concerns of the 
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specific participants. The particular finding resonates with previous research arguing 
that global commodities and verbal resources are not received and adopted by local 
cultures in any uniform way (cf. Danet & Herring, 2003). 
Furthermore, the data analysis has brought to the fore the appropriation of the 
particular technology in line with culture-specific modes of sociability. As mentioned 
in § 1.3.7, unlike CMC studies, research on mobile telephony has shown an early 
interest in studying the use of mobile phones and SMS in diverse cultures. However, 
it was through cultural, rather than sociolinguistic, studies of mobile telephony that 
we have gained valuable insights into the different appropriations of the global 
technology in local societies, such as the `counter-intuitive' use of mobile phones for 
non-instantaneous communication in a Filipino village (Strom, 2002: 278) or the use 
of Internet technology in the exchange of Japanese keitai (mobile) email, equivalent to 
European SMS (Matsuda, 2005: 124). This thesis has demonstrated that text- 
messaging is embedded in the organization of social activities, which have socio- 
cultural value in the socialization of young Greeks, such as `catching up over a cup of 
coffee' in familiar places (oreKia). At the same time, the technology of SMS provides 
another vehicle for continuing this `catching up' beyond the familiar places, where the 
participants are physically co-present, and, in turn, fostering a sense of `co-presence 
at-a-distance'. This sense is further enhanced by the participants' orientation to the 
`here-and-now', which has also been shown to indicate involvement in Greek 
telephone calls (cf. Pavlidou, 1997: 160). Thus, the instant and constant connectivity 
of SMS allows Greek users to stay `involved' in each other's everyday life by being 
available and accountable to the social network of friends and relatives at all times 
and places. 
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7.6. Text-messages and social interaction: moving beyond new language myths 
This thesis has taken as its point of departure an overview of popular representations 
of text-messaging, as manifest in newspaper articles published while mobile 
telephony was booming in the Greek market (c. 2001-2003). The examination of such 
representations has provided us with a window into the set of preconceived ideas and 
popular myths that prevail in the specific culture. In brief, language use in Greek SMS 
is portrayed as a `new language' (cf. § 1.2.3), a written variety of Modem Greek, 
which exhibits certain distinctive characteristics, such as non-standard punctuation 
and spelling, abbreviations and acronyms, emoticons, Greeklish and English 
loanwords. As for the new forms of communication afforded by SMS technology, 
popular views span from positive stances celebrating directness and immediacy in 
interaction to negative attitudes arguing for a transactional, goal-oriented, and 
impoverished mode of communication (cf. § 1.2.4). This section is aimed at revisiting 
such preconceptions about text-messaging in light of the findings discussed in §7.1- 
7.5. 
The `new language' myth capitalises on the idea that text-messages abound with 
linguistic forms and structures which have been created and introduced by users of 
SMS and other digital technologies (e. g. Internet). As mentioned above, Roman 
characters, upper-case script, English loans, emoticons, and lack of punctuation are 
popularly identified among the typical characteristics of Greek SMS. However, my 
empirical analysis has shown that the norms in the participants' use of text-messaging 
do not entirely coincide with the aforementioned characteristics. In particular, my 
findings suggest that Greek-alphabeted upper-case script constitutes the norm in 
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Greek SMS. Moreover, unlike stereotypical views regarding punctuation and use of 
English in SMS, my participants make, on the one hand, a rather restricted use of 
emoticons, English loans, and acronyms, and, on the other, an unconventional, though 
elaborate, use of punctuation marks. Therefore, this study has provided evidence 
pointing to the gap between what is stereotypically believed about text-messaging and 
what is actually done in - and through - SMS. In line with Cameron's view about 
language attitudes (1995: xiii), popular beliefs about and actual uses of text- 
messaging are equally important in the study of SMS, provided that they do not 
appear conflated as in the case of newspaper discourse and folk linguistics. 
Furthermore, the discussion of my findings has cast doubt on popular representations 
of SMS celebrating or condemning its unique and distinctive properties. In terms of 
generic norms, I have argued that users of text-messaging transfer and re-appropriate 
norms from different, mediated and face-to-face, genres in the new environment. In 
other words, the allegedly `new' SMS features, such as upper-case script, 
unconventional punctuation, and short message length, are also norms of `old', more 
traditional, genres, like comics, informal letter-writing, postcards, and answering 
machine messages. This observation, thus, shifts our attention away from the 
unfruitful dichotomy of `new vs. old' language varieties and brings to the fore the 
hybrid nature of such mediated genres. At the same time, the discussion of text- 
messaging in relation to other media allows us to avoid attributing the observed 
linguistic and interactional patterns exclusively to the new medium. The technological 
determinism underlying popular representations of SMS has been overridden by the 
thesis' attempt to point to the relevance of a host of pragmatic parameters arising from 
the actual use of the medium and not its systemic specificities alone. 
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With respect to the possibilities for social interaction provided by the new medium, 
negative attitudes towards text-messaging have claimed that it fosters transactional 
and goal-oriented communication. In other words, the composition and exchange of 
SMS are popularly assumed to fulfil certain transactional goals which override the 
participants' needs for expressivity and/or phatic communion. On the other hand, the 
graphemic analysis of my data suggests that users of SMS orient to issues of 
expressivity and encode their emotive stances even in the absence of paralinguistic 
cues. More specifically, face and other interpersonal needs have been found to 
override the principle of `maximum speed, minimum effort' in text-messaging. In 
addition, the practices of topicalising `here-and-now' and referring to a shared social 
space, together with the abundance of `catching-up' messages in my sample, have 
indicated that the specific SMS-exchanges are deeply embedded in the participants' 
everyday interaction and play an important role in sustaining their close and intimate 
friendships. 
However, my findings are not to be interpreted along the lines of the popular hype 
manifest in advertisements of mobile operator companies where the medium per se is 
supposed to bring about close and perpetual contact among its users. In fact, the 
contextualised analysis of my sample has shown that the consolidation of intimate 
friendships among the participants is grounded on a web of existing offline 
relationships and embedded in a complex network of previous, parallel, and upcoming 
interactions. As mentioned above, language use and social interaction in text- 
messaging are conditioned to the interplay of the medium's technological affordances 
with a number of other contextual parameters, such as (a)synchronicity, number of 
participants, communicative purpose etc. Therefore, unlike popular representations, 
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this study acknowledges and brings to the fore variation in the use of Greek SMS. 
Such contextualised approaches to text-messaging and new media in general 
contribute to a view of new media users as a less homogeneous group and move the 
popular debate beyond the polarised dichotomy between `good' vs. `evil' media. 
7.7. Implications for further study 
The current study of text-messaging is situated in the local culture of Greece ten years 
after the introduction of mobile phones in the specific country. At the time of my data 
collection (2003), the technology of SMS had been a fixture of Greek mobile phones 
only for the last five years (since 1997/1998). Despite the early predictions for the 
substitution of SMS from multimedia messages, text-messaging continues to 
technologically evolve and its low cost makes the specific service popular among 
young people still today. As a result, the examination of text-messages and social 
interaction remains a topic which is far from being exhaustively studied and opens up 
further directions for research. 
In terms of methodology, this thesis has moved beyond the preliminary method of 
collecting text-messages through transcription of these digital texts onto paper. The 
possibilities of archiving and establishing data connectivity between wireless devices 
have enabled me to retain the digital form of the messages gathered in my case- 
studies and, thus, examine the data in their original form. However, this 
methodological tool has the shortcoming of displaying the full text on the screen of a 
computer and, thus, the analyst cannot have the experience of reading gradually a 
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message by scrolling down on a mobile phone screen. This visual effect of a text 
displayed in chunks can be employed as a resource for playful interaction. Therefore, 
the study of visual format in SMS, largely unexplored in this thesis, will benefit from 
a data collection method which will enable the examination of texts in the way 
displayed on a small mobile screen. 
Moreover, my data were collected at a time where predictive text entry was not a 
standard feature in Greek mobile handsets. However, the technological evolution of 
the system, along with its popularity in Greece, resulted in the introduction of the 
dictionary T9 in Greek as well. In fact, most of the participants in my case-studies 
have informed me that nowadays they employ this new service. As a result, a clear 
avenue for further research is to compare the type of data analyzed in this thesis with 
current messages composed with predictive text. We could, perhaps, speculate that the 
use of predictive text will enhance the formulaicity in text-messaging by providing 
pre-structured fixed phrases for communicative situations associated with text- 
messaging. Considering, though, that the user has the opportunity to enrich the 
lexicon with new words and phrases, it would be interesting to explore how this 
technological service can be personalized by individual users. 
Furthermore, the data analysis has suggested that there are gender differential patterns 
in text-messaging. For instance, the language choices of expressive punctuation and 
affective terms have been found to correlate with female rather than male participants. 
Although gender variation has not been among the main foci of analysis in this thesis, 
the above findings point to differences in the patterns of SMS use between female and 
male users. Future research can explore whether such differential patterns occur not 
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only in same-gender text-exchanges, which have been under scrutiny in this study, but 
also in cross-gender SMS-interaction. Another parameter worth exploring with regard 
to language variation in text-messaging is the users' familiarity with other computer 
media. More specifically, it would be interesting to examine to what extent the 
participants' attitudes towards text-messaging and other computer media change, as 
the penetration rate of Internet and computers is gradually raising in Greece, and, in 
turn, whether language patterns in text-messaging are beginning to coincide more 
with online digital practices. In terms of social variation, text-messaging provides a 
unique opportunity to study the use of a new medium across different age groups and 
from various socio-economic backgrounds, given the high penetration rate of mobile 
telephony in Greece. As a result, the findings of this study regarding language use and 
interaction in SMS among young groups of close friends in Athens are offered for 
comparisons with data from older or younger generations who live in less urban areas. 
The unknown future of new, `cutting-edge', media is echoed in the analyst's fear that 
the technology under investigation `might even disappear within a very few years, or 
at least be so transformed that one can no longer speak of it as such' (Danet, 2001: 
349). We are lucky enough to testify that SMS technology has `outlived' the temporal 
boundaries of this thesis and continues to be one of the most popular services of 
mobile telephony. In addition, the discussion of generic norms in relation to a range of 
contextual parameters, not limited to the volatile characteristics of the medium, allows 
this thesis to avoid `premature antiquarianism' (Schegloff, 2002a: 290). Focusing at 
the same time on text-messages and social interaction, the above discussion reveals 
the interplay between language use in SMS and the following socio-cultural practices: 
local appropriations of a globally diffused medium, manipulating the graphemic mode 
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for enhanced expressivity in written interaction, and managing sociability by staying 
connected, available, and `present'. 
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AAi uv6pOr, 15 ETwV 
E rLt(, -upU n uuvd[Un. nOD; O b oo 
ýo& utlS TO ynva, I In p1 -)U vr upw f10Tt 
nhpcc to npwro oou KtvnTO; flpty u duo 
xpovwo AnxabA Otav noouv 13. To 
ntproo0rtpo 001810 nro an0KTOVV KivnTO 
ono ouIrty Tnv nMKia; NO L, r tu ovvnewc, 
tLCýoupßUtVtt LciXCIBOAEwetTOKivnTO; 
Not yiori pnopw vu cmKUwwvw Eror 
Kuptwc I, e pmwpa"o K09a nOTe oAAO6 et( 
aucKCUI; KOBE 1,5 POW (1uVnBWC FITE 
y; aTL n naAj0 inopci vo cxE, Hinara 
urnponpOBAnNOIOKia ELTE Y (Olt unoptt vo 
you opeoEL IOn äÄÄo. It n(oreICtý yt 
aurouc nou bcv Exouv KtvnTO; KuÄo 
povuuv und pro nAeupä y, o va pnv Tout 
noipvouv oI oWi ouvcxri, C, Ka, yivovroi 
: p0311K01 Anö Tnv ok n. Eyw ro exw 
ouvn0. oct, Ba pnopoVocS vo {AAoLtc 
xawpic aur0; AüonoXa 
Wp , 15 tTwv 
ExEtS KOPTO n ouvbcon; Kn; ra IloTE 
ay6pDOES TO np()TO oou KlvnTO; f ., (, nn 
Ipso xpovtu Kb BE nÖTE GXXGZ. Elt 000KEUÖ; 
K68E 1,5 xpdvc. fa aU; avn Kupier; Ba 
pnopouoES va cpavraoTE(c Tn {U)A oou 
xmpiS K(vntb; Oxi, wta6u avaadpaXEta 
xwp, 4 KtvrTO, Et, ito VO ¬4Th) on pnopti) va 
EnlKav; )v( pE Touc a? Aoutý f16oa ntpinou 
QobKU(t To Oh VO yla Va PIA« 070 KtvnTÖ 
flau; rupw ara 50 - 60 Eupw. BEWpcic ÖTt 
EobEucl nom; }c vEVIKC( ppapi .c 
Öxt. Ti 
n1o1E6e1S yt aurouc nou bEV Exouv Ktvnrd; 
OTt npenE( va näpouv' Xuwpit ou. ö dfv 
pnopFi( Va EntKokvwv 10Elt aV Elaal t ü) 
Kot nOJU6TEpa nou &Ev unnpxav; Enolbr 
OKp18wS bev unnpxov bcv Eixav pm ae. 
ourö ro KÄipa, cow onpEpa 8cfilpciTal 
oxcbbv anopat-rTo. Eyco *o ixm ouvn8iocl 
ylnri nnn rorwü p)Kpri TO txm am {ton Nou. 
ONQiMS, 15ttwv 
naTE nn pc( Tnv npvTn Oou 
oucKEun; Oluv npour 12 xpbvmv. 
K66E n6TE OAK6 EK OUOKEUf ; 
KOBE 6-8 povcc MOu OpEOEI VO 
CX() OUO. KEU£C T£ÄEUmLOC, 
rexvcAoyiac fldoo nepinou 
nAnptMtc To pnvo; I Opn ara 30 
Eupw. To xpnclpona v apKET6, y(a 
Va crnaclv(aV4 pE TOUS y0V£l( Kal 
Tour; rpAouq pou. Kuo nc OTEAv(, ) 
pnvopara Ti ntOTEJEIt yl' allTOOC 
nou bev Exouv K(vnrä; Ynapxouv; 
Tt apvnT(KO n(oTEilElt OIL 
unöpxouv of aurbv ray Tpbno 
EnLKOCVL Ia(; EKtOc ono TIC 
apvVTUKC ; EnV1TC 0t Lc [IOU pnopE 
VO ExEL (`TnV UYE10 pOr. OAA TO 
unoAo(no BEwpu) 611 Eival BETIKä 
0 PiävvnS Ocv cxci Kivntö! 
., XWpic Krvnro anoq Euyw Tolpt rO TSIVyKAÖKLo nou 
dlaoupouv aKoUa Kat Thy No öpoppn pEA o o, Kg( ToniKtc bovhOEiS 0TO naVTE bvl 
p00 n0U you y(VYOUV nopavoIKC( (poßtt( Oil {IOVTOVE%1E Kal Ba NE KOTOOnOp6 El. XWpi( KIVnTÖ ZEy)tOTpOW an0 Tn pnTEpa KOl Tn Ylaylb 
poll IEUÄOynpEVE( Va ElValf, noU 6T0V ÄELnW xpElb{oYvol ovo gopt( OW nEVr()EnTO yla va alyoUPEUTOUV an 
bEV pE riAf KWOE Kapl6 x1O- 
voorL8 60, bEV NE noptoupE KOVtVO ToouvüJ(, 6EV pE anllVOYaV £ZWyfllVOl ylO aVLEpE( EVb00KOnf10£l(. XWpiS KIVnTC Nla(1W OE ovBpW- 
aouS np6OWn0 WE npÖa41no KOl KtvötN£AW Aiyo )uyör po Ono tic EnopEVES aVOTplXlaoirxEG OnOKaA, WEI( Tn( larplKll( EpEUVa(. XWpt( 
Kwmb np£Ncw KG( xww my aioenon Tou xpbvou">. 
rinunK, 24 ET61v 
K 27 
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ETHN IAPKOEMIA EHANAETAEH 
10 Itt -1, M10k. l K(ll't: lc 10 
(r nh F1 IU ev(ic allö lu on 
1,: 1mKOTF(kl TtxvllAoylKd 
inleuypaca tou 2(k/t; at 
ova, 1penrl VU 1(14I6ty ft 
moo'), OTII hesl1Elkl Toe 
4U. "I nv nrpiobo, 6n\abn, 
Iý, un ! Sc l! V (0101¬ (n0 Auun Vla wV lOS'- 
Itl tU (1l: l(IKIl't1TU T115 UI t000(lül[ (li. 
F0a 111', 1)l1P(I ootJ(1FIl1T ll(; linKUll'C)viac 
11. )u (IU EIIE1pt: Ilt. WAtnt. pn blaxeiplon 
T+ov pcl410)OXV0'1ml, rv. O 16UV OTe{x1S 
In+4nnc nIm n apl§+m Kt^. pt. Aöx (Fu- 
y-, n nnc riu&u 
n lnua IlIJIIII\i,, nt1)II1)L '? tClqu}tOVI 
m,, % xiAlo 1t tpmS I. ON(oS, TWO u trcvo- 
Ac, IQ rani, euoxnc. O nU Kul u EOSIKIi Lm- 
!p mji ý'. IIIKý)IV lilýlý)1' T(uV URA tR-C). 
ti(v Fw, [pvyuv tmiv Bell va ovarrtüfei 
o-(o r)uOpi, uou Ou rik AL my tta mc. 
Hwy Au: a n Motorola - xat ouvvv- 
KpIpeýu o tip y1(ipnv Koüiup, yf 'uK c 
Pils. uf)uvtn, auntnprt Iv tote nouCKa 
ze K 
, CIO upwronilew vnµaanbf: VQrupf 
11, no tnAt(tt wo, Tov Anpilio too 1973- 
TO 1983 n NioLorulil K(1TOOKEU0- EI O 
Dynatac 8000, To Tlj)( to KUgJF. Abo I KI- 
Vnio nou ßynKc ITO cµ116pt0 yla Xpnon 
KKIOS OULOK1V[111)0. E}ITIV'£UOT il 'toU 
Ktll T[OÄt v fip KoÜttK. p KOt 6nul0Vppi1 
Too o PoC-%m Kp6Äon. To Py aatac 8000 
O(Tl tt e 4.000 So. \lipta, ýCYIZe 800 y, pap- 
JOptO KOt Fll"fle71[ µ10n [[JO opnAi[l<. 
({pErvc Inne toTOpiu t «TO -' nAiyw, 
nam\ra; «ToioU Ao". 
KOVG Itt) UP(I)UVIOf TOO KQI 
To IIPIlTO fUponoOKO 
Kll n rb, nävrn O-to ouoin- 
ýi NMI. -to Nokia 
l in elan. N1ttpi TO TFAUI 
i, EKUC UUc (OU "I") 
1''0 ; 1pryFwTa nAAä- 
. 1,1 KCllvl)U(t'1IU [( [VII(1- 
KOAAU I TIIKOlvlwiOS 00 a- 
sTUnTaTrrillot V io AMPS 
Kai N%11. (lall KOl lli'. 010 
oörepKS tO pcc 8n U100t 
160OUV KOOOII) oOQmµa 
st1neaOTnc inXccp(»ia%, 
v0UV (1E ýItve HI y wt of, 
KR(Tf(1( l, TIOF (nunc, 0- 
'o"oo, eiuni u r; pip(ivlon 
n: WINOAMIUUý tý" M noc opl- 
llillpa Ho yim old 
qW UON i os ok)KAflpu mV 
ýo7in, on( apxti, ii 
Kumwq rOI. 90, nou Ho 
U 
FX oý, £uoFa Tn x(, inýTn ZoIV 
nniwv nAApwvwv. 
im, EX)i6a, Ho pea- 
, -l. 'ý it, 1493 pco Inc {'anifcn lcai 
I 
tic Tclcslrt nou cmin. prrouv trnv 
pnuvta ('M 900. luvtoua, r<I xrVn- 
to trtA tpwvo8ayivtttorvagatuovu 
Stub IFXVOAOymo npl9ov iou o EAAn 
vac 90 ayKaAtaoet ue Fuxopimnon. `r 
pra «UFxl uou it xption rau Interact yif)u- 
vel pr-tä 3wS oil 100, t,, o aplopoc tin xt- 
VnWV trix, tt va 'KiIK dOF. l uxcivot not; 
önA<, ivouv of anoypaqte.. S alc rran9uopo .. 
AAAo 
inAcipwvnµo, 
t AAo cnixoivtwvio 
NnvwAnS XuipeicanS, 
Enixoupoc Koenynrnc ato Tpripa 
EnLKOtvmviot Kot MME Tou 
navenwmpiou Aßnvmv:.. Enuldn No 
EEV xpEi646pooTE TO ata6ip6 6ntuc 
naXou inpo, EtpaaTE 6ta8E01p01 6XE60V 
novroi. Auiop6ric, Xotn6V. KaTapyE(Tat 
To Enintdo idtwtnK6mrac, avtji 660KOX0 
oUyKpoTE11(avtic yin TOV EaUT6 too pta 
ncpmxn nou vo pnv Eivot tdtnirrpo 
npooßvutpn of 6AooS. rEVIK0, K60E vEa 
TE%VOAoyla (PEpVEt K67L KoIVO0py&o, 
tooT000 otpolpC K0T1 dkkO tat buV EdVat 






kvKropac urnv Av6)Tarn £xo\n Kak6v 
TcxuWV:, EOv vin6EKacuIa TVU*6G, 
onwS Eix¢ net 0 Eaprp, n Aoyorvxvla 
nrav of EtpnpEpc&e , anµepa twat TO 
pnv6para SMS. 80 pnopaüaacE va 
nocpE 6Tt anorcaouv TO oüyxpova 
xaiKa4. Etwat Evfova avanru000pcVO( 
Tponot Enucotvmviac, tbmirEpa TWO 
V[WV, Kat napouoto rt tölaitepa 
Ev6tatpepov ytaTi np6KEnat yto KCBopo 
cat aupnuKVwpEvo abye o onoio4 
KaXQnnvt oXvc rtc EKt¢OVMo Inc ; Whq: 
eptoTOc. Nlka, TaaKmp6C. Lnkta. flap. 
6Aa aura, pc cvoxAut n npoan68Eta icon 
dto<pnptaTtov va aýlonolnoouv cpnopcK6 
auTOr TO ptßoio EnIKavroviat, 
boxotpov(bvroc eras Tnv aprobmro Tnt. 
A5 Tnv otpnaouv, lolnov, vo c&E. ltx8ei 
your, rn6. £Opvpa, OKUPWVOUyr nokTvc 
e. wotnc cr mv unrpß6, Llouoa xpnon, 
KOTt noV UUUßalvEt it E66)! '+. 
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r2cwQQo2oyunj Mr) ftq 
yia rryv mKomovia piacv p, ivvpärcov (SMS) c Kivgrä TgWV(ova 
King's College, London 
Department of Byzantine and Modern Greek Studies 
Epcoo, azo2öyio 
Tacxäps'rs, to TETpäycovo 71ou s 'ysis Kati auµurXTlpwais öirou xpstäýEiat. 
(E'iS cpwiijßstq µE * µltopciTS va EMM46Tc ltEpiuakepa aMö Eva rcipäycava. ) 
HAIKIA ........ 
(I)YAO AQ E) c3 
MaO1t c/-Tpta Fu tvaciou Q 
M(i011T c/-ipta Auxeiou Q 
(I)orn1r jc/-ipta Q 
Tiv it pa aTEkvcw 7rspi7rou 0-2 Q 2-4 Q 4-6 Q 6-8 
Q 8-10 Q 16vw a716 10 Qµ 1v't taTa (SMS). 
*H 6xEc 7t01) Exw µs is äioµa am oiroia ouvi Ows 6tEXvw 11r1v15µaia (SMS) siva. 
szcayysýµaita Q spwii1C Q oixoycvctuia Q 91, txrj Q. 
zT6%vu tlvü taia (SMS) 7rspt666tEpo G& 6TOµa iou i&tou qn ou Q 
lrsptaaöispo as äioµa iou aVTiO&Tou q Xou Q 
£4 Iaou 6S ä'COµa Kat '(DV SÜo ip' Xwv Q 
Trjv i upa Xaµ(3ävco irspiirou 0-2o 2-4 Q 4-6o 6-8 
Q 8-10o irävw a7t6 10 Q u1vüµaia (SMS). 
H 71Xucia 'ru v aiöµci v µE Ta Moia xupicoq avia? ß, ä66W µljvüµaia (SMS) xvµaivEiat 
a7r6 ...... swS ...... ETwv. 
Ta äioµa µs Ta o7roia ßuv1 Ows aviaUdocrw uivopaia is auvaviäw 
xä66 p6pa Q 
2-3 cpopgg nlv c13 oµä&a Q 
1 cpopäv s(38oµäSa Q 
1 cpopä iov u va Q 
Mo apaiä Q 
IIEpi66öispo air' 6%a irpon. µcb va 0,6c ßs ai(xOcpö iflX pcavo Q 
va JUXd) as KtvilT6 T1? pcovo Q 
va atEXvco µrlvüµaia (SMS) Q 
va atEavco e-mail Q 
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Kaiä' 8n1µtoupyia iwv uivuµäTwv (SMS) xprlaiµoirot(b to &a, Xrjvixö Q TO 
XaTtV1K6 Q at is HO Q aXT(IDIlTa. 
I'päcpw u1vüµaTa (SMS) µövo µs KECpaXaia ypäµµaia Q 
µövo µs µixpä ypäµµaia Q 
Kai µE 'ra NO Q 
Kath Til 511RIOupyia n uµäicov (SMS) xprI6tµoirot6) ovvioµoypacpicg xai auviµý CFFtq 
ROM O )XV6 Q apKEiä auxvä Q 67E(XvIa) Q Ka06 ov Q. 
Eta uivüµaiä µou (SMS) rcpt), aµßävcw suxovi6ia xat smileys 7roX ßuxvä Q 
apxsiä auxvä Q anavicog Q xaOöXou Q. 
Oiav ypäcpcw µtlvügaia (SMS), xptJ6tµoitotth rnluEia aii Ilg xat tiuiroypacptxä 
a-üµßoXa 7c02, ü ouxvä Q apiciä ßvxvä Q 67ravicog Q 
xaOöXov Q. 
TrJv 'rg uTaia cpopä rou EXaßa n vuµa (SMS) aio xiviyrö µou, 
- ßptaxöµouv 6TO 69LLTl Q 6Tnv Täg11 /a «pt6£aTpo Q 6E j*cio gaýUCýS 
µcTacpopäS Q cTO 6EaTpo / xtvntaToypäcpo Q 6Tr1v Ka(pCTEpta / bar Q 
GTo Spöµo Q GTO 7A7CF, 
80 Q aXXoü .................................. 
-i tav itcpilrou irpwi Q ji cYi t pt Q 0t1Eöysuµa Q ßp681) Q 
-* EKCiVfl Tv ßny n E0? 1ra UXEöpacfl Q Koiµöµouv Q 8tdpaýa Q 
irepnaToüaa Q Eipwya Q µtXoü6a aio t1 (Provo Q SoüXcua Q 
StaaKESaca Q µuXoüaa µs Tour q iXou; µou Q 
Exava xätt äa, Xo ........................................................... 
-*m. wTSÜw on 9GTFtXav To u vuµa (SMS) 'yta va ý71n ouv xäirota 
7r?, 1po(popia Q yta suxEs Q ytu va 11o1) 8ci4ouv on LE CFKtTToviat Q 
yta lrXäKa / yta va ps Kävouv va 7EXäaw Q yta va xavoviuouv xäß, Q yta 
va µE 7r Xripocpoprjuouv yta xäit Q yta va ciit c ouv 61)yyvd)µrI Q yta 
xäicotov äXXo Xöyo ............................................................................................. 
Eio xtvtJTÖ µou £xw cvcpyoirou ct 
tv u"pcßia avacpopäs µrjvuµäiwv (SMS) Nat Q Oxt Q 
Tqv uRpeaia an6KpuyJi g iou 7poYwmxoü you aptOµoü artg s4Fpx6JEv8S 
ldk, asts Nato Oxt Q 
tiv umnpsaia avayvwpto-gq Twv Etaspxog9vwv 1X1 mwv Nato Oxt Q 
to 4tO T9 6m Stjµtoupyia µrlvuµäiwv (SMS) Nato Oxt Q 
EiE%, vw µrivüµaTa (SMS) 6s lrpößcolra 7Eou (3piaxoviat as Kovttvi a7r 6tuc 1, Evw tiiv 
j6ia ßnyµfj Oa µnropoü6a va iovs µL%ijaw lrpöacoiro µs 7rpoc o1ro itoXv 6uxvä Q 
apxctä ßuxvä Q airaviwg Q Ka06%ov Q. 
Em?, Eyco va Eivati TO xivTjiö µou aOöpußo iroXX auxvä Q apxsiä 6uxvä Q 
67ravicw; Q KuO62, ou Q, 
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* ytaii ßpißxoµat aE µEpoS mou SEv Emip¬irciat 'i xptjcn iou xtvrJiov Q SEv 
OEXa va Evox?, w ious yüpcw µou Q plc EKVEUp1ý8t oi os Q yta xämotov äXXo 
a, 6yo .............................................................. 
EntX 'w VOL Eivat To xtvIJT6 µou aitcv pyoitoui vo / 6ßrI6i6 icoX auxvä Q 
apKEiä (Fuxvä Q ßntaviCO; Q xa06), ou Q 
* ytaii ßpi6xoµat 6E µtpos 71ou SEV Eintip&itciat T xptjrnl iou xtvi roü Q 
SEV 09X(t) va µE EvoxX aEt xavcIS Q TO cpopti u-i Q 
yta xäirotov ä?. Xo Xöyo .................................................................... 
Kävw avamäv''Eg KX aclq iroXu MXV6 Q apKETä 6uxvä Q 
ßltaviws Q xa06Xou Q 
* yta va 564W ßE X67totov/-a on iov/TIJv CFK99Toµat Q yta VOL vMEV6ujth w xäß, Q 
yta va 8tapcßatw6co xältotov/-a on EXaßa To n vuµä iou/TllS Q yta A&M Q 
yta xäItotov 6aO Xöyo ........................................................... 
A7rExq6a yta icpwu cpopä To 8tK6 µou xtvflto, 6Tav i uouv .......... Eiwv xat air6 iöic 
ä. Xaýa t ßußxsutj 0Q 10 2o 3Q 4o 5o 6o 7Q cpopES. 
To µovtEXo iou xtvrlroü irou Exw Apa Eivat 'co ........................................... 
'EXQ xtvll r6 µs rniv6srn1 Q xapio-xtvrliö Q. 
H cTaipia xtv11t g T1IXEcpcoviaS ßiiv omoia Eital auvSpo uitf c civa. 11 .......................... 
IExw irk Suvaiöuia va at 9 vw 00 lo 2o 3o 4o 5o 
irävw airö 5Q Swpcäv u1vüµaia (SMS) rv i pa. 
Tot Eýo&L Tou xt rlioü [Lou Ta it?, i1p6)vouv oti yovEIS µou Q 
Ta ira, rJpwvw Eyw µE TO xapt tX Kt µou Q 
is 7rXllp6)vw cyw µE E6oöa aicö xäirotu µopgn 
2tpoawm, Kq cpyaaias Q 
EvXapioTobuw 7ro), v yia vvvQo, Ocia Kai... 
Eäv OEX rE, ßiov xwpo ROD axoa, ovOsi avitypäyris Eva o7toto5ý7[ois jn vuµa (SMS) 
iron u1räpXCt autf irJv a nygr aroOfjKcutEvo ßio lctvlT ßaS. 
Fl oßo ': H avnypacptj 7tp rtst va sivat maitj. Osv aATýouµr Tnjv opOoypacpia, Ta ailµeia 6ä41)S tj 
Toug xapaKnjpscc (cUtivtKOÜS tj AanvuKOÜS, Kc paAaia tj µtxpä) nou xpilatµonotoüviat cTo itpcutörurto. 
Etotxcia AnoatoAa: büXo AQ0Q H), txia ......... 
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APPENDIX IV 
Sample of Text-messages 
(quoted in the thesis) 
QUESTIONNAIRE SAMPLE 
Message 1 
flEE KANENAN IIAIKTH ETO cm4? O 
XATZIMEXMETOBITE ME rPA(DETAI? 
NAME A PLAYER IN cm4? HOW IS 
CHA7ZIMECHMETOVITS SPELLED? 
Questionnaire sample, male, 14-yr-old 
Message 2 
Tt KdvctG? 
Questionnaire sample, female, 14-yr-old 
How are you? 
Message 3 







OUR FRIENDSHIP Saved 4EVER!!! 
Questionnaire sample, female, 14-yr-old 
Message 4 
AN 0 OEOE KANEI OAYMATA ENA EINAI 
OTI EKANE E2'ENA, AN 0 OEOE KANEI 
AAOH EINAI OTI EE KPATAEI MAKPIA 
IF GOD DOES MIRACLES, YOU ARE ONE OF 
THEM, IF GOD MAKES MISTAKES, KEEPING 
YOU AWAY FROM ME IS ONE OF THEM. 
ATIO MENA! 
Questionnaire sample, male, 15-yr-old 
N. B.: In the translated texts, italics are used for transliterated Greek names and words that 




OEAS2 AYO MATIA NA ME KOITANE 
rAYKA, OEASZ AYO XEPIA NA ME 
KPATANE Db1XTA, 0EAS2 AYO XEIAH NA 
ME (PIAANE AI1AAA! OEAS2 ELENA ZHTAf 
IIOAAA;;;;!!! 
Questionnaire sample, female, 15-yr-old 
Message 6 
You're the most treasured person for me coz now 
you're a part of my life that's why i call you ... 
"LOVE" i love you.. muaahhh =) 
Questionnaire sample, female, 15-yr-old 
Message 7 
LEN MfIOPS2 TEAIKA NA BI'S2 EHMEPA 
I WANT TWO EYES TO LOOK AT ME 
SWEETLY, I WANT TWO HANDS TO HOLD 
ME TIGHT, I WANT TWO LIPS TO KISS ME 
GENTLY! I WANT YOU AM I ASKING TOO 
MUCH????!!! 
I CANNOT GO OUT TODAY AFTER ALL I 
EXS2 IIOAAA AKOMA r IA AIABAEMA. OA HAVE STILL LOADS TO READ. WE'LL GO 
BrOYME KAI1OIA AAAH (DOPA. Ok; OUT SOME OTHER TIME. Ok? 
Questionnaire sample, female, 15-yr-old 
Messame 
Sikana Lamile bowama likile Umdodojarat 
Forsakala bi... Mo%tg cxavcg 11v5tavtK1 
lrpoaeuX>) yta va naXuvct o KWXog aou!!! : -D 
Questionnaire sample, female, 15-yr-old 
Sikana Lamile bowama likile Umdodojarat 
Forsakala bi... You've just made an [American] 
Indian prayer that turns your ass bigger!!! : -) 
Message 9 
K{tptva ntmAta pc cpouvtcattg oupts Kai pol; Yellow pistols with bushy tails and pink shoes 
7rwro6tata nou Kävouv aybvr; pc rou; ©Xt vou; racing with the sad rats 
novtthoß;. 
Questionnaire sample, male, 15-yr-old 
Message 10 
Av 6ctq ai xcpa To (ipä6u va pnaivst an' zo 
icapf Oup6 aou pta Xapacptj a>`-ri&t too 
cpcyyaptov, µtjv Tliv 6ith ctg....... U. F. O rival, 
If you see a ray of bright moonlight coming 
through your window tonight, don't send it 
away....... It's a U. F. O, they came to take you 
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ijp0av va ae n&pouv n(aw acv natpl5a. XI! XI!!! 
Questionnaire sample, female, 15-yr-old 
Message 11 
I see-anyway, thanks fOr yOur replyldOnt wOrry 
il try my BEST.. miss yOu friend! Take 
care! gOodnight! EnjOy yOur summer holidays. 
Questionnaire sample, female, 15-yr-old 
Message 12 
TRUST I SEEK AND I FIND IN YOU, 
EVERYDAY FOR US SOMETHING NEW, 
OPEN MIND FOR A DIFFERENT VIEW AND 
NOTHING ELSE MATTERS. 
Questionnaire sample, female, 16-yr-old 
Message 13 
OEAW NA IIAW, AN KAI AKOMA AEN 
EINAI TIIIOTA sI1OYPO 100%-STHN 
ANOIEI I EINAI+ AEN EEPW, OYTE rIA 
WPA-TWPA I'IA META(DOPIKO 
back home. HE! HE!!! 
I WANNA GO, THOUGH NOTHING IS 
CERTAIN YET-IT'S (in) ANIKSI+ I DON'T 
KNOW, (about the) TIME EITHER-NOW AS 
FOR TRANSPORT, EITHER BUS, OR CAR 
MEEON, II'AEW(IOPEIO, FI' AYTOK. 
Questionnaire sample, female, 16-yr-old 
Messase 14 
«Lires» «Euro» «Yen» «Draxmcs» TcX1Ki cfaai 
6Xa TU Äc(nT 
Questionnaire sample, female, 16-yr-old 
Message 15 
'E?. a pc pa). itha Tt yivcaat; 176ptac; an6 to cppovr; 
176tc Oa (iyoßµe Kat rt Gwpa; Etcüc you yta va 
(3yo6ltc. Mnv t; cx(iaetc va q pctS To Kaasr6(pwv6 
pou. Ok; 
Questionnaire sample, male, 16-yr-old 
"Pounds" "Euro" "Yen" "Drachmas" At the end 
of the day you're all the money 
ELA RE[-particle] Hey mate, what's up? You 
back from school? When we going out and when? 




KAAHMEPA F192TOYAA! O NTENHE 
EIMALEIMAI ME TA IIAIzIA PASSAGIO. OA 
KATEBEIE; 
Questionnaire sample, male, 16-yr-old 
Message 17 
AN HEOYN AETEPI *, E)A'IOYN TO 1110 
AAMI7EPO. AN HEOYN AOYAOYAI 
-º-*@, OA'EOYN TO IIIO S2PAIO K AN 
HEOYN ENTAEEI, OA 'ETEANEE K KANA 
MHNYMA... 
Questionnaire sample, female, 16-yr-old 
Message 18 
TI EFINE NYETAEEE H ME 
BAPEOHKEE; KAI Em PADIO AKOY92. 
GOOD MORNING [little] GIOTA! I'M 
DENNIS. I'M AT PASSAGIO WITH THE 
GUYS. WILL YOU COME DOWN HERE? 
IF YOU WERE A STAR *, YOU WOULD BE 
THE BRIGHTEST. IF YOU WERE A 
FLOWER, YOU'D BE THE MOST BEAUTIFUL 
N IF YOU WERE ALRIGHT, YOU'D SEND US 
A TEXT... 
WHAT'S UP ARE YOU SLEEPY OR BORED 
OF ME? I'M LISTENING TO THE RADIO 
TOO. 
Questionnaire sample, male, 17-yr-old 
Message 19 
Hi! TI KANEIE; XAOHKAME!!! RAPE THA. 
NA KANONIEOYME. 'IAAKIA! BYE!!! 
Hi! HOW ARE YOU? LONG TIME NO SEE!!! 
GIVE A RING TO ARRANGE. [little] KISSES! 
BYE!!! 
Questionnaire sample, male, 17-yr-old 
Message 20 
Na xaMorEAaE NUTZ TS XaMOrEAo ESy DEN Smile cause nobody has your smile! Hope cause 
Tb ExEi kaNEIE ! NA EAflizEls riATI H 
EATIiAÄ AMI Z. QH! KAi NA MH 
AÄKPyEE1E n ATI KA®E LÄKPY soy ®A' 1Ai 
KAI tliKÖ MOY 
Questionnaire sample, female, 17-yr-old 
hope gives life! And don't shed a tear cause every 
tear of yours will be mine too 
Message 21 
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H ATAIIH EINAI ISXYPH AYNAMH MY 
MEPIKES OOPEE EKMHAENIZEI TH 
AOT'IKH KAI THN OPOH KPISH. AN H 
AfAIIH EINAI IIAIXNIAI, AYTOI EINAI 01 
KANONES! 
Questionnaire sample, male, 18-yr-old 
Message 22 
This cat, is cat, a cat, good cat, way cat, to cat, keep 
cat, an cat, idiot cat, busy cat, for cat, 20 cat, second 
cat!!!!! Noy [sic] read it all without the word 
cat. 
Questionnaire sample, male, 19-yr-old 
Message 23 
IüetoüXo;! Tt Käust; twpf ; f1oü eiaat 7t6? t+Ssv 
aKO1 TO KtV. aou; fItS ýtav 
x©ES; XTun jOgKSS;! Oa 7r& pc a icpa; Tt fie; r. 
LOVE IS A POWERFUL FORCE WHICH AT 
TIMES ANNIHILATES REASON AND 
JUDGMENT. IF LOVE IS A GAME, THESE 
ARE THE RULES! 
Kleioulos! How are you mori? Where are you 
now+you can't hear your phone? How was it 
yesterday? Did you knock yourself out?! Are we 
going today? What do you think? G. 
Questionnaire sample, female, 19-yr-old 
Message 24 
EAA KOIIEAA MOY! TI KANEIE MIIPI! IISlE 
TIEPNAE; TA MAOHMATA, TA IErIANIKA, O 
XOPOE..; EI'S2 MIA XAPA! EAS2EA 2 
MAOHMATA ITO 1 KOIIHKA+ TO AAAO 
HEY MY GIRL! HOW ARE YOU bri! [-particle]! 
HOW IS IT GOING? [How about] THE 
CLASSES, THE SPANISH, THE DANCE..? I'M 
FINE! I SAT TWO PAPERS I FLUNKED THE 
OA TO An AYPIO! TS2PA KAOOMAI+ 
IIEPIMENO N APXIEOYME :) bIAAKIA 
Questionnaire sample, female, 19-yr-old 
Messame 25 
"You are my girl, my supergirl" ? cct To 
KaTa©Xurnxo auto Tpayou&i 71ou axouw Twpa ucou 
sxw 4svepw6st at auv , iýct: 
"And supergirls 
don't cry". Na To ©uµaaat auto! 
ONE+ I LL SEE ABOUT THE OTHER 
TOMORROW! NOW IM SITTING+ WAITING 
TO START: ) [little] KISSES 
The depressing song I'm listening to now that I'm 
sober says "You are my girl, my supergirl" and 
goes on: "And supergirls don't cry". [You should] 
remember this! 
'I assume that MIIPI 'bri' is a rather playful and slang form of the spoken particle ßpe 'vre'. 
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Questionnaire sample, male 20-yr-old 
Message 26 
KaXrlµspa uopou? tvt, Tt xavstg; E tetg T(opa cage Good morning my little baby, how are you? 
yta Sou)xta. q)OOaxta! We're heading to work now. [little] kisses! 
Questionnaire sample, male, 21-yr-old 
Message 27 
H FH IIOY IIATAME MAKPINH, MA 0 
OYPANOE HOY ANTIKPYZOYME 0 IDIOE! 
rI'AYTO KOITA `PHAA ETON OYPANO KI 
Em AIIO KEI OA EOY ETEIASZ THN I1I0 
I'AYKIA KAAHNYXTA!!! *MAKIA FIOAAA* 
THE LAND WE'RE STANDING ON IS 
DISTANT, BUT THE SKY WE'RE LOOKING 
AT IS THE SAME! SO LOOK HIGH AT THE 
SKY AND FROM THERE, I'LL SEND YOU 
MY SWEETEST GOODNIGHT!!! *MANY 
KISSES* 
Questionnaire sample, male, 21-yr-old 
Message 28 
KAAHMEPA I'AYKIA MOY! H AHDA EIMAI GOOD MORNING MY SWEETIE! THIS IS 
(ANT/POE) TOY EYXOMAI FIOAY KAAH LEDA (ANT/ROS) I WISH YOU BEST OF 
EOY EIIITYXIA! OA TA KATADEPEIE rIATI LUCK! YOU'LL DO FINE BECAUSE YOU 
TO OEAEIE IIOAY! +EOY AEIZEI. bIA 
IIOAAA MEAAOYEA EYNAAEP'bE! 
WANT IT SO MUCH! +YOU'RE WORTH IT. 
MANY KIS[ses] FUTURE COLLEAGUE! 
Questionnaire sample, female, 21-yr-old 
Message 29 
na nob s{µaats ai icpa, 
Questionnaire sample, male, 21-yr-old 
Message 30 
Manthouli irthame Fridays pagrati gia gluko. thes 
na peraseis? 
Questionnaire sample, female, 21-yr-old 
What are we up to today? 
[little] Manthos we've popped to Fridays [in] 
pagrati for dessert. want to come by? 
Message 31 
rota aou Xpr1ato! Ex7Ctae ano ntaTapta! Tt 
Kavstq; Byt)KatE; Eyw xa&a! 1 cv (3yllKa 
Tgtxa! AvtE xaXT! wxta! 
Hi Christo! I run out of battery! How are you? Did 
you go out? I['m] fine! I didn't go out after all! 
Ade[-particle] good night! 
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Questionnaire sample, male, 21-yr-old 
Message 32 
Ok. egw molis eflasa syntagma. tha paw kolwnaki 
na riksw mia matia k meta gia fagito. se filw 
Questionnaire sample, female, 21-yr-old 
Ok. i just got to syntagma. i'm going kolonaki to 
see what's going on and then for food. kiss you 
Message 33 
EE IIOOSZ!!! I'M LUSTING AFTER YOU!!! 
Questionnaire sample, female, 21-yr-old 
Message 34 
KouKX{taa [Lou Ka), t{µkpa! Kotµ&aat Twpa &; A c 
aou'ats7. va tuvtjµara Tößo Katpd ytat{ Twpa 
L(3a?, a KäpTa! Ls vo t( o va ßnar&M Tr! axh ni 
GOD a äioµa avägta... T(tota oµoppptä t[ou Et; 
IC Low K µtva yptjyopa Oa ExTtpi Oc{ K Oa 
ayain Oc{! ESw sµc{S KaUt! l{pounaOcü va 
4Eayx6)vw toy a6epcpoüXtl aou! Na Ta Xtµs K ßto 
Til?..! Oa ac lta{pvw arc'To an{n pou. btAäxta 
noUd µwpäKL µou! 
Questionnaire sample, female, 22-yr-old 
Good morning [my little] doll! Are you sleeping 
now eh[-particle]? I didn't text you for so long 
because I've just bought a card! I hope you don't 
waste any of your thoughts on unworthy people... 
Your inside and outside beauty will soon be 
appreciated and loved! We're fine here! I try to de- 
stress your little brother! We should talk on the 
phone as well! I'll call you from home. Many 
[little] kisses my [little] baby! 
Message 35 
BPAZEI KAI XYNETAI! AEE ME rIATI 
AIABAZ92. OA EE TIAPS2 META.. 
PANIC [lit. something is boiling and spilling 
out]! LEAVE ME [alone] CAUSE I'M 
READING. I'LL CALL YOU LATER... 
Questionnaire sample, female, 22-yr-old 
Message 36 
EOY ETEANS2 TO site TOY BATIKANOY FIA I SEND YOU THE VATICAN'S site FOR 
THN KAIIEAAEIETINA: 
(http: / mv. vatican. va/3 -EN/pages/MV- 
visite. html). tIAIA IIOAAA 
Questionnaire sample, female, 22-yr-old 
CAPELLA SIXTINA: 
(http: /mv. vati can. va/3- EN/pages/M V- 
visite. html). MANY KISSES 
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Message 37 
Hi might be leaving for weekend I will know in 
the evening. 
Questionnaire sample, female, 22-yr-old 
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CASE-STUDY I 
Fay and Nana 
Sequence I case-study I, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 28/08/2003 
Messaze 38 texter: Fay, time: 13.50 
KAAHMEPIZS2 AYTO TO MIKPO [I say] GOOD MORNING TO THIS LOVE- 
EPS2TEYMENOYAIKO NANOYKI IIOY STRICKEN NANA OF MINE WHO IS MY 
EINAI KOAAHTH MOY! TI KANEIE? KAAA BEST FRIEND! HOW ARE YOU? WELL WHAT 
TI KAIPOS EINAI AYTO? I1OTE OA AEIE TO SORT OF WEATHER IS THIS? WHEN ARE 
IIAIDI? (I)IAAKIA YOU SEEING THE BOY? [Iittle] KISSES 
Message 39 texter: Fay, time: 14.10 
NANOYKI AOY[sic] TI EI1AOEE? rIATI DEN MY [little] NANA WHAT'S WRONG WITH 
AIIANTAE? YOU? WHY AREN'T YOU RESPONDING? 
Message 40 texter: Nana, time: 14.16 
KAAHMEPA! AX (I)AIOYAI MOY EYTYXS2E GOOD MORNING! AH MY [little] FAY 
OA ME ANEBAEEI H MAMA ETHN AF. LUCKILY MUM IS DROPPING ME OFF AT 
rIAPAEKEYH! MOY EETEIAE KAI ENA MNM ST. PARASKEVI! HE SENT ME A TEXT THIS 
EHMEPA TO BPS2l 11OY EA192EA... IIOAAA MORNING THAT MADE ME MELT... MANY 
«IAAKIA [little] KISSES 
Message 41 texter: Fay, time: 14.20 
ANTE TYXEPOYAIKO! FIA NA LEIE TI ADE[-particle] LUCKY [little] YOU! SEE WHAT 
TEAEIA MAMA IIOY EXEIE! NA IIAE NA A GREAT MUM YOU'VE GOT! GO AND 
THE A92EEIE AYO TEPAETIA (DIAIA! ENA GIVE HER TWO HUGE KISSES! ONE FROM 
ATIO EENA+ENA AIIO MENA! KAAA NA YOU+ONE FROM ME ! HAVE FUN! TAKE 
IIEPAEElE! I1POEEKTIKA! (1)IAAKIA CARE! MANY [little] KISSES 
IIOAA[sic] 
Sequence 2 case-study I, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 29/08/03 
Message 42 texter: Fay, lime: 15.12 
NANOYKI MOY, MOAIE KAOHEA! EIMAI MY [little] NANA, I HAVE JUST SEATED 
EES2 IIIE92 AII'TO 20 AENTPO! EE MYSELF! I'M OUTSIDE BEHIND THE 2ND 
TIEPIMEN92! (DIAAKIA! TREE! I'M WAITING FOR YOU! [little] 
Messaffe 43 
NANOYKA EIMAI EE92 ATI'TO NTAKAIIO 
KISSES! 
lexter: Fay, time: 15.33 
MY [little] NANA I'M OUTSIDE DACAPO 
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KAI EE IIEPIMENS ! 
Message 44 
DAIH MOY EE KANENA TETAPTO OA 
EIMAI EKEI! EYINS2MH IIOY APfS ! 
Message 45 
OK! EE IIEPIMENf! 
AND WAITING FOR YOU! 
texter: Nana, time: 15.34 
MY FAY I'LL BE THERE IN FIFTEEN 
[minutes]! SORRY FOR BEING LATE! 
texter: Fay, time: 15.35 
OK! I'M WAITING FOR YOU! 
Sequence 3 Case-study 1, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 01/09/03 
Message 46 texter: Nana, time: 18.30 
PAIOYAI MOY XPONIA I1OAAA FIA TON MY [little] FAY HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOUR 
MI1AMIIA EOY! EYXOMAI TO [sic] DAD! I WISH ALL THE BEST [a]N[d] MAY 
KAAYTEPA K OAA NA EPOOYN OASE TA ALL COME AS HE WISHES! I SAW MY [little] 
EI1IOYMEI! EIDA XOEE TO MS)PAKI MOY... BABY YESTERDAY... I'LL CALL YOU... 
OA EOY THAE M NHES2... (I)IAAKIA [little] KISSES 
Message 47 texter: Fay, time: 18.55 
ThAnks NANOYKI MOY YfIEPOXO! OK! ThAnks MY LOVELY [little] NANA! OK! I'LL 
OA TIEPIMENS ! KAI EFfl EXGEE EISA TO BE WAITING! I TOO SAW MY BABY 
M92PO MOY I1OAY £ PA EYTYXS2E! TA YESTERDAY FOR A LONG TIME 
AEME (I)IAAKIA! FORTUNATELY! SEE YOU [little] KISSES 
Message 48 
NANOYAIMI MOY? TI KANEIE? AOIIION 
THN KYPIAKH EE IIEPIMENS2 I'YPS2 ETIE 
OKTS2! OK? EEY EAA rU0 NnPIE! OK? OA 
MIAHEOYME ETO THA, TO BPAAAKY? 
case-study 1, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 0 
MY [little] NANA? HOW ARE YOU? LOIPON[- 
marker] SO I'LL BE WAITING FOR YOU 
AROUND EIGHT ON SUNDAY! OK? YOU 
[can] COME EARLIER! OK? WE'LL TALK ON 
THE PHONE, IN THE EVENING? 
2/09/03 - texter: Fay, time: 15.08 
Sequence 4 Case-study I, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 03/09/03 
Message 49 texter: Fay, time: 19.37 
NANAAAA! EYfINHEEE? NA IIAPS2 NANAAAA! ARE YOU AWAKE? CAN I CALL 
THAE(DS2NO? (you)? 
Message 50 texter. Fay, time: 19.43 
MIIOYAAAAA DEN AITANTAEI TO BUAHHHH [crying sound] MY [little] NANA IS 
NANOYKI MOY! MIIOYXOY! NOT RESPONDING! BUHU [crying sound]! 
Message 51 
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NANOYKAAAAA MOY! EHMEPA TA IIHrA 
KAAA! MIIOPEI NA EXS2 I'PA`PEI I'IA 
AEKA! EIMAI FIA KAcbE TS2PA ME... KAI TI 
OA (bAQ? KEIK EOKOAATAAAE! KAI OA 
DAS KAI MIIOYKIA rIA EENA! : -) 
case-study 1, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 081 
MY [little] NANAAAAA! TODAY I DID FINE 
[in the exams]! I MAY GET AN A! I'M HAVING 
A COFFEE NOW WITH... AND WHAT AM I 
ABOUT TO EAT? CHOCOLATE 
CAAAKE! AND I'LL HAVE A BITE FOR YOU 
TOO! : -) 
09/03 - texter: Fay, time: 18.51 
Messaae 52 
OK! OA TA IIOYME! OA EOY KANS OK! TALK TO YOU! I'LL MISSED CALL YOU 
ANAIIANTHTH I1PIN 11APEVEE AATPEY92 BEFORE DIALLING! I ADORE YOU AND I 
KAI MOY AEIflEIE ADANTAETA! fIOAAA MISS YOU SO MUCH [lit: unimaginably]! 
(I)IAAKIA! MANY [little] KISSES! 
Case-study I, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 14/09/03 - texter: Fay, time: 12.16 
Message 53 
TZOYTZOYKA MOY KAAHMEPA! EIEAI GOODMORNING MY TZOUTZOUKA [metaph. 
EIIITI? NA 17APS2? `sweetie']! ARE YOU [at] HOME? CAN I CALL 
YOU? 
case-study I, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 17/09/03 - lexter: Fay, time: 10.46 
Sequence 5 Case-study 1, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 08/10/03 
Message 54 texter: Fay, time: 16.37 
KOAAHTOYKA MOY TI KANEIE? AEE H 
bIAENAAA EOY EINAI EINAXOMENH 
XAAIA! EITIEHE PIXNEI KAPEKAEE! TII 
KANEIO? MIO FIOY : -) 
Message 55 
K Edf1 EBPEEE IIOAY! AIABAZS2 n ATI 
AIN92 THN IIAPAEKEYH... EIEAI I1OAY 
XAAIA; EAfIZ92 TOYAAXIETON 0 
OHMHTPHE NA EXEI nYPIEEI; (bIAAKIA K 
MENA MOY AEIIIEIE! 
Message 56 
EIMAI XAAIA, TPEXOYN MYTH, MATIA, 
MY [little] BEST FRIEND HOW ARE YOU! 
ASE [-particle] WELL YOUR FRIEND2 HAS A 
BLOODY COLD! IT'S RAINING CATS AND 
DOGS AS WELL! HOOW ARE YOU? MISS 
YOU : -) 
texter: Nana, time: 16.44 
HERE TOO IT RAINED A LOT! I'M 
STUDYING CAUSE I'M SITTING A PAPER 
ON FRIDAY... ARE YOU THAT BAD? HOPE 
DIMITRIS HAS COME BACK AT 
LEAST? MANY [little] KISSES [a]N[d] MISS 
YOU TOO! 
texter: Fay, time: 16.58 
I'M LIKE SHIT, WATERY NOSE, EYES, SORE 
2 Here, Fay refers to herself as H OIAENAJA EOY `your friend'. 
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IIONAEI O AAIMOE! AAAA EYTYXS2E HPOE THROAT! BUT FORTUNATELY MY BABY 
TO MS2PO MOY KAI EIMAI ENTAEEI! EE DROPPED BY AND I'M OK! I'M THINKING 
EKEbTOMAI! KAAH DYNAMH! IIOAAA ABOUT YOU! BE STRONG! LOTS AND LOTS 
AMETPHTA (DIAAKIA! OF [little] KISSES! 
Sequence 6 Case-study 1, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 14/10/03 
Message 57 texter: Nana, time: 22.31 
Hello, hello!!! TI MOY KANEI H KOAAHTH Hello, hello!!! HOW IS MY MATE? HOW'S 
MOY; IIS2E EINAI TO EYNAXI; EMENA THE COLD? AS FOR ME MY BELLY 
TIONAEI H KOIAITEA MOY! APXIEAME HURTS! CLASSES STARTED DAMN! MISS 
MAOHMATA AEE! MOY AEIIIEIE! cDIAAKIA YOU! MANY KISSES AND SWEET 
IIOAAA KAI ONEIPA TAYKA... DREAMS... 
Message 58 texter: Fay, time: 22.34 
KAAA EINAI H KOAAHTOYKA YOUR MATE [referring to herself] IS 
EOY, ETOIMAZEI BAAITEEE T'IA NA EOY WELL, PACKING [her] SUITCASES TO COME 
POEI! KAI MENA MOY AEIfEIE TO YOU! I MISS YOU TOO MY [little] 
OMOPa)OYAI MOY! OA TA BEAUTY! SEE YOU! GET WELL! GOOD 
HOYME! TIEPAETIKOYAIA! NIGHTY! 
KAAHNYXTOYAA EOY! 
Sequence 7 case-study 1, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 16/10/03 
Message 59 
OMOP(! OYKA MOY, IEXYEI H 
EYNANTHEH? rIATI EEKINA1 ! 
Message 60 
NAI IEXYEI MrIPOETA ETH 
ETAEH! (I)IAAKIA IIOAAA MEXPI NA 
BPEOOYME! 
texter: Fay, time: 21.00 
MY [little] BEAUTY, ARE WE UP FOR THE 
MEETING? CAUSE IM ABOUT TO LEAVE! 
texter: Nana, time: 21.02 
YES WE RE MEETING AT THE 
STATION! MANY [little] KISSES TILL WE 
MEET! 
Sequence 8 case-study 1, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 13/01/04 
Message 61 texter: Fay, time: 11.01 
OMOPa)OYKA MOY KAAHMEPA! H GOOD MORNING MY [little] BEAUTY! YOUR 
KOAAHTH EOY EXEI ETPIMS XTEI TS)PA MATE IS NOW UNDER PRESSURE AND [she] 
KAI DIABAZEI KAI HPOE TO 17APON IS STUDYING AND AT THE MOMENT [she] 
XAZEYEI! KAFIOIA ETIFMH OEAEIE NA IS DOSSING ABOUT! DO YOU WANT TO 
MIAHEOYME EHMEPA, IIPOE TO BPAAY? HAVE A CHAT [on the phone] LATER 
TODAY, SOME TIME IN THE EVENING? 
Message 62 texter: Fay, time: 17.00 
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OMOPDOYKA MOY FIATI DEN AIIANTAE? 
Message 63 
KAAAAAA! EAIIIZ92 NA EIEAI 
KAAA! E'AFAHS2 TIOAY, MOY AEIIIEIE 
A(DANTAETA KAI EE EKE(I)TOMAI 
EYNEXEIA! IIOAAA (IAAKIA! 
Message 64 
(DAIOYAI HMOYN ETO MAOHMA OTAN 
EETEIAEE K META EEXAETHKA K TflPA 
EIAA! K BEBAIA MIIOPOYME NA 
MIAHEOYME! OTAN OEE THA. (DIAAKIA K 
EI'92 EE ArAIIA92... 
Message 65 
OK, OMOP(DOYKA MOY! OA EE 1IAPS2 TO 
BPADAKY I'IATI XAZEYA KAI TPA 
TPEAAINOMAI KAI IIPEIIEI NA 
TEAEISlES2! TA AEME! (DIAAKIA 
MY [little] BEAUTY WHY AREN'T YOU 
ANSWERING? 
texter: Fay, time: 17.08 
WEELLLL! HOPE YOU'RE OK! LOVE YOU 
VERY MUCH, MISS YOU IMMENSELY AND 
THINKING ABOUT YOU ALL THE 
TIME! MANY [kisses] KISSES 
texter: Nana, time: 17.21 
MY [little] FAY I WAS IN THE CLASS WHEN 
YOU TEXTED ME [a]N[d] THEN FORGOT 
[about the text] [a]N[d] I'VE JUST SEEN [it]! OF 
COURSE WE CAN TALK! CALL [me] IF YOU 
WANT [little] KISSES [a]N[d] I LOVE YOU 
TOO... 
texter: Fay, time: 17.25 
OK, MY [little] BEAUTY! I'LL CALL YOU IN 
THE EVENING CAUSE I WAS MOCKING 
ABOUT AND NOW I'M FRANTIC AND I'VE 
GOT TO FINISH! TALK TO YOU! [Iittle] 
KISSES 
Sequence 9 Case-study I, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 13/01/04 
Message 66 texter: Fay, time: 19.59 
NA IIAPS ? CAN I CALL [you]? 
Message 67 texter: Nana, time: 20.01 
K BEBAIA NA IIAPEIE AAAA EE KANENA 
TETAPTO rIATI ETO ENA MIAAEI H MAMA 
K ETO AAAO H alex! IIAPE ETO 0000000000! 
(DIAAKIA 
Message 68 
OK! KANE ANAIIANTHTH K IIEPNE2 [sic]! 
OF COURSE YOU CAN CALL BUT IN 
ABOUT A QUARTER CUASE MOM IS 
TALKING ON THE ONE [line] [a]N[D] Alex 
ON THE OTHER! CALL AT 0000000000! [little] 
KISSES 
texter: Fay, time: 20.04 
OK! MISSED CALL ME [a]N[D] I'LL CALL 
YOU BACK! 
Sequence 10 case-study 1, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 21/01/04 
Message 69 texter: Fay, time: 10.55 
KAAHMEPA! EIEAI KAAA? rIATI GOOD MORNING! ARE YOU OK? WHY DID 
F. -=Aa)ANIETHKEE 
ETEI? YOU DISAPPEAR? 
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Message 70 
I-EIA EOY PAIOYAAKI MOY TI MOY 
KANEIE? EE EKE(I)TOMOYN FIOAY 
EHMEPA! Sorry IIOY AEN EETEIAA AAAA 
HMOYN AII'O XAMENH ME THN EPfAEIA 
AAAA THN ELS2EA K OAA MIA XAPA... EEY 
Messaze 71 
nc TA IIAE ME THN EEETAETIKH? ME 
TON OHMHTPH OAA KAAA; IIEPIMENS2 NA 
(IEPEI H MAMA KAPTA rIA NA EE I1AP92 
THA. MCIOPEIE TO BPAAY; (DIAAKIA MIKPH 
IIPIrKIIIIEA[sic]! 
Message 72 
KAAA TIAEI! DEN EEPO, EfEEA AITIOTOMA 
EE IIIEEH KAI TA EXn IIAIBEI! EIMAI EA 
MAETOYPOMAINH[sic] KAI DEN EXf2 
OPEEH rIA TITIOTA! AEE! OA HOEAA IIOAY 
NA EE AKOYES2! NA TA IIOYME TO BPAA 
[sic] 
texter: Nana, time: 10.58 
HELLO MY [little] FAY HOW ARE YOU? I 
WAS THINKING A LOT ABOUT YOU 
TODAY! Sorry I DIDN'T TEXT YOU BUT I 
WAS A BIT LOST [in space] WITH THE 
ESSAY BUT I HANDED IT IN [a]N[d] ALL 
SET... YOU 
texter: Nana, time: 10.59 
HOW ARE THE EXAMS GOING? ALL WELL 
WITH DIMITRIS? I'M WAITING FOR MUM 
TO BRING ME A CARD TO CALL YOU. CAN 
YOU [talk] TONIGHT? [Iittle] KISSES LITTLE 
PRINCESS! 
texter: Fay, time: 11.02 
IT'S GOING OK! I DON'T KNOW, I'M 
SUDDENLY UNDER PRESSURE AND I'M 
FED UP! I FEEL LIKE STONED AND I DON'T 
FEEL LIKE [doing] ANYTHING! ASE[- 
partic! e]! I'D LOVE TO HEAR [from] 
YOU! LET'S TALK TONIGHT 
Sequence 11 Case-study I, participants: Nana and Fay, day: 22/01/04 
Message 73 lexter: Nana, time: 11.32 
KAAHMEPA! H MAMA EEXAEE NA MOY 
IIAPEI KAPTA! EAIIIZ. Q NA MOY fiEPEI 
EHMEPA K NA THA. MHN MOY 
EYrXYZEEAI TOED ME THN 
EEETAETIKH! KOYPAF1O! EKE`YOY 
OETIKA! (IAAKIA 
GOOD MORNING! MOM FORGOT TO BUY ME A 
CARD! HOPE SHE'LL BRING ME [one] TODAY 
[a]N[d] [I'll] CALL [you]. DON'T GET SO UPSET 
WITH THE EXAMS! COURAGE! THINK POSITIVE 
[little] KISSES 
Message 74 
EIXA APXIEEI NA ANHEYXO[sic] OTI EFINE 
KATI! MOY EXEIE AEI`PEI I1APA I1OAY! EE 
EKE DTOMAI KAOE MEPA! OA OEAA IIAPA 
TIOAY NA E'AKOYES2! AN MCIOPEIE! OAA 
MIA XAPA EINAI! EXOYME 
Message 75 
TPEAAOEI! IYEKOAA TA OEMATA 
AEE! E'AI'ATIAc AMETPHTA KAI 
ANYIIOMON92 E'AKOYES2! IIOAAA IIOAAA 
texter: Fay, tine: 11.40 
I WAS WORRYING THAT SOMETHING HAPPENED 
[to you]! I'VE MISSED YOU SO MUCH! I THINK 
ABOUT YOU EVERY DAY! I'D LOVE TO HEAR 
[from] YOU! IF YOU CAN! ALL IS WELL! WE'RE 
texter: Fay, time: 11.41 
FREAKING OUT! THE EXAMS [are] HARD ASE[- 
particle]! I LOVE YOU LOADS AND I CAN'T WAIT 
TO HEAR [from] YOU! LOTS AND LOTS OF KISSES! 
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AMETPHTA (bIAAKIA! 
Sequence 12 Case-study I, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 29/02/04 
Message 76 
OMOP(DOYKA MOY NA I1APC2 H 
KOIMAEAI? EOPI IIOY APFHEA AAAA 
EMIIAEEA! 
Message 77 
NAI! RAPE ME IIHPE 0 YTINOE! 
texter: Fay, time: 00.01 
MY [little] BEAUTY CAN I CALL [you] OR 
ARE YOU ASLEEP? SORRY FOR BEING 
LATE BUT I'VE BEEN CAUGHT UP! 
lexter: Nana, time: 00.06 
YES! I FELL ASLEEP! 
Sequence 13 case-study I, participants: Fay and Nana, day: 17/04/04 
Message 7_8 texter: Fay, time: 21.14 
OMOP(DOYKA MOY! TI KANEIE? AEE H 
KOAAHTH EOY EKTOE OTI KANEI EAN 
IIENTAXPONO, EINAI XAAIA! IX! EE 
EKE(DTOMAI TIOAY! 
Message 79 
«AIOYAAKI MOY EIMAI ME TON FIAYAO 
EEK2! AYPIO NA MIAHEOYME ETO 
THA. MHN MOY 
ETENOXnPIEEAI... KOYPAI'IO! (DIAAKIA 
TIAPA FIOAAA... KAAHNYXTA K ONEIPA 
I'AYKA ; -) MOY AEIIIEIE! 
Message 80 
AX, EYrVNcS MH! NA I1EPAEETE 
TEAEIA! XAIPETIEMATA! OA OEAA TIOAY 
NA MIAHEOYME AYPIO! E'EYXAPIETS2! KAI 
MENA MOY AEIIIEºE 
AOANTAETA! KAAHNYXTA KAI KAAH 
AIAEKEAAEH! (DIAAKIA 
MY [little] BEAUTY! HOW ARE YOU? 
ASE[-particle]BESIDES ACTING LIKE A FIVE 
YEAR OLD, YOUR BEST FRIENDS IS A 
MESS! ICH[sigh sound]! I'M THINKING OF 
YOU A LOT! 
texter: Nana, time: 22.30 
MY [little] FAY I'M OUT WITH 
PA VLOS! LET'S TALK TOMORROW ON THE 
PHONE. DON'T BE SAD... COURAGE! LOTS 
OF KISSES... GOODNIGHT AND SWEET 
DREAMS; -) I MISS YOU! 
texter: Fay, time: 22.33 
AH, SORRY! HAVE GOOD FUN! SAY HELLO 
FROM ME! I WOULD REALLY LIKE TO 
HAVE A CHAT TOMORROW! THANK YOU! I 
MISS YOU TOO IMMENSELY! GOOD NIGHT 
AND HAVE FUN! [Iittle] KISSES 
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Melina and Dimitra 
Sequence 14 Case-study 1, participants: Melina and Dimitra, day: 26/09/03 
Message 81 texter: Dimitra, time: 11.18 
KAAHMEPA XAZO! FIEE ETH TEPEZA flc2E 
TIPOTIM92 NA BPEOOYME AYPIO TO 
IIP92I, NA TIAME NA IIAPOYME KI EMEIE 
META MS2PO rIA TH NANA! TI AEE? 
Message 82 
Sto syntagma avrio stis 10: 00! Ok? 
Message 83 
MEAINAKI NA IIOYME KAAYTEPA 10.30 
ETO EYNTAI'MA EES AIºO TA MAC FIATI 
EX92 KATI AOYAEIEE IlP921? E? AN NAI 
KANE ANAn! 
Melina and Nana 
Message 84 
Ti ginetai vre orgio? Pu xenyxtas? Giati den exw 
oute ena neo otan xerw oti esy exeis... POLLA? 
Autos o xemialistis o thanos flaiei! Ax! 
Case-study 1, participants: Melina and Nana, day: 
GOOD MORNING DUMMY! TELL TEREZA 
I'D RATHER SEE YOU TOMORROW 
MORNING, AND THEN WE [can] GO AND 
GET NANA'S PRESENT! WHAT DO YOU 
THINK? 
texter: Melina, time: 17.08 
At syntagma [square] tomorrow at 10: 00! Ok? 
texter: Dimitra, time: 20.07 
[little] MELINA LET'S SAY BETTER 10.30 
OUTSIDE MAC[sic] IN SYNTAGMA [square] 
CAUSE I GOT SOME ERRANDS TO DO IN 
THE MORNING? EH? IF IT'S OK MISSED 
CALL [me]! 
What's up you orgio[literally `orgy']? Where are 
you? How come I got no news when I know you 
got... SO MUCH? It's thanos' fault for blowing 
your mind! Ah! 
29/07/03 - texter: Melina, tine: 00.34 
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Nana and Dimitra 
Sequence 15 case-study I, participants: Nana and Dimitra, day: 21-22/09/03 
Message 85 texter. Dimitra, time: 20.28 
FEIA EOY NANOYKA! TI KANEIE? OAA 
KAAA? AEME NA IIAME AYPIO fIA T91NIA 
ETHN EPMOY! MIIOPEIE EEY? AN NAI 
AYPIO ETO ETAOMO ETO MONAETHPAKI 
ETIE 11.10! (MAIAA 
Message 86 
FEIA EOY OHMHTPOYAA MOY! AYPIO 
I1PEIIE! NA AIABAE92 K DEN NOMIZ92 NA 
MIIOPS2! AN EINAI OA TA IIOYME EKEI! 
(DIAAKIA... 
Message 87 
KAAHMEPA! PE EY DEN MHOP92 NA EPOS2 
MATT DEN OA TEAEIS2ES IIOTE TO 
OIABAEMA! OA MIAHEOYME! KAAA 
`P92NIA... (bIAAKIA! 
HI [little] NANA! HOW ARE YOU? ALL IS 
WELL? WE'RE THINKING OF GOING 
SHOPPING TOMORROW AT ERMOU 
[street]! CAN YOU? IF YES TOMORROW AT 
THE STATION [in] MONASTIRAKI AT 
11.10! KISSEES 
texter: Nana, time: 20.37 
HI MY [little] DIMITRA! I HAVE TO READ 
TOMORROW [a]N[d] I DON'T THINK I 
CAN! IF I MAKE IT, I'LL SEE YOU 
THERE! [little] KISSES... 
texter: Nana, time: 10.27 
GOOD MORNING! RE[-particle] SY[YOU] I 
CAN'T COME CAUSE I WILL NEVER FINISH 
MY READING! SEE YOU! HAVE FUN 
SHOPPING... [little] KISSES! 
Anna and Dimitra 
Message 88 
GOMENAKI STO BUS. MU'DWSE 
ISITHRIO+ME GLYKOKOITAEI. NA PAW NA 
TU KSANAMILHSW? THA SE THL JA TH 
VASW. NA THS THYMHSEIS TI ELEGE OXI 
MONO JA XOSE ALA+GENIKA JA XRONO. 
Case-study I, participants: Anna and Dimitra, day: 
FIT GUY ON THE BUS. HE GAVE ME A 
TICKET+HE'S GIVING ME THE 
LOOK. SHALL I GO BACK TO TALK TO 
HIM? I'LL CALL YOU ABOUT VASO. REMIND 
HER WHAT SHE USED TO SAY NOT ONLY 
ABOUT XOSE BUT+GENERALLY ABOUT 
TIME. 
01/09/03 - texter: Anna, time: 21.06 
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Message 89 
BLAKA H VASW MAS KERDISE 8 DUDE OUR VASO WON 8 
PROSKLHSEIS! SKEFTESAI O, TI INVITATIONS! YOU THINKING WHAT I'M 
SKEFTOMAI? LEPTOMEREIES DEN THINKING? I DON'T KNOW THE 
KSERW. THA DW STO www. stathmos. gr AN DETAILS. I; LL CHECK www. stathmos. gr IF 
BOREIS DES K ESY! YOU CAN CHECK TOO. 
Case-study I, participants: Anna and Dimitra, day: 24/09/03 - texter: Anna, time: 14.24 
Sequence 16 case-study I, participants: Anna and Dimitra, day: 13/01/04 
Message 90 texter. Anna, time: 19.57 
DEN EIMASTE KALA? PALI TO AKYRWSE 
TELEYTAIA STIGMH! DEN 8A XEI KARTA 
NA KSANAMATAYPOTHESW? DEN 
KSANAASXOLUMAI! TELOS! 
Message 91 
KALA. DEN KSERW. SE PAIRNW NA TA 
PUME. 
Message 92 
EAA PE! TS2PA IIHPA TO MHN. EOY! TIAPE 
nAPE! 
I DON'T BELIEVE IT? HE CANCELLED IT AT 
THE LAST MINUTE AGAIN! SHOULD I 
THINK THAT HE S RUN OUT OF CREDIT 
AGAIN? I WON T BE BOTHERED 
AGAIN! THAT S IT! 
texter: Anna, time: 20.20 
WELL. I DON'T KNOW. I'LL CALL YOU TO 
TALK ABOUT IT. 
texter: Dimitra, time: 20.23 
ELA RE[-particles] HEY! I JUST GOT YOUR 
TEXT! DO CALL [me]! 
Sequence 17 case-study I, participants: Anna and Dimitra, day: 16/01/04 
Message 93 texter: Dimitra, time: 18.25 
KANONIZOYME KAMIA EKIIAHBH FIA TH [Why don't we] ARRANGE A SURPRISE FOR 
MATA? MA TA? 
Messalt 94 texter: Anna, time: 18.31 
NAIAIAIAI! YEEEES! 
Messalt 95 texter: Dimitra, time: 18.32 
OKEIKE! TEAEIQNS2 KAI EE IlAIPN92? OK[-/eiks/]! I'M FINISHING OFF AND I'M 
CALLING YOU BACK? 
Sequence 18 case-study I, participants: Anna and Dimitra, day: 20/01/04 
Message 96 texter: Anna, time: 19.43 
EIPA ME TH MELINA NA VRE8UME OLES WE SAID WITH MELINA TO GET ALL 
THN PEMPTH MAZI! VRHKES TELIKA TO TOGETHER ON THURSDAY! HAVE YOU 
PASO SU XAZO? FOUND YOUR [student] CARD FINALLY? 
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Message 97 
OKEIKE I'IA fEMIITH! PE DEN EINAI 
IIOYOENA... EXS2 (DPIKAPEI, EINAI TPEAH 
AIADIKAEIA NA EANABI'AAEIE IIAEO! 
KAAHNYXTA! 
texter: Dimitra, time: 19.46 
OK FOR THURSDAY! RE[-particle] [the card] IS 
NOWHERE...! M FREAKING OUT, IT SA 
PAIN TO REISSUE THE CARD! GOOD 
NIGHT! 
Sequence 19 Case-study I, participants: Anna and Dimitra, day: 21/01/04 
Message 98 
MI1APMIIOYNAKI MOY TI KANEIE? AbOY 
OA TIAPEIE AYPIO BPADY PEIIO rIA NA 
BI'OYME DEN GA MI1OPEIE TO IIPS2I rIA 
'I'f2NIA? MEOAYPIO? FIAPAMEOAYPIO? OEAS2 
qI' i2 NIA! BPHKA TO IIAEO 
texter: Dimitra, lime: 18.45 
MY [little] FISH HOW ARE YOU? SINCE 
YOU'RE TAKING TOMORROW NIGHT OFF 
FOR GOING OUT YOU CAN'T MAKE IT 
FOR SHOPPING IN THE MORNING? [How 
about] THE DAY AFTER TOMORROW? THE 
DAY AFTER AFTER [tomorrow]? I WANT [to 
go] SH0PPING! I FOUND MY [student] 
CARD 
Message 99 
ANTE VRE BUGAtsula MOU, POLY 
XAIROMAI! RE EXW 8EOTRELH 
DOULEIA. DEN KSERW ENTELWS SIGURA 
GIA AYRIO. PARE ME OTAN GYRISEIS APO 
TA ISPANIKA. 
texter: Anna, lime: 19.03 
HEY MY LITTLE tart, I'M SO 
GRAD! Y'KNOW I GOT A MAD AMOUNT 
OF WORK. I DON'T KNOW FOR SURE 
ABOUT TOMORROW. CALL ME WHEN 
YOU COME BACK FROM SPANISH. 
I TOLD MELIN ABOUT TODAY AND SHE 
CAN [come along] ONLY DOWNTOWN. MATA 
Sequence 20 Case-study I, participants: Anna and Dimitra, day: 23/01/04 
Message 100 texter: Anna, time: 15.28 
MPOREIS NA 8YMH8EIS PU EXW CAN YOU REMEMBER WHERE I 
PARKAREI? EXW KANEI TO GYRO TOU PARKED? I'VE WALKED TWICE AROUND 
TETRAGWNOU DYO FORES(! ) THE SAME BLOCK(! ) 
Message 10] lexter: Dimitra, time: 15.35 
MHIlC E EINAI KAIPOS NA PAEEIE EE HOW ABOUT LOOKING AT ANOTHER 
AAAO TETPAI1 NO? AEN OYMAMAI BLOCK? I CAN'T REMEMBER ANYTHING 
KAOOAOY PE... ANTI NA KANE! BOATEE RE[-particle]... INSTEAD OF WALKING 
KATIE EE ENA EHMEIO KAI AROUND STAY STILL AND FOCUS! 
EYrKENTPS2EOY! 
Message 102 
EIAA rIA YHMEPA EE MEAIN KAI MIIOPEI 
MONO KENTPO. KAI H MATA TO IiPOTIMA, 
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GEE NA EPOEIE META TH EXOAH EDS2 K PREFERS IT TOO, DO YOU WANT TO COME 
META NA IZAME KATEYOEIAN EPMOY? E? OVER [here) AFTER COLLEGE [a]N[d] THEN 
GO STRAIGHT TO ERMOV? EH? 
Case-study I, participants: Anna and Dimitra, day: 27/01/04 - texter: Dimitra, time: 12.05 
Sequence 21 case-study I, participants: Anna and Dimitra, day: 21/03/04 
Message 103 texter: Anna, time: 17.59 
KALA PARE OTAN 8A EISAI SPITI SOU! WELL CALL [me] WHEN YOU GET HOME! 
Message 104 texter: Dimitra, time: 18.05 
OK! OK! 
Sequence 22 case-study 1, participants: Anna and Dimitra, day: 16/04/04 
Message 105 texter: Dimitra, time: 22.18 
EYNANTHEA TO FISWfO EOY IIAAI! TI I SAW YOUR GEORGE AGAIN! WHAT A 
MAIEI KI AYTOE... GUY... 
Message 106 text er: Anna, time: 22.45 
MALAMA? WITH A HEART OF GOLD? 
Message 107 texten: Dimitra, time: 22.46 
OXI KOYMTII! NO A GIG! 
Message 108 texter: Anna, time: 22.47 
ADE VRE! COME ON [no way]! 
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CASE-STUDY II 
Elisavet and Maria 
Message 109 
KAAHMEPA ABATIH! EAIIIZn NA EXEIE GOOD MORNING AVAPI! HOPE YOU ARE 
SYIINHEEI... IIAPE ME THA. OTAN AWAKE... CALL ME WHEN YOU CAN. 
MIIOPEEEIE. 'bIAAKIA [little] KISSES 
case-study II, participants: Maria and Elisavet, day: 07/09/03 - texter: Maria, time: 10.00 
Messame 
KANONIEAME NA BT'OYME KATA TIE 10! 
OA IIEPAES2 NA EE IIAPS2 ETIE 7: 30! OK? 
A! KAI NA MHN -7EXAEEIE TIE AEKHEEIE... 
THANKS ABAIIH! 
case -study II, participants: Elisavet and Maria, da 
WE ARRANGED TO GO OUT AROUND 
10! I'LL POP IN TO PICK YOU UP AT 
7.30? OK? AH! AND DON'T FORGET THE 
EXERCISES... THANKS AVAPI! 
y: 10/09/03 - texter: Maria, time: 17.30 
Sequence 23 case-study 11, participants: Elisavet and Maria, day: 20/09/03 
Message 111 texter: Maria, time: 12.44 
KAAA, E! ErINE XAMOE ME TON NIKO. NA KALA E[-particle] WELL! WE'VE HAD A HELL 
EE I1AP92 THA; MIIOPEIE NA MIAHEEIE? OF A FIGHT WITH NIKO. CAN I CALL 
YOU? CAN YOU TALK? 
Message 112 texter: Elisavet, lime: 12.46 
EIMAI KOMM )THPIO K AEN EX92 I'M AT THE HAIRDRESSER'S [a]N[d] 
MIIATAPIA! RUNNING OUT OF BATTERY! 
Sequence 24 case-study II, participants: Elisavet and Maria, day: 25/09/2003 
Message 113 texter: Elisavet, time: 08.11 
KAAHMEPA ABAIIH! IIOY EIEAI? GOOD MORNING A VAPI! WHERE ARE YOU? 
Message 114 texter: Maria, time: 08.13 
APFHEA NA 8YIINHES2. OA EPOS2 TH 2H I WOKE UP LATE. I'LL BE THERE FOR THE 
92PA. 2ND [class] HOUR. 
Message 115 
KAAHMEPA ABAIIH! AN MIIOPEIE RAPE GOOD MORNING AVAPI! GET ME A 
MOY ENA DAVIDOFF ONE! DAVIDOFF ONE PLEASE! 
case-study II, participants: Elisavet and Maria, day: 26/09/03 - texter: Elisavet, time: 07.44 
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Sequence 25 case-study II, participants: Elisavet and Maria, day: 26/09/03 
Message 116 texter: Elisavet, time: 14.42 
KAAA, E! EIMAI IIOAY KSZAODAPAH! OA KALA E[-particle] WELL! I'M SO FUCKING 
DYrEI H MANA MOY I'IA LUCKY! MY MUM IS LEAVING FOR THE 
EABBATOKYPIAKO! FAMATO ? WEEKEND! FUCKING AWESOME ? 
Message 117 texter: Maria, time: 14.44 
OA EE 17IAP92 THA META! (DIAAKIA. EIMAI I'LL CALL YOU LATER! [little] KISSES. I'M 
ETON NIKO. AT NIKO'S. 
Sequence 26 case-study II, participants: Elisavet and Maria, day: 10/01/04 
Message 118 texter: Elisavet, time: 10.31 
KAAHMEPA ABAITIH! HOY EIEAI; GOOD MORNING A VAPI! WHERE ARE YOU? 
Message 119 texter: Maria, time: 11.46 
ABAIIH TS PA TEAE192EA K bEYrn! OA TA A VAPI I'M DONE NOW [a]N[d] HEADING 
rlOYME. (DIAAKIA AAA! K. KAAH OFF! SEE YOU. [Iittle] KISSES AHHH! [a]N[d] 
EYNEXEIA! EMOYTE KEEP GOING! SMOUTS[kissing sound] 
Message 120 
IIOY EJEAI; WHERE ARE YOU? 
case-study II, participants: Elisavet and Maria, day: 17/01/04 - texter: Maria, time: 10.37 
Message 121 
EOY ErPA`PA THN A(IEP92EH! AYPIO TO I WROTE THE DEDICATION [note] FOR 
TIPf2I OA ETH YOU! I'LL BRING IT TOMORROW 
(DEPS2! TYXEPHHHHH... TEEIIA! EAIIIZS NA MORNING! LUCKYYYYY... ANYWAYS! HOPE 
EIEAI KAAYTEPA K NA MI-IN EINAI YOU FEEL BETTER [a]N[d] IT'S NOT 
EOBAPO! AN GEE ! TAPE META THA! [something] SERIOUS! CALL ME LATER IF 
(DIAAKIA ABAIIH! YOU WANT TO! [little] KISSES [to you] AVAPI! 
case-study II, participants: Elisavet and Maria, day: 20/01/04 - texter: Elisavet, tine: 19.00 
Message 
OA MAE AbHEEI K EMAE TIAPA SHE'LL ALSO LEAVE US A QUARTER 
TETAPTO! AN EINAI IIEPIMENE KAT52! TO! WAIT DOWNSTAIRS! SMOUTS[kissing 
EMOYTE ABATIH! sound] A VAPI! 
Case-study II, participants: Elisavet and Maria, day: 22/01/04 - texter: Elisavet, time: 13.31 
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Message 123 
EOPY ABAIIH! IIPIN AII'O ME rYPIEE EIIITI 
K MIAArA ME TH MANA MOY! IIEPAEAME 
HOAY KAAA...! OA EOY 1192 AYPIO 
ZOYZOY! (DIAAKIA K ETOYE 2! 
Case-study II, participants: Elisavet and Dimitra, 
SORRY AVAPI! HE GOT ME HOME A SHORT 
WHILE AGO AND I WAS TALKING TO MY 
MOM! WE HAD A GREAT TIME... ! I'LL TELL 
YOU TOMORROW ZOUZOU! KISSES TO THE 
2 OF YOU! 
lay: 23/01/04 - texter: Elisavet, time: 12.00 
Sequence 27 Case-study II, participants: Elisavet and Maria, day: 30-31/01/04 
Message 124 texter: Elisavet, tine: 20.36 
FEIA EOY ABAIIH M! TI KANEIE? Ern HI MY AVAPI! HOW ARE YOU? I'M 
KAAAAAA...! AYPIO 10: 30 EESZ AI70 TO FIIIINE..! TOMORROW 10.30 OUTSIDE THE 
(bPONT; SCHOOL 
Message 125 texten: Mafia, tine: 00.16 
OK, KaTw an6 to cppovti. (i u papia Ok, [let's meet] outside school. Kisses maria 
Message texter: Mafia, time: 04.26 




Kostas and Nikos 
Sequence 28 case-study II, participants: Kostas and Nikos, day: 10/09/03 
Message 127 texter: Kostas, time: 16.30 
EIMAI ETH EOA. QNOE NA IIEPAE92? I'M AT SOLONOS CAN I DROP BY? 
Message 128 texter: Nikos, time: 16.32 
EAA. OA POEI+H KATEPINA APrOTEPA COME. KATERINA LL BE HERE LATER 
TOO 
Sequence 29 case-study II, participants: Kostas and Nikos, day: 11/09/03 
Message 129 texter: Kostas, time: 17.05 
NA IIEPAES2 rIA KA(DE TPEAE? OY OY! CAN I DROP BY FOR COFFEE NUTS? 
00 00! 
Message 130 texter: Nikos, time: 17.12 
OXI TPEAE. EX12 iIABAEEI TH MIA AIIO NO NUTS. I'VE READ ONLY ONE OUT OF 
TIE OS20EKA EP92THEEIE&T92PA THE TWELVE QUESTIONS&I M SLEEPING 
KOIMAMAI!! TA AEME man; ) NOW!!! SEE YOU man; ) 
Sequence 30 case-study III, participants: Nikos and Kostas, day: 19/09/03 
Message 131 texter: Kostas, time: 10.00 
EAA PE (DIAE IIOIO KAAO BIBAIO EIXEE 
IIAPEI I'IA NA AIABAEEIE HAEKTPONIKAI 
AIIO TH BIBAIOOHKH? 
Message 132 
DEN EIXA nOTE BIBAIO FIA 
HAEKTPONIKAI. rIA TH MIKPO 
EIXA. iIABAEE ATIO TIE EHMEIS2EEIE TOY 
IIPOBATA. 
ELA RE[-particles] HEY MATE WHICH WAS 
THE GOOD BOOK YOU BORROWED FROM 
THE LIBRARY TO READ FOR 
ELECTRONICS 13? 
texter: Nikos, time: 10.00 
I NEVER HAD A BOOK FOR 
ELECTRONICSI. [The one] I HAD [was] FOR 
MICRO4. READ FROM PROVATA'S NOTES. 
3 HAEKTPONIKAI `Electronicsl' is one of the University courses which Kostas attends. 
4 MIKPO `Micro' is another course that Kostas attends at the University 
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Manos and Kostas 
Sequence 31 case-study 111, participants: Manos and Kostas, day: 15/09/03 
Message 133 texter. Manos, lime: 11.57 
EAA PE.. O MANOE EIMAI. MIIOPEIE TO 
EABBATO NA EPOEIE NA IIAME 
ETOYNTIO; 
Messase 134 
EAA PE NAI GA EE EIIAIPNA KAI EI'S2 
EHMEPA. MONO NA MOY UEIE I1OIA 
TPArOYAIA NA BrAASZ. TA MEAE 
Mpýccaae 111 
ME MOY TO THA EOY NA EE TIAPS2 TO 
MEEHMEPI; 
Message 136 
OA DYI'S2 EE KANA MIEAS2PO. 9988000. 
RAPE FEMME OrTOTEmnoPElEIZ NA TA 
IIOYME. 
ELA RE[-particles] HEY.. THIS IS MANOS. CAN 
YOU COME ON SATURDAY TO GO [to the] 
STUDIO? 
texter: Kostas, time: 12.03 
ELA RE[-particles] HEY YES I WAS GONNA 
CALL YOU TOO TODAY. JUST TELL ME 
WHICH SONGS TO PREPARE. SEE YA 
texter: Manos, lime: 13.00 
GIVE ME YOUR NUMBER TO CALL YOU 
EARLY AFTERNOON? 
texter: Kostas, time: 13.03 
I'M LEAVING IN HALF AN HOUR. 9988000. 
CALL ME ANYWAY WHEN YOU CAN TO 
CHAT. 
Sequence 33 case-study III, participants: Manos and Kostas, day: 22/09/03 
Messaae 137 texter: Manos, time: 10.47 
PE EY NAAPAKI OA POEIE EHMEPA 
STUD [O? MI]OPEIE NA POEIE ME 218? 
Message 138 
PE EY fLEE MOY THN ODO I1OY EINAI TO 
STUDIO KAI Ti S2PA NA EPOS2! 
Message 139 
PE EY TEAIKA GA POEIE? AN NAI IIPEFIEI 
NA KATEBEIE ME 218 ETH IIIZZA HAT THE 
IIAATEIAE-EMYPNHE! OA EE I-IEPIMENEI 
TAEOE+IIETPOE! 
RE[-particle] HEY YOU MATE WILL YOU 
POP BY THE STUDIO TODAY? CAN YOU 
TAKE THE 218 [bus]? 
texter: Kostas, time: 12.28 
RE[-particle] HEY YOU TELL ME THE ROAD 
WHERE THE STUDIO IS AND WHÄT TIME I 
SHOULD BE THERE! 
texter: Manos, time: 15.41 
[re-particle] (hey) YOU WILL YOU COME 
AFTER ALL? IF YES YOU HAVE TO GET 218 
[and get off] AT PIZZA HUT IN SMIRNIS 
SQUARE! TASOS+PETROS WILL BE 
WAITING FOR YOU! 
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